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PREFACE 

AN attempt to explore the whole territory of economics 
with so fragile a vehicle as eight slender essays might 
well be held sufficient evidence of a diffuseness do.omed 
to be superficial. If these essays made any such pre~ 
tension, there would, I think, be no answer to the charge. 
But while their apparent range is wide, they .make no 

<claim to do more than survey certain aspects of their 
field, and they advisedly ignore large areas which many 
may judge to be more deserving of ~tudy. The seleCtion 
of themes has not, however, been a random one.. It 
has been guided by the opinion' that Political Econ~my 
and the controversies which beset it have meaning as 
answers to certain questions of an essentially practical 
kind-questions concerning the nature and 'behaviour 
of the <;conomic system which we know as capitalism; 
and that this type' of question is crucial both to any 
full understanding of the development of economic 
thought and to the relation between economic thought 
and practice. In the later career of a theory there is 
.a common tendency for original questions of this kind 
to become . submerged and forgotten, so that essential 
meaning is lost or obscured. It is the belief that economic 
thought,. if it is to have realistic worth, must be freed 
of many notions to-day encumbering its roots which 
gives to these essays such unity as they can claim to 
have, and explains their preoccupation so largely with 
interpretation and criticism. 

The book is necessarily addressed, in the main, to those 
who have some acquaintance with economic. literature 
and with economic discussion. At the same time, care 
has been taken to avoid the technical preoccupations of· 
professional economists, so far as the theme has allowed, .. . 
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POLITICAL ECONOMY AND CAPITALISM 

and to make the discussion accessible to the wider circle 
of those who have a lively sense of the intimate relation 
_between economic- thought and practice in the world 
to-day and have little time for what is merely "light
bearing" without being "fruit-bearing". If some of 
what is written here may bear the character of thinking 
aloud rather than of finished thought, the thought has 
at least not been hasty but has extended over several 
years. In . this process of groping I have incurred a 
debt to Mr.· Dennis Robertson and Mr. Piero Sraffa, 
who have read some, and to 'Mr. W. E. Armstrong, 
Professor Erich Roll and Mr. H. D. Dickinson, who 
have read all or the greater part of these essays at various 
stages in their growth, and whose criticism has banished 

1 a . number of confusions which . might otherwise have 
1 remained. Mr. Clemens Dutt, Mr. A. G. D. Watson 
and. Mr. George. Barnard have also given me valuable 
advice and correction on a number of special points. 
But none of these must be blamed for errors which 
r~main, or. for any of the opinions which are expressed. 

CAMBRIDGE, 

;uzy 1937. 

M. H. D. 

In: the revised ·edition I have made some substantial 
alteration to the second half of Chapter IV, in order 
to elaborate certain aspects of Marx's theory of crises 
which in the earlier edition I had tended to ignore, and 
also some alterations, to meet the requirements of maturer 
thought, in the last dozen pages of Chapter VI. Else
where, ·although only too conscious of mistakes and 
deficiencies, I have confined myself to a few very minor 
changes. 

May 1940. M. H. D. 
Vlll 



CHAPTER I. 

THE REQUIREMENTS OF A THEORY 
OF VALUE 

THERE are those whose attitude to classical Political 
Economy is contained in the statement that nothing Is 
to be gained by examination of the elementary blunders 
of economists a century ago. In so extreme a forin 
as this the attitude is probably rare. But there is a:· 
similar, .if less impatient, opinion in general currency in 
academic circles which represents the classical economists 
as the cruqe, if brilliant, "primitives" of their art, from 
which our contemporary.sophistication has no more thai) 
very minor lessons to learn. While classical Political 
Economy, it is said, may have posed many questions 
rightly and yielded certain brilliant guesses at the truth, 
its technique of analysis was inadequate to furnish logic
ally satisfactory answers, and precision of thought as 
well· as the solution of major problems were hindered 
by certain elementary confusions. Ricardo's genius was 
limited by his adherence to the crude and narrow labour 
theory of value, and by his "ignorance of the terse· 
language of the differential calculus". Of Marx have 
we not been told that, taking as intellectual baggage· a 
few hasty misreadings of Ricardo, he was led by com
mendable but unbalanced "sympathies with suffering" 
to positions which maturer reason must inevitably reject? 
The mode!:_~_!lle9.~. value, prod~ct in the main of the 
final decades of the nineteenth century, divides the 
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economics of to-day from that of a century ago much as 
Newton's. principles divided· the work of his successors 
from pre-Ne~onian physics. Ricardo and Smith ·might 
be the J;lythagoras and Aristotle of economic science; but 
they were little more than this. So much has this belief 
become part of the texture of economic thought that to 
dispute it is to render oneself suspect, either . as an 
ignoramus or as a victim of perverse obsessions which 
should have no place in scientific judgment. 

To-day there is a tendency to maintain that the 
early economists were not merely immature but were 
misled into false inquiries. Even the concept of utility, 
which originally was championed as providing a more 
adequate answer to the questions which the classics had 
propounded and as covering a ·greater generality of cases, 
is frequently discarded as untenable or otiose. '\It is a 
growing fashio~ to say, with Cassel, that a theory of 
value is unnecessary and that all the requisite pro-; 
positions can be enunciated simply in terms of an 
empiri~al theory of "price) We are told that a theory 
which represents exchange-relationships as functions of 
ce~pref;rences, expressed in human be
haviour, is all ·that atriie- science of economics should 
have or needs to have, and that such a theory ipso facto 
constitutes the only theory of value which ~an exist 
when~- value is properly defined .. To the study of 
economics, says Mises, the study of purposes or ends 
is as irrelevant as is a study of real· costs; and the only 
theory of value necessary to economic study is an equa
tional system which generalizes the relationships which 
musfprevail between scarce means~ and given ends in 
all possible situations.1 Professor Myrdal has recently 

1 Die Gemeinwirt~~hajt, Eng. trans. as Socialism, p. 111 et seq. 
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REQUIREMENTS OF A THEORY OF VALUE . 

declared that the search of previous economists for a 
theory of value, based on concepts either of real cost or 
of utility, represented an obsession with ethical· and 
political_que.stioris;. and that only the abandonment 
of·· this false search has led to the placing of modern 
economics o.n a scientific basis.1 An American writer, 
addressing himself particularly to Socialists, has said 
that Marx faile4 to understand the requirements of ·a 
theory of value, and that the modern doctrine, because 
of its superior objectivity and greater generality, is more 
properly the economic theory of ·a socialist economy 
than the value-theory of Ricardo and· Marx.2 

Clearly, any decision on such a matter, even any 
understanding of what is involved, requires an answer 
to the question: What conditions must an adequate 
theory of value fulfil? Prior even to this question, it; 
may be necessary to answer a further. question: \Vha~ 
relevance at all has a. tl].eQry_()fJ.~~~ to the s~l!_ct_~r~ of 
propositions which constitutes Political Economy? 

Croce has said that ''a systeni.-of"ecoiiolnlcs from 
which value is omitted is like logic without the concept, 
ethics without duty, aesthetics without expresiion''~3 
But this analogy is unconvincing unless the purpose 
of economic inquiry is more precisely defined. Clearly 
there are a number of propositions about economic 
events which it • seems possible to make without any 
prior postulation of a principle of value, still less of 
"adequate conditions" for a theory of value. More
over, it seems quite possible to make a number ?f state-

1 G. Myrdal, Das politische Elemmt in der Nationalokonomischm 
Doktrinbildung (1932), Chapters 3 and 4· 

1 P. 1\1. Sweezy in' Ecmwmic Forum, Spring 1935. 
1 Benedetto Croce, Ilistorical A!aterialism and the Etonomics of Karl 

Marx, p. 138. ' . 
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Jments about the behaviour of prices without any attention 
to a priori considerations concerning formal adequacy. 
Will not the sum of such statements, if consistent and 
true, . itself constitute our theory of value ? If a theory 
of value is conceived of as anything more than this, does 
it not define itself as something metaphysical, and some
thing irrelevant to the positive inquiries which economists 
have in hand? Why not argue, not about formal adequacy, 
but simply about the sort of empirical statements to be 
made which are true to fact? 
f. What is meant when one speaks of the~!!lal adequacy 
tof a theory in this context is the conditions which it must 
f fulpl if it is to be ~~pable. oLsustaining corollaries of~ 
l certain tyP.~ -~L genetality. One is referring to the 
relationship between propositions and the forecasts 
which can be built upon them. It is a question of the 
level of knowledge which one's set of statements con
stitutes-of how far one's knowledge is able to reach-: 
It is a· familiar fact that in the history of any branch of 
scientific knowledge inquiry has started with description 

. and classification of events within a somewhat vague 
and undemarcated neld. On the basis of such classi
:ficatio~ analysis' is able at a· later stage to construct 

·certain limited generalizations. But such generalizations 
may for. long remain applicable only to a limited type 
of situation or to a limited . part of the field, and be 
incapable of· sustaining forecasts of that more general 
type which relate simultaneously to the major events 

. within the system and enable one to determine the 
configuration of the system as a whole. To achieve the 
la~ter requires that generalizations reach a certain degree, 
not only of comprehensiveness, but of refinement. A 
certain level of abstraction is required. Such a miJe-

4 



REQUIREMENTS OF A THEORY OF VALUE 

stone in the ·path of knowledge seems to have beet~ 
provided, for instance, in chemistry by the concept 
of atomic weight of· chemical- elements, and in physics 
by the Newtonian law of gravitation. In Political 
Economy it seems · true to say that prior to the 
publication of The Wealth of Nations the study of 

· economic questions had not passed beyond its descriptive 
and dassificatory stage: the stage of primitive generaliza
tion and of partic~.llar inquiries. Only with the. work of 
Adam Smith, and its more rigorous systematization by 
Ricardo, did Political · Economy ·create that unifying 
quantitative principle which enabled it to make postulates 
in terms of th~ general eguilibriu~ of t~~-- e~()!J.O!ll!c 
system-to make deterministic statements about the 
general relatiori.ships which held between the· major 
elements of the system: \In Political Economy this 1 
~nifying. p~nciple, or sys~em of general statements cast I 
m quantltattve form:, consisted of a theory of value/ i 

The question of the adequacy of a theory 9f value, 
therefore, means the conditions which such a set of 1 

statements must fu~SJj~ to-be-competent-to deter-! 
mine- the~equilibrium.. . .9!.-!:rlovem:ent-of·the-system-as-· a 
whole. The purely formaranswer·lo-this--qnestion-:is~ 

-nlmiliar· enough. The set of stat~ments must have the 
form (or be capable of expression in the form) of an 
equational system in which the number of equations, or 
known conditions, is equal to the number of unknown 
variables in the system to be determined-no less and 
no more. This, however, is purely the formal require
ment. To sustain forecasts concerning the real world 
the theory must have not only form but also content. It 
must have nQt only elegance but also "earthiness"; and 
what is more concretely required when these conditions 
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~re expr~ssed in realistic. terms is less familiar, and ts, 
inde~d, more frequently than not ignored. · 

An 91:1ational system means that certain relation
ships are defined which govern, or connect, all the 
variables within the system. These are the generaliza- · 

'tions of which the theory is composed. A formal 
condition for this equational system to be capable of 
solution-for the "unknowns,. to be "determined", 
or to have· particular values assigned to them, when 
sufficient data about the situation are known-implies 
that somewhere in the system certain quantities which 
have the character of "constants" appear. The system 
as a whole is, of course, determined both by the relation
ships which the equations define and by these "con
stants". But in an important sense it is the "constants" 
which are the key which furnishes numerical values to 
the whole. They are the data which, when known in 
any· particular case, .enable one to. calculate· (by means 
of the equations) the position of all the rest. The 
significance of ~ "constant" is not that it is. necessarily 
unchanging and unchangeable,! but that it is some 
quantity which in ·any particular case can be known 
independently of any of the other variables in the system. 
It must be something which can be postulated inde
pendently of the rest. It is some quantity brought in, 
as it were, from outside the system of events to which 
the- set of equations refers; and in an important sense 
it is on this outside factor that the total situation is made 
to depend. When jt is known, the "shape" and "posi-

1 Prof. Ragnar Frisch has pointed out that when economic theory is 
expressed in a dynamic, and not in a static, form, dealing with movement 
as well as equilibrium, Certain Of these I( influencing COefficientS n will 
have the character of "given functions of time". (Review of Economic 
Studies, Vol. III, No. 2, p. 1oo.) 
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REQUIREMENTS OF A THEORY OF .VALUE 

tion" of the _situation ·can be fully calculated, for the 
reason that the unknowns are all ultimately expressed 
in terms of their relation to it, whereas it is not. in turn 
expressed as a function of any of them. · The quantity 
represented as a constant is, hence,· determining, but 
not determined, so far as this particular context of events 
is concerned. For instance, the "gravitational constant, 
which figures in Newtonian physics expresses the ac
celeration of a body as (in part) a function of mass; and 
is valid in so far as one can treat mass as something 
independent of velocity. If, l10~ever (as more recent 
concepts are sugge~ting), the "'tnass of a body in .turn 
varies with its velocity, t4is constant is to that extent 
inadequate as a basis for calculating changes in velocity. 

To take a slice of the. real world and. to analyse it in 
this way is equivalent to declaring this slice to be an· 
"isolated system", in the sense that it is connected, with 
the rest of world-happenings only through certain de-. 
finable links, so that if we know what is happening at 
these links at any moment, we can calculate what will 
happen to the rest of this "isolated system". As Pro
fessor Whitehead has said, it means ''that there are 
truths respecting this system which require reference 
only to the remainder of things by way of a uniform 
systematic scheme of relationships. Thus the conception 
o( an isolat~d system is not the conC'eption of substantial 
independence from the remainder of things, but of 
freedom from casual contingen~ dependence upon· de
tailed items within the rest of the universe." 1 

In the abstract, of course, it is possible to create any 
number of "isolated systems". One can construct 
equational sy~erns about events, and make them coherent 

1 Science and the Modern World, pp: sS-9. 
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POLITICAL ECONOMY AND CAPITALISM 

and solvable, merely by observing the formal rules and 
inventing · the necessary constants which are required 
to determine the whole-by assuming certain things to 

·be independent, whether they are in fact so or not. In 
this way quite a number of theories of value can be 
devised, with no means of choice between them except 
their formal elegance. This is an easy, much too easy, 
game. On the other hand, it is true that in the real 
world there are no completely "isolated systems". A 

1 

law 'of value, therefore, while it must be subjected· to; 
realistic,. and not merely formal, criticism, can be ex
pected to be no more than an approximation to reality' ' 
capable of sustaining a certain type, but not every 
type, of forecast, and achieving the highest degree of 
generality that is consistent with the complexity of the 
phenomena which one seeks to handle. The ultimate 
criterion must be the requirements of practice : the type 
of practical question which one requires to answer, the 
purpose of the inquiry in hand .. 

The smaller the degree of generality that one's ques-
,. tions ·require, the easier it ofte~ is to find ·a principle 
which will fit the case. The more particular, and less 
general, the problem to hand, th~ gre.ater the number of 
surrounding conditions which one is justified in as~uming 
to be constant. The problem of determining the result 
then becomes relatively simple provided one can kri,ow 
eriough of the surrounding conditions '(indeed, at the 
extreme of particularity one generally in practice knows 
too few of the relevant .conditions to forecast the result, 
so that what one may gain in apparent simplicity one 
more than loses in insufficient knowledge). For instance, 
if orte wishes to determine the price at which fish will 
sell in a particular market on one particular day, the 

8. 



REQUIREMENTS OF A THEORY OF VALUE 

result is given if only one knows the supply of fish on.the 
spot, the ephemeral desires of housewives and the amount 
of cash which the latter at the moment have to spend. 
All of these things .can be ~easonably treated as inde
pendent both of one another and of the price at which 
the fish is sold. . Again (to take a rriore long-p~riod 
example) if one is dealing with a particular commodity 
in isolationfrom the rest, one is entitled to take the level. 
of wages, of profit and of rent. as independent factors, 
as part of the given data of the problem; and a simple 
"cost of production" explanation suffices (given . con
ditions of "constant returns") to determine the result. 
When, however, one is dealing with the generality of 
commodities, or even. with large groups of cpmmoditie~, 
or with a long instead of a short period of time, ·these. 
simple assumptions break down: what in the isolated 
. particular case. one treated as independent factors ·cannot 
now be so treated. In this case one is no longer justified 
in using the level of wages, of profit ap.d ·rent as. deter
mining constants, for the reason that these will be 

' influenced by the values of commodities as well as 
influencing them. ' It follows, therefore, that an ~ssential 
condition of !.._ theol)" of val~ is that it £1:USt _solve_the 
problem of distributi<JE (i.e. determine the price of labour
power, of capital and of land) as well as the problem of 
commodity-values; and it must do so not only because 
the former is an esseptial, indeed major' part of . ihe 
practical in.quiry with which Political Economy is con
cerned, but because the one cannot be determined 
without the other. In other words, neither Distribution 
·nor Commodity~Exchange can be properly treated as 
u• 1 d " T · 11 tso ate systems • o ·express It more genera y, ·a 
principle of value is not adequate which merely expresses 

9 
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, value in terms of some one or other particular value: 
i the determi~ing c'o~sta_nts mu:t express a relati~hip with 

1 
some quantzty whzch ts not ztselj a value_:) Th1s was the 
·reason for which Ricardo rejected mere "supply and 
demand" explanations, and Marx scorned the "cost of 
·production" theory .of J. S. Mill: because such theories 
s~ugh.:t an explanation. of .. value in ~t~np_s __ 9{ quantities 
which could- .. o.nly __ be.Jr~~!e.4 .. ~~.i!l_dependent_ in circum
stances-which precludec;l the principle. from l1aving the 
requisite ge~e!~ity_; in Mill's case-In terms of a·given 
level of wages and rate of profit for which he adduced no 
indeP,endent pdnciple of det.ermination.1 This was the 
reason too why Ricardo was so concerned to demonstrate 
~he unsuitability of Malthus' attempt ·to represent the 
value of commodities in terms of the value of labour-. . . . 
power,2 and why Marx· so· brusquely set aside the 
relativism of Bailey .3 

There . is a further __ ~ll~~~~llt which deserves 
explicit mention if only for the reason that it so frequently 
passes unobserved. It seems Clear' from the nature of 

·its s.ubject-matter a!ld the type o{ statem~nt which it is 
required to make, ~hat··.aq economic theolJ~-~~st_ -~-e 

•1 Cf. below', pp. 16and. IJ7· 
1 Cf. below, p. 89 f. • 
.a A writer recently commenting favourably on Bailey has referred to 

•i irrational disquisitions which depend upon a qualitative or monist 
conception of the nature f>f exchange-value .. 'llnd regrets that value
theory "has not been more influenced·. by the proposition that the 
obje"ctive exchange-values of 'a commodity are to be found in the other 
commodities for which it can be exchanged (and not in some different 
inherent quality)". (Karl Bod~, in Economica, Aug: I9JS.) This com
ment would seem to miss the essential issue in the cr\ticism of Bailey. 
It max be perfectly proper to define exchange-value as "the othe11 
commodities for ~hich (a given thing) can be ex<!h!lnged "; and it was 
so defined by Ricardo and Marx. But it -does not follow that a deter
minate theory of v·alue can be cast purely in such terms. 

10 
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quantita_!!v~. -~_forJ:Il. If this is. so, it is neces~ary that 
the determining relation or relations_ ~_}1ich figure in 
the equational' system should be capable....O.C~~P.E_ession 
in_ term..~~ of quantitative entities in the real world. 
They mustbel:ranslatabie-intcnrctual--dimensions which 
can be factually. apprehended and know~. This is 

· elementary; but it is not always observed by those 
who construct principles· on purely formai lines. This 
does not necessarily mean that a· theory of value needs 
to relate . the exchange-: value. of commodities to . some 
single dimension or real entity; although in pract,ice 
it · may work out that this has to be done. · But 
to permit any full quantitative statements to be 
made, ~uch governing dimensions or entities to which 
the price-variabtes-are~-connect~'d 'ffiusttliemselves-be 
related ill' a way:ihat·e~able~-"th.effi''io b(( reduced "to--a 

· common __ ter.m.~.~:For instanCe:"lfone'seq\iailOiiSwere to 
expres;-the price of a commodity as some particular 
function of two quantities, u and v, -one would need to 
know how: u and v were themselves related for one's 
statements to have· any precise meaning. (If we were 
to know that· commodity a, for example, was equal to 
su and IV, while commodity b was equal. to IU and 
sv, it would be impossible, in the absence of f~uther 
knowledge of the relationship· between u and v., to stat~ 
whether a was .. greater than b or· b was greater than 
a.) This is simply to say' that u and v must be actually 
capable of numerical expression. For this reason it. 
would not be sufficient ~or acost-the"Ory-ofvaiie:i~~~P~~ss 
value as a function, say, both of labour and abstinence, 
or of ·quantity of man-po~e('and . quaiitiiy-DGa'ture 
used}ii prooiid:ioll,\inless the theory was able to embrace 
some further condition or datum which afforded a common 

II 
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term to the two elements. of cost. And for this purpose 
it would not be legitimate to assimilate labour and 
abstinence or man-power and nature in terms of their 
market values, since this would be to make the deter
mining constants, or the knowns of the problem, 
'dependent on the unknowns which were to be deter
mined. ~im_ilar!y~ _p_ri:l;!~ipl~which __ made_ . yalue a 
function of "desire" and "obstacles" would need- to 
fiidude--somi"iu~ .~condition_ as -tne~postulate "that in 
equiliprium the differential coe!ficients of -"desire" and 
·••oostacles~" .. {sub]ectively .e5timated)_ were equal. This 
is ~vidently · the meaning of Marx's emphasis, in the 
much misco_nstrued opening chapter of Das Kapital, on 
the necessity of finding some uniform quantity' not itself 
a value, in terms of which the exchange-value of com
modities could be expressed; as it is clearly also the 
explanation of Marx's statement in a letter t~ Engels that, 
in·his opinion, the major contribution of his first volume 
was the separation of labour-power and labour 1-the 
former a commodity represented in its value and the 
latter an objective representation of human activity and 
an entity capable of independent quantitative expression. 
This seems to provide the reason why the two major 
value-theori~ which have contested the economic field 
have sought to rest their structure on a quantity which 
lay' outside the system of price-variables, and independent 
of them: in the one case an objective element in pro
ductive activity, in the ·other._ case a subjective factor 
underlying consumption and demand. 
I This crucial "value-constant" classical Political 
Economy found in a relationship of cost. The exchange
value of a commodity was defined in the purely relative 

1 Marx-Engels Correspondence, pp. 226 and 232.• 
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sense of the amount of other commodities for which it 
was customarily exchanged. But a determinate solution 
for this systein _of exchange-ratios was sought in the 
prinCiple that these ratios were governed ultimately by 
the quantity of labOur required (in a given s~te of 
society -·and~oriecnrilque)-ioproduce the commodities 
in question. It was this solution which constituted the 
famous labour-theory of value. Prior. to Ricardo this 
principle was not enunciated in any complete or clear
cut form. Frequently, · indeed1 it was formulated 
obscurely, and even ambiguously; Adam Smith having 
referred. both to the amount of labour and also to the 
vaJ.iie oflabour used m prod~~~~ As used by Rirudo 

3ruf1\Iarx tlie conception of labour was an objective ope; 
-boour -o-eiiig-conceived as the exEenditure of ~_giy.en... 
~~tu~ ?f ~m11an energy; even though it was later to.be 
translated into subjective terms as a mental "sacrifice" 
or psycfiiC" ic pain-,; involved-inw~k."Vieweaobfectively 
intli1s way, tneoetermm.ing relatiOn was a technical one, 
and not a valtle-relation. In any given technical situation 

· it would be a given factor, synonymous with the degree 
of labour-productivity, and independent of the value· of 
labour-power (i.e. the wage-level). Moreover, it was a . . 

1 For instance: value •• is equal to the quantity of labour which it 
enables him to purchase or command"; and" the real price of everything, 
what everything costs to the man who wants to acquire it, is the toil 
and trouble of acquiring it". (Wealth-of Nation$ (Ed. 1826), pp. 34-5.) 
Ricardo commenting on this says that Adam Smith sometimes speaks 
"not (oO the quantity of labour bestowed on the production of any 
object, but the quantity which it can eommand in the market: as if 
these were two equivalent expressions, and as if because a man's labour 
had become doubly efficient he would necessarily receive twice the former 
quantity in exchange for it". (Principles, p. 6.) In Letter-1 to Malthur 
(Ed. Bonar, p. 233) we find Ricardo writing: "You say a commodity is 
dear because it will command a great quantity of la~ur; I say it is. 
only dear when a great quantity has been bestowed on its production~" 

IJ 
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relation capable of being expressed in terms of "greater" 
or "less": . Given- conditions -of-" constant returns" it 
was ''independelit-also or-demarid':-th~ productivity of 
labour in 'terms of commodity' a ~d commodity b would 
remain unaffected whether much of a was demanded 
·and little of b, or much of b and little of a. 
, This principle of the identity of value-ratios with 
t. labo.ur-ratios rested on conditions which defined the 
1 nature .of the dominant tendencies in an exchange
! society. In an exchange-society characterized by the 
division of labour, by competition and the mobility of 
resources, competition would ensure that labour was 

, distributed between the various lines of production in 
such a way that these ratios were equal. It depended, 
therefore,. on a particular conception of the equilibrium 
of such a society; and it depended on the conception of 
the level of wages as being uniform for labour of uniform 
quality, though not on that level being constant. But the 
statement was· subject to -~It<lt!~!lt_ qualifications. 
~~_r~t'·-~i~-~---r~~P~~~- .!~. ~~-~~. }t __ held true only under 
~.ti~'!L.~Qnditions of productio~, or for production 
under the least favourable natural conditions being 

, utilized at· the time. This indeed must be so in the case 
of any form of cost-theory. Secondly, it implied the. 
impor_!~~~-~j~p!ifir!n_g__assumption.!bat t_he ratio of labour 
!~~-~-~t~-~-~p~(ly~<!_i~--~i!f~r~_!lt ljries .of production was 
eV£lj'}VJie.I~-~Q.Y.~J: wha~ Marx termed equality in the 
''organic composition of capital, or what later economi~ts 
would have called uniformity of the ''technical co
efficients". . This assumption meant that value was 
only an abstract approximation to concrete exchange.:. 
values. That It should be so has generally been held to 
be fatal to the theory; and was the onus of Bohm-Bawerk'l) 
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criticism of 1\iarx. But all abstractions remain only 
approximations to reality: this is their essential nature; 
and it is no criticism of a theory of value merely to say 
that this is so. Whether such assumptions are permis
sible or no is a matter of the type of question, the nature 
of the problem, with which the principle is designed to 
deal. The criticism only becomes valid if it shows that 
the implied assumptions preclude the. generalization 
from sustaining those corollaries which it is employed 
to sustain. It is frequently said that Ricardo, at least in 
the first edition of his Principles, did not appreciate the 
importance of his implied assumption .. It has ·even been· 
suggested in the case of Marx that he did not notice . the 
crucial qualification, and that he then wrote his third 
volume to evade a difficulty which he had not pre
viously observed; with the result that he produced a 
substitute theory which was indistinguishable from the 
"cost of production" theory of Mili.I .But these are 
rash and ill-founded presumptions. It is altogether more 
reasonable to suppose. that Ricardo gave cursory mention. 
to the qualifying assumption in his first edition, not 
because he did not appreciate it, but because he con
sidered it unimportant for the purpose of the main 
inquiry he had in hand. It is too seldom remembered. 
to-day that the concern of classical ,P.olitical Economy. 
was with what one may term the ''macroscopic" problems 
of economic society, and only very secondarily with 

1 That this view is incorrect is sufficiently shown by the fact that in 
his Miser~ de la Philosophil, published many years before the first volume. 
of Kapital, Marx pointed out that a rise of wages would have a different 
effect on different industries, causing the price of goods to rise in some . 
and actually to fall in others owing to the fact that " the relation of 
manual labour to fixed capital is not the same in different industries ". 
Cf. below, p. 73· · 
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. "microscopic, problems, in the shape of the movements 
of particular commodity prices. Ricardo, at any rate, 
did not pretend that his principle was adequate to deter
mine the latter. But Ricardo, more than others, was 
first and foremost concerned with problems of distri
bution-with the movement of the three great revenues 
of society, rent, profit and wages-and with commodity
values in relation to this.1 Hence he was concerned not 
with particular commodity-values, but with broad classes 
of co~modities, such as agricultural produce and manu
factures, or with commodities on the one side and money 
·on the other. To this type of problem he considered his 
approximation an adequate one, and affording the degree 
of generality which 'the scale of his problem required. So 
it was with Marx in the scope of the problem so far as it 
was covered in his volume I. When he approached the 
·problem of particular commodity-prices in his volume 
III by means' of a further approximation in the shape 
of his theory of the "price of production"' it had this 
essential difference from the cost of production theory 
of Mill. Marx had criticized the latter because it had left 
"cost of production" itself unexplained: it ·had described 
cost of production as consisting in the wages paid for the 
labour used plus an average rate of profit, without afford
ing any explanation of the determination of the rate of 
profit itsel£.2 In Marx's theory of the "price of pro
du~tion" profit figured as a quantity determined in terms 

1 Ricardo wrote to Malthus: " Political Economy you think is an 
inquiry into the nature and causes of wealth; I think .it should rather 
be called an inquiry into the laws which determine the division of the 
prodtfce of industry among the classes which concur iri itt> formation." 
(Letters to Malthus, p. 175.) In the Preface to his Principles he·w.rote: 
"To determine the laws which regulate this distribution, is.the principal 
problem in Political Economy." 

•· Cf. below, p. 137· 
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of the law of the first approximation, as presented in 
volume I, profit depending on the surplus or difference 
between the ·value of labour.:.power and ~e value of 
finished commodities. In this crucial respect the second. 
approximation depended on the first (as, for example, 
do the successive approximations of the law of projectiles 
in physics), and was not a contradiction of it in its 
essentials. The solution of the "microscopic" problem 
was conceived aS' dependent on the solution of the 
"macroscopic" · problem;. microscopic phenomena as 
ruled (with appropriate modifications) by the macro
scopic law. The theory of gravitation is not rendered 
absurd and useless merely because it requires substantw 
modification to explain why airships and aeroplanes can 
rise in the air. 

The essential importance of this labour-principle was i 
that it could· be employed to determine the value of 
labour-power itself (under certain given conditions). 
The key question as both Ricardo and Marx saw it was:. 
\Vhat determined the difference between this and the 
value of commodities in general? For instance, ~es 

_rose._would this difference be narro:wed, or would the 
price~of commodities rise pari passu? On this difference 
profit and 'iri--tumtlie'''rate··of-profit depended. If this 
could be determined, then, not only was a key afforded 
to the problem of distribution-to the variation of. class· 
revenues-but the constituent elements of Mill's "cost 
of production" and Marx's "price of production" were 
also determined. 

This, it may be said, is still to approach the matter in 
a formal way. Any principle may be ·made formally 
consistent at a sufficient level of abstraction; but that 
is not to say that it has realistic worth. \.Why should a 

17 
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cost-theory of value based on labour, which is admittedly 
only one of the factors in wealth-production, have a 
superior claim to any alternative cost-theory that one 
might devise: for instance, a principle which took 
capital or land as the determining quantity? To con
.centrate on labour alone is, surely, arbitrary dogmatism: 
it is to imply the sequel in this initial assumption, without 
affording any independent ground for believing the 
sequel to be true? This, it is true, is ultimately a practical 
and not a formal question. The truth of an economic 
principle must lie in whether,. in· making abstraction of 
certain aspects of the problem, it does so in order to 
focus upon features which are. in fact crucial and funda
mental feature's of that slice of the real world to which 
the theory is intended to apply. 
, In the case of land or capital clearl there were serious 
practical objeCtiOns to taking them as a basis : 1 cu ties 
which-wouTo-liave~xceeded any of those which are 
charged ·against· the ·labour-theory. Classical Political 
Economy was already focussing attention c,n the non
homogeneous character· of land, and was using the 
differences in the quality of land, along with its scarcity, 
as basis of the classical theory of rent. lAcres are more, 
dissimilar than m~n-hours of labouq In the case of 
capital there was the more c~cl~f"~bjection that it ~ 
itself a value, depending upon other values, in particular 
.ontlle prpfit tobe.earnecf:-How: -then, coulcrthis.quantity' 
be"" used-as basis for"a determinate explanation of profit? 
If, on the other hand, the term were to be taken as 
designating, not a value, but· the concrete things
machines and structures, etc.-which capital-values re
present, then these could only have quantitative signi
ficance in this context as "stored-up labour". ·As for a 

18 
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combination of these factors to form a composite cost.,. 
principle: there is the additional objection that there is no 
discoverable common term by which these diverse quanti
ties could have been related; and ·such a prinCiple would 
have remained vitiated by an essential dualism. How, for 
instance, even if acres could be taken as homogeneous, 
could. one relate man-hours and acres and capital-units? 

But the.re is a practical reas_gn which is more decisive 
than this. Jha!_l~~-()Ur co~stitt1tes .. ~ ,.co.stiiLa ~~igue 
sense was, of course, an assumption. But it was an 
assim1ption born of a. particular view of what'Was- the . 
essence of the economic pr.obiem:· As s~di it -wasitofan · 
aroitrary'definitlon, but an attempt to depict the e'ssential 
shape of real events; and by its adequacy· in doing this 
it must ultimately be judged. Any theory of value 
necessarily constitutes an implicit definition of. the 
general shape and character of the terrain which it has 
decided to call "economic". The crux of the economic 
problem; as th~s theory represented it, and as 1t had fieen 
traaltiOnally vie:wed, ~y ~~-,~~-t:- ~!_~~_ggl~ _2f._l!l~.!!~h!I \ 
nature to wrest a livelihood for himself under various 

__ f?~~-c:>tprod§et~()I!_~f.~!l.~ious s!ag~s oJ1I;t~ry~--As}ctty .. 
had said, labour is the father, nature the mother· of 
wealth. To this relationship the contrast between human 

. activity and the processes of nature was fundamental; 
human activity being endowed with primary significance 
as the initiator and begetter of change and increase. 
If when we speak of the economic problem we refer, not 
to its formal character, but to it~ real content, and intend 
to indicate some eleme.nt common to the various forms 
which the economic struggle has taken at different stages 
of history, h is hard to see what statement is possible 
which does not include this ever-changing relationship be-
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tween labour and nature, and the fundamental contrast be
tween these two factors, as a crucial element. And if we 
seek to give any quantitative expression to this relationship 
-to· man's mastery over nature--it is hard to ·see what 
simple notion one can use other than the expenditure 
of. human energies requisite (in a given state of society) 
to produce a certain result. Among the earliest dis
tinctions in Political Economy was that between "riches" 
and "value"; the crux of this contrast being that, while 
nature as well as human activity was productive of wealth 
or riches, value, being a -sociarrefattonShTp·,--was=an 
·attribute orhuman~ctivity-and-notoiluiture-:-The 
e~~--~·{Y~lue, in other wordS, .. by-contras(w1th riches, 
was conceive4_!Q_Q~~~9.~.hJlP.4..!he essence ofCosttolie 
inlabour, by contrast with na~~e. Labour, conceive(( 
Ob]ectivety·-a.s~ ""the output of liuiiian energy, was the 
measure and the essence of Ri~do's "difficulty or 
facility of production". This contrast between labour 
and nature, conceived as parallel to the contrast between 
value and riches, was clearly _a primary. notion, to which 
the consideration .that man is a tool-using animal and · 
mant.d'actures instruments to· increase his po~er over 
natu~al forces {whence follows the distinction between 
labour devoted to the creation of instruments and labour 
devotea to their use) was secondary. All this is ele
mentary enough. At the same time, it would seem to be 
sufficiently fundamental for any value-concept which 
ignores these simple notions to have very limited power 
to sustain pronouncements about essential processes in 
the real worlq. · 

Whether human labour is a cost in a unique sense is, ·. 
therefor~:;-p-;~<;ticai ques!i()!l~. for judgme!l_!.!._ ~?~ for 
logic, io-decld"e.-True,-11\iinan activity is itself differenti-
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ated as labour which embodies itself in tools and instru
ments and labour which is. devoted to the U!)e 'of these 
instruments in the direct and current production ·of 
commodities. But while the· making of such instruments 
and their subsequent maintenance and repair represents 
a cost in this crucial sense, there is no comparable cost 
in_ the mere use (as distinct from using-up) of these 

. instruments, or in the mere postponement of their use 
in time.1 As Bohm-Bawerk himself has said (irr criticiZ
ing the use-theory of Interest): "it is by the passing of 
available energy into work that the. 'use' of goods is 
obtained by man,; there is no other sense of '.'use~, 
than ~he "putting forth of physicalpowers", or'energy; 
and ''for any 'use of goods' other than their mitural 
material services there is no room either in the world 
of fact or in the world of logical ideas ". 2 ~~ce:·"m-· 
basing itself on this sim~ but fundamental characteriza
tiOil."of economic activity, the labour-pn~le was not 
-ffiereiYJ?rovidiili_a_ formal·· c<>"iicei>i :it"-was liiakmg~aD. 
important qual1Uiflve-siateme'iltaoout the nature of 'the 

-- ~-r;,·------------ --·······--··-·-···- ··-·-·-·--·-·· . 
economic-proble~I!.l. ~ ql}alita!iye _§_tatement often confused 
with arL~thicaLone). and impa~ti~_g_-·i~e .i~pii~~t~?~s---of. 
t~is statement to. its corollar~es.\ ~also, indeed, -~s · 
!_he -~!il~ty~!~eo._ry;_". _although __ ~he qualit~tiy~_ ~tatement 
.~t made was of a quite different order, being concerned,, 
not Wlth relati?rJ.~-:or production, 'ouf-Wit!Ct..li~ relaijon 
of commodities to .the .psydiology-orconsumers. In 
expressing.- value as some function- .. of- utillij~-· it was 
characterizing the equilibrium which it defined as an· 

1 The question of " real· cost" viewed. subjectively as something 
psychological, and hence of so-called" abstinence", is a different matter, 
and is considered separately below, · 

1 Capital and lnteres! (Ed. 189o), pp. 220 and 231. 
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equilibrium of a specific kind, related in a certain 
way to a "maximum" of utility (a statement which has 
independent meaning quite apart from any moral or 
ethical postulate). (,The statement which the labour
theory implied was that exchan~-values bore a certain 
relation to the output and usiD:g:~I! <?( ~~~a~-~-nergfes, 
and in doing so provided a term which gave some- mean
ing to the di~tincti~ll_b~~~~E-_a_ g~oss_ and a net product 
and to the conc~p~ of~urpl~s, and provided a criterio-n I or 
~ifr~~~~iia~in~n~~<!f_ inconi~_ ~~o~ --another ?r !hu~. 
1f Is possible m these t~~_!~ __ <_!t~~m~i_sh ex~hange
-rdatiori.Ships w~i~~- !.~P~~_ent .! p~s~ing .·of_ ya!ue-:equiva-
1eiifs-iro-m:~·tnose-which do not: for instance, the sale of 
laoour=powerr:ep;~sent~ the exchange of income 
against human energies expended in production, con
trasted with the sale of. a property-right over the use of 
scarce resources, representing no such passing of equiva
lents ·and constituting an income by no means "neces
sary" in the fundamental sense in which a subsistence- · 
income to labour is necessary or the return to a machine 
of a value equal to what the operation of that machine 
has used up (in a physical sense).' And if so radical a 
distinction as this exists, it must surely -be of -crucial 
importance m dete!Pining ~the·_-be-havfour-- ~f ~different 
incorne:-crisses-aii'd the reaction of economic changes 
on them? . Without. some -such 'va.iue:concepi:1on-; fiinda-:_ 
mental-distinctions of-thiskfiid "can- nave· .no place in . 
econorriic theory:- Witn·a:-d1ffereni value-principle they 
disappear;·. -and (as will later be seen) in the modern 
subjective theory of value the very concept of surplus, 
conti-isted with. cost: loses any ·essential meaningland 
a __ criterion for af1y Jundamenlal distinction between 
different class inc()~-~~- ~-~<:~ing., 
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1 Ricardo, it ~ay be. only dimly.sensed the-requirements 
of 'aviti~~~heo_ry ... _At least, th~r~ _ i~_~o __ ~yi~~E£~U_hat he 
based it on any_4eyelope4 methodology __ Y.et.JLSeems. 
Clear-that- In -essentials the instinct of. his r:obust!y_ ana
lYtical mind was right. _ Th_ere _ _j~Jittle_ 49\ll>_t,.: _l_lo'W~~r, 
that .. Marx was . more. fully alive to the met~<?~ol_~~cal 
problem -than his .. contemporanes anCf-:most~f _hi§_SUC
CeSSOrs:-qiTs anal ysis"of ca'Ri~aiJ~! society _was"app~9aC~ed 
froirithe -standpoint of a general phi!o~~phy_p_Lhis~<?!Y' 
by which- iCcan· be--said· that- the descriptiv(!_ and_classi
ficatory emphasis of the historical . school and. th_e . ar{a
lytical and quantitative emphasis_ of ~bstracf }>olitt<;:al 
Economy_ we~e _com~_ig~d.)~More essentially eve~ :t~al1·· 
with Ricardo his concern was ·w-itl1-the---movements of 
the-main class revenues of society, as key to' ''the laws 
of motion-of capiulisi-:5odeij'''"whiCh his. analysis was 
primarily desigried to reveal.~ To thiS inciuir}r lie con
sidered his value-pdncipl~ Jupy adequiie--asweli- as 
necessary. That both he and Engds ,vere . welCaware 

·of the limitations as well as the requirements of the 
abstractions he used is suggested by the following 
passages, in which their mutual theory of the role of 
abstraction in thought and practice is revealed. "The· I 
formulation in thought of an exact picture of the. world 
system in which we live is impossible for_ us, and will[ 
always remain impossible .... :Mankind therefore 

'finds itself faced with a contradiction; ·on the one hand, 
it has to gain an exhaustive knowledge of the world 
system in all its inter-relations; and on the other hand, 
because pf the nature both cf man and of the world 
system, this task can never be completely fulfilled. . • . 
Each mental image is and remains in actual fact limited, 
objectively through the historical stage and subjectively 
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through the physical and mental constitution of its 
maker. • . • Pure mathematics deals with the space 
forms and quantity relations of the real world-that is, 
with material which is very real indeed. In order to 
make it possible to investigate these forms and relations 
in their pure state, it is necessary to abstract them entirely 
from their content, to put the content aside as irrelevant." 1 

In a letter to Conrad Schmidt discussing specifically 
Marx's theory of value, Engels wrote:-" The conception 
of a thing and its reality run side by side like two asymp
totes, always approaching e~ch other yet never meeting. 
This difference between the two is the very difference 
which prevents the concept from being directly and 
immediately reality and reality from being immediately 
its own concept. ,Still ••. it (the concept) is something 
more than a fiction, unless you are going to declare all 
the results of thought fictions." 2 

But it was not many years after the publication of Das 
Kapital before a rival value:th_~~ry was to rise and with 
remarkably little resistance to conquer the fiefd~This 

_ '§iSUiE\iiillt}T:-tneory-;-wlilcfiseems to have germinated 
simultaneouSiyliiSCveral minds, being enunciated alike 
by Jevons- in this country and by Menger and Wieser 
and I;lohm-Bawerk of the Austrian School. The new 
theory had the attraction __ of_ingen_uity and_ elegance as 
well as-of flQyelty (although, like most ideas, it wa-s not 
unforeshad~wed); and owed its invention in part to the" 
use of conceptions oT the differential cdculus, with its 
emphasis on increments of aq\lantlcy and-rates of_incre
uienCit seems cfear--that Bohrn~Bawerk at-any rate 
appreciated the problem which the classical theory had 

.--- ·- --·------ -- -- . 

1 Engels, Anti-Duhring, pp. 46-7. 
1 M_arx-Engels COTTespondence, p. 527. 
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sought to solve. While he is sparing, almost niggardly, 
in paying tribute to Marx even for formulating the · 
question accurately, there is every indication that he 
framed his theory directly to _provide a substitute answer 
t~!he_questlon~-~""-:~i~E-_Mi."tiJ~<t4.J?O.~i<J. ft is, at least, 
a remarkable fact that within ten years of the appearance 
of the first volume of Kapital, not only had the rival 
utility-principle been enm:iciated independently by a 
number of writers, but the new principle was finding a 
recept_ivity to its acceptance such ~s very few ideas of 
similar novelty can ever· have met. If only by the effect 
of negation, the influence of Marx on the economic theory 
of the nineteenth century would appear to .have been ·· 
much more profound than it is fashionable to admit. 

Utility._as something individual and subjective, was 
the qua!ltity ~~:~liich jalu_e was ancb9_r~cLl?Y . ..!his ~w 
theory. Value was expressed as a function, not of utility 
t__r_eate~-~-s aJ:!_agg~e&i:l~e;J>J!f_],Cth~_in~rem~nt.~oLJttility 
at the margi~ ofconsumption.( !!1 place of an objective 
cost-relation, lying behind ~r~di.u:!Ion;=:uili~.§e 
relation between. commodities and individual states of 
c~nsdm.isness-··was ·taken as the d~t~~;p-i~i~g--~-~n;tant 
in the_ eq~~tj<>_~~~yste~;) As Professor Pigou has':s-aid, 
the "economic constants." are conceived as "depending 
upon human consciousness".1 By this means, it was 
claimed, a greater degree of generality was attained than 
had been possible for classical Political Econo~y. ...!!_ 
was applicable whatever the technical combinations of 
f~tors of production might he·; --and so was""iinrestncted 
by assumptions about 'the "organic composition of 
capital"~- - For-- this--reason iC-sufficed -·to--determine 

Simultaneously. and completely f)oih-the' ,,~~r~~coplc'' 
1 Economics of Welfare, p. 9· · 
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and the "microscopic" configuration of economic society. 
Many --proceeaeC:rto-daiffi-that, -sin(£ tiie--Jlin-damental 

r 

i,nstincts of human consciousness remained the same, the 
principle would hold for any type of economic society. 
To academic economists it came, as Wicksell has cle-
scrThed.·lt~-as ___ someth1ng-ofarevelation. At the same 
·time it. impiled certain !_i_~~ti~g_ ;~ssliJP.P!ions of its own, 
quite different in character and significance from those 
surrounding the classical principle. In particular, since 
states of human consciousness could only find expression 
i~~value:jerms~ualiy -lnt~-_:of ~~j-~~y;_ abstraction 
hfld to be _m~d~~-2f.jh~~aifferent income-positions of 

··differenT-individuals. Consumers had ·to be· ireated~in 
. 'abstraction ·rrorrt'ilieir character as producers, and vice 
versa. The problem of value had to be treated as though 
~t co~~)e_ ~~~~~Iii~i>en<!eri!Iy~~(the effects-on·d~mimd 
.of)he. 9-istribution_of incom~: otherwise" a demand
schedule could not be regarded solely as a function of 
utility and-aslndepeiident-ori:J:le-value" of commodities 
'i\n:~of'producti-ve:-ag~_I!t..,. _!his has led s!lme -~diers 
'i:o maintain that the principle- is only fully. applicable to 
a society of equ:1:L!11comes-in other words, to a society 
where there is no problem of d-istributioideffto explain. 
And "it- lee!" Wieser to define "natural value'' -as the 
exchange~ra1:ios wliich-would rule"m a coinmiirilst-society. 
Further, by takiiig·~~-hs-f<?ulld~~i<?n a fact of iil_di_viaual 
'3ons£~~U.~~~~~~--~L~~! __ (>I~!Y. ~epara~~d -nls=~tt!~bute~ . .fa 
consumer from his attributes qua P!~~~:cer _and income-

, recelve"F;bufiiiade-absiractionoTall social influences upon 
1fldiv1duar C:Jiaracter=-alfreactioiis "of the society of which 
'he" was-pa-ii-ancrthe economic relations into which he 
entered on his desires and ·aversions, his pleasures and 
pains .. The significance of thxs abstractimi will be more 
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fully discussed later; bu(~t was clearly inevitable that the 
corollaries of such a principle should have an individualist 
bias, since an individualist description of_h~!!!~n society 
was contained in its assumptions~ Whether . such a 
descriptiOn IS jUstified or not IS not a tormal or }_Qg!<;_al 
q_uesilon but a question of fact. 
- · There -has been some d~te as to whether utility, 
so defined, can properly be treated as a quantity at. all. 
Into this dispute we need hardly enter, since it seems 
to have little importance for the issue in hand. The 
truth may well be that utility' though a mental fact, 
can be defined in such a way as to give it what Kant· 
termed ''intensive magnitude'' -Q.Unabling._jt-tO-b.e. 
conceived in !~~ Qf._'~ g~~~~Qr.Jess ".1 Whether, when 
~aefined, it is something which exists is another matter~ 
But for the present the question of ~ts existence as 
an entity need not concern us. If existent it can only 
have economic significance when objectively expressed 
through an individual's behaviour on a market-in a 
concrete act of purchase or sale. The immediate mental 
activity behind such an act · of purchase is sometimes 
referred to as a "desire" (behaviourists would term it, 
presumably, a behaviour-reaction) to distinguish it from 
the more fundamental fact of consciousness to . which 
the term satisfaction or utility is applied. Here for 
long the subjective theory: of val!le. has <::ontinued to rest 
on a veiy . slender___p~_gime~t: so slender -that-:Marshall 
hid it in- ·aTootnote. That ... it .. does . so· ·rest ·-seems -to 
have remaine~· surprisingly. tinnoii~~d_ by:~?y·.-' This 
premise consists in the identification of "desire" wit£_ 
"satisfaction". As Marshall-;a1d:~ -"We fal(back on the 
~(.:f;·an artlcfe by 0. Lange in Rev1ew of Econ. Studies, Jwte 1934, 
also a reply to it, ibid., October 1934, and W. E. Armstrong in The 
Eco11omic Journal, September 1939· 
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measurement which economics supplies of the motive, or 
moving force to action, and we make it serve with all 
its faults, both for the desires which pro~pt activity and 
for the satisfactions that result from them." 1 Professor 
Pigou has defended this identification as a sufficient 
approximation and as true of "most commodities, 
especially those of wide consumption that are required 
as articles of food and clothing".2. Without this simple 
assumption there is no ground for expr~emand as 
~tility;- and hence no ground for connecting 
value-phc:;nomena with such a quantity at all. How far 
tlley can be regarded as connected even at a low level of 
approximation will be part of the criticism of a later 
chapter. 

As has· been said, it is increasingly fashionable to-day 
to discard u~iJity__~~ ei!~!-a snadowy-or-a-superffuous 
entity. ''Satisfaction" and other such deeper mental states 
are-thrown to psychQlogy or ~to_ethi~sl-iu~d-foiincfation-
mateiialsought in ~~e- stc:T?e~~~-of d~~~~~' c:_mpirical 
'preference-scales and behaviour-reactions. Prices are 
the resultant of certain schedules of demand-prices-of 
'c~rt~l~ ~-im.£i~~~a.~IJ--o_!)s~~~--~ar~~!~ff_er~ ;_ aJ1a]cono-
mics as a science of "catallactics ". is presented as the 
l~istword-of-~~ora!_purity and-;ie~tific obje-ctivity. 
Bufls this escape a-legitimate mode-o(escape? Is it an 
escape--~<>Ilsi~fei?.C \\;rth the-re-quiremen~s of_ a _theoiy -of 
value? - On the purely formal plane, of course~ the 
equations can be made adequate enough: the necessary 
"constants" can be defined as "constants"; and there 
is the logical end of the matter. · But whether such 
equations, when given· realistic . interpretation, can con-

1 Principles, pp. 92-3. 
1 Economics of Welfare, First Ed., p. 25. 
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sistently sustain the ·corollaries they are required to do· 
is a different question. What qti.anlity, independe11t of 
value-movements, have we . left on which to rest our 
system? If demand is· not to be a function of utility, 
by what is it determined?. By 'empirically observed 
preference-scaleg; which have a suspicious appearance 
of being the same entity under a different title! These 
preference-scales are not necessarily grounded in ei!her 
anyinstmct or anyoaSicrationahty. Whatwarrant-have
we to assume tliem to oe creatorsraiiiertlian the creatures 
ofiiiiiket:pi=iCe?ls not ~~ch oftg~-~~I~~t•<?!l JC?Jfi~re 
"supply and aemand ~~ . explal}_at_iop._~_?p£ropriate also 
-~e.£c:L Is it not perilously similar to an attempt-toTrame. 
the "gravitational constant" without the concept of 
mass, substituting. let us say, some such entity as the 
"attractional propensity". of an object in its steq.d? -.!L 
this criticism is valid, then we are left with a formal 
i.ee:~_iq\1~!-iVhich- can he usec(tr;-;~P!~fi(;i'~~1:i@s 
of certain definitions and to furnish a descriptive account 
and a-~~~~~i~cation <>f certaLri:Jj~j~I_y~t':!~-reiationship~; 
which can postulate realistic tendencies and make realistic 
pfogiiOses in the case of certain particular problems 
treated separaiel:f'arid'iriisolation;but with respecl'to'fne 
"macroscopic" phe~().rE~!:J:l! of (!~~n<?_f:I?-iC S~Clety lS 1mpote~t 
to pronounce_ judgment. An economic law j_~_P.Qt.merely 
a: conditional sent~ncejta~ing!h~TIL~ :~it~ati9J!J?~Aef!ned 
in this or that way it will necessarily have this or ·that 
attribute. Su~h. is ·nomore jllaf1_'iautofogi~ --~As-C~nnal\ . 
has said (in discussing the "law of diminishing returns") 1 'l' 
an economic law or tendency must state the prob_ability 
~~~~me-actual cours_e__!>f_~~l!ts oc£~mg. Al!Q_it is to J 

permit statement~ __ of_this_ kiJ!d. __ ~~ ~e_~-~~4e ~~at ~ 
1 Theories of Pmductio11 a1~d Distributio11, p. 168 et seq. 
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value must be adequate. Otherwise, whatever its formal 
elegatice; it i~_:_not wo~rt\ly_of t{ie-nam·e:- -
':'-We have mentioned that there is a crucial respect in 
which any type of demand-theory' whether- it be well -or 
ill-grounded,- seems--necessarily .. to be lilferior- to ·a cost
principle as abasls~-~(_!nteipretati~ «lfeconom-ic events. 
Ii Is that-only-i~ terms of the latter can the -corice.pi of 
surplus acquire a~e~riiJ!g;_ while with-out it (or-so-mething 
akliito it) no criterion of differentiation between class
incomes seems able-io exist~" The-reason·-for .this-Is that -- <ll-----~ ... ,._.~-·--""·"~- -- ._ .. - . -------~------ ·------
a ~ost-pru:~~tple_essentially__!!!_a_kes some statement c~n-
cemi?g the nature of Eroductive activities-:of the 
rJailon _ oetween men in _the activity of production
whereas -a·· demand-the~cy- is-a generalization ·about con-
sumption- -anaexchange ___ about· the relation between 
riieri-quacoiiS\ime~ anc[ the -c::~minodities which result 
froni pi·oduction. "Any question of a type which includes 
-the ·contepforsurplus is a question about the connection 
be_tween a given in_come and productive activity, and 
lienee ipso facto involves a concept of cost; cost and 
surplus here figuring as correlative terms. A principle 
which interprets value purely in terms of demand can 
define the productive "contribution" of a person or a 
class only according to the value of what eventuates: it 
cannot define this contribution according to the activity 
or process in which the contribution originates, since it 
includes no statement about any productive relationship 
of this kind. Hence any participant in production which 
acquires a price-any agent which figures on the market 
at all-must ipso facto have made a "contribution,, this 
being synonomous· with the value which consumers have 
directly or indirectly placed upon his services. Not 
merely the labour, of weavers, the wool fed to the looms, 
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the wear and tear of machines, but also the loan of scarce 
resources represents value contributed to the productive 
process. Even· such things as "goodwill" and time and 
risk-bearing may represent value-contributions; since 
the latter consist in the sum total of conditions which 
are both essential to production and are scarce. If a 
thing acquires a price, .it ipso facto performs a service;· 
the sum total of values-contributed must (at least, under. 
competitive conditions) equal the value of the result; 
and the whole inquiry concerning "surplus-value" 
becomes meaningless. · . ' 

But the inquiry becomes meaningless because. of the
form in which the 'problem is stated, and not because it' 
does not refer to something actual in the real world. 
Indeed the concepts of cost and of . surplus are not 
merely abstract categories, product of .a certain mode of 
thought, but are among the most fundamental as well 
as the earliest in. economic inquiry, which we meet 
with even when Political Economy was at its purely· 
descriptive stage. So long as cost . and gross product 
could both be represented in terms of the same thing, 
the c6ncept was easily expressed without the inter-Vention. 
of a value-theory. On a farm a certain amount ·of corn 
is fed each year to the sustenance of men and of animals, 
and a certain amount of seed corn is placed in the ground.: 
At the end of the season the harvest 'of corn exceeds· 
what has been used up to produce it. The difference 
figures as the surplus, or net produce, on which the · 
Physiocrats placed such emphasis as the. life-blood· of 
society and the determinant of the level of civilization 
which a given society could attain. But whe.n it is wooiJ 
that is fed to the looms and flour to. the weavers, and cloth 
which is the result, the difference between the origirial 
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and the,final quantities can only be expressed in terms of 
value. The question immediately arises as to why such 
a value-difference should exist at all and, if it persists, 

-what .causes it to do so.~. Why should not competition 
either raise the original values to equal the final values, 
or lower the final value to equal the original value of the 

, constituent elements?)-\ I.h,is..c.probl~m of the creation 
anq __ o!_~~e-~~~~sa~. of ~his_ surplus-value was a central 
Q~e .for. das~ic_~L ~~l~~i~al_. E~gnomy,. as __ indeed _ i_t nmst 
be .f.or __ ~ny ___ ~heory of d.ist_riE_l!tion. The ·signific-ance of 
the labour-prindpi~of value was that it gave a quanti
tative meaning to the original. value-contribution made 
to the productive process in a sense which enabled it to 
be different .from the final value of the product. As a 
cost-principle it evaluates a productive contribution in 
terms of the physical using-up of something which has 
to be replaced by human activity. If the labour or 
activity required to replace what is used up is less than 
the labour embodied in the total product, a surplus 
emerges. The crucial question is then this: Is this 
surplus distributed in proportion to the productive 
contribution of the participants in production (in pro
portion to the share of each in the cost involved), or is 
some class which has made little or no productive con
tribution successful in annexing it, and if so, how and 
why? This is no ethical inquiry alien to the realm of 
rigorous scientific definition. Yet it is an inquiry which 

, modern econo!llics has successfully eliminated. It will 

1 Bohm-Bawerk, for example, posed the question in this way in dis
cussing the reason for a "surplus-value" on capital: "Why should the 
pressure of competition on the capitalist's share never be so strong as 
to press down its value to the value of the capital itself? •.• If this. 
were to happen, the surplus-value, and with it the interest, would . ~ • 
~isappear." (Op. cit., p. 171.) 
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be part of the argument of subsequent chapters that this' 
inquiry has been eliminated, not by accident, but· for a 
crucial reason: Iiamdy, that subjective economics, in 
its obsession with demand and excpange, postulates 
little ~nothing about the activity of production except 
.that certain agents of production exist which are necessary· 
and are scarce. 
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CHAPTER II 

CLASSICAL POLITICAL ECONOMY 

IT is not surprising that classical. Political Economy 
should have stirred ·its age·, and exerted an influence 
which was revolutionary both to traditional notions and to 
traditional practice~ ~n the history of thought in the social 
sciences its arrival was epoch-making because it created 
the CQnCept of economic society as a ~er~ 
s~~ a system in th~ sense th:itlt was r~d1y 
laws of its own, on the basis of which calculation and 
fore~astof events could be.~F_?r the first time a 
_determinism_ of law !~s of.!!!~-was demonstrated 
to exist, .comparable to the determination of law in nature. 
r In . thus stressing the esse~~ial_unity _of. economic events, 
rOIIticafEcoiiomy ·-at: .tiie same time stress_ed the inter
dependence between the _variotis elements of :which the 
'--=--------~---·-··-· - - - -
1system was Co_!!lpos_>d: To introduce a change at any 
driepomt was to set rn motion a chain of related changes 
over the rest of the system; and these movements could 
be defined as having a certain· form and also a certain 
order of magnitude in relation to the size of the initial 
impulse. The . form and magnitude of such related 
movements were given by the series of functional 
relations stated by. the equations of which (as we have 
seen) the Classical theory of value in effect consisted; so 
that its theory of value was an essential, and not merely. 
an incidental, feature of classical Political Economy. 
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~ postulating,· not only the fact of interdependence, 
but also inte!dependencc; of a certain for~· the theory 
held implications which were of crucial importance for 
practice. Negatively, it implied that certain· types ·of 
explanation were inappropriate to interpret a situation, 
and certain types of ·action by Governments were im":' 
potent to achieve their desired ends. Positively t it 
implied that the true explanation of ·phenomena wa~ 
restricted to•certain specific causes to \vhich ·alone these 
phenomena could be directly relat.ed. · 

To-day, at the distance of a century and a half, there 
is a not uncommon tendency to overlook both the startling 
effect of this conception of an economic determinism on 
the thought of its age and the crucial position ~hich it 
occupied in the development of economic doctrine. 
There is an inclination to forget the fundamental truths 
embodied in the classical structure and their significance 
as a basis for simple corollaries which to-day have 
become traditional: perhaps as a basis even of any 
deterministic thought and forecast in the economic realm. 
Recent years have seen a renewal of criticism of traditional 
Political Economy, even in some quarters an iconoclastic 
impatience to raze the classical structure to the ground. 
In this reaction against notions which have hardened into 
dogmatism and become props of an apologetic·system of· 
thought, there· is much that is vigorous and healthy. 
Witho~it~cism! th~ug~_ ~tag~a~es ~nd ideflS _:_~~!!vel 
to scholasticism; and it is true that in the heritage 
of economic thought there is much to be . uprooted. 
Yet with certain brands of tb.is modem criticism 
impatience seems to have banished dis~mination; 
and there appears to lurk the danger, in rejecting all ( 
classical notions as product of unreal assumption, of 
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stri~ing a blow at economic truths which may be funda
mental, not merely to a given set of conclusions, but to 
any forecast in the economic r~alm. In particular, there 
is the danger of confusing too readily certain enduring 
truths which were the essential contribution of clas~ical 
Political Economy, "properly so-called, with the shapes 

. into which these notions were subsequently 'fashioned 
in more scholastic or apologetic hands. \Vhen in place 
of these Classical comer-stones nothing of equivalent 
calibre is provided, and when (as too frequently seems 
to happen) the gap even passes unnoticed, there is ground 
for apprehension lest the room is· merely being cleared 
. for a species of economic mysticism to reign in a realm 
of chance where any miracle may happen provided some 
conjuror of the requisite moods and expectations can be 
made tq appear. This, of course, is not to say that any 
criticism of classical doctrine is to be deplored because 
it has a tendency to substitute doubt for dogmatic 
certainty. This must be the first effect of any .criticism. 
But it is to say that(i\v~ of criticism are to be 
distinguished which ar?freq-uently represented as similar. 
There is the criticism of Political Economy which retains 
cL~ essentialJimbs of the_ classicalg__f!!cture, as repre
senting important constituents of truth, at the same time 
as it emphasizes additional relationships which have the 
effect of remodelling the structure and revolutionizing 
the practical significance alike of the whole and of its 
several elements. Of this type, as we shall see, was 
Marx's critique of Political Economy-1\Iarx who cited 
classical Political Economy to refute the _.sop111SffiS of 
ProudhQ!l. On "the other hand, a criticism which takes ...----
as its text the rejection of the classical structure in to~o, 
and is blind to the necessity of creating new ~tructural 
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principles adequate to fill the room of those which it 
rejects, seems destined, i~ the main, to be nihilistic in 
its tendency. · 

To contemporaries· the reign of ·law that Political 
Economy . postulated was hard to credjt. What coul4 
be believed of inanimate bodies was ·more difficult to 
envisage in the social realm, where events were th~ 
product of human action and of the unbound human 
will. To suggest that a system of commodity production 
and exchange could operate of itself, . without collective 
regulation or single design, seemed at first incredible. 
To postulate that a system of app_a~~I?:t. ~-~<>_nomic an~r~jly 
was-tuled' by"1aw -seeriieaa miracle too __ st_rang~ _ _tq_Jr_qst. 
Ho\vcoiiTd orderemer~frorrtthe -~~nflict of a myriad. 
of · inCiepenci~?t.. -~!!4 _ ~~t§iiorri~ti~ .. i!m~_L_TA~--~~sw~r 
wlllcn-the economists provided depen~e~t on _the_fact 
of(§:"~~~J-Wh~n a .seller is one among many 
opel'~ a market, his 'ow~ actions . can exert no 
more than a negligible influence on the total market 
situation. He will, there(ore, be forced to take existing 
market-values as given, and mould his own action to 
the values which confront him. Each, separately viewed, 
will be ruled by, and will not be rulers of, market-values. 
Hence, if they are driven by the motive of maximizing 
their gains relative to the situation in which each finds 
himself, all will tend to respond to value-movements in 
a uniform way. LWhat results in the market at large willn. 
of course, be producfofthe-totalityorseparateactions;\ 
but of actions originatin-g. with mdivldi'ialsln-asTtua:tiOn < 
where the individual· will-is-lrrelevant:··boih .. because! 
separately it is impotent a~d because,· ,vith-·respect to\ 
the· total: situation, . it is. blind~ It was for ·this ·reasoit . 
that the market could be ruled ·as though by an" invisible 
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hand" which exacted that the hand of each served a 
purpose and achieved a result quite other than the in
dividual will had conceived and intended.t,.. ~~ the 
alchemy by which private vices l!light compound to yield 
,public bene:ti"ts.~ 

· But the theory implied something more than this. It 
implied the assumption not only that the individuals in 
eacnmai:ket-were- numerous and competed with one 
another, but also that individuals and resources were 
mobile an<!_prices fle~ii;re--(at least-with1iith.ebouiida~ies 
of a single country and given a sufficient period of time). 
Consequently exchange-values themselves could be said 
to behave in a certam way: to observe certain uni
formities, and to conform to certain essentiitl relation-
s~j£S· i'-;:fl;e;e-~c~ntrOlifni r~}~tfonshi{)s.were reiatio~ships 
between men as producers. L.The fact that men and the , 
productive resources which men handled would move 
between different lines of production in search of maxi_: · 

f 1 True, all elements in the situation can be said "mutually to deter
mine " one another (as Marshall emphasized in criticizing Bohm
Bawerk). But so can this be said of everything in the universe at a 
moment of time. This does not prevent its being true that (as was 
said in the previous chapter) in relation to our knowledge of the situation 
and to practice, there· are certain factors in the situation· which are 
" key " to ell the other variables, and hence are to be singled out as 
essential and determining factors. Otherwise all causal statements 
would be imoossible. It is of interest to note that Engels remarked that 
"cause and effect •.. are conceptions which only have validity in 
their application to a particular case as such; but when we consider 
the particular case in its general connection with the world as a whole 
they dissolve in the conception of universal action and interaction". 
(Anti-DUhring, p. 29.) This did not prevent him from referring to the 
" primacy" of (for instance) the economic factor in history as a basis 
of interpretation and forecast in a particular historical context. The 
recognition of interaction does not imply the impossibility of any causal 
statement: merely the recognition that any such statement necessarily 
isolates certain determining influences as the most important in a given 
context. 
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·mum advantage ensured not only that wages and profits~ 
fended -to unlformlty-:oye(Jh~-~Jigle _ _range 9Jjl).(i!l~!!Y, 
but also that the ratios_~~ which commodities exchanged 
ori the- m.·arkettend;d to corresponcr to--the -ratios{)£ 
their real costy This iatterrepresented thei_r_ ''normal., 
o-r' 'natUral,.- values~Telilions. ~ryxcliange, _tlier~fqre, 
reflected relations' of"pro'd'tiCi~<?~ and w~re controlled_,by 
t~em. Political Economy became prim!lrily a theory of 
production. As Marx later· expressed it: ·"In principle 
there is not exchange of products; l·ut exchange of 
labours which compete in production. It is on the mo~e
of exchange of productive forces that the mode of exchange 
of products depends."- 1 

Several crucial principles were implied in this view; 
principles which both _held a central place in classical 
discussion and have been the particular tatget of recent 
criticism. ~t; it implied that the quantity of_·money, 
viewed both as a standard of value and a ·medium of 
exchange, was irrelevan~ to the determination of any of 
these essential relationshiE~~...J;Trice money represented 
merely a 'convenlciii -technique o~~x_c:P,aiige;-either-for 
calcu~~t~<?_~-~or. as ~~~~~~~~l]:ange~t~tet:m~diary, .. i~'"-~ould 
make no difference to th<;_ essential produ~~_iv~..!~!~1:_ion
ships, andnence could not (in the last analysis) affect 
the -system of exchange:nitios. . An increase. -or ~d~qease 
in the quantity of money, ~Tnceit)~oulq ~uh1mat~ly tend 
to affect all pri~s __ <:qu~lly,__~ould leave. t~e-reiaffon 
between them. unaffe£!e~: it would simpJyr-iise or lower 
the prices of all things (including land, labour-po'wer and 
capital-instruments) uniformly, while leaving the ratios 
at which they e"changed against one another the same 
as before. This was used in particular by Ricardo 

·-- ---·· ·--- -- -. - -~ --- -·.----·----~- .. ~ -- - . -
1 Misere de Ia Philosophie (1847 Ed.), p. 61. 
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to combat the former notion (to-day again put m 
c~iicy}"·t~at.jli~_-jate -of interest depended on the 
abundance or scarcity -of inoriey; as, again,- it was used 
by-Say to· dispute the ·view-·ihat "capital is multiplied 
by_~~-~~~r~tio~~ofcre<!_!t"; on the ground-that "capital 
consists of positive value vested in material substance, 
and not of immaterial products, which are utterly in
capable of being accumulated" .1 In stating the central 
propositions of Political Economy, abstraction could be 
made J>Lm<>ney a~~ _of _t}.t<? money:~~asure of demand~ 
I.ndeed, if this had ·not been possible, the classical 
economists would ·-have been unable to postulate any 
such· thing as an equilibrium of exchange-ratios without, 
at Teast,-iiiirod.uCing. as· ·datum ·-some additional and 
suffitienCcondltiOri-concernlrig the. behaviour of money.2 

.Secon.dly~· there was the principle which was embodied 
in s;fs famousr(;w' of Marke While history has 
endowed it with~ na~e . ay' the enunciation of 

1 Say, Treatise On Pol. Econ. (1821), Vol. II, p. 145. Already in the first 
edition (1803) of his Traite he had taken Locke to task for saying that 
the rate of interest depended on the supply of money . 

. 1 Mr. Keynes's denial of this doctrine in his General Theory of Employ
ment, Interest and Money, Chapter 13, applies, of course, to a situation 
where there are unemployed resources, and hence the possibility of a 
change of output if _demand increases. In his Appendix to Chapter 14 
he states (p. 191) that it would apply to long-period equilibrium, given 
"flexible money-wages'1• It is to be noted that in his proposition (on 
p:168) tha~M =L(r) (where M ="total quantity of money", L =liquidity-

. preference, and r the rate of interest) M is defined as money measured 
in wage-units (i.e. relative to the price of labour-power), so that the 
equation embraces the case where wages and prices rise proportionately 
to M. What the equation is designed to stress is that, where factors of 
production are.~n elastic supply, an increase in M is capable of altering 
output, and not prices, by influencing investment via r. But the 
Ricardian school may have been justified in ignoring this possibility 
in an age when factory industry \\>as still in its infancy and a chronic 
reserve of equipment did not exist on the scale it does to-day. 
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the principle probably owes as much, or even more, to 
James Mill; it was sponsored by Ricardo and runs 
throughout the writings of the Ricardian School.l 

(Essentially it is to say that since exchange, which is 
a two-sided process, is ultimately to -~~--~yi_~~~~~as 
a -SefiesoCttansactionsoetween two sets of producers, 
each ~ theiJl . bartering its- proaucts-":igaiiist "die 'otlier' s, 
tner~ could nev~r- be. a- problem of general--o~a11-
r~~<l_~ex~~s~ .... oL_pr()dl1ctsd There.:_miglit,. it . is .. true, 
be an excess of certain types of product, 'into the 
production ~f w.hich rela!ively too: t:m.ich 9Lthe :Jai?Our
(orce of -s-ociety had b~en drawn. This_ w~uld __ sh_~w 
itself in a fall in the pri~e of these'particuiar commodities 
below their'"normar·valiie"; ~nd die~migraiion·orpro-

·ducers into':'"otlier:~naustries. -.'nut if the in.creased 
production were general 'io -~11 industries, there could 
be no excess (provided the increase wen~ in the"''proper" 
proportions), since both sides of all of the ·two-sided 
transactions between . producers, in which exchange 
consisted, would be .increased pari passu, and the in
creased desire of each party to barter his products would 
be balanced by the increased • desire. of the other.· James 

......, _ __. •.... ..,., 
1\Iill put the matter clearly and dogmatically: "-The 

- -··-~-.. ···---4-, .. J 
1 In the first edition (r8o3) of Say's Traiti d'Eco11omie Politique, the 

chapter on·" Des Debouches" (Chap. 22 of Tome I) occupied no more 
than three pages, and is concerned solely to combat the Mercantilist 
view that markets consist in abundance of money and that increase of 
wealth is dependent on increase of exports. The germ of the futu~e 
doctrine is contained in the words: " It is not abundance of money 
which makes sales easy, but the abundance of other products in general" 
(p. 153). His second edition, when he rewrote the chapter and enlarged 
it to sixteen pages (Chap: 15 of Tome 1), did not appear tillJ8I4. Mean
while, Mill's Commerce Defmdcd had appeared in two editions in 18o8, 
in which the doctrine was elaborated and its significance for the question 
of over-production was stressed. Ricardo, however, always attributed 
the doctrine to Say. · · 
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production of commodities creates, and is the one and 
urnversaCcause-wh-1cli .. cieates--a-m3.rket·-·ror the com-
_§~~~t~~ P.~~~~~~C_; .-~~A nati~n'; po~~;of p~rch~ing 
ts exactly measured by tts"llnnual-t>roduce. -- The more· 
youlncrease.theannual'-produce;ihe-more by 'that very 
act -you extend the national market. . • • The demand 
~<?-~ _a __ ~a!i~~-~ alw~~~-~q~~~~~ "ih~~i>r9.dt!~~f _3:_ J.lation.:; 1 

J. B. Say __ ~~ed !bat: "It is prod~c.~~t_!_~!"lic\1. opens_ 
!<Jemand ~?r _pp?,du_c_t~. . ... ~o say that sales are dull, 
owing to· the scarcity of money, is to rnista~e the means 
for the cause. . . . Sales cannot be said to be dull 
because money is scarce·;· bu! beCause other products 
are so. • . . A . product is no sooner created than it, 
· from-that instant, affords a market for other products 
to the full extent of ·its own value. Thus the mere 
circumstance of the creation of one product immediately 
opens a_\'ent.fot other produc!s." 1 

At first sight such an argument seems quite arbitrary 
dogmatism, with little relation to rea) events. Supply 
alid-demin(f can never be unequal because they are 
. ddmedli1 such a wau!? .. to:.Jn:ike.:: them ~ ~q\.ial ! - ~t 
the ... pr1D.Cipie-~a~ · something more tllan a tautology in 
s<riaras-irimplied -a-descriptimrot-econorriicsoc1ety 
as characterized by this particular type of inter:relation
ship; and as such it was flesh of the flesh of the-Ric¥di~ 
~~· As money could b-e neglected in-the determina
tion.-·orexchange-values, so for the same reason could 

1 Commerce Defended (18o8), pp. 81 and 83. 
1 Say~ TreatiseonPoliticalEconomy,'tr. Prinsep,18:u, Vol. l,pp.165, 

167. Say even went so far as to state (which was quite a different 
matter) that "one kind of production would seldom outstrip the rest, 
and its products be disproportionately cheapened, were production left 
entirely to itself"; while his translator added that " there is no possi
bility of producti~n outrunning consumption, so long as that consumption 
is free". (Ibid., pp. 169, 178.) 
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the "amount.of demand~' (viewed as an absolute figure) 
be neglected a~ a factor determining the processes of 
production and exchange. The "market", as an in
dependent factor in the problem, disappeared as soon 

· as one viewed the economic process as a unified whole. 
Demand then became a dependent, not· an in.d~~en<~~nt · · 
variable. In each fransaciioll,Separately regarde :there 
~re a1ways, of course, two terms: supply and demand, 
goods and money, producer. and market. But to con~ 
elude from this that the same two. terms must appear 
as independent factors in the situation viewed as a whole 
was to commit the fallacy of composition: it was to 
neglect the fact that this single transact~on was but one
half of a pair of transactions, in which "demand" or 
"the market" expressed in money appeared as a common · 
term. As. Marx later put it: 1 exchange was essentially 
a series of transactions of the type C-M.- C, with· 

1 

money as a simple· intermediary between transactions i 
which were essentially one. 

1 ~ird!y..!.. there was J. S. Mill's dictum that "demartd ~ 
for commodities is not demand for labour,' the'" com
plete app~ehension" ·~f which Leslie-St~phen declared 
to be "perhaps the best test of an economist", and 
which Mill himself described as "a paradox (which) 
hardly any even among political economi~ts of reputa
tion, except Mr. Ricardo and M. Say, have kept constantly 

1 Marx stated this to be true of a "simple exchange society" (i.e. of 
small independent producers). As we shall see later, he also stated that 
a crucial modification was introduced in a capitalist economy, i.e. an 
economy characterized by the existence of a class whose sole concern 
was with investment of capital in a series of transactions 'of the type 
M- C- M' (where M' was >M by an amount equal to the rate of 
profit). This introduced an opposition into the apparent unity of the 
exchange process, and created the possibility of a rupturc'arid a breaking 
of the process into its two parts. 
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and steadily in view". ~~The demand for commodities 
determines in what parti~Iar brindi 'of production the 
labo.ur and capital-shall be employed; it determines the 
direction of the lab!iu~i-hlit-not ~~~~_mor~-or-less.bf the 
. !~lJoUi-:JiseiCOr.o( th~ _iruiin~~~n_c.c:. ?r_ pay~ne~~ ~~ the 
labour. These-depend on the amount of the capital, 
Or'Olher tunds -·directly devoted to· the s·ustenance aQd 
_remuneration of"_labour.""1J' By "demand for labour" 
Mill; of course, meant not demand in terms of money, 
but demand in terms of commodities: in other words, 
he was ·thinking of the determination of real wage~!... not 
Ofmoilef~ages:-Tohave·said-thaf''demand for com
modities, conceived as a total of money-expenditure by 
cotrSumers"COUld·notperrrtaiiently ·influence the ratio' of 
exchange-values, including- the exchange-value of labour
E?.'~~~! would. ,ha;re· been to repeat, with a particular 
reference, the former of the two principles which have 
just been described. It. is clear· that Mill intendecf his 
· propositio':l t~ !!x?.P!Y. -~omething __ ~dditi9P.~~ ~o •. t~}s; and 
that ·when he spoke of "d~~:l~~..JQr co_!!lm~_di~~~s :. ~e 
i~e~~-edt! ~~-~ P.!:':~ili_r~l;I!iY.~J;eqs_e..:-the only alternative 
meaning it could have had in this context. Using it in 
this relative sense, he . apparently intended to impty 
both that a demand for some particular commodity as 
compared Wtth aiioi~_e!- _exerted -n.~~ app~~~1aJ?~Oriftu
ence on-tn~)e.ieL~_f ~~~ge~al)d _also_ th_a~ _a_~ ~~~r~as~ in 

:the-amount which consumers spent on commodities in 
• ·-~~---T" ~-.. ·-

1 Principles, Ed. Ashley, pp. 79-80. Jevons, who attacked this 
doctrine (PJ"inciples of Economics, pp. 126-JJ), declared that it originated 
with Ricardo in 'the third edition of his Principles. But what Ricardo 
here asserts is that the ·demand for labour depends on the mode of 
expenditure· by consumers (due to the different ratios of labour to 
capital in different employments)-a qualification of Mill's statement, 
,-ather than an anticipation of i~. (Ricardo, Principles, Third Ed., p. 476.) 
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'general relatively to what they invested would not in
crease the-share oflhe "pr()auci\vnlcli-accru~ur, 

f but-rathet1he·reve~·e. Theforr:te~3! !hes~-tw_2_EE.~: 
· positions was a repetition ofine familiar ~~~i~l g~ine 
that the· configuration-of' demand·-was-Irrelevant to th~ 
distribution ofthe. producCbetween profit ana wages 
(except'"i'nso.far as' it'"ffiighi""accelerate the" tendencyto 
diminishing returns on land, and hence raise the cost of 
subsistence). Like so muc_!l_p!__Ricardian re~sonin&t.i~ 
rested on. a part;icular_assumption;._namely. ~hat .the 
Proportions ~e~ween capital_~~4.~ labour were ..,equl!!_ in 
ail industri~s .. Without this assumption, the statement 
would no-longer.~e.:Valid:.:;Nevertheless~--it·"Can~ Jre~ held' 
to-e~ body this important truth: that, unless the shift 
in demand had any substantial bias in .the direction of 
more or of less labour-using lines of production (i.e. 
towards industries of either higher or lower "compositions 
of capital" as Marx termed it), the change could be 
treated as irrelevant to the determination of the exchange
value of labour-power. 

'[~e second proposition (referring to the proportion 
of income spent compared to the proportion of income 
saved) _4ep_~l!~~4t_h..~~~yer.,._J>.I1 ~ ~- l'~i!~cul~y;_ vie~L~the 
nature of capital and of the 'relation betwe.~pJlal ag,d_ 
1aoour m tlie 'production-process. This raises issues 
-which-wilrDe.separately .. discussed in a .later chapter. 
But since the classical economists were wont to regard 
capital as consistrng essent1ally m "advances to labour", 
tlie- pr6posit1onhadasimpie-an"'Cf1WithiilifS . hm1ts) an 
imp~~nt meaning: namely, _!hat it was on the q~ty 
~f£?£ital0'ie~~~s _a ~f~, r~at1ve to the S.Ypply 
of liibo_urers, that the 1evel9f wag~e 
iii increase "in l~~ p~oportion of income which was "ijj'eiu' __ .... - ---------- . ----.~:s··----·-·------.------
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would involve a diminis~C?<!_a~ulation of capital, it 
fOllowed thif Hie <lemand for labour, 3S properly vle~;ed, 
would be reduced thereby rather than mcreaied.t ·- --
. -- t_matt:Y;' we -h3ve- the. priilcipl~ whlch was- treated by 
Ricardo as the outstanding corollary of his theory of 
value. It is summed up in the statement which, treated 
in isolation, has often been derided as no more than a 
tautology: "'!!,ten wageL~se1 profits fall". The truth 
which the statement was intended to imply is more 
fully represented in another statement of Ricardo that 
"profits depend on high or low wa_g_es, and on nothing 
~".2:::;ln. oili~~~·~_ords, Erofit_~s uniquely determined 
by "the ratio-olthe-value-o~-Iabour-powel'_to the Yalue 
of commodities in eneral, and these two quantities can 
~~en~en _of ea~er:~~- relat101l"is 
approx.unately;-a.I ough not preciSely (owmg to the fact 
of rent) equivalent to the proportion of the labour-force 
of society which requires to be devoted to the production 
of the labourers' subsistence.3 This proposition_ was 

1 Of course, there was the possibility that the change in spending 
might result in an equivalent and opposite change in " hoarding '' of 
·money. In this case no change in capital accumulation would result. 
But such hoarding the classical economists apparently (it was rarely 
mentioned by them) treated as simply a withdrawal of money from 
circulation, with an effect equivalent to any change in the quantity of 
money: namely, an effect on all prices equally. . · 

· z Ricardo used .. high wages'' as synonymous with a high .. proporbml 
of the whole produce necessary to support the labourer". (Notes 011 

Malthw, Ed. Hollander and Gregory, pp. IJ.J-S-) James l\lill said that if 
profit be used .. to denote the ratio of values [i.e. the rate of profit] it 
may be shown that profits in that sense depend wholly upon wages ". 
(Pol. Econ., pp. 58-9.) It was this latter statement, as we shall see below, 
referring to the rate of profit as distinct from total profit, that Marx 
amended with his concept of the •• organic composition of capital ". 

• When Professor Pigou in his Theory of UJ~employmerct took the 
quantity of labour in what he termed :wage-goods industry and m 
non-wage-goods industry as a fundamental and determining relation. 
he was. of course, using a conception closely similar to Ricardo's. 
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clearly fundamental, not only to the practical conclusions 
which Ricardo derived from his economic doctrine, but 
also to certain subsidiary propositions which are to-day 
treated as virtually axiomatic, and without which the 
economist would find himself in an Alice-through-the
Looking-Glass sort of world. lt_!!PPH~_d_thaJ . .!!l~ r~~e 
of p_~ofit _{treated as "a ratio of values ") co.!ili!_~~ .i!!:,, 
creased neither by an increase in the quantity of money. 
(except temporarily) -nor-oy"inincreaseOl'Consumpti<in, 
as Malthus was asserting. Ricardo used it ~Q.9~!!1QI!:~tr~t~ 
that, contrary to the assertion~of-Adam Smith, an ex
p_~sion ~f ~e~n trade could only raise_ the ra!~ of£f.Ofit
ln_!9_:_fu- as 1t was ab1et~ lower wages b.Y_ cheapeni!lg 
the workeni~s.ubsistence.1 Marx used it to- refute· the 
contention of Pr01.idhon that a rise- "iii···wages"'·wo:Ula 
result-"iri an"equivilenf~iise in -commoaiiy p-rices-so-that 
trade unionism--cow(f"do no . ~ore--tiiali""ch~tse -its "own 
tail. How central it is to much -else in~conomlcreasonlrig 
can be judged from the fact that, were 'it not true, there 
would be no reason to conclude that a rise iri the wage
~!t:nds to .!ncollra_ge,; __ an_~~ fall to -~~~c~~ra[e, the· 
_y_s..e ~f!!!.ashin!,ry_.2 For if the price of labour can rise 
without producing any fall in the rate of profit (viewed 
as the return on capital), the cost of machines will be 
raised (due to the increased price of the labour-power 
used to make them) proportionately with the cost of 
hiring labour; and the cost of mechanized processes will 
increase pari passu with tbe cost of processes which 
depend solely upon direct labour. But such a result 
requires that prices and wages all increase simultaneously. 
Classical doctrine, however, was assuming a situation 

1 Cf. below, pp. 225-6. . 
1 Cf. Wicksell, Lectures, Vol~ I, pp. 100, 167. 
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where a rise of wages can take place· without any equi-· 
valent rise of prices, with the result that profits f~ll. 
Indeed, it' was assuming that ·some prices will actually 
fall as a result of a rise of wages, even t,Pough other 
prices rise. Those commodities will have most tendency 
to fall which embody little direct labour and require ·a 
relatively large amount of capital to finance them; and 
since this is the essential characteristic of labour-saving 
machinery, a particular encouragement will be given to 

/its purchase and use. 1 

1 But • these principles were mainly incidental to the 
cent~~l..~QLollary.:_oi...F..oUtica.L.Economy-the grand pre
cept of laisse~::faire.j ~ere the imposing unity of P~Iitical 
Economy as· a theoretical system was translated mto a 
consistent system of practical doctrine. Here abstract 
principles · were clothed in the flesh ·of actu'!l policies, 
and schematic interP.retation of the world of events was 
fused with precept and action. Political Economy had 
created the concept of economic society as an autonomous 
system, rule~ by laws of its own. These laws operated, 

. 
· 1 Mr. Keynes has stated (The General Theory of Emplo)1111£nt, p. 191) 

that many of these classical propositions rest on d.e assumption of •:full 
e'mployment" as a necessary condition, and hence can have no application 
to conditions of changing output or departures from equilibrium. It 
is certainly true and important that s{)me of these propositions require 
substantial•modification in a situation of unet:nployed resources: for 
example, a change of money-demand can alter tOtlll output instead of 
exhausting its influence in an alteration of prices. But it ·does not seem 
to follow that these classical propositions have no application to the real 
world; unless it is assumed that in the '"real world all resources are 
permanently in infinitely elastic supply. What it seems clear that the 
classical economists intended to assume was the existence of tendencies 
towards a position of full employment. Hence they regarded their 
propositions as establishing the limiting factors on economic develop
ment in the long period. Certain of these classical propositions also 
depended on other assumptions-assumptions affecting the stability of 
the system-which will be referred to in Chapter VI. 
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the system·~~·, independently of the care 
of government and the whim of sover~ign and statesman. 
Regulation by the State, previously held to pe essential 
if order was .to emerge from chaos, was seen to be. un-' 
necessary. The presumption was afforded that such 
regulation would be pol¥vely harmful, in that it would 
obstruct the working .Of economic forces, produce dis
equilibria where harmony would otherwise rule, with
out any evidence that it could achieve results more 
consistent with the general interest, but rather the 
contrary. l A description of ho~ the system worked 
ipso facto became· a presumption as to how it should be 1 

allowed to work.j True, classical Political Economy con
tained no final demonstr;tion that laissez-faire produced 
the optimum result in human welfare. This was left for . 
the utility principle to· do (quite fallaciously) half a 
century later in hedonistic terms. . The economists were 
content with the claim that laissez-faire was superior as 
a condition for the production and increase of ·wealth:. 
a claim which they were particularly concerned to 
demonstrate by contrast with State-aided monopolies 
or with State restrictions on foreign trade. There was 
every temptation to believe that a system which achieved 
an equilibrium by an internal coherence of its elements 
operated better left alone 'than when ignorantly .inter
fered with. At any rate, it was a belief which. inevitably 
found favour in an age when whatever exhibited the reign r 
of "natural law" was implicitly held to be half divine. { 

Closely related with this practical doctrine was another . 
sharp edge of criticism which Political Economy turned 
against contemporary policies. (As essentially a theory~ 
of production, ·it carried the implication that a consuming .i 
class which had no active relation to the production of 
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material commodities-which drew revenue but yielded 
no productive contribution, in the sense of incurring 
some "real cost" as an equivalent-played no positive 
role in economic society. Its existence was a drain upon 
wealth rather than an assistance to wealth-creation; and 
·in so far as its . interest dominated the counsels of the 
..State, it was likely to be a fetter and an obstructio~ 
This was the light in which Political Economy, at least 
. in its Ricardian tradition, viewed the ~t, 
which dominated the unreformed Parliament, restricted 
the mobility of labour by·· parish settlement and the 
Sp~enham~systerri~ and maintained the·· C~rn Laws .. 
for the protection of corn prices and land-rentsJin 
addition to labour, the only active element in production 
was . capital, . which financed the progress of technique 
and of the division of labour J While wages fed the 
labourer and his increase, profit was the source of and 
incentive to capital- accumulation by the industrious 
class,_ intimately· related to industry and finding in in
dustry the. focus of its interest and ambitions. vRent, 
.by contrast, was the price of a property-right in scarce 
natural resources : it was an extraction of a part of the 
fruits of production to maintain a passive ang __ un
productive class. "Rent," said Ricardo, "1' is in all cases 
a portion ofthe profits previously obtained on the land. 
It is never· a new creation of revenue, but always part 
of a reve~ue already created." 2 In so far as this class 

. 1 James Mill in his Elements of Pol. Econ. (Third Ed.) spoke of" two 
instruments of production : one primary, the other secondary " : namely, 
labour and capital (p. 84). Rent, however, was "something altogether 
extraqeous to what may be considered "as the return to the productive 
operations of capital and labour " (p. 68). 

1 Essay on the Influence of a Low Price of Corn on the Profits of Stoclt 
(I8IS), J>· IS· 
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was thrifty and accumulated its rents as capital for 
industry, the payment, while it mi~ht be otiose, did no 
harm: it was returned to production as new capital to 
finance a new productive cycle. But this from nature 
and tradition such a class was less inclined to do than 
was the industrial bourgeoisie. If they i.nvested they 
might well have more inclination towards government 
bonds or monopolist tradi11g companies than. towards 
industry. (Had not a writer like Lord ;Lauderdale de
fended the existence of the National Debt on the grounds 
that · it served as a solid inve~tment for such funds ?) 

}And in so far a's rents were spent in maintaining this class. 
i in idleness, in the upkeep of establishnients and staffs of 
; menial ~er-Vants, it represented· a tax on the productive 
l system for the maintenance of unproductive consumption. 

How preoccupied the classical economists were with 
practical· interpretation such as this, even in their more 
abstract analyses, is too seldom, I think, appreciated. 
William Spence (against whom James Mill had written 
his Commerce Defended) had made it a principal defel).ce 
of the landed interest that consumption was a prior 
condition of production and that expenditure therefore 
was conducive to national wealth. In 18o8 he had 
written: "It is clear, then, that expenditure, not parsi
~ony, is the province of the class of land proprietors, 
and that it is on the dueperformance of this duty, by 
the class in question, that the production of the national 
wealth depends. . • . For the constantly progressive 
maintenance of the prosperity of the community, it is 
absolutely requisite that this class shoul~o on 
progressive!) increasing- its expenditure." 1 " Malthus 
inclined towards this opinion; and his doctrine of 

1 Britain IruJependent of Commerce, pp. 36-7. 
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"effective demand" was clearly directed to the con
clusion that landlords were not . to · be condemned as 
a class of unproductive consumer:s, but rather to be 
praised ~s . an element in the necessary balance of a 
healthy society: a balance between the accumulating 
instincts of the industrialist and. the market for their 
products provided by a consuming class. Against this 
view the principle that demand was irrelevant to the 
determination of ·values (and hence of profits), that the 
productive process created ·its own demand, and that 
parsimony, not consumption, was a creative act provided 
directly a polemical weapon. And throughout the nine
teenth century the classic heresy whose refutation was 
taught by every economic teacher was that the spending 

. ' of the rich was beneficial to industry. Similarly, many 
other points of controversy between Ricardo and Malthus 
were related directly to this central issue. Malthus wrote 
his Inquiry into the Nature and Progress of Rent {IBIS) 
primarily' to disprove the view of "some modem writers" 
who" consider rent as too nearly resembling in its nature, 
.and the laws by which it is governed, the excess of price 
above the cost of production, which is the characteristic of 
.monopoly", and to show that high rents (or the circum
stances producing them) were an aid to improvements in 
the land.1 In their discussion of the effect of agricultural 
improvements on the rent of land, Ricardo argued that 
these would cause rents to fall (and hence be opposed to 
the interests of landlords as a class), while Malthus on the 
other hand asserted that they would cause rents to rise.2 

1 Pp. 2 and 27-30. Marx termed this essay "a pamphlet for the 
landlords against industrial capital". (:fheorien uber den Mehrwert (Ed. 
1923), Vol. III, p. 61.) 

1 Cf. Letters of Ricardo to Mal thus (Ed. Bonar), 94 et seq., and Malthus, 
Pri11ciples, 205 et seq. 
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As a critique levelled simultaneously against the 
author1tarianism--:-oranaiitocratic scife~:an.Cf-agamsFtne-
priviteges- and influence of the landed -aristocracy-Political• 
Economyitlts ls:cep§~~- p~~Y.~~=~ r~~§~~~§~~ote. 

· ~!i-a_:sy~!e~~-~~~[!ho}lght m a sphere previously void 
of consistent prmciples it came as a revelation; while, 
as a vindicator of freedom in the economic realm, its 
influence in the bourgeois revolutions of the nineteenth 
century was scarcely surpassed by those philosophies of 
political rights which lit the torch of liberalism ·on the 
Continent. Only later, in its post-Rieardian phase, ~id it 
pass over from assaUlt. oii-pnv1legun4 __ r~~tr~c::!ion, to 
apology -~oi prope:!)'~:-- Among- its concepts_ the n<?!~~!l. 

-of die· determination of value-relations by the relations 
oCillen ai-prodiicers;-and"the~aistinction .. behveen-what 
was necessai)i"toproduction and what was unnecessary 
as turning upon concrete human activities, were funda
mental. These governing relations. o(.production were 
the concrete. forms which the social divi~ioii"oT1ahour 
a~sumed in a .. gi\ren staie ·ardeman"d7n:~Lol-=techniq~~: 
Wllether th~~e ~el~t"ions·were-·rightly"'io·· bet~;at~d as 
fundamental is·, of eoi.I~se; ulti~ately a·practrcaf question. 
But" the fact that the economic theory~ of·the:··risi'ng 
industrial bourgeoisie should have had this emphasis 
finds an evident historical explanation as an expression of 
the role in society which this class filled: the perspective 
from which this class viewed the process of social change 
enabling it to reach this essential and realistic conception. 
But this historical reason at the same time implied a 
limitation. Included among the productive relations • 
between men in societ)t is the class relation between 
capitalist and. labourer. This Political Economy took 
for granted, but did not penetrate; was· content to de-
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scribe and to include among its conditions, but did not 
~~malyse; treating this division into classes either as part 
jof the order of nature or as simply one form which the 
1 division of labour spontaneously assumed in a free 
! society, and not as an historical product of a special 
type. That the characteristics of this unique relation
ship might affect the mann~r in which their economic 
laws operated, and might radically transform the in
terpretations and the forecasts based upon these laws, 
the economists did not consider, because they had not 
recognized the essence of this relationship. Their 
successors, as we shall see, drifted away from and not 
towards this recognition, with their tendency increasingly 
to drop these relat~ons between men as producers from 
the pictur~, or at best to retain them as insubstantial 
ghosts ·of their former selves.· 
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CHAPTER III 

CLASSICAL POLITICAL ECONOMY AND MARX 

FoR Marx the analysis which the classical economists 
had conducted disclosed only half of the problem. As 
Engels put it in an important passage m his Anti-Diihring, 
they had shown the positive side of capitalism, in con-· 
trast to what had preced~d it. lp demonstrating the 
laws of laissez-faire they had provided a critique of 
previous orders of society; but _they had not provided 
an historical cr~s_of capitalism itself. Thjs latter 
remained to be done, unless capitalism was to oe regarded. 
as a stable and permanent order of nature or an un
changing final term of social development .. It remained 
to be done in order to give capitalism its proper place 
in historical evolution and to provide a key to the fore
cast of its future. Economic science to date, said Engels, 
"begins with the critique of the survivals of feudal forms 
of production and exchange, shows the necessity of their 
replacement by capitalist forms, and develops the laws 
of the capitalist mode ofproduction and its corresponding 
forms of exchange in their positive aspects; that is, the 
aspects in which they further the general aims of society"~ 
Equally necessary was the dialectical completion of 
Political Economy by ''a socialist critique of .the capital
ist mode of production; tha~ is, with the statement of 
its laws in. their. negative aspects, with the demonstration 
that ~his mode of production, through its own develop-· 

. . 
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ment, drives towards the point at which it makes itself 
impossible ".1 

, The crux of the matter was a preCise interpretation 
nf~as a category of income. The economists had 
postulated conditions which regulated the exchange
values of commodities. These they had explained in 
terms of a cost-theory; and they had also provided what 
was virtually a cost-theory of the value of labour-power 
itself. Profit was then regarded ~-a residual quantity, 
the size-of which. was determined by-these other given 
factors---the . vahie of__the produ'ct and the value of 
. ia~q~~~power-:- So -far the explarlitfon-mighf-appear-to 
be satisfactory enough. But, as it stood, it was seriously 
incomplete; since profit had been left as a mere residual 
,element without being itself explained. The nature of 
profit, the why and wherefore of its existence as a 
category of income at all, remained a secret; and until 
this secret was revealed, not (>nly were important practical 
:questions left unanswered, but there could be no certainty 
that the terms of the relation which was said to determine 

_profit (namely, wages and the value of the product) could 
properly be treated as independent. In the theory of 
rent, the limited supply and consequent scarcity of avail
able land was adduced as the reason for the emergence 
of rent and its acquisition by the landowner. Classical 
theory had adduced no parallel reason for the emergence 
of profit and its acquisition by the capitalist. Its necessity 
had simply been assumed. There remained the question: 
Why, even though the.re might exist a difference between 
the expenses of production and the value of the product, 
should this difference accr.ue to the capitalist and his 
partners rather than to anyone else? ~in a regime 

1 Anti-Duhring, Eng. trans., p. 171. 
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of economic . freedom and competition did not such ·a 
surplus tend to disapp~r-~ither ~~?.!~~I_~¥ !~to-~~~esf 
If its persistence was to be exPfamed in terms of a cost
theory, how was this cc;>_!!sistent_with...theJabour:theor:y_of 
value? Or-was-h to l?.~j~~erpr~te<i m.1erms..analogous 
to-the" . theory of rent? That this was no superfluous 
inqu1iy can oeseen from the importance of the type of 
practical question which depended on it: for instance, 
what would be the effect i(_profit_}lVer~ _taxed __ 9l;'_Qtber
wise appropriated-:-or-I{ ·:w;-ges "i-~;~ and ~~cr.oac;hed .. upon 
profit;· or if~the:f~!~.-~r:Pi9ill~~l'- E~~op.~~t~n~e~. to 
fiill!W as the maintenance of a capitalist class as much 
'thefastering of an unproductive burden on industry ·as 
the Ricardians had alleged the existence of a landed class 
to be? W ~ld ·the int~__r~st oLthi~Lclass..iiLP-rot~~_tjp.g. 
profit beco~e as much a ~e~e!.~~-!h:~ Erod~ctive ~o~es 
·as was the mterest of landlords m the protectton of rents t 

-- Sensing· this·lacunain-theinrrgument, tneeconoiillst8, 
particularly the successors of Ricardo, sought to develop 
an explanation of profit along two lines-on the one 
hand, by inventing a ne'!__~~ory_ of @1 ~'', for 
which profit was the excli.ange-equivalent; on the other 
hand, in terms- of ·an alleged special "productivity" of 
capital (and hence, by imputation,_ of its creator the 
capitalist). It is these shallow and inconsistent" theories 
which afford the principal evidence of that decline of 
Political Economy after Ricardo which so many _com
mentators have refused to recognize, and which elicited 
from Marx the title of "vulgar economics". 'It was· 
against these concepts that Marx directed his fiercest 
polemics-in particular what Bohm-Bawerktermed I, his 

. "weighty attacks" against the productivity theory of 
. 1 Capital and b1terest, p. 173· 
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c:tpital. To Marx the explanation of Profit lay, not in 
any inherent property of capital as such, not in any real 
cost or productive activity contributed by the capitalist 
(no more than land-rent was to be explained in terms 
of the properties of nature or any activity of the land
owner), but _i~ ~h~s- sf~ture of e~i~tingi_~cfety
that class d1v1s1on uito propertyless and dispossessed 
which .lay behind the appearance of equality and free 
contract and "natural values, in terms of which the laws 
of Political Economy had been framed. L According to Marx's. view of history, progress had 
seen the march of various class systems, each generating 
and in tum conditioned by the technical-conditions ind 
their-assoCiated modes- o~ production~~{:_ the ~ime. Class· 
antagonisms, rooted -In the relationships of different 
sections of society to the prevailing means of production, 
had been the l?_asic: !f1Q_tive-forc~_ of the process.,-(){ the 
passage from one form to the- ne~ As became clear 
from an examination of its origins, capitalism was also 
a class system: different in significant respects from 

. preceding ones, yet nevertheless a system rooted in a 
dichotomy between possessing masters and subject dis
possessed. It was natural that Marx should look to the 
peculiarities of this class relation to- find a key to . the 
essential" rhythm of capitalist society-=--.t.o find the dis
equilibria, the tendencies to movement;and to movement 
~n_l~s _base andnQt merely _~n}1s base, behind the veil of 
'economic harmonies which an analysis merely of exchange 
relations in a free market seemed to reveal. (J\s contrasted 
with equality of rights, here was revealed inequality of 
economic status; as contrasted with contractual freedom, 
economic dependence and compulsion:; 

Clearly, the essence of this relation between capitalist 
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and labourer, on which the emergence of profit hinged, 
must bear a q1ajor analogy to the relation between 
owner and labourer in earlier forms of class. soCiety
for instance, between master and · slave or between 
lord and serf. In these earlier fo~s. of society there 
was no doubt about the character of the relationship 
as one of force and exploitation, or about the nature 
and origin of the income of the owning cla~s. -The. 
latter annexed the surplus product,· over and above 
the subsistence of their labourers, by virtue of law or 
custom. The relationship was openly written as wha~ 
it was. But in capitalist society this was not so. 
Relations asstJ.m~d __ exclusively "~ · value:__f<;>qn. There 

-wasli()s~~pt~s product, but only asuil>lus-value, which 
was presumably controlled by the law of value oper
ating in a competitive market where normal exchange 
was a transfer of equivalent against equivalent. · How 
under such circumstances could one explain the emerg
ence of a surplus-value at all? How was it to be made 
consistent with the theory of value, which was itself an 
abstract expression of the operation of a free competitive! 
market? The formula of exchange .on a free market waJ 
C-1\I-C. No one, it seemed, could acquire a money
income without first offering" C, some equivalent com
modity-value, in exchange. The possibility of buyers 
and sellers moving freely from one side of a market to 
another and between markets ensured that in neither 
half of this exchange-cycle, neither C-M norM- C, did 
any surplus-value emerge.· How then could one class 
start with M, a sum of money-capital, and by introducing 
it into the cycle of exchange draw out a larger value 
than the value originally put in: M-C-M'? "To 
explain the general nature of profit," said Marx, "you 
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must start from the theorem that on an average com
modities are sold at their real values, and that profits 
are derived from selling them at their real values. If 
you cannot explain profit upon this supposition, you 
cannot explain it at all." 1 Tudor monopolies or feudal 
liens on the labour of others could no longer be used 
to explain how a class drew income without contributing 
any productive activity. · Gains of chance or of individual 
"sharp practice" could exert no permanent influence in 
a regime of "normal.values". Universal and persistent 
cheating of the productive by the unproductive seemed 
impossible in an order of free contract. At most this 
,could explain individual gains and losses among the class 
of capitalists-what one gained another losing: it could 
not account for the income of a whole class. Therefore, 
to explain Profit as had Sisinondi simply as "spoliation 
of the worker", acquired by the entrepreneur'' not because 
the enterprise produces more than it cost him, but be
cause he does not pay all that it costs him, because he 
does notgl~e -to.~d1e~worlrerasuffic1ent-compensation for 

-his work '',2 or, in Bray's description of it, as product of 
"a system of unequal exchanges '',3 was not a sufficient 
expl<p1a~ion: it afforded no answer to the central difficulty 
and still left the contradiction unresolved. 

James Mill had actually drawn attention to the analogy 
between a wage-system and slave-labour. "\Vhat is the 

1 In Value Price and Profit. Here he also said of the comparison 
between slavery and a wage-system: " On the basis of the wages system 
even the unpaid labour seems to be paid labour. \Vith the slave, on the 
contrary, even that part of his labour which is paid appears to be unpaid." 
In the former " the nature of the whole transaction is completely masked 
by the intervention of the contract and the pay received at the end of 
the week" • 
. 1 Nouveaux Principes, Vol. I, p. 9Z. 

1 Labol4r's Wrongs and Labow·'s Remedy, p. so. 
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difference," he asked, "in the case of the man who 
operates by means of labourers receiving wages (instead_ 
of owning slaves) ? • • • He is equally the owner Qf the 
labour with the manufacturer who operates with s~ves • 

.,'the only difference is the mode of purchasing. The 
owner of the slave purchases at once the whole of the 
labour which the man can ever perform: he who pays 
wages purchases only so much of a man's labour as· he 
can perform in a: day, or any other stipulated time. 
Being equally, however, the owner of the labour- so 
purchased, as the owner of the slave is of that of . the 
slave, the product which is the result of ·this labour, 
combined with his capital, is all equally his own." 1 

But here 1\fill left the matter. For Marx it was the 
beginning of what was essential. The solution which 
he reached for this cen_tral problem turned on that ·dis
tinction which he re9rded as so crucial between labour 
and labour-powervCapitalist production had its historical i 
root precisely in the transformation of human productive 1 

activity itself into a commodity. Labour-power became 1 
alienated as something to be bought and sold, and as' 
itself acquiring a value. Since the proletarian was devoid 
of land or instruments of production, no alternative liveli-. 
hood existed for him; and while the legal coercion to 
work for another was gone, the coercion of class circum-

1 Elements of Pol. Econ., pp. 21-2~ Cf. also Richard Jones, lntToduc
tory Lectures on Pol. Econ. (I8JJ), pp. s8-9. This "only difference'' 
may, however, make the position of the wage-earner economically 
inferior to that of the slave, as well as enabling it to be better, since 
if the labourer •~ not the property of the master, the latter has no long
period interest in the former's upkeep (the wear and tear of labour 
and its depreciation through destitution is not a cost to the employer 
as is the wear and tear of his machinery). Hence it may well be in the 
employer's interest to treat a free labourer less well than he would a 
horse or a slave. 
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stance remained. Since the individual labourer (at least 
· in the absence of organization and association) was devoid 
alike of alternativ~ or of a '' reserve price", the commodity 
he sold, like other commodities, acquired a value equal 
to the labour which its creation cost; and this consisted 

. in the la,Pour required to produce the subsistence of the 
human labourer .. Hence the emergence of profit was to 

. E.:.~~!~i~~ted, . ~!...!?.~I}X_ ~~~--q~~I1tr ~fcapi~l 
per se, but to the historically con(htwned fact that labour 
in actiOn was ~_!)I~ _tq_.r~~II~~--~- p~~uct of-greater-value ....,...-....... ----- . -- --
(aepe~di~~-~n _t!t_e_qqa_J;t.!l:IID..9fJ<!QQ~~ involve~--~an __ !he 
labour-power itself as a commodity_ was valueq at. Hence 
...... ----~--- ~ ... -.. --'"' .. ~- -·,. -· -- ··- ·---·-...... -
the transaction between lab9urer and capitalist both was 
and was not an exchange of equivalents. Given the 
soc~al basis which constituted labour-power as a com- . 

. modity, ail exchange of equivalents took place which 
satisfied the requirements of the law of value-the 
capitalist advanced subsistence to the ; labourer and 
acquired labour-power ·of equivalent market-value in 
return. The capitalist acquired the labour-power of 
the worker; the worker obtained in exchange sufficient 
to replace in his own person the physical wear and 
·tear that working for the capitalist involved. Economic 
justice was satisfied. But without the historical circum
stance that a class existed which had the sale of its 
labour-power as a commodity for its only livelihood to 
confront the capitalist with the . possibility of this re
munerative transaction, the capitalist would not have 
been in a position to annex this surplus:.value to himself. 

The rival interpretation which Lauderdale and Malthus 
had advanced in terms of the productivity of capital in
volved a relapse either into mysticism or into the super
ficialities pf mere "supply and demand" explanations, 
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which Marx in common with Ricardo condemned.! 
Marx. never wished to deny that capital, or rather the· 
concrete instruments in which stored-up labour was 
embodied, were _creative of --~ealt~ ·_or '@_c~)' :, to 
have done so would have been patently alJsurd. In 
fact, he explicitly states that ''it is wrong~--~~~k_ of 
labour as the ~nly sour~~ of ~I-!'':2- No more did 
Ricardo- deny that land even uncultivated might yield 
utilities. But this was not to say that land or capi.tal 
were productive of value. . In fact, the more lavish "~as 
nature' with the fruits of the- earth, the 1ess··-va.i~e .w~re 
the latter likely to have ai:i(Cthe less chanc~wa!i__there , 
that land would yield .. ~~!~nCtfaltie;Marx emphasized, .. 
was not a mysterious intrinsic attribute of things: it ' 
was merely an expression of a social relation between, 
men._;}t was an attribute with which objects. were 
endowed by virtue of the form and manner in which 
the disposition of human labour took pbce between 
various lines of production in the course of the division . 
of labour throughout society; and t4is. disposition of 
the social labour-force was not arbitrary, but followed 
a determinate law of cost by virtue of Adam Smith's 
"unseen hand" of competitive forces. To explam 
surplus-value, therefore, in terms of some property of · 
an object (capital) was to relapse into what Ma.rx termed 
the Fetishism of Commodities-a species of animism 
in which post-Ricardian "vulgar economy" became in
creasingly enmeshed. This consisted in attributing 
animistically to things in abstracto the cause of exch~.nge
relationships, when actually the latter were merely the 
resultant of the social relationships between men. It 

.. 
1 Cf. above, pp. 9-10. 
1 Critique of Political Eco11omy, p. 33· 
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was to explain the· course of a puppet-show exclusively 
in terms of the qualities and behaviour of the puppets. 
"A definite social relation between men assumes in their 
eyes the fantastic form of a relation between things." 1 

"The existence of the revenue, as it appears on the sur
face, is separated from its inner relations and from all 
connections. Thus land becomes the source of rent, 
capital the. source of profit, and labour the source of 
.wages." 2 t~ Political Economy which spoke in these 
terms, wntch used as its constants properties· of 
objects abstracted both from individuals and ~he class 
circumstances of these individuals, could deal only" with 
surface appearance, could afford only a partial analysis 
of phenomena, and hence postulate laws and tendencies 
which were not merely incomplete, but also contradictory 
and false) At such a level of abstraction there could be 
no differentia ~ecause none of the essential differentiating 
qualities were included in the assumptions. Factors of 
production were treated solely in their technical aspect 
as indispensable . eacq to the whole and hence each to 

. the .other:· an abstraction which yielded an ex hypothesi 
demonstration of an essential harmony between them. 
It was not surprising that on this plane of reasoning 

. no concept ~f. rent)or,_,surplus c~uld ~appear, and 
that equivalents should always exchange against-equiva
lents because the situation was so defined that this must 
be so. · 

A more recent example may perhaps be cited of the 
lack. of meaning attaching to certain fundamental con
cepts ·when exchange relations are treated in abstraction 
from men as producers and from their relation to a 

1 Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 43· 
I Marx, Theorien uber den Mehrwert (Ed. 192J), VoL III, pp. 521-2. 
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background of social institutions·. Pareto has· pointed 
to the signifi.can~ distinction between ''activities of men 
directed to the production or transformation of economic 
goods", and "to the appropriation of goods produced by· 
others". Clearly, if one views the economic proble~ 
simply as a pattern of exchange relations, separated from 
the Social relations of the individuals concerned-treating 
the individuals who enter into exchange simply as . so 
many x's and y's, performing certain "services", but 
abstracted from their concrete relation to the means of 
production (e.g. whether propertied or· unpropertied, 
whether passive rentiers or active labourers )-then Pareto's. 
distinction can have no meaning in a free competitive 
market. "Appropriation of goods produced by others" 
can only result ·from the incursion of monopoly or · of 
extra-economic fraud or force. From the regime· of 
''normal" exchange-values it is . excluded by the very 
definition of a free market. This is, in fact, the answer 
which is given by Professor Pigou. Citing Pareto's dis
tinction, he proceeds to suggest that "acts· of mere 
appropriation"_ can be excluded by the assumption that · 
"when one man obtains goods from another man, ht; is 
conceived to obtain them by the process, not of seizure, 
but of exchange in an open market; where the bargainers 
are reasonably competent an<.~· reasonably cognizant· of 
the conditions" .1 It may be said that this conclusion 
is perfectly consistent with the scope of the .inquiry. 
But does not the very answer which this scope demands·. 
suggest the unreality of such limits and the barrenness, 
at least on matters fundamental to problems of Political 
Economy, of so limited an analysis? Yet the wholel 
tendency of -economics since. the days of the post-j 

l Eco11omics of JVtlfare, p. IJO. 
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Ricardians has been to narrow the scope of economic 
inquiiYJ in this way: moreover, while doing so, at the 
same tune to persist in rendering pronouncements on 
fundamental issues similar to those with which the 
classical economists were concerned. 

Suppose. that. ~oll-ga!es)were a general institution, 
rooted in custom or-ancient legal right. Could it reason
aoly be denied that. there would be an important sense 
in which the income· of the toll-owning class represented 
"an appropriation of goods produced by others" and 
not payment for an ''activity directed to the production 
or transformation of economic goods? " Yet toll-charges 
would be fixed in competition with alternative roadways, 
and hence would, presumably, represent prices fixed "in 
an open market, where the bargainers on both sides are · 
reasomibly .competent and cognizant of the conditions" 
Would not the opening and shutting of toll-gates become 
an essential factor of production, according to most cur
rent definitions of a factor of production, with as much 
reason at any rate as many of the functions of the capitalist 
entrepr~neur are so classed to-day? This factor, like 
others, could then be said to have a "marginal pro
ductivity" · and its price be regarded as the measure 
and equivalent of the service it rendered. At any rate, 
where is a logical line to be drawn between toll-gates 
and property-rights over scarce resources in. general? 
Perhaps it will be said that the distinction depends on 

· whether the toll-gate owner himself constructed the 
road. If so, it is precisely to break through the restritted 
circle of abstract exchange-relations to seek a definition 
in terms of the productive activity of the person in 
question, as separate from and more fundamental than 
the opening' and shutting of toll-gates. But notions 
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which confine themselves to the circle of pure exchange
relations are clearly unfitted to rise above the wisdom of 
a contemporary · critic of Ricardo, who, in attacking 
Quesnay and Smith, roundly deClared that, since rione 
could charge a price who did no service, all classes 
which drew an income must ipso facta be "productive", 
and their income the measure of their value to society .1 

Perhaps it will be said that such distinctions are not 
the province of economics. But· this injunction, if it 
were obeyed, would both render economics barren of 
most of its practical fruit and make it something radically 
different from what the founders of the subject designed 
and intended .. 

It must not be thought that,. in criticizing this type 
of abstraction, Mar-X was tilting· at all abstractions from 
the standpoint of a crude empiricism. , He was criticizing 
a particular me!hod of abstraction on theg~ound that it 
ignored. the es~ential arid- mistook shad~w for ~cl,stance 
and--appearance-tor~lity:---A.ity-generaliZation, from 
iis very nature, must, of course, make ·abstraction. of 
certain elements in a situation; and 'to this extent 
"theory" and "fact" must ne·cessarily be at variance. 
Indeed, the method of Marx, as we have seen, was an 
abstract method as much as that of the classical econo
mists. The theory of value which Marx took over f)-om 
classical Political Economy, and developed in important 
particulars, was an abstraction which based itself not 
simply on certain features general to any exchange 
economy, but on essential characteristics of capitalism 

/ ·----
1 George Purv~s~ All Classes Productive of National Wealth (1817). 

This gentleman had commenced by declaring that ''the grand funda
mental question, on which the whole science of statistics must more or 
less dt'pcnd .. is" whether all ~lasses are productive of' wealth or whether 
some are unproductive". 
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as a system of commodity-production. It seems to be 
generally forgotten, when Marx is criticized for giving 
no adequate "proof" of his theory of value in Da1 
Kapital, that he was not propounding a novel and un
familiar doctrine, but was adopting a principle which 
was part of the settled tradition of classical Political 
Economy and without which he considered any deter
minate. statement to be impossible. Clearly in these 
circumstances he had no · intention of prefacing his 
analysis of capitalist production with more than a 
definition and contrast of certain basic concepts such 
as value, exchange-value and use-value. These and 
kindred concepts were admittedly abstractions which 
had only a more or less imperfect representation in the 
real world. But here his method was no more and 
no less abstract than that of his predecessors. Com-

. petition itself was an abstraction, and so was the 
' "pedect market" in which "normal values" emerged. 
,., Normal values", like Euclidean points and straigpt 

' lines, were to be found in the real world only as 
''~iffili~. 

The-tWo abstractions which have caused most clamour 
among Marx's critics-the concept of homogeneous 
"simple labour" and the assumption in volume I of 
Cap,ital of equal "organic compositions of capital" in 
all lines of production-were also common to preceding 
and contemporary economists, and the ground of many 
of their most signal corollaries. The latter assumption 
figtired prominently, as we have seen, with Ricardo. In 
the theory of international trade, for instance, it was 
the basis of the proposition. that a high or low wage-level 
in a country did not affect the terms of trade, but only 
caused an equivalent and opposite change in the level 
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of profits.1 As we have also seen, it underlay John 
Stuart Mill's dictum that "demand for commodities does 
not constitute demand for labour". The assumption 
of homogeneity of units of _a factor of production ··is 
common to economic method up to the present day. 
\Vithout it the conception of a "normal" return has no 
meaning: tacit or explicit, it is pait of any discussion 
of the "general level of wages" or of a theory of "normal 
profit". When l\1arx in _the th~rd _ vo!ume qf._~Capi_tal 
admitted that the a~s~n}ption,_of...eq_~po§itiQn~_of 
capit~t~' wili~h- formed the . basis..~f his .. value.-princip,le 
iri the first volume, was" only a ~rsL.appm~imati.op, 
Bohm.:.Ba\\;crk -made 'great play with the "great con
tradiction" b'etween the first approximation of the first 
volume and the later approximation of the third. On 
this great contradiction, he triumphantly declared, the· 
whole 1\Iarxian system foundered. A recent writer has 
said that " nowhere is there in print such a miracle of 
confusion" as the Marxian system.2 Yet all deductive 
reasoning proceeds by a process of approximation; and 
similar "contradictions" . could be demonstrated in all 
such cases between successive approximations, or betWeen 
~ approximation and the facts. It is. a question of the 
;Uses fu which an approximation.~~ put~_ Wflafis~ rmportant 
ls-;hether -~i:not the- corollarj~:.hwr'tO be dedUcible 
from the approximation, are. i~validated by ilie' qu~-. 
ilons~hich the -Closer approximation reg~h:~s-.;he~er 
the alts:rations -·introduce-d_·~ it!_ volume- III m~ any 
·-- -. .. --·- ·-- ---- . ~-· -. ~----- .. , __ _ 

1 Since, if the "composition of capital" is equal in all industries, a 
change in wages will not affect the ratio of comparative costs. But if 
this assumption does not hold, a change in wages will affect the industries 
with a high proportion of labour to machinery more than those with 
a low proportion, and hence will alter the comparative cost-ratios • 

• 
1 A. Gray, Development of Economic Doctrine, p .• JOI. 
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substantial_difference to the conclusions developed from 
the assumptions made in volume I. -
- Like Ricardo: Marx attached chief importance to an 
analysis of the movements of the class revenues. So 
much, indeed, had Ricardo's interest lain in the dis
~~ibution of_wealtb. as-·io---e~oke the' anger of a w~iter 
such as. Carey, who declared that ·''the system of Ricardo 
is a system of discord • . . it creates· hostility between 
classes . . . his book is a manual for demagogues who 
seek to gain power by the distribution of the soil, by 
war and by pillage".1 Similarly, a recent writer has 
said of Marx that, weaving "a tissue of economic fallacy " 

. on "a prophetic note of righteous indignation", he made 
it his purpose "to demonstrate that chiss-hatred is 
justified".2 Such tortured verdicts· may ring strangely. 
But what they emphasize is to this extent true: that 1\Iarx 
focussed attention on the class relation, expressed i;:u-fass 

"incomes, as the- relation which defined the major rhythm 
of-ccipit~!i_st: io~[e!J~ava~was ·_ cruciaLfocany forecast of 
~tE~ __future •. At the same time, it would be wrong to 
say that his interest was confined to the sphere of dis
tribution, and to treat his analysis as essentially a theory 
of distribution. Production, Exchange, Distribution, 
while they might be separate facets, could not be treated 
as separate categories of economic relations; and, as he 
insisted in his Critique of Political Economy, they had an 
essential unity.3 

The law of value was a principle of exchange relations 
be~een cominoditles~ mcluding labour-power~ It was 
. simultaneously-a. •determinant of the ~ode -~!!._Y-h ich 

1carey,7•ast, P;;;ent and The Future .(1848), p. 74, Cit. in Theorien 
Uber den Mehrwert, Vol. II, p. 4· 

' E. Hallett Carr, Karl :Marx, p. 277. 
1 Critique (Ed. Kerr); p. 291, etc. 
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labour was allocated between different industries in the 
general social--division 'o£ labour' and ·c;rt:fie"''d:i~trib~ti~n 
of the product between classes~. To' say--·that. 'com- .. 
modities had certainexchange-:vaJues was an alternative 
way· of saying that the labour-force of society was divided 
between occupations in a certain way, and (inCluded in 
the latter statement) that the social productwas divided . 
between subsistence for labourers and income for capital- . 
ists in certain proportions. (For instance, a statement 
concerning the values of corn and . silk is at the same 
time a statement about the· proportions in which labour 
is divided between the production of corn and of silk. 
If corn and silk were the only two commodities produced, · 
the former being consumed by workers and the latter hy 
capitalists, the statement that labour was divided between 
silk-manufacture and com-culture in a certain ratio would 
be equivalent to saying that the social income was dis
tributed between workers and capitalists in a corre
sponding way.) In his first v~l"Y-.1!1:~ Ma!_X -~4?pte.4._!he . 
sif!lp!jfying assumpt1~iio{~'' pure'' __ capitalis~. ecqllQinY,: 
an economy of "pure CO.!!U?tli,tlQD_/' as did the classical 
economists, ana -a-IiiOcfe'"' of production based on a simple 
relationship between capitalists and workers; the latter 
performing the sum-total ·of essential productive acti~ 
vities, the former figuring simply qua capitalist, as owners 
of property-rights and hirers of labour-power.1 This 
was competent to provide the gen~ralized type-form of 

1 In a letter to Engels in r8s8 Marx stated the assumptions made 
for the purpose of vol~Jme I as follows: · It is "assumed that the wagea 
of labour are constantly equal to their lowest level. • • • Further landed 
property is taken as =o. . . • This is the only possible way to avoid 
having to deal with everything under each particular relation." On 
these assumptio~ value is "an abstrac~on ", which figures in "this 
abstract undeveloped form " as distinct from its " more concrete economic 
determinations". (Marx-Engels COTTespondence, p. 106.) 
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all existent capitalist societies (to which admittedly the 
concept of" pure, capitalism was only an approximation) 
as Euclidean lines and points and circles and cubes could 
repre·sent the essential characteristics of all actual three
dimensional spatial relations. T~e guiding motive of 
this volu~e. was to analyse the relation between the 
'rev~nues of thes~.t.WQ. class~~-af:!d to ·explain the origin 

- and tharacter of capitalist profit. ·----· . ·--
In the . third volume Marx pointed out that, when 

aC'COtfntwas taken of the fact that the ratio between 
labour and niachinery-(o~,--rr;o~e precisely, betw~en vari
able' imd.·constant capital) .~.!1~ _different in. differen~ 

' industries, jt was seen that commodities exchanged, not 
. acc;ording to' the . principle as~ciated ·m the -first 
volume,- bii(according_tQ. what_ he termea their Prices 
9(Pro.ducti~.tJ. (i.e. wages plus an ~verage or "normal" 
profit). Nevertheless, lie deciareatllarthe.piiiiciple of 

"'the.-ni;t'volume was still the determinant of what the 
value of commodities was in the aggregate, and hence 
the· determinant of the rate of profit and· in tum of the 
Prices of Production themselyes. In making this state
ment he was not guilty of the stupidity of asserting merely 
that a total equals a total, as Bohm-Bawerk charges.1 

Clearly what he had in mind was the relation between 
the value of finished commodities, treated as -a-n aggregate, 
and the value of labour-power-the crucial relation on 
which, in common with Ricardo, he conceived profit to 
depend. He was stating that it still remained true that 

·the distribution of the total product· between workers 
and capitalists (and hence the volume and ra:te of profit) 
depended on the relation between these two quantities; 
and that (provided one ·could assume the "composition 

1 Karl Marx a11d the Close of his System, pp. 68-75· 
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of capital" in the group of industries producing sub
sistence to be not .very different. from the average of 
industry as a whole) this crucial rel~tion c~uld still be 
treated as determined according to the si~ple manner 
of volume I. If this was so, the· analysis of surplus
value and of the influences which determined it was not 
invalidated by the qualifications introduced . in volume 
III. The revenue of the capitalist class,.and movements 
in it, were still ruled by the same causes, eyen if this 
revenue was differently distributed between various 
industries from what had been envisaged in t~e "first 
approximation" .1 To use . ari analogy, let us suppose 
that one were to enunciate the theory of rent on the 
assumption that all land was of homogeneous quality' 
stating that rent would be equal to the difference between 
the cost ·of production and the selling-price of com (the 
latter being determined by the cost of prod~ction at 

1 It is perfectly clear that Marx was fully aware of the nature and 
significance of these qualifications introduced in vol. III and in what 
measure they affected the corollaries to be drawn· from the assumptions 
of vol. I. Engels, in his Preface to the 1891 Edition of Wage-Labour 
tmd Capital, says: •• If therefore we , say to-day with economists like , 
Ricardo that the value of a commodity is determined by the labour 
necessary to its production, we always imply .the reservations · and 
restrictions made by Marx." Much earlier than this Marx li~d taken 
Proudhon to task for saying that a rise of wages would lead to a general 
rise of prices. "If all the industries employ the same number of workers , 
in relation to the fixed capital or the instruments which they use, a · 
general rise of wages will produce a general lowering of profitS and -the 
current price of goods will not undergo any alteration." " But as the 
relation of manual labour to fixed capital is not the same in different 
industries, aU the industries which employ a relatively grelfter amount 
of fixed capital and less workers will be forced, sooner or later, to lower I 
the pri~ of their goods", and conversely in industries employing "' a 
relatively smaller amount of fixed capital and more workers. . • • Thus 
a rise in the wage-level will lead, not as M. Proudhon declare!!, to a general 
increase of prices, but to an actual fall of some prices, namely; to· a fall . 
in the price of those goods which are largely manufactured ·with the aid 
of machinery." Misere de Ia Philosophie (Ed. 1847), pp. 167-8. 
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the intensive margin). To introduce the fact of hetero
geneity of land (and hence of different costs of production 
on each farm and each acre) as a later approximation 
would then make no essential difference to the corollaries 
based on the simpler assumption, provided that the cost 
of production of corn on the average remained the same 
and bore the same relation to the price of com. More
over, the corollaries of the earlier approximation would 
embody certain essential. truths about the nature and 
determination of rent (those connected with what one 
may Jerm the scarcity aspect of rent, as distinct from 
its differential aspect), which no formulation of the 
theory of rent .could imply without some reference to 
this relation between the average cost and the average 
selling-price.1 

The corollaries which remained unaffected by these 
later ·qualifications were various and were among the 
most irrii>artant for the main ·purpose which he had in 
hind: namely' to dis.cover ''the law of motion of capitalist 

-society". Ricardo's ~?~~ine.-J:!Iat~~iCwag~s rise, profits 
· fall", and wiili i~.!h~-~o11clusion _thaJ a _ _rise in wages will 
encourage capitalists to substitute machinery for labour' 
remained.undistiirbe-d. -So also did the mfluences which 
.~causedthe rate of profit to alter, including Marx's ex
planation of the "tendency of the rate of profit to fall", 
which will later be considered, and to which it is clear 
that Marx attached considerable significance in defining 
the long-term trend of capitalist .society. But ~ere is 
also a less familiar corollary, which to-day has more 

1 Curiously enough Bolun-Bawerk, in constructing his own theory of 
capital, makes use as a first approximation of what amounts to the same 
assumption as that which he condemns in Marx, namely, that " an 
equally long production-period would prevail simultaneously over all 
employments". (Positive Theory of Capital, pp. 382 and 405.) 
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central importance than when it was ~ritten; namely, 
that concerning the effect of · monppoly. . Marx had 
pointed out that monopoly cannot increase .the rate of 
profit in general (as distinct from raising it for some 
sections and lowering it for others), except in so far as· 
it has the effect of lowering wages. runless monopoly 
affected the relation between the value of labour-power 
and the value of commodities (i.e. altered "the rate of 
exploitation"), it was powerless to raise the rate of i 
profit as a whole.) Apart from such an eff~ct of monopoly 
in depressing real wages below their normal level, the 
growth of monopoly· "would merely transfer a portion 
of the profit of other producers of commodities ·to the 
commodities with a monopoly-price., A local dis
turbance in the distribution of the surplus-value among 
the various spheres of production would take place 
indirectly, but they would ·leave the boundaries of the 
surplus-value itself unaltered." 1 In a later chapter we 
shall see that this conclusion has particular relevance to 
certain problems of Imperialism · 
I The essential difference between Marx· and classical 
'Political Economy lay, therefore, in the theory of surplus-
value. If its significance was not an ethical one, wherein 
then lay its. practical importance?· 'Clearly, its im
portance as basis for a critique of capitalism was in 
many respects parallel to that of the theory of rent for 
a critique of the landed interest .in the hands. of the 
Ricardian School. The theory of rent had formed the 
ground for maintaining that the very policies which 
would tend to the lowering of the rate of profit and the 
conseque~t retardation of capital accumulation and in
dustrial progress would at the same· time augment the 

1 Capital, Vol. III, p. Iooj. 
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revenue of the landed class and swell the burden of 
unproductive consumption on the national wealth.1 

~The theory of surplus-value ·implied that, since the 
two class-incomes of profits and wages were so con
trasted in their essential character and in the manner 
of their· determination, the relation between them was 
necessarily one of antagonism in a sense which made it 
qualitatively distinct from the relation between ordinary 
buyers and sellers o~ a free market. The capitalist 

· class would have an interest in ·perpetuating and ex
tending the institutions of a class society, which main
tained the proletariat in a dependent position and created 
surplus-value as a category of income, as powerfully as. 
the lapded interest had formerly had in maintaining the 
Com Laws; while the proletariat would have a corre
sponding interest in weakening and destroying these 
basic pri>perty-rights. \Any .... change in· profit, as the 
incot:ne of the class upon whose decisions and expecta
tions- the operation of industry depended, would have 
an effect on the economic system altogether different 
froll\ a change in any other priCe or revenue-a difference 
which had pa~icular relevance, as we shall see, to Marx's 
theory of crises. Moreover, it t:night well be in the 
interest of capital to retard the development of the pro
ductive forces and to promote policies which were 
detrimental to the production· of wealth, provided that 
these policies tended to extend the opportunities of 
exploitation and augment its revenue. This possibility 
--

I The Ricardian ·argument "was that the fact of diminishing returns 
on land would, in the course of progress, cause rents to rise anq by 
increasing the cost of subsistence for the workers cause profits to fall. 
The only way to avert this, and so to maintain the possibilities of capital 
accumulation and industrial expansion, was to throw open foreign trade 
and allow the competition of imported raw produce. 
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was converted into a probability by the very nature 
of the technical · basis on which industrial capitalism 
had been built. Founded on power-machinery,_ and 
large-scale technique; the "process of progressive capi~al 
accumulation tended ·continually- io- ext~IJ.~.:anQ:to. en
Jarge this basis: · a process which; by encouraging a 
progressive concentration and- ce~tralization of' capital, 
increasingly prepared the ground for monopoly. The 

. picture which Marx drew of these developments is a. 
familiar one. With the growth of monopgly ~. ... ~lass, 
antagonism was rendered-more acute, and ~<?~_less; the 
income of the propertied class became with increasing 
openness the fruit of monopoly-policies and of little 
else. But the same process which established · the 
growing "social character" of the productive process 
itself forged the instrument which was to break the 
fetters of ''individual appropriation".\'"' The productive 
forces developing within the framework of bourgeois 
society create at the same time the material conditions 
for the liquidation of this antagonism.") It created also 
the homogeneity' the discipline ancJ the organization of 
the factory proletariat as a class; until this class, finding 
itself in ever sharper antagonism to a system ·of property-' 
relations which had grown so patently. a fetter on pro
duction, should demand and enforce the emancipation 
of itself and of society by the expropriation of its ex-

. ploiters. Since a regime of large-.sc:ile technique and 

.complex productive re~ations could not revert to petty 
propert¥ and the small-scale production which this 
entailed, the negative act of expropriation must neces
sarily take the positive form of socialization, iri. the sense 
of the transference of land and capital into the collective 
ownership of the workers' State. This revolutionary 
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act of the organized workers which e~tablished collective 
property would in fact be the charter both of equali.ty 
and of individual rights of which nineteenth-century 
liberalism had dreamed, but which it had been impotent 
to attain. It would be the only real charter of individual 
rights precisely ~ecause (in the words of the Communist 
Manifesto) tin bourgeois society capital is independent 
and· has individuality, whereas the living person is de
pendent and lacks individuality"; because only by the 
suppression of the power of one class to exploit another 
through the suppression of private property in land and 
capital, which endowed this power, could the substance 
of liberty for the mass of the people appear. 



CHAPTER IV 

ECONOMIC CRISES 

UNDOUBTEDLY for 1\tlarx the most important application 
of his theory was in the analysis of the character of 
economic . crises. At the time serious study of this 
phenomenon was still in its infancy.· There had been a 
few fertile but unsystematized observations by Sismoridi 
as to the disrupting effects of competition and of pro
duction for a wide market; there had been the classic 
discussion between Malthus and Ricardo as to whether 
gluts and depression could be aue to deficiency of con
sumption; in Germany Rodbertus had developed his 
under-consumption theory of crises. But so far as the 
Ricardiaq. School and its legacy is concerned, it can be 
sai.d-tliat cnses"V1riua1Iyneld~n_o_place in their system of 
thought: ifdepressions occurred they weretobeiegaided 
asaue to external interferences with the free working of 
economic forces or with the progress of capital accumula
tion, rather than as effects of any chronic malady internal 
to capitalist society. Even the successors to this school 
were sufficiently obsessed with thiS- presumption to seek 
for an explanation either . in natural causes (such a~· 
harvesCvariations) -?r~w1tillxt_'-'i_h.e-v~il ~f m?E~.('. !!!It 
f9r .Marx it seemed evident thai-·crise8-were associated 
with the ;~s~~tial fe~t~~esofaeapitalis""t-~~~;~my p;,. ;_ 
1Jie:=!_W~..Jun~~~~l .. c~arie_!~~tics of thts economy 
were what he termed the "~a~~!!J..~.PE_oduction"-the 
atomistic diffusion of productive decisions among 
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!!._Umerous ~utonomous. entrepreneurs-:;-~nd ~he fact that 
i~ was a system of production not for cor~:sciously desiifled 
-~ocial ends but for profit, It was by virtue of the former 
that- the classiCal laws of the market held sway and 
assumed the particular form which they did.1 But for 
~a~ this was responsible for the existence of tendencies 
dlsr~ptive o[ equilibrium as wel1as -o8he __ ten4encies 
tiiW~rds eq~ilibrium- whi~h -.the-classical economists had 
exclusively stressed-.. It was by virtue -of the second 
feature. of-cap'italist society that the pursuit of surplus
value, and circumstances which favoured its augmenta
tion, assumed a dominating significance, so th~t a change 
in profit, aS the revenue of the ruling class, was calculated 
to exert an influence on events quite unparalleled by a 
change in any other class of revenue. Moreover, Marx 
clearly regarded crises, not as incidental departures from 
a predetermined eql.iilibriuJI?., not as fickle wanderings 
from an ~established pat~ of devel~pment to which_ there 
would be a submissive return, but rather as themselves 
a dominant foi-in.of movement whicl1Jorged and shaped 

. the developmerit-oCca~ali~!_~~iety. To study crises 
was ipso factotostudy the dynamics of the system; and 
this study could .only be properly -undert3;ken as part of 
an examination Of -the forms of movement of class re-

1. It needs, perhaps, to be made clear th_at Man:, by terming individual 
production " anarchy", !tad no intention of using it ·as necessarily 
synonymous with chaos. He intended the term in its literal sense; 

·and emphasized that while it was responsible for disrupting influences, 
it was also the medium through which the" invisible hand" of the market 
ruled. In a recent discussion between Mr. G. B. Shaw and Mr. H. G. 
Wells, the former declared that Mr. Wells could ~nly see in capitalism 
a lack _p£ system, which he itched to systematize; whereas capitalism 
was in fact very much of a system ruled by laws and compulsions of 
its own. Marx would, I think, have subscribed to this view. (Cf. 
The New Statesman, Nov. J, 1934.) 
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lations (the class struggle) and of the class revenues 
which were their market:-exp!:~~sion. 

There was one aspect of the matter which had certainly 
exercised economic writers for some time, and had evoked 
a . number of rival explanations. This was the alleged 
te!!dency_ of_ the ~te o~ profi.t ()Il: ~pi~-~~-~-~~lin .. e. :Wiili
chan_ging circumstances the attitude to this question had 
undergone an alteration. In the eighteenth century this 
decline was usually welcomed -as -a ·nwtllfslgil, · appar ... 
eritly because economic writers had. viewed the- matter 
primarily from the.standpoint of the borrower o{ capital. 
But in the nineteenth century, with the ~_owering of 
bOU~geols- Political Economy par. excellence, admirati(;n 
w~--~~c:1~~d-t_o -tu~~ t(_a_Ep£dienslon~- -So--promiiient 
did discussion on the matter become that Marx went so 
far as to say that "the differen.ce between the various 
schools since Adam Smith consists in their different 
attempts to solve this ri<;ldle ".1 . 

" -Hume (who spoke both of the rate of mterest on a 
money loan and of the wider generic term, profit) de
clared that "so· long as there are landed gentry and 
peasantry in the State the borrowers mlist be numerous 
and interest high", by reason of "the -idleness of the 
landlord" and his profligacy. 'In such a condition 
industry must s~gnate and progress be small. Per 
contra, merchants constituted "one of the most useful 
r~ces of men, beget(ting) industry by serving as canals. 
to convey it through every comer of the State. . . . Ex
tensive commer~, by producing large, diminishes both 

1 CapiUJl: Vol. III, p. 250. In a letter to Engels in 1868 Maq referred 
to the problem of " the tendency of the rate of profit to fall as society 
progresses " as " the great- pons .asini of political economy to date". 
(Mar:~c-Eng~l• Coruspondence, p. 244.) 
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interest and profit, and is always assisted in its diminution 
of the one by the proportional sinking of the other. I 
may add that, as low profits arise from the increase of 
commerce and industry, they serve in their turn to favour 
its further increase, by rendering the commodities 
cheaper, encouraging the consumption and heightening 
of industry." 1 · For· Adam Smith_0ike __ Hume. a, high 
level of .Profit was a sign_2.f__!:>ack~a_rdness in_ _c~pital 
accifnllilation; and a decl~e in _th_e __ !'a~e ?f profit was 
1_1ormally to be expected as a result of the progress of 
accuinulatio1_1; _The- reason-which he gave for this, in~
terffis-of -s~pply and demand, came to be hotly disputed 
by the Ricardian School, and may have contributed not 
a little to the vehemence of their scorn for mere "supply 
and demand" explanations. "The increase of stock," 
wrote Adam Smith, "which rais~ages,- terids· to lower 
e.!:ofit. ·When the stocks -or many rich ·merchants are 
turned into the same trade, their mutual competition 
naturally tends to lower its profit; anawlien· there -is a 
like" iricrease-ofstock "in all tlle .different trades carried 
on _ in the same society, the same competition must 
produce the same effect in all of them." 2 

But by the time that the Industrial Revolution was in 
fuUCiy llieperspective had beenshifteaand the question 
cameio-bedifferentTY_!egardeg.- ·coriflici with the Tanded 
mferesi-was. reaching an acute stage in the controversy 
over the Corn Laws; and profit, the revenue of the 
capitalist class and hence both the source of capital 
accumulation and the incentive to progress and invention, 
came to receive an emphasis which it had not had before. 
With Ricardo and his school, Profit occupied the centr_e 
------ --· --- -- -

1 Hume, Essa}·s (Ed. 1809). Vol. I, Pt. 2, Ch. 4. pp. 316, 318, 320. 
1 Wealth of Natio11s, Third Ed., p. 89. 
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gf the_~~~M· The question naturally presented itself:· 
How can a fall in this- revenue be a condition favourable 
~£r9gr~.§.s? 1Cihe.syite~-, .Ei -~~s-oiffi. development, 
generates a tenden~_!or Profit to fal), is there not s~e
thlpg strangely CO.J1!ra~ictory~~bout the sxstem: is _it not 
thereby defined as transitory, generating the seeds of its 
own retardation and decay? 1 Such questions, implicit 
rather than explicit, seem to have lain at the root of the 
strenuous criticism which developed of Adam Smith's 
interpretation of the matter. This CJ,"iticism did not ~eny 
the tendency, but sought an explanation for it, not ih some 
internal feature of the system or of tlte process of Capital 
. . . . ··-···· .... -.. . .. "---· ---... ~ 
acc\lm_ulati~!:l_~ but i~ -~~ ~xterna~ facto~:. This ex~~?/ 
was found m the famous "law of dimmfshmg retu~ .. 
-This externaTI1riiit.to ·progress·liad been. foreshadowed 
a decade before The Wealth of Nations by Sir James 
Steuart, who had stated that "the augmentation on the 
value of subsistence must necessarily rais~ the price of 
all work . . . so soon as the progress of agriculture de .. 
mands an additional expence, which the natural return, 
at the stated price .of subsistence; will not defray".2 

In 1815 this was used by West in a ·criticism of Adam 
1 Cf. Marx: "Those ·~onomists who, like Ricardo, regard the 

capitalist mode of production as absolute, feel nevertheless that this 
mode of production creates its own limits: and therefore they attribute 
this limit, not to production, but to nature (in their theory. of rent)." 
(Capital, Ill; p. z8J.) Elsewhere Marx said: "That the bare possibility 
of such a thing (progressive fall of the profit rate) should worry Ricardo 
shows his profound understanding of the conditions of capitalist pro
duction. • . . What worries Ricardo is that the rate of profit, the 
stimulating principle of capitalist production, the fundamental premise 
and driving force of accumulation, should be endangered by the 
development of production itself." (Ibid., p. 304.) 

1 An Inquiry into the Principles of Political Economy (1767), p. 226, 
Turgot, the Physiocrat, had also, abOut the same year, drawn attention 
to this fact. cr: Cannan, Theories of ProductW. and Distribution, 
pp. 147·8. 
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Smith's theory, both to explain the fact of the more 
li!Jiiiea -productive powers of agriculture as compared 
to industry (which Adam- Smith had attributed to the 

· smaller potentialities of the division of labour in agri
culture) and the tendency of profit to fall. Adam Smith's 
theory that it was the competition. of capital which 
reduced. the rate of profit, not only in some trades but 
in all, he denounced as a fallacy. Nor did he think it 
possible "wholly to account for the progressive diminu
tion. of the profits of stock by any increase of the wages 
of labour ". '!~e fall was attributable, not primarily to 
,the rise of wages. with . progress~ out- to the decreased 
productivity of capita~. ill agricultu~e. "The principle iS 

· simply that in."the progress of the improvement of cultiva
tion the raising of rude produce becomes progressively 
more expensive;· .or in other words the ratio of the 
net produce of land to its gross produce is continually 
diminishing. • . . The proposition is that every additional 
quantity of capital laid out produces a less proportionate 
return, and consequently the larger the capital .expended, 

. the: less the .ratio of the profit to that capital." 1 

Ricardo was even more explicit, and developed the 
arg\iiiient maffiannef-which made ir the fulcrum of his 
critique of the landed interest. As we have seen, among 
the basic principles of his system was the cohtention 
that value depended neither on demand nor on the 
abundance of commodities (which · he designated as 
"wealth'' or "riches'-' as contrasted with "value") but 
on ~the ''difficulty or facility of prC!.duction "; from which 
it followed th~t,l?rofit"" or the value of the "net produce", 
~epended, neither on • the size of the "gross produce" 

1 Essay on the Application of Capital to La11d, by a Fellow of University 
College (IBIS), pp. 2, 3, I9-20. 
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nor on the productivity of capital, but ~n the proportion 

of t~e- ~ocial . I,~}:~~.! -~E:ic.~. ~~~~E~CJ':li~~--~§.Jifgciit:.e:!he 
labourers~ subststence-tfi.at IS, on the dtfference between 
wages--ana'ihi_yal!i.~~9(tp~~p[Q(:{ili:t.1 ·· H~fl:~~-the. dictUm 
"wheil wages rise, profits fall'? which at first sigh} J~ks 
like. a 'simple ~h\.i1sm-;Isooii;iderably morethin a truism 
i~ its f~~ler_~~plicati.o~ t_hat p~ofitJs:. ~~q~e}i/lete~ed 
by these two ql:!.~~s (the cost of prOciUcing subsist
ence and the cost of producing products in general). 
Moreover, since capital was conceived as being essentially 
"advances of wages:' to labourers, the dictum was 
further interpreted to mean that the rate of profit (that 
is, the amount of profit proportioned to the· original out
lay) must depend uniquely on the same two quantities~ 
Any factor which influenced the rate of prof;it could do 
s2_:-~_!?.ly_ iJ!~ .so· !ar -~~. ~~ -~t~~ea-· th.~~~_t_io~~oC~~g-~~e 
!!f!lue of the_grEss_p~o~l:l-~~· "No accumulation of capital 
will permanently lower profits unless·· there :·be·· ·some 

·.permanent cause for the rise of wages." 3 

_Adopting, as .Ricardo did, Malthusrlaw of popula_!ion; 
there appeared to him to be no sufficient cause for a rise 
~~--~~cfjE_Ice ?@~~~=-~~o~er·o~~i t~ a. deficie~t- iabour
supply-at least, not as a long-ruri filctor7'"Tlie 1alioU:ring 

'poifuTation'"was -only-too ·avid to ·c~tch up with_ any· ex-' 
panded opportunities for employment which an increase 
of capital might afford. Hence there seemed. to him-no 
reason, 'within the capital-l<!:bour relation, why additional 
funds of capital, invested in additional supplies of pro-

1 It was the onus of Ricardo's criticism of Say that he confused 
"riches" and " value "', and a minor criticism of Smith that he" constantly 
magnifies the advantages which a country derives from a large gross, rather 
than a large ne~ inc;ome ". (Principles, Chapters xviii and xxiv.) 

1 Cf. above, p. 46. . 
1 Principles, Chapter xix, p. 398. 
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ductive labour and in ever-widening cycles of production, 
should not continue to extract at least the same rate of 
profit as before. The o~!y_suffic!~nt cause, therefore, of 
~1al!JE. .. _!h.~- ~a.-~e_!)_{_J>_rofit ~s. _capita! ~111uJa~ion-pro
~~ed~d ~~ld _ pe __ the. op~~~!io_n_ of . some factor -~~~h 
tended .to rais~_ the price_ of _labour-power by raising the 
value of the workers' subsistence; and such ·a-factor he 
saw fn -the-.i~w -~{di~·inishing_retur:ns_Qn~land. In his 
Prznczplei he wrote : "If the necessaries of the workman 
could be constantly increased with the same facility, 
there could be no permanent .alteration in the rate of 
profit or .wages, to whatever amount capital might be 
accumulated. . • . . Adam Smith does not appear to see 
'that at the same time that capital is increased the work 
to be affected by capital is increased in the same pro
portion. . ·. • Whether increased productions, and the 
consequent demand· which they occasion, shall or shall 
not lower profits, depends solely on the rise of wages; 
and the rise of wages, excepting for a limited period, on 
the facility of producing the food and necessaries of the 
labourer. I say excepting for a limited 'period, because 
no point is better· established than that the supply of 
labourers will always ultimately be in proportion to the 
means of supporting them." 1 In a letter to Mal thus he 
wrote : " I contend that there are no causes which will 
for any length of time make capital less in demand, how
ever abundant it may become, but a comparatively high 
price of food and labour-that profits do not necessarily 
fall with the increase of the quantity of capital, because 
the demand for capital is infinite, and is governed by the 
same law as population itself. They are both checked 

' 
1 Principles, Second Ed., pp. 398-404. Cf. also pp. 133-4 on "the 

natural tendency of the rate of profits to fall". 
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by the rise in the price of food and the consequent rise 
in the value of labour. If there were no such rise, what 
could prevent population and capital from increasing 
without limit?" 1 From this he drew the conclusion on 
which rested the onus of his case · against the landed 
interest: " I think it may be most satisfactorily proved, 
that in every society advancing i.ll. ~~~J~.h_~~-p~p~lation 
. . . geiieral''profits musftall, unless there are. iiilprove-
~~n-~ i~-~gri~!J!ture,·:<?r_E().ri\ ·c!f!~i{;pp,oi,!~~-~~!~~~~~p~er 
pr.•ce.'~-~, Since both the~~!lc!i.t~()~~ a.!~-~Q.J;.l:!!:!l0'4 to the 
landlords' interesf~itTollows that the interest ofthel~D:d
lor~js_al_~ilYS oppos~gJQ .. the jnterest o£. evecy..other .. class· 
of the community. His situation is never so prosperous 
aswheit"foo-d-1sA scarce- and -·dear:'' , whereas -·an·· oilier 
personS are · greatly.benefited.by. praclliillg.fuod:Cheap. ''a 

It was these strictures on the.landed interest which 
roused the criticism of his. friend :Ma1thus, 'itid it\vas 
this topic of the tendency for the rate of profit to . falf 
which formed the central ground of their disagree~enis.4' 
The contentioJ;: of Malthus was that profit ·migfit1aii"not 
Fr~_m _a: _r!_s~i_~-~agesJmt fro~ -~--~~!1 _i?- t~~ . .PEi~t?_ o(~~m:· 
modi ties due to a deficient demand; and that this was 
likely-to' : ~cc~~-if. capli~r-accumulati~n-- pro'ceededt~o 
rapidly~ particularly if this acciu:nulailon~occurred at'the' 

. ........__..~,. ............... ----- ------ ------··----- .......... --;""...,.._""-':'_'...,_'" _ __.__....., 
1 Letters of RUardo to Malthus, I8Io-2J, Ed. Bonar, p. 101. When 

Malthus said that rapid capital accumulation must lead to over-pro
duction, Ricardo commented that in the specific circumstances described 
by Mal thus (lowered profit and insufficient demand), "the speCific want 
would be for population". (Notes on Malthus, p. 169.) 

1 Essay on the Influence of a Low Price of Com on the Profits of Stock 
(a8rs), p. 22. This is what Marx descdbed as an increase of" relative 
surplus-value" (a fall in the valu'e of labour-power relatively to the 
value of the product). ' · 

I Ibid., p. 20. - . 

' Cf. Malthus, Principles, pp. 293-336, and Letters 'of Ricardo to 
Malthus, I8Io-2J, Ed. Bonar, pp. 186-91. 
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exp~~ ~~-a d_iiil}ni_s_hed_ ~-o~~U!,ll_llt~~!.!· jn __ c:ontras~ _ ~o 
Siy s Law of Markets, he declared 1t possible for pro
duction to -outrun"consumption, in the sense of causing 
a falf iri ·-price--and· in· -profit,· ·and a· consequent ''glut" 
and depres~ion·_ in-trade,: if ·productiv~ equipment was 
augmented at the-expense of consumption. "Parsimony, 
or the conversion of revenue into capit~l, may take place 
without any diminution of consumption if the revenue 
increases first ..•.. (But) no nation can possibly grow 
rich by the accumulation of capital, arising from a 
permanent dilninution of consumption; -_because such 
accumulation being greatly beyond what is wanted, in 
order to--supply the effe<;tive demand for produce, a part 
of it would very soon -lose both its us-e and its value, and 
cease to possess the character of wealth ".1 In contrast 
to Say and Ricardo,-nelieidlfiobeanaturan:endency, 
with expanding accumulaiion;-roralr commodities" to fall 
iii ·value ielatively-toliioour;- a1though--it is not clear how 
J:le--r:ee:<mcae·d-this· ~view· with. ·hrs --o~D. d~ct~ine ·that 
popuhi1:ion "conilnualiy tended to expan~tiptoilielimits 
of subslsfence.-nifhas· been thought by some very able 
wrlters~,--hewrote, "that although there may easily be 
a glut of particular commoditit;s, there cannot possibly 
be a glut of commodities in general. ... This doctrine, 
however, ... appears to me ... to be utterly unfounded ..• 
It is by no means true that commodities are always 
exchanged for. comiT?-odities. The great mass of com
p-iOdities is exchanged directly for labour, either pro
ductive or unproductive; and it is quite obvious that 
this 'mass. of commodities, compared with the labour 
with which it is to be exchanged, may fall in value from 
a glut just as any one commodity falls in value from an 

1 Principles, pp. 369-70. 
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excess of supply, compared either with labour or with 
money".1 . . · • · 

This combined with the writings !?f .. Si~mondi, who 
hacr advanced. a· c1osely--slmilar"crlticfsm,2 t9_ bec_Qme. th~. 
fq1;1~t~he_~~-~f the v~rious ~r,_ine~.gf_ under-consumption 
which again occupy tile stage as a. central· controversy 
to-day. \Yith the triul!lp_h of the Ricard~a!l: tr,~d~tio:f!. .i!l 
Victorian England this doctrine_ o_f -~f~l!h.l!-~~fo_~long,J~!l 
into obscurity,_"save as"lliustn1tion of the cardinal (altacy 
iliat iuxiiry created employment and that it. was better 
to spend than to save. In Germany, some thi'rty year~ 
later, it was adyocated in aijeW. for~_~y~~9-~hertus; and 
through· him and his influence on Lassalle and Dii~ring 
and the rising ~~~~f Ge~~n S~<:ia!_i~m ~t came to be 
implanteaTa1rTy firmly in socialist thought. By an ironic 
tum of the' wheera· doctrme-fashlonedoriginally -as an 
~pology for landlords. and bondholder~ as "Cfurip'foduttiVe 
consumers" eame. to be a weapon in the hancis -of ·the 
proletariat in criticism of a 'system which imposed ~p~'Verty" 
and restricted consumption on the mass of theproducers: 
. - . . - .... . .. - ~ ._, - .. -- ... 

1 Principles, pp. 353-4· The disagreements .between Malthus and 
Ricardo on the theory of value were closely related to this issue. Malthus 
wished to define value in terms of "" the amount of labour which a 
commodity can command ", whereas Ricardo insisted on his own 
definition that value consisted in the amount of labour required to 
produce the commodity in question. In terms of. Mal thus' ~efinition, 
any fall in profit would show itself as a fall in commodity-values. 
But according to Ricardo's definition, the value of commodities would 
only fall if improvements caused them to be produced with less labour 
than previously; and such a fall would only result in a lower rate of 
profit if labour-power alone among commodities failed to fall in value. 
(Cf. Letter1 to Malthus, p. 233.) . 

1 H. Grossman in his Simonde de Sismondi et ses Theories Economiques 
claims that Sismondi did not consider under-consumption as a cause of 
crises, but as the result (p. ss). But it is difficult to see that this inter
pretation is borne-out by such passages as Nouveaux Principes, Vol. I 
pp. 120, 329; and Etudes, Vol. l;p. 6o et seq., Vol. II, p. 233· .. Cf. als~ 
the comments of 1\1. Tuan, Sismondi m an Economist, p. 68 et seq. 
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l11__recent y~ars ithaslladarevival, ~ven to-day what one 
may call a vogue. Much of this has been due to the ad
vocacy of M0:..AJ:!Q~~Il. over a number of years~ who 
e'-'p~un_d~d_!~_e _do~trin.e ~n~ _':lo':~_l '!l~nne~, but along lines 
"":hicli in esse_ntials _were. tr~d~tio~~l. More recently- still 
it seems to have be~n esp()_~s_e~l__l?y_Mr. G. D. H .. Colc,t 
while M~. J. M.· Keynes has pronounced the "Principle 

. of Effective-Demand" of Malthus· to- be a neglected a~d 
f~dailient~r contribution' 'to- economic understanding~ 
While--re-pudiated (at least·,--in its Rodbertian form)-hoth 
by-1\farx'an~oy Engt:l~.~it.has had considerable p~p~:_ 
_larity in Marxist. circles, having been given a special 

:"Marxist" variant by Rosa· Luxt;mburg, wh() criticized 
· Marx for neglecting th-is ·asp-~ct unduly.' ·· ·· . 
"'· .. · ····-·--·-·.... . ... _.,_ ... 

1 Cf. Principles of Economic Planuing, pp. so-r. 
1 Cf. Econ.Journal, June 1935. · 
a Cf: Engels, Anti-Diihring, pp. 319-21. Marx wrote as follows:" It 

is purely a tautology to say that crises ar~ caused by the scarcity of 
solvent customers or of paying consumption. . . . If any commodities. 
are unsaleable it means that no solvent purchasers have been found for 
them, in other words, consumers (whether commodities are bought in 
the last instance for productive or' individual consumption). But if one 
were tq attempt to clothe this tautology with a semblance of a profounder 
justification by saying that the working class receive too small a portion 
of their own product, and the evil would be remedied by giving them 
a larger share of it, or raising their wages, we should reply that crises 
are precisely always preceded by a period in which wages rise generally 
and the working class actually get a larger share of the annual product 
intended for consumption." A footnote to this passage adds:" Advocates 
of the theory of crises of Rodbertus are requested to make a note of this;" 
Capital, Vol. II, pp. 475-6. 

' Die Akkumulation des Kapitals (Ed. 1921), esp. p. 79 et seq. and p. :i99 
et seq. Luxemburg herself criticized some of the traditional formulations of 
the under-consumption theory; but claimed that Marx had given too little 
emphasis to what she termed the " realization of surplus-value " through 
sale in a market and hence to the consuming-power of society. This led 
her to her famous theory of the " third party "-that capitalism always 
required either an intermediate " middle " class or else colonies, in 
order to dispose of its awj>lus of commodities. Cf. ). A. Salz, Das 
W uen des lmperialismus, pp. 40-4. 
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To plain. co~mon 'sense untouched by learned 
sophistries, the~e has seldom been much doubt .as to 
whether the Ricardian doctrine or. that of under-con
sumption was nearer to the truth. The end of production, 
presumably, was consumption .. The producer's realiza
tion of profit depended on the existence of a market· for 
sale. If disproportionate development between industries. 
was possible-an expansion of productive capacity in 
certain directions in excess of demand___:it seemed 

. • • \ • # 

reasonable enough to assert, as Malthus had done, the 
possibility of a general disproportion between all con
sumable commodities in relation to "effective demand'': 
The doctrine (to which we have referred)1 that production 
and exchange: viewed as a whole, was properly to. be 
treated as a continuous .barter-process of goods against 
goods, and that consequ~ntly total demand would 
increase pari passu with total supply because they were 
identical, seemed an abstract evasion of the real problem. 
Total income might be sufficient to cover the·tutal cost 
of all consumption. goo-ds-prod\icedif-th~-;:lwle of that 
income was. in fact spent- on·-·e:onsumpt1on--goorls.--But 

--·-----·-~-~-----~ ·---- -··-·----·- --· ~-~--·--- ------~ _,..,...., ...--":'"-
if part of that income was not spent, _1:>~~~-Y~~L!ht~.s~y~d 
portion of income-' went. to . purchase, not consumption 
goods, bu_t producer'~goods_~4lch_wouidr!lrt~t_':t~EI!!ent 
the flow of consumption_ g~od~.ii!.JD.Ul!!JJ!e. If saving 
continued, where was the market to be· for this additiOnal 
flow of :firial. pioducts:-·un)e~~~p-ric~~~~e~~j·o~!i~~liJi~ to-a 
point where profif fell or even disappeared? Were not 
goods made' ultimately to be consumed;llo~ever "long"· 
and "roundabout" the process of production; and were 
not profit on capital and the wages of labour admittedly 
"derived" from the value of, and the final demand of 

1 See above, pp: 40-j. 
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consumers for, consumption goods? Only in an econom
ist's fancy did it seem possible for a world to exist where 
(in J. B. Clark's unhappy phrase) 1 "they would build 
mills that should make more mills for ever" and have no 
glut. 

To this the traditional view had two replies. The 
first was maaebyRicatdo1n-replytOMaliliiis~ In his 
Notes on Malthus, in comment on-the passages we have 
quoted, he wrote:. :'1 deny.that the wants of the con~ · 
sumers- generally are . diminished by parsimony-they 
. are transferred . with the power to consume to another 
set of consumers .... By increase of capital from revenue 
'is rr.eant' an increas~~O.f~~~I_l§.U!llptio.!!. J?Y _ prgductive 
labourerSl!iste~l'o(J:?y_ui).prod.!l~iY!!·" 2 111 a famous 
passage Adam Smith had said, that ''what is annually 
saved is as regularly consumed as what is annually spent, 
and nearly In the same time too; but it is consumed by 
a different set of people ".3 This answer clearly depended 
for its force on the simplified conception of capital as 
consisting of "advances to labourers". If a capitalist or 
a landowner "saved, he could thus be conceived as 
handing over part of his income as wages to extend 
the process of production: the consumption which he 
had forgone the .additional workers undertaking in his 
stead. Hence saving involved no absolute fall in con
sumers' demand. ·It was not so immediately clear that 
this result followed, if part of the investment took the 
form, not of" circula,ting capital" but of" fixed capital"
was embodied, not directly in the hiring of labourers, 

1 In his preface to the English translation 9f Rodbertus' Over-
production and Crises. • 

1 Notes on Malthus, pp. 164 and 174. Cf. also James Mill, Commerce 
Defended, p. 78. 

1 Wealth of Nations (Ed. 18z6), p. 319. 
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but in the purchase and installa.tion of machines. But 
on closer analysis it becomes clear that in this re~pect 
there is no fundamental difference between the tw~ 
case~ : that· the purchase of a machine is a~ much a 
transfer of spending-power to others-in this case to 
labourers engaged in making the machine and to capital
ists who employ them-as is .an investment of capital 
which lakes the form of hiring labour direct (although 
the circumstances would not be indifferent, as we shall 
see, to the effect ·of the i~westment._on the demand for 

· labour and on profit). 
'(he_s~Cp!)._d_!~£!y was to !~': _?the_r half of-~~~ .~I1~er.; 

consumptionists' riddle: what was to happen· tq th~ 

·~4d1tionar ·goods-produced ·bf-!he C.xiri--I?~<::li~~LQL!~~ 
extra.laboun!rs? . The answer here was that either the 

in~~~~ :~~Ls()ciety_ ~~s--~~~-~rg~d. _by t~~~~-n.~~S~f!l<:!l!_!>f 
the productive mechanism to embrace more workers 
than before (and hence tc;enlarge.the-reve-iiue--aisirihuted 
iri'the fo·~ of both wages and profits); or else, if invest
ment took the form of transfer of·Iabourers-to .. rriak~ 
~~hine~!. the r~~~~ting in_~~a:~eJn th_e ·o.~te~T~'go~ds, 
b~_!.~g_J_rmt of mcreased productivity of labour, was 
~cco~_p~~!~~--py_J~~ere.c\.sQ~ts of production.t-.~.:!!tat_ 
while goods were more plentiful they could also be sold 
more' C1:1~ai)t:iwithoufloss'.'1----·- . -
· What one may perhaps· call the crude form of the 
under-consump_!!<?.~.J:heory_ (~hat investment per se causes 

_. ... ---- ......... . . -----------------
I cr. E. F. M. Durbin, Purchasing Power and Trade Depression, 

pp. 75-6, where this argument is emphasized .. This argument provides 
an answer, for instance, to the contention of Malthus that" parsimony" 
so increases the output .. of commodities that these cannot find purchasers 
" without such a fall in price as would probably sink their value below 
their cost of production". (Principles, p. 353.) Mr. Durbin points out 
that their cost of production is also reduced as a result of capital. invest
ment. Whether it is reduced proportionately is another matter. 
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a glut) as represented in the writings of Sismondi and 
'J!odbertu~·-· seems-to -~~v~ . b£~n. ~igarde~ _by_l\1_a!"JS as 
.too-- superficial to- afford an adequate answer to. the 
classical· Law of Market~.·· In -ireating demand as though 
tii1s--~erean--1Soiated-factor; they had negl~cted !he 
_relationship in which this -~t~o~_to_ P!.~~~ction: neglected 
the fact that society qua consumer, with a given aggregate 
of purchasing-power, was simply one facet of 'society 
qUa producer. Of Sismondi .Marx said that, while "he 
estimates very fully the contradictions of bourgeois pro
duction, he does not understand them and hence cannot 
comprehend the process of their solution';: in particular 
he ignores the fact that "conditions of distribution are 
conditions of pro~uction viewed sub alia specie".1 And 
~e indicated t~e nee'! for a much m_ore rigorous_ analysis 
of the process of capital accumulation than had been 
attempted hitherto·.-" Unfortunately his own analysis· has 
been .left to-- us iri- ,in unfinished state~.- ·But- the torso 
-ih~i he-ietiWa8-5uffi~i~~t:ly-epoC:K:ffia'k1ng7aiid ·lias ··so
ffiti~K~aiiti~h)at~<ei~deed-surpassed, -the· work -of t~ter. 
economists on the same'"subject "asto" make- the -neglect 
thaTifhas suffered af the. hands of academic economists 
u~ly. amazing~ . 

The starting-point .of M~rx's examination __ of_!he 
Erobleni can be said to have lain in -~~ c~~~!al, and 
neglected, notions: the one, an emendation, the other 
an extension of Ricardian doctrine. The first was his 
separation of capita:! into "cons~ant'.'--~~(J_ ~·v-~riabl~" 
eapital; the--second his concept of an "increase of ~~lat!ve 
suij>IUs-valuen:-··The former was-aii1mportant -qualifica
lion-·or the ·notion of capital as simply "advances to 
labourers". In using this notion earlier economists had 

1 Theorien ilber der Mehrwert, III, p. 55· , 
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been far from clear. Tru~, they had a tolerably clear 
notion of the difference between fixed and circulating 
capital (corresponding, as Marx points out, tp the 
Physiocratic avances primitives and avances annuelles), 
and of the fact that in different branches of production 
these two elements were differently combined ; and 
Ricardo ·had appreciated the importance. of durability 
in the ccrse of fixed capital, having re'marked that "in 
proportion as fixed capital is ·less _durable, it· approaches 
to the nature of circulating capital'!, since "it will be 
consumed in a shorter time". But when they passecl 
from the single .industry to the economy as a whole,' 
they seem generally to have returned to the notion that 
all capital was ultimately reducible to "advances ·. of 
wages,;to-faoourers. ·The meaning of this view does 
not-seem···to have-been clearly ,defined. Presumably 
they cannot have intended to mean by it that all capital 
was reducible to this form in a given cyde of production. 
Yet iLled Ricard~pparen!lY to identify the !.~of 
profit (the ratio of profit to total capital) with the ratio 
or profit tg wa~~, and J. s: Mill to state '!hat~JJi~ .. ra.te 
of pr~~t- _dep~~~ed .. ~nl'quely oil}:~h~jiroportion...oLthe 
p_roduce going to labour (McCulloch, however, h~d seen, 
not. very dearly,· as. 'had also Longford more clearly, 
that it depended on the ratio of profit to total capital). 
Marx pointed out that the distinction between fixed and 
circulating capital properly turned, not on the time the 
capital took to circulate, but on the differ~nce between 
the concrete role in production played by instruments of 
labour and objects of labour, the. former circulating 
"piecemeaL" in the course of wear and tear of machines, 
and the latter ·imparting themselves as a whole to the 
product in a single act. ("Cattle as _beasts of toil are 
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fixed capital; if they are fattened, they are raw material 
which finally enters into circulation as commodities, in 
other ~vords they are circulating, not fixed capital".1) 

But this distinction he considered to be les"s fundamental 
than that between "stored-up" or "dead" labour of 
both types and active "living" labour, since the latter 
distinction for the economy as a whole corresponded to 
that between productive powers inherited from the past 
and the· current production of. net or added value. 
Capital invested in equipment or in ·stocks of raw material 
·Mar£ termea·:constant ·capital, and capital devoted tothe 
purcliise-onaoour~poWeras a current wages-f~d -he 
termed ·variable capitaL. 'This led him to point ol!t tllat 
tlie·-:rate "o("profit:iratio of profit in a given period to 
total capital) was not dependent solely on what by 
contradistinction he termed the "rate of surplus ·value" 
(theratlO or profit--to-wages, or orsurplus.:VaillCto 
variable capital). 2 • The former could change even though 
the latter._ xemained .. ~c)ristarit," if ·a· cllange- ·occurred in ------- --... -.. ... - . . . .• . . 
the proportion in which the existing stock of capital 

, #- -~ ... - 0 •• ~ •• .,.. ·-..----· ~· ,._,., - ... _ .. -- '•••• - T -- -- -

1 Capital, II, p. 183. Cf. also: "The value thus fixed decreases 
conStantly until the instrument of labour is worn out, its value having 
been distributed during a shorter ·or longer period over a mass of pro
ducts which emanated from a series of currently repeated labour processes" 
(Capital, II, p. 179.) In the course of his discussion of fixed capital 
Marx spends some time in considering the maintenance problem, citing 
Lardner on railways to show that "the boundary between regular repairs 
and replacement, between expenses of repairing and expenses of renewal, 
are more or less shifting". (Ibid., p. 203.) 

' Marx was careful to show that it was not the ratio of profit to wages 
in each turnover, but the "annual rate of surplus-value" that was relevant 
to the determination of the annual rate of profit; the annual rate of 
surplus being related to the simple rate by the period of turnover of 
the variable capital. The period of turnover of the variable capital, 
therefore, became a separate factor in the determination of the rate of 
profit. (Ibid., pp. 336-66 ; also cf. the chapter on "the effect of turnover 
on the rate of profit", Capital, III, 85-92.) . . 6 
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was divided between these-two forros (what he termi!d 
the "organic coq1positlon of capital"). The influence of 
technical progress_ was to alt~Lth~~ _proportio_n, g~er~tf
(though not invariably) in th~ di~~~~~~-~f _r~i~_iE-_g_!he 
ratio of constant to variable capital. Hence the tendency 
of industrial progress was--to "!o~er !h-e 'ra~~ .. -~!- £!Qnt, 
even though there w~ n_o de~r_ease in the rate__of .Sllrplus
~lu_,;.- T~is_ ~as·_~is ~-eply to -~icardo's con~-~ntion ti:at 
orily t!!~-~!_!_a_~ior!__QfEi_~ii_!~~-h_ing_~l!ffi&...O~an<LWas 
adequate to account for a tendency of_ th~~te of P.!.C]fit · 
to fall. - - - . r . . • - - - ---~ . ' . 

-'But--Marx was quick to indicate that there were 
"counteracting tendencies'\ the- influence of which was 
in a-contrary dire-ction~ Chj~f of these. ~as_~~_-"increase 
of_- ~dative surplus-::val~e~ to which we have .. referred .. 
This occurred when an increase in the productivity of 
labour, being extended to the production of subsistence, 
resulted in a fall·in the value of labour-power as well 

• as in the value of com.modities in general. The resu]t 
was an increase in the rate of surplus-value, by reason 
of the fact that. a smaller proportion of -the .s·ocial labo~r
force was required to . be' employed . in producing'" the 
workers' subsistence, so. thai the "net produce" lncre;~ed _ 
alike in value and in amount; or,· as 1\farx-pui It-more 
directly, by reason of the fact that a smaller portion of 
the labourer's working-day required to be employed in 
replacing the value of his own labour-power and a larger 
portion of the working-day remained to produce su~p-lus
value · for the capitalist. This possibility had· been 
suggested.J?.Y __ g.i_c::_~rdo, hut had not been pursuea by 
piina-~ His obsession with the threat of diminislllng 
returns on land had apparently caused him to belittle 
its significance, save. as a consequence of the ·opening 
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up of foreign markets and the importation of cheaper 
corn. But this heightening__2_Ll_a!JQl1!::"Prgductivity was 
itself one ofthe ··arc~ts _Qf_ technical progress; and._ the 
possibilitj" of its-extension . to agriculture ~s well as to 
industry was a further reason for· the denial by Marx 
"ofdiminishlng.returris "as"a" significant factor in iJlflu.encing 
the rate of profit and the occurrence_ of economic. ctise.s~ 
To this influen~e·; an(f lis-relation to the "t~ndency of 
the. rate of profit to fall", we shall presently return. 

The notion of the "organic composition of capital", 
expre-ssing as it did a -relation hetween "stored-up" or 
past labour and "living" or '_currently- applied labour, 
can .. be-seen-·as· the. precursor of· later_ Au~t_rian notions 
o~-.~period_.of prod:uc~ion" ""~-- ~'~~j)itat intensity" .1 Yet 
Marx has often been criticized for having no conception 
of the role ,of time in produation and for confusing a 
rate of flow with a stock of capital as though Part 2 of 
Volume 2 of Capital, which deals· with these matters, 
had never been written. Marx made it clear that "the 
period of turnover of the invested capital" depended 
both on the length of time occupied by the "working 
process"-the time during which labour is being directly 
applied to working up a product-and also on the time 
d';Iring which "goods in process" are for technical reasons 
maturing. As examples he cites "winter grain [which] 
needs about _nine months to mature", and timber-raising 
where "the seed rpay require one hundred years to be 

1 The sequence of dates is interesting, and has not, I think, been 
pointed out by historians of economic thought. Vol. 2 of Das Kapital 
appeared in 188s and Bohm-Bawerk's Positive Theorie in 1889. The 
chief difference was that Marx did not deal with a connection between 
different period& of turnover and the pcoductivity of labour, whach 
was llohm-Bawerk's main concern and one of his attempted "justifica· 
tion" of surplus-value. For Marx o~ly the value of the constant and 
the turnover of the variable capital affected .the rate of profit directly. 
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transformed into a finished product, and during all this ' 
time requires very if¥iignificant contributions of labour". 
l\ioreover, he did not confine the concept to Wicksellian 
"working capital", but explicitly applied it to instruments 
of labour as well, indicating that, since fixed capital 
imparted its value to the prod':lct "piecemeal", it generally 
had a longer period of turnover than working capital; 
but not invariably so as the timber-example s~owed.• 
Where he differed from later economists was that _he 
held consistently to the · emphasis of Vol~e I that, 
despite the influence of capital-turnover on the rate o( 
profit, aggregate surplus-value remained uniquely deter
mined by the relation between the value of labour-power 
and the value of the product-the crucial exploitation
relation that was the foundation of his structure. 

But these were no more than -prolegomena to Pa~ 3 
of Volume 2 which he devoted ·to an. analysis of the 
effect of capital accumulation on . the. diV1sionorihe. 
produCti~~ forces between the-lnciustnesproducing EI~ans 
of production and the- industr1es-producmg' consumption 
go_gds---The-demand -for the former--depended on the 

-current rate of renewal of constant capital and on the 
rate of addition to the existing stock of constant capital 
(or "stored-up labour"); so· that any sudden change 
_either in the .rate of capital ·accumulation or in the 
proportions between constant and variable capital was 
likely to result in a disproportion between these two 
branches. To the process of. exchange between these 
two departments he attributed crucial importance; and 

1 Cf.: "It follows ••• that according to the different length of the 
periods of turnover, money-capital of considerably different quantity 
must be advanced; in order to set in motion the same quantity of pro
ductive· circulating capital and the same quantity of labour-power with 
the aame intensity of exploitation". (Ibid., 366.) 
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his .analysi3 of it represents another notable contribution 
to economic th"ought. Indeed, what Quesnay's Tableau 
Economique had been. to the agr~cultural an-d handici"aft 
~conomy of the eighteenth century, Marx's departmental· 
schema can be said- to. have been to the more comple_! 
economic processe~ _introduced !Jy the Indu~trial Revolu-_ 
tion. Both were an attempt at a descriptive map of 
real processes as a basis for more developed analysis 
and g~neralization; and Marx clearly derived consider
able inspiration from the Tableau Economique for the· 
treatment of his· ~wn schema. It is· interesting in this 
connection to note that already in a letter' to Engels in 
1863 he presented the essentials of these schema as his 
own Tableazt Economique, applying them first to what he 

1 termed "simple. reproduction", or static conditions of 
capital replacement without new capital accumulation, 
in order to disclose what balance was necessary between 
both departments and· the various revenues in· each, 
if · the exchanges between them were to be effected 
withqut interruption.1 In his years of failing health in 
the late 'seventies Marx developed the theme; but on 
his death left little more than notes and quotations: "a 
prelimiqary presentation of the subject", as Engels 
called it, "fragmentary"· and "incomplete in various 
places". . It was this unfinished manuscript that was 
posthumously pie(:ed together by Engels to form the 

1 Cf. Marx-E"gels Correspondence, p. 153 et seq. The condition laid 
down· for equilibrium in the case of "simple reproduction" was that 
the constant capital used in a given period in Department 2 (producing 
consumption goods) should equal in value the variable capital plus the 
surplus-value during that same period in Department 1. This was a 
simple corollary of the principle that the total product of Department I, 
expressed in value, must equal the constant capital used up or consumed 
in both Departments. The equilibrium conditions fur "expanded repro
duction" were similar but more complex. (Cf. Capital, II, p. 459 tt seq.)· 
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third section of Capital, volume II, ip. ·1885. The 
manuscripts which were later published in .volume III,. 
and which deal with the tendency of tlie .rate of profit 
to fall, were written earlier, in the middle 'sixties, but 
\vere again no more than "a first draft" and "very 
. I " mcomp ete . 

The main purpose of these scheiua was J~9;:fold. 
Firs£ they ~hmved. cie~iy .. the. :differ~~e ~et~-~~ the 
gross and ·the net pro.duct, ~etween _the total of com
modity~transactions and . the revenue or . income · of 
individuals:·· Following~ ·as 'they -did;-up~~ discussion_ 
of Adam Smith's proposition that "the exchangeable 
value . . . of all the' commodities which compose the 
annual produce of the labour of every country must 
resolve itself into . . . three parts a·nd be parcelled out. 
among different inhabitants of the country,' either as 
the wages of their labour, the profits of their stock or 
the rent of their land", Marx designed them, in part, 
to show how it could both be true that the value of . - ,_.. -
each com~~d1ty __ ~<l_S ~quaJ _ ~-~~.~Y~l.Y.~..QUabour-power 
requi~eJ for its p~odl1~~?~!t}.rplt}~:y~ue plus the 
value of t~e COJ1St?-~~-capital used u11-and that th~ 
varue--produced by the economic system wa~~ 
simply-. to·. wa-ges-pHis- surpluS-value.1 Secondly, they 
'p~stulated'the 'i·elationsli!Ps"which \.vould need to hold 
between the capital-goods industries and consumption
goods industries, on the one hand, and, on the. other 
hand, the replacement-demand of industries for equip
ment and 'raw materials and the division of income of 
workers and capitalists between consumption and invest-

1 Ibid., 426 et seq. Mr. Fan Hung in The Review of Eco11omic Studies, 
October 1939, has pointed out the parallel between Marx's analysis and 
Mr. Keynes' distinction between use'r-cost and factor-cost. · 
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ment.l This implicitly afforded an answer to the crude 
_u_I!d.~r.:J:onsumption _theory: it showed-inat capital 
a~umulation ·could proceed. without causing -aliy 
problex:ns --~itl!i,n_thupheri. or_ exchange, 'provided. that 
these_·_!~l~tionships _were. observed. - ---- · 

Marx was quick to add, however, that under individu
alist production for the market these necessary relation
ships· could only be preserved by an "accident"; and 
he made it clear 'that in a· moving situation the process 
of exchange would be subject continually to danger of 
·disruption owing to the absence· of any sufficient-mech----' 
arusm' 'in' a capitalist economy- whereby' the requisite 
pt:,oporti<?I?:S_ 'could- be __ mai~tained. Any- -Chan:ge :of a 
major order in the economic system, in particular a 
change in te_chnique or the rate of accumulation, would 
tend as a normal,· a~d not merely an accidental result, 
to a rupture of equilibrium. That this is so follows 
from the fact that production, which is interdependent 
in its various branches, is controlled atomistically by a 
number of unrelated and autonomous decisions, each 
taken in blindness to the _ related- decisions that are 
simultaneously being made elsewhere.2 These decisions 
the market is impotent to co-ordinate before the event1 

ari.d can only do so after the event-can only so do 
precisely through the pressure of the price-changes 
which the initial rupture of equilibrium creates. A 
crisis appears as catharsis as well as retribution: as 
the sole mechanism by which, in this economy, equi-

1 Dr. Kalel!ki has pointed out that Marx was· here saying virtually 
the same thing as certain recent propositions about the identity of 
"saving" and "investment" ex post. (Essays in the Theory of Econ. 
Fluctuati011S, 45.) 

I This matter, and its relation to the generation of economic fluctua
tions is more fully developed later. (C~apter VI and p. '274 seq.) 
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librium can be enforced, once it has been extensively 
broken. . , 

It is evident that there are two forms which this 
break in the proportions between th~se two . broad. 
departments of industry may take in the course of a 
period ot rapid capital-accumulation; and there is reason 
to think that Marx had both these forms in mind when 
he referred to -"disproportion" in the development of 
the two branches.. An increase in accumulation, if it· is . 
a discontinuous increase, will involve a penod of transition 
during which demand for consumption goods (as· a. 
proportion of current purchasing-power) declines and 
labour and other resources are transferr;e<J to the manu
facture of means of production~ . A fortiori, this will be 
so if the accumulation is accompanied by any sharp 
change in the organic composition of capital~ As an 
expression of this fact, profits will tend to fall in · the 
consumption-goods industries, and unemployment to 
result. At first sight it might seem that this is no reason 
to provoke a general crisis, and that the decreased profits 
and employment of one 'department will be offset by 
increased profits and employment 'in the otlier department 
-in the manufacture of means of production .. Why, 
it may be asked, shoulc:J. a change of this kind have more 
than transitory and partial effectS, any more than chang~ 
in consumers' demand which continually occur and shift 
the "weight" of different industries inside the group ol 
consumption trades: changes involving, say, a transfer 
from cotton to artificial silk, from bricks to cement, from 
&as to electricity~ But l!_[~Li!!_~~iyi_ty_ F!llch_ i~ 'g~~~~l 
toJ!t-~~cm~wnptton. trades_h!!§..JipeciaL~Q!!.~~gue~ces, for 
this reason: that the trades which manufacture iii'stru
mentSOf -production-are dependent on· the-traa:es-which 
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manufacture finished consumption goods and the demand 
'for- the former is; Til a spedal sense, "derived, from-the 
!atter.. This constitutes an i~E_ortant qualification of 
the dictum that "demand for commodities {s -not demand 
for laboue•; and implies that, as -1\kD~rbi~-h;s 
recently emphasized, r~ a -change- in 'the- demarid-~for con
sumpti~n~goods- comparecfto -means -of p-roduction nas 

_ mor~1~!!c!~m.enial·~hin_lficanc-e than-afiySh1tiOr demand . 
between consumption goodS""-themsefves:·--wheii-a' fall 
ircproficOc:-clli-Siil-tl1e--consumpt1o_n_ trades this is likely 
to mean a -fail-in ilie--dem~md- for instruments of pro
duction in a manner _capable of resulting in a general 
crisis.· This' is the aspect of truth on which the under
consumption theory has seized. Here is an important• 
form of disproportionate development which arises from 
the fact that in any concrete situation, at ariy given point 
of time, capital is crystallized in more or less durable 
forms, and adapted to particular uses and_ only to those 
uses. J. B. Clark's picture of building "mills to build 
more mills for ever, can never be actualized, since in the 

. real world mills are always specialized to a particular 
curre~t stream of demand connected with consumption 
in the p.ear future, and not a stream of demand stretching 
to an infinite future. Hence wh~J1 _<::?nsumpti_on changes, 
the effect is transmitted back along the stream of demand 
to --all the intermediate and constructional processes 
c~nnected with it and adapted to it. z 

1 Op. cit., p. 83. 
' It is true that what has b~en said here applies only to profit on 

existing capital. It is not to say that new capital, invested in the new 
and cheapened means of production (promoted by the extension of the 
industries producing means of production), might' not earn the previous 
rate of profit (unless there were forces at work tending to lower the 
general rate of profit). But at the moment when the fall in oemllnJ fur 
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But while this form of_ _disproportion may" be ~he 
·-----------·-----·~·----·--·- -·--- __ . __ ,_, __ _ 

originating factor in a general crisis, it need not neces-
sarily be so: --A break of equilibrium may come from an 
opposite quarte-r, and show itself first> in a ded1ne of 
profit and of act!vity in the in~llstrics \\:hi~~:ina~a<:!§'e 
means of pro_duc!ion. Inde_(!~_._!_~er:_c:__~-~ ~e_£t~~n-~xnQ!.mt 
of evidence that this is the most frequent form in, which 
a crisis ·occurs. Professor J. M. Clark, in ··reviewing ·the 
availciole American-data;·· points ... ouf that "observations 
so far as they go tend to -the-- conClusion that,Fneral 
consumers' demand "d()es not le~d.-bui: follows: the "move:. 
mentS--ln production o(consum_er~ggods ~ that it moves 
up---or--down mainly because changes in the rate ofPro
ductionnave· increased or decreased the current purchas
ing-power ~r~_he-wo_f¥er~:· ~'" :-:J(1~_a_~-iile~:~~ageJ!Jiiher 
removed from the consumer that the initiatory movemeht 
takes plac~that is; at the stage of production ratherthan 
ret~ul selling."~- ''Pay~rolls)' (i.e. wage-p.ayrrierits) seem 
to. increase more rapidly in the later stages of a boom than 
in the earlier, while industrial production, and in. parti
cular the outputof constructional goods, shows a slacken
ing rate of increase as expansion proceeds.2 

But to return to l\1arx's schema of "expanded repro
duction": it is instructive to notice the assumptions that 
were implicit in his handling of them; since an examina
tion of these assumptions leads at once to two other, 
and in some ways more fundamental, elements in Marx's 
theory of economi~ crises." Firstly, he seems to have -consumption goods takes place, these new "methods of prodllction are 
not yet available; and the depression in the consumption-goods industry 
will intervene to check demand and expansion in the capital-'goods 
industry, and so to inhibit investment in these new methods of production. 

1 Strategie Factqn in Businesr Cycles, pp. 48 and 53· 
• JLiJ., pp. 5o-3. 
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been assuming that the new investment was resulting 
in no change in the organic_ composition ofeapiut=that 
investment was bdiig. devoted excl~ively to wh~ -Mr:
Hawtrey has recently termed a_ ~~widening:,~~-di~!frict 
from a "~eepenin~'-...oLthe __ capital~tructure.1 It was 
the we -where this condition did not hold that occupied 
him in the opening part of volume III. Secondly, he 
begins by assuming that "expanded reprod~n" (or 
n~il!Yestment) ~-P~C?~.e~mg -~_at_ a _constant. ja~e. -As 
soon as this assumption is dropped, and an example· is· 
chosen·· eitller--or-repr9duction at ·-an-· increasing ·rate;-or 
6tsavmg-OCCUiillig-·on a general scale without-any 
concurrent act of investment,• there ariseS the sO-called 
p~~~leJ!!yf-''rea"ilzatl<>n·.--oCsUipfiiS-vaiue,-w~~_!l_was 
Rosa Luxemburg's main theme. _Marx put the matter 
iil"ihis form. If capitalists decide to accumulate (or to 
.Sa.ve) part of theii-sUij>Iu8:value that .. they previously 
spent oil the purchase of consumption- goods, then the 
sellers of· consumption goods ·will be left with u.nsOtd 
stocks on their _hands, Whence, therefore, do these 
sellerS of . ~ns~ption _goods acquire the money to 
invest? If by sale of these g~-n:t~~ey ca~ "be 
withdrawn -from circulation to form a 'hoard~.J>r virtual 
new money-capital';~-the -d~~d fo~ ~ew ~pital=goods 
~oC-?Ccili;~a~·ille- accillP.~Iai!C?~~pr~~ess _will be 

1 I am indebted to Dr. M. Kalecki for drawing my attention to this. 
This asswnption is not necessarily implied by Man's tables, since 
the ratio of constant to variable capital in these examples refers to 
constant capital wed up, and not to the total stock of it. But when he 
gives numerical examples of how the newly invested capital is dis
tributed between capital of these two types, it is clear that he is making 
this assumption. 

I What he termed "one-sided sale without a compensating purchase" 
implying "withdrawal of money from circulation and a corresponding 
forll)ation of a hoard". (Capital, II, 581 ; also 589.) 
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interrupted. ",The_ impulse __ to_~aye_ wilLhave_pruved 
aoorilve", in the language of some modern economists. 
This-iS "a new problem, whose very existence must . 
appear strange to the current idea that commodities of 
one kind are [always?] exchanged for commodities of 
another kind" .1 ·Marx reserved the answer to this riddle 
until the concluding paragraph of volume II:· Jt was 
that_the _consumption-goods industries coulq_~n4 !I ~~liet· 
for their goods with .the producers of gold in a one-sided 
transaction of goods ag~inst money. · '~~~xp~i}de(rep~o: 
duction" at an increasingraiecould occur smoothly to 
the extent, but only to the extent, that new mm:iey ·-was 
introduced into the economic syst~m .. _\Ygile_this answer 
bore a superficial resemblance to that of Rosa Luxemburg 
-that accumulation required some -ouiside'-·marke( to. 
enable the surplus-value . that. capitalistS Wished ' to 
accum~ate to be "realized'~- hE~~~~ o~~f~- it ~.i.fier!d 
from her view in two cr!J.cial_I~sp~~!s. The difficulty 
only applied, as we have saidt to the case wherethe 
rate of saving increased; arid . Marx -spoke- of ·a: sale of 
goods--againsfgolaasa.solution_ ofth~probl(!m~--~h~~eas 
she had spoken ~f an ~xport_~J goo_ds agains~ goods! 'Yhi~h 
would not necessarily have provided a solution to the 
problem of an unsaleable surplus of co~s~~mpti~~·go~ds::, 

It was, however, a very abstract assumption that 
-._, -- - ---- -·-- -- . - .. ~- . . . --.:-

1 1bid., 593· Cf. also Sartre, Esquisse d'une Tlieorie Marxiste dei 
Crises. . 

1 It is to be noted that an export of capital (with a consequent export 
surplus .of goods) would afford a solution of the same kind to that to 
which Marx was referring-a one-way act of exchange, in this case 
against securities instead of gold. Marx did not explicitly state the 
conditions for expanded reproduction at a constant rate to occur smoothly. 
But it seems clear from his tables that these were that the spent part 
of V + S in Department 1 should· equal C + the saved part of S in 
Department 2. · 
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~c~umulation coul(p~~~~~d.f~r l<mg without any :change 
iJL~~-e .. '~?.rganic coinpositio~_of capita~". For one_~h.ing,. 
it implied an ine~hausti~l~_reserve army of lab~~r, if 
variable capital was to grow at the same rate as total 
·investment was proceeding; and in normal circumstanc;;s 
-before .. this_· "\videnir1g'~ .. PC capital had proceeded~ very 
far. the depletion _of the. labour-reserve would create a 
ten~en~y_for_a sharp upward movem~~~ of...\V.ag~s, which 
would itself tc'!isl_toj>i~~}pjf~e-a fall in the rate orprofit.1 

Hence the normal accompaniment .ofcapital accumula
ti~ilJV~~~-~-. !~~_-fi!J:I}~-=orgaQiC composition of capital; 
and this change, unless it were offset by an increase in 
the -tran~L r~~- -~~ -~'!~Pj~~·~l_ue' :L~~.\ll~J~r.ecip~t~te a 
falt_:tn~h~. rate •. Df- profit. It seems_ clear that 1\brx 
r~gar~~~-!hi~ f~~!hg p~<>._~t-rateiendency as an important 
u~derlying . cause_ ?.~ periodic crises, as well as a fa~tor 
shaping the long-term trend: . as a fundamental reason 
why a 'proce.ss ·or: accu~ulatio~ aria 'expansion would. be 
sdf~deleating 'lri .. its effects, and hence-woufainevitably 
s"Ulrera'refapse:.· - .. . .. . - . . - . . . - . -

But what-of the counter-tendencies to which Marx 
himself alluded? It has been said that Marx's analysis 
provided no logical basis for postulating which of the
two te~dencies would prevail: that he did no more than 

1 Some modern writers hold the view that a rise of money wages 
as the labour reserve is depleted will cause a breakdown of the situ:ttiorl, 
not in this way, b~t by plunging the system into a state of violent in
stability and precipitating i' "hyper-inflation". (Cf. Joan Robinson, 
Essays in the Theory of Employment.) But it seems clear that Marx 
held to the Ricardian view that a rise in money-wages would generally 
lead to a rise of real wages and a fall in profit; and in one passage he 
criticizes those who say that a rise in money-wages produces an equivalent 
rise in prices, and proceeds to argue that the higher demand for wage
goods will cause a transfer of resources from luxury-production, and 
hence nn·increascd supply of the.former and decline of the latter. 
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list the "counter-tendencies" and set them beside his 
previous analysis as reasons why in fad: "this fall (in 
the profit-rate) is not greater and more rapid" .1 There 
seems little doubt that Marx fully expected that tne rate 
ofprofit ~would in fact coiiiintie to fall ascapital accumula· 
tion and technical-change proceeded. But' that he-pro· 
vided~no a~pr!~r{proof that __ on~_s(!! Ef..i~fl.':l~-c-c~"W.?JI}d 
necessarily" surmount the O!~.er ~W~~~-~~~~i~!):--~hich, 
I believe, ·-was . made,. not. _because_. _volume .JJl.. Of 
Capital-is unfinished,· but advisedly;_)nade·_advisedly 
becauseit would have been alie11. to his whole historical 
method to suggest that any answer._~o4ld-be abstracdy 
given or_ that any conclusio11 gf.uniycrsal app,ii_~·ation, ~.<?4Jd 
be deduced mechanically from data. concerning techl)j~al 

· diaii~ge treated. in •vacuo. Marx undoubtedly conceived 
the situation as one in which the actual 'vahie~changes" 
that ·emerged were resultant of an ·interactioll.of technical 
changes and the particular configuration of class relations 
which prevailed ·at the given time and .. st~ge. The whole. 
emphasis of his appr~oach was on the dominating influence 
of the latter in. £haping t_he "law of motion of economic 
society". (Among the factors relevant to this deter· 
mining class-relation were the conditions of -supply of 
labour-power, whether workers were organized in trade 
unions, and so forth.) This law of motion cbu.J<!. Jl.QLbe... 
given a purely technologicarTnterpreiatio'fi: . .' could not 
be made a simple corollary of a generalization concerning 

. ' ' 
1 Capital, Ill, 272. In addition to an increase· of relative surplus

value, referred to above, Marx included among his."counter-tendencies" 
what he termed a "cheapening of the elements of constant capital", 
due to enhanced labour-productivity; also the creation of "relative 
over-population", which might have a depressing effect on the wage7 
level; and finally foreign trade (which will be considered in a later 
chapter). 
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the nature of changes in productive technique. The 
. actual outcome of this interaction of conflicting elements 
might be different in one concrete situation from what 
it was in another and different situation. There is often 
a tendency (from which I do not feel Mr. John Strachey's 
recent work 1 on the subject is free) to give Marx's view 
of this matter a too mechanistic twist, depicting it as 
though it. relied on the forecast of· profit falling in a 

· continuous downward curve until it reached a point at 
which the system would come to an abrupt stop, like an 
engine with insufficient pressure of steam behind the 
piston. The true interpretation would seem to be that 
Marx saw -tendency ~-4- 'counter-terid_eiicy. as . el~ments. 
or co_nfiict ouf'of 'which the general movement of the 
.system emerged: . this conflict of fotces achieving a 
balance; ·-an.d 'hence an 'even movement, only 4'by ac-

. cidene•, and ·hence--promoting ·those- sharp breaks of 
equilibrium:-and their accompanying fluctuations~ which 
·in · the concrete- circumstances of capitalist economy 
showed themselves as . crises. The ground-pattern, the 
limiting factors on the course of events, might be the 
technical conditions, as' bones are to a body; but they 
were1 not the whole shape. 

Can one, then, say anything more precise as to the 
~~nditions under w~i~h t~~ .!~n~e_ncr._~-!~~ly_~~ prey~il 
over "i:he-coiuiter-tendencies? 
Let us · a8su~~ coiiruti_o_ri ___ Qf__affair~~~ere large 
"refaiive-over:.:population" exists, .. i.e. a plentiful surplus 
of--labour·-·iri''-excessot-die-existmg. numbers em-

I Th, Nature of Capitalist Crises. On the other hand, certain writers 
have depicted Marx's theory as though it were solely a theory of dis
proportion, ignoril'g the falling profit tendency. Cf. esp. J. Borchardt's 
note on crises in The Peoj!le's Marx. 
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ployed.' _This might be du~ to the fact !hat the natural 
rate -of increase of. the population was greater than the-rate 
of capital accumulation, or that labour was being displaced 
by machinery faster than iiivcstmcnt!n ~ejVmaustrier 
wasabsorbini:h:.ilr because -certain areas of theeeonomy 
werestill- ~~ _the_§tage oJ wha~ l'vl~-~ .C?J.!ted ''p_finu_!i;,e 
accllm:ulation", under which peasantry or small pro
ducers were being dispossessed and proletarianized. 
This situation would be tha~ pictured by Ricardo as the 
golden road of capitalism: each new wave of capital 
accumulation could be invested in a repetition and , 
enlargement of previous productive processes, drawing 
on additional strata of labour-power at no higher price 
than previously and exploiting these new strata at the 
same rate of surplus-value as before. In other words~ 
the field of exploitation could extend pari passu with 
capita.facculllulatiqn. • Consequently no falf inthe rate 
~oLpiofii=iieed _ _occur; . and for the same . rea5oli""tliere 
would be no motive, ceteris paribus, for any alteration 
in the organic composition of capital.• ~ .. &.:.ch _ cy~~~- ~ ~L 
production would be larger .than the. previous; but the 
proportion in which capi~l was divided bet\;eeii' constant 
and variable cap-ital would remain_ th~--~~e;_ wl1ile. there 

1 This is what economists to-day would speak of as a condition of 
infinitely elastic labour-supply to industry in genefat. We are also 
assuming that raw materials and food are in perfectly elastic supply. 

1 Cf. Marx: "The creation of surplus-value, assuming • • • sufficient 
accumulation of capital, finds no other limit but the labouring population, 
when the rate of surplus-value, that is the intensity of exploitation, is 
given." (lbul., p. z8s.) . • 

1 The reason of this is that presumably capitalist entrepreneurs had 
previously distributed their capital between purchasing labour-power 
and purchasing machines, raw materials, etc., in what they judged to 
be the most profitable proportions. Unless the price of any of these 
things had changed, there would be no motive for capital to be distributed 
in any different proportions. 
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w~uld be no P!~bleJ.ll_O( "disposar' .?~products _so Jong 
as the proportion i_n :which ind"l!stry .was divided bc~·~en 
inakiiig mei:ns of production and means of consump~ion 
crintinued to correspond tq the proportion in w}Uch __ the 
money-income -·of.- society -was. devoted. to. investme.nt 

·(including repair and replacement) and to expenditure · 
pn 'consumption goo_ds... . - -~- -· - - - -· ·· • 

If there impinged upon this situation the invention 
of some new technical process, which made machines 
more efficient or created a new use for machinery, 
there would now be- a motive to change the organic 
composition of capital in the direction of investing 
proportionately more as constant capital and less as 
variable--:-to substitute machines for men, or "stored
up labo~" for "living labour". But in tlzis sitUlltion 
the change would not necessarily result in a fall in 
the _rate of profit. If we assume that the new process 
is capable of application to all industries, including 
agriculture and the industries which manufacture means 
of production, then the rate of profit may ,·ery well rise 
and not fall. For, provided there is no influence tending 
to raise real wages (a condition which is given ex hypothesi 
by the surplus condition of the labour market), the value 

. of labour-power will fall along with the fall in the value 
of subsistence, thereby increasing "the intensity of 
exploitation or the rate of surplus-value"; 1 while the 

1 The argument of Tug211-Baranovslr.i (T~ IUid G~schi£hl~ &r 
Haruklkrisn. in Errglallll, pp. 21.2-15), which is quoted by Prof. K. Shibata 
in Kyoto U~y Eco'll. Rn:inll, July 1934. to 5how that a raised 
organic composition must result in a ~ in the rate of profit, rests on 
a special assumption: namely, that the rat.! of surplus-,•alue (in the 
example cited) is doubkd as a result of _the change. This result is 
ochieved by making the total real wage-bill lull/ what it pre\·iously was 
(with the same total output): a special assumption in which the con
clusion is, of course, implied. The assumption is parallel to that made 
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increase of productivity will lower the value of machines 
and raw materials in greater or less degree. In other 
words, the counteracting tendencies towards an increase 
of "relative surplus-value" and to a "cheapening of the 

. elements of constant capital" may overbear the tendency 
to a .decline in the rate of profit latent in the initial change. 
in the ratio of constant to variable capital. Moreover, 
the tendency of labour-saving innovations to increase 
the state of "relative over-population" may exert .a still 
further effect in depressing wages below the leyel at 
which they previously were.1 

Let us now assume, instead, a difft:rent state of the 
_labour market: namely, one in which "relative over
population" is small and in process. of being exhausted 
by the expansion of industry, and the process of prole;;. 
tarianization of intermediate social strata is slow or is 
arrested, or else one in which the workers are sufficiently' 
strongly organized to. resist any pressure to reduce money 
wages and even to increase them whenever the ·com'
petition of employers for labour-power. permits. In 
this situation, as capital accumulation' expands and 
the surplus of labour-power available in the market 
in the first of our two cases above; but it is inconsistent-with the second 
of these two cases below, where the price of labour-power remains 
constant, the price of finished products falls pari pa~su with the increased 
productivity, and the rate of surplus-value remains unchanged .• In an 
unpublished mathematical note on this question, ~hich I have be::n 
privileged to see, Mr. H. D. Dickinson furnishes a proof to show that 
even in the former case the profit-rate may fall. The matter turns on 
the relation between the enhanced labour-productivity and the degree 
of change in the organic composition. • 

1 If this additional effect is at all considerable It may, partly or com
pletely, reverse the initial tendency to raise the ratio of constant: variable 
capital. In other words, it will shift one of the conditions of equilibrium 
(the price of labour-power), and make profitable a reversion, as Marx 
pointed out, to more primitive technical methods despite the new 
invention. 
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approaches exhaustion (this need be only approached, 
not reached), the competition of capital to obtain labour
power will create a tendency for th~ price of labour
power to rise: not necessarily to rise universally, but at 
least for certain types of labour and in certain industries. 
This is a familiar state of affairs which prevails near the 
"peak" of an industrial boom. In other words, in this 
case capital accumulation is tending to outrun any 
possible extension of the field of exploitation; and short 
of some means of intensifying the exploitation of the 
existing field, the rate of profit per unit of capital must 
fall. The .new capital, meeting limited reserves of cheap 
labOur-power, tends to go incre31Singly into the form of 
constant capital-into .new technical processes which 
result in a r~~g- of· th~~gani~-~~mp9s~tion __ of_capital. 
In this case the chang~_in_the_ratiqofconstant to variable 

eap1tal is.ass<>"ciated wit~ -~~!a.~t!~_th~.~~te ~fp~~t, since 
tliis very change iSj)iompted by a state of relative scarcity 

'1ii-the labOur niarket- which precludes any imniediate or 
at least equivalent "compensation" for this fall, in the 
snapeof'aif increase-of "'relative surplus-value" .1 . 

. . . ... 
1 The distinction which is being made here corresponds to Mr. J. R. 

Hicks' distinction between "autonomous" and "induced" inventions 
(Theory of Wages, p. us); the former constituting a new piece of 
knowledge, the latter a technical method, previously known, but not 
previously profitable to utilize owing to the relative cheapness with 

· which labour could be obtained. It is to be noted that the other 
'type of "compensation", the cheapening of constant capital, cannot be 
sufficient to counteract the tendency to decline in profit in this case, 

. because if this cheapening were equivalent to the change in the ratio 
of machinery, etc., to labour, then the ratio of constant: variable capital 
would not change in value terms, the invention would not stt·ictly be 
of a "labour-saving" type, and if known would have been profitable to 
introduce previously. Mr. Durbin's argument (op. cit.) that the previous 
rate of pr~fit will be maintained because increased productivity will_ be 
proportional to the increased investment seems to depend on malung 
a special assumption _in which this result is implied: namely, a "rate 
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The importance that Marx assigned to this_. falling 
profit-rate tendency can be judged by the emph~sis that 
he placed in his answers to Say and Ricardo · on their 
neglect of the fact that capitalism was a 'system, not of. 
"social production" (motivated by social ends), but of 
production for . profit. Hence it was not the abstract 
limits to exchange, but the limits to investment and 
prod~ction at a certain rate of profit that was the relevant 
consideration. He accused the classical Law of Markets 
of concentrating. so exclusively' on: the .. interdep~ridence 
of production and consumption, of supply and demand, 
as to treat them virtually as identities; ... and . hence .'to 
omit · the very · factors that were capable' of producing 
disequilibrium between these· elements. In depicting 
exchange simply as a process of C-M-C (Commodities 
-Money-Commodities), they neglected the fact that 
capitalis~ production was characterized by the relation 
of M-C-M' ' (Money-Capital: The Com~odity, 
Labour-Power: Money-Capital plus Profit), and that if 
the conditions for realizing the expected profit from this , 
closed transaction were interrupted, the transaction 
would be suspended, with a resulting ruptur~ of a wide 
circle . of other and dependent exchange-transactions. 
"Ricardo", M~ wrote, "conceives capitalist production 

of new invention" propOTtiMIIll to the . "rate of saving". Hence, the 
proportionlll ·fall of costs he arrives at is a joint result of· saving plus 
new inventions. What he says in the ensuins chapter of the results . 
of an increasing rat~ of saving woul<l surely apply equally to a constant . 
rate of saving and static conditions of technique?· Neither Mr. Durbin's 
assumptions, nor· those of the former of my two.cases above, are of course 
consistent with what is generally termed "full equilibrium". Moreover, 
if supply-conditions in the labour market were such as to keep real, 
wages constant (elastic supply) and also ·conditions were -such as to 
enable subsistence to be cheapened proportionately with other com
modities, there would be no incentive to "induced inventions" at· all. . ' us 
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as an absolute form of production, of which the particular 
conditions should never contradict or hinder the end of 
production in general: abundance. • . • When we speak 
of value and riches, we must conceive of society as a 
whole. . But when we speak of capital and labour, it is 
clear that the gross revenue has significance only in 
order. to create a net revenue." "To deny crises they 
(~he Ricardian economists) speak of unity where there 
is contrast and opposition. . . . All the objections 
made by Ricardo, etc., to over-production have the same 
basis: they regard bourgeois production as a mode of 

• ' I 

production wherein there is no distinction between· 
purchase or sale (direct exchange), or they ·see social 
production, in which sodety divides its means of pro
duction and its productive resources according to a plan, 
in .the proportions in which they are necessary to the 
satisfaction of different needs." But precisely because 
capitalist. p~odu~tio~ .. is production for_ profit,· -"over-
·production of capital" becomes possible in the. sense of 

-a volume of capital accumulation which is inconsistent 
with'. die imiintenance of the former level of profit.• 

· "There is periodically a production of. too many meilns 
-of production -and· necessities of life tQ _permit of their 
se;vmg- as'-means' for the. exploitation of the labou"rers 
at a·· certain ·rate of profit . •. · .~ It is not a fact thaftoo 

-inuch wealth is produced. But it is true. that there is 
periodical over-production of wealth in its capitalistic 
ana self-contradictory form. . . . The capitalist mode 
of production, for this reason, meets with barriers at a 
certain scale of production which would be inadequate 
under different conditions. · It comes to a standstill at 

1 Meltrwert, Vol. III, p. 54; Vol. II, pp. 309 and 311; alsop. 269 
et seq. 
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a point determined by ·the productio_n_at~d., realization of 
profit~ not. by the satisfaction o(so~f:ilne~cjsYI~--------~· 

The tendency for the rate of profit to fall as the· stock 
of capitarequipment"increases'playsa .. prominent part in_ 
certam recent theories of the tniCfecycle (~ .g ~es · 
andlJf.IGlecki);"·ana ItS connection with the causation 
of a crisis-hardly needs elaboration here. But it has 
sometimes been supposed that Marx'~Lth~o_ry __ ~·as,§en
ously incomplete because~- in the .abseQ.c~ _()f. ~ny .P~~~f 
that the rate of interest would at the same time rise (or 
at ·teasCoerigidf instead of falling, it ~~~ . not expl~n 
\vhy a fall in the profit-rate s~ould. caus~ jn_y~~yn~n~ to 
deCline:_· .. Some have even suggested ~hat crises are rath~r . 
to· be attributed to the failure of the rate of interest :to 
fall than: to ·the fact · that profit falls; the ·practical im~ 
plication of. this- emphasis . presumably -being that: the 
trouble is not attributable to capitalism per se, · but .. can 

' be remedied by an. appropriate". monetary :policy~ w_hi~h, 
as-~ inyestmen~!ocee~s, permits the rate of interest . to 
f~lLp_ari passu. True; Marx nowhere-expllcitTy-·re{ers 
fo there1atiori-between profit,. the interest-rate and the 
volume of current investment-decisions. But he clearly 
distinguishes the separate influence of the two-a dis
tinction which, .as Prof. Hayek has remarked, 9 ·later 

1 Capital, Vol. .III, p. JOJ (italics inser.ted). Marx admitted that it 
might be proper to call such over-production relative rather than 
aosolutc-relative to certain class conditions and to a certain level of 
profit. -

- Profit, Interest and Investment, 5· Marx regarded the rate of interest 
as partiy governed (In the long run) by the rate of profit, but also as 
governed at any one moment by the supply and demand for money. 
capital, or loanable funds. (Cf. Fan Hung, loc. cit.; and S. Alexander, 
ibid., Feb. 1939.) Marx denied that there was such a thing as a "natural 
rate of interest", i.e., that it was determined by "real", or. production, 
facton. 
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economists mistakenly aband9ned-and in a subsequent 
·chapter on the rate of interest. he gives reasons for 
thinking that at the crucial period when a crisis is 
germinating the rate of interest tends to rise. On the 
question of whether Marx's emphasis was a correct one, 
let it suffice to say here that there is some reason to 
.think that changes in the rate of interest play a. much 
~sriialler' .. r~le-·1n. "curtailing a· boom than many writers 
have previously thought, 1 and that there is strong grou'nd 
for doubting the .. ability ·or mon-etary policy to influence 

. the loiig~ter~. r~~~- of_interes_~ iil'~y sufficient deg~ee.s 
·· If the theory of Marx was different in important 

. res~fsfiom that -·or most _versions oftheundercon
suiiiP.tiOn the~l-y,:What i~the preciserelationshipoi the 
fOrmer to the latter? Is there a sense in which his 
theory is to be interpreted as one of underconsumption, 
as is· so frequently done? There is, I think, no easy. 
answer to this question, since an ~nswer would require 
a more rigorous analysis and classification of the numerous 
variationS on the under-consumption theme than has 
hitherto been undertaken. ~-t::~_ainly his theory is n~~ 
one of under-consumption either in the sense that invest
mentnecessarily causes over-production--~le~-;·-;,me 
new80Urce"o£ consumpi1on.·~demand-~peais~ or "inthe 
sense that htgheiwages "woui(f sUffi.c.<to-prevenf" cris~§_ 
anacuredepression, . or in . the . sense that a deficiency_ 

. of consumption· is always the precipitating cause of_ a 
crisis;·so "thatthe crisis starts in the consumption-goods 
industries~ At the saine time it" is-clear that he was far 
?rom attributing to the level of consumption a negligible 
influence as a limiting factor on the realization of profit. 

' 
1 Cf. Kalecki, op. cit. 
2 Cf. Harrod, Trade Cycle, r68-7o, etc. 
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We have seen that there was one case where. Marx 
treated the crisis as originating, not "within the. sphere 
of production", but in an element of disequilibrium 
within the sphere -of circulation, or exchange. This 
was the case of an increase.in the rate of·saving which 
caused a glut in the consumption-goods industries. But 
there are passages which sound as though .he regarded 
consumptiqn-demand . as a . limiting factor in a · more 
fundamental sense than this. The two passages which 
are most frequently_ .ci~ed_.by._tliosC:::whO:ioferpre~ 
the<>rf.as-one -of-under,:-~()nS_l,lf!lptiQn~ arUh~.JQllJtwiUg.,_ 
"The last ··ca-use. of ·an real crises always remains the 
poverty and restricted consumption of the masses, as 
compared with the impulse of capitalist production to 
develop the productive forces as if only the absolute 
power of consumption of society were their limit." 1 . 

Th~s occurs in the course of a criticism by Marx of the 
view that crises are caused by a scarcity of capital. Its 
immediate context is inclined to be obscure and does 
not aid in determining its meaning. If it stood alone·, 
it would doubtless be open to a simple under-consumption 
interpretation, similar to Malthus or Rodbertus. But, in 
view of all that Marx has said elsewhere, particularly 
in view of .his explicit repudiation of the Rodbertus view 
that "crises are· caused by the scarcity .of paying con
sumption" and that "the evil could be remedied by 
raising wages",2 we clearly __ cannoLgive..it-this-inter
pretation. The secondpassage is this: "The conditions 
of -direct exploitation and those of the realization of 
surplus-value are not identical. They ar~ separate4 

1 Op. cit., III, p. s68. 
2 Quoted above, p. 90 f. Moreover, this latter passage in Vol. II 

was written at a later, date th:m the fonner passage from Vol. III. (Sec 
ahon·, p. 101.) 
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logically as well as by time and space. The first is only 
·limited by the productive power of society, the last by 
the proportional relations , of the various lines of pro
duction and by the consuming power of society. The 
latter is not deterrillned either by the absolute productive 
power nor by absolute consuming power, but by con
suming ppwer that is based on antagonistic conditions 
of 'distribution, which reduce the consumption of the 
great mass of the population to a variable minimum 
within more or less narrow limits".1 What it seems 
reasonable to suppose that Marx had in mind in these 
passages is the following proposition, which would, I 
think, to-day secure fairly wide acceptance. The amount 
of profit which can be realized on existing capital is 
always dependent, not only on how perfectly this capital 
is distributed between capital-goods industries and 
consumption-goods industries in relation to prevailing. 

· investment and consumption, but also on the total 
volume of consumption plus investment at the time. 
To increase consumption would be the most enduring 
way of increasing profit, because, in addition to its 
momentary effect, it would increase the demand for 
future capital-goods {affording room for a "widening" 
of capital}" and hence exerting a delaying. influence on 
the tendency of new investment (by exhausting invest
ment-opportunities) to cause the rate of profits to fall.• 
Any increase of mass consumption, however, via a~-

1 Marx; op. cit., Vol. III, 287. 
I Since the level of consumption limits the size of the consumption 

trades, and hence the amount of equipment of existing type in these 
trades, a given volume of investment will necessarily result sooner in 
a deepening of the capital structure, or a raising of the organic com
position, the smaller is consumption. In the language of a later chapter, 
"capital saturation" is sooner reached by a given rate of investment, 
the smaller is the level of consumption. 
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of wages would merely take away on the swings what 
it contributed -on-the- roundabouts: -ir·would -raisecosts 
as ·much -as 1t1ilcreased-·dema~Hence there was - . - --· -- . ·- "-~-.. . ... -·-·_....., . 
little-prospect under caf?i!alism_of _(:<;>n~umptiOn mcreasing 
proportwnately witli'-productivity. O,E the other hand, 
inci-eased1nvesfment-;\Vh1le-ltinight temporanly have 
asimiTar effect in. increasing-de~~~nd, . p~~<?~~e~ tfie 
problem of. c~anging _ _!.:?~P.O$ition _of. cap~t;Jl7 __ !lnd J.l~!l.£e 
of a fallingprofit-rate in the near future. In this sense 
consumption' was an inddent:_::_animportant incident
in the total setting: and the conflict between productivity 
and consumption was one facet of crises and one element 
of the contradiction which found expression in a periodic 
breakdown of the system. At the same time, it remained 
only a facet; and it seems clear that Marx considered· 
the contr~~i<:~()n within the sphere of production-the 
contradiction between-:growlng productive' power, con
sequent oil accu-mulation, and falling --profitaoilily of 
capital, between the productz've forces and tne-proaUciive 
relations of <:apitalisC society·--as_)h_e~_~ss.enc<LQ_f_!Ee 
matter. 1~- -·· ... ------ - · • 

·--,But if consumption may be· a limiting factor on the 
"realization" of surplus-value, it is evident that the 
labour-supply is a crucial limiting factor in the creation 
of surplus-value in the first instance, and that as such 
Marx treated it as fundamental. Marx treated a crisis, 
not simply as a transitional dislocation, . but as playing 
a positive role in shaping the long-term trend of the 

. . I 
1 E. Varga, for instance, in his Great Crisis and its Political Con-

srqumces, interprets Marx as defining. crises as the conflict between. 
"productive power" and "consuming power", and so interprets it in 
an apparently Luxemburg-sense as a problem of markets and commodity
disposal. This he admits is to express the matter in "greatly simplified 
and incomplete manner". A similar tendency is apparent in L. Corey's 
Decay of America11 Capitalism, csp. pp. 66 and 71. 
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system-as reacting on the new equilibrium into which,' 
after a crisis, the system tended to settle; and he did so 
largely because of the influence exerted by a crisis on, 
what he termed "relative surplus-population" or the 
'·'industrial reserve army" ... _' 1Crises are al~ay~_~entary 
and forcible solutions of existing contradictions, violent 
eniptions: whicn restore"the-disturbed equilibriu-m for a 
while".i ·-A-principal'effect of a crisis wiii be to recreate 

_;;~-to swell thiS_ "i~~~str!_ai -~~~~-~-~I?Y~ :~This; in turn, 
·wlll have·the effect or cneapemng the pnce of labour-
power: how strongly and how rapidly the effect will 
operate depending on the various factors which deter
mined the str,ength of the ~orkers' resistance to failing 
wages. '{he irn.IP~di_a_t.c;_df~~L9f....§.t!Ch wa_g~-reduc_tions, 
it· is true, may be to_ deepen the crisis by reason of the 
·g.~flationary effects_ of reduced wages on-the demand for 
ari(ftlle--priceof-corisumption. goodS: .. But in so far as. 

. it represents-;-iOwering oftlie"real-pric;onaootfr-power' 
-it wilr create -th~ condition . for an increased. rate of 
~surplus-value and 'so will serve to prepare the ground 
_ for ... a resu_!Ilp~ion __ of :_th~_inv~stment-process. ~ 
~ cheapening ·of labour-power will aJ~~-r~a.ct in some 

measure on th~_pr:eviO\.!S tendency to raise tne- organic 
-composition. of capital: it will serve to retard..iheprocess 

·-of technical-change by· inak1ng-inoreprim1tive-iechl1ical 
.meth~~!o~t~ql~:J>nce·again:--. -~---·-- · 
--ThiLP~!!QciM:_r~cr..tJjtm.enLQf_j_h~_~in~-~~!~~.!es!rve 
army''. _ therefore, _appears--as-- the -lever by which the 

- system resists any serious encroachment. on c~pi~al
vahies;·and_"compensates· itsdffoi"the tendency of capital 
accumulation- to cause" the rate of profit to decline. It 
is what-Mafj{"}~!_~e~~~·~~p!taJi~J!l~S_ ~~n law_()f popUJa.:.-

1 Capital, Vol. Ill, p. 292. 
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~n"; wh~ch explained unetpployment and__£gverty_ as 
eXisting, not because human productive·· powers were 
insufficient to··wrest ·a 'liveiihooi.rfrOillnafure, blltby 
reas-on-of the limits. set to employment" andto wages by 
the conditions. for the-extraction ·or silrplus-value; not 
because p~p~lation wa~ _r~~~!laant in any absoTtrtfsense, 
but because capital was reaundant. relatively' tothe 
possibilities of reaping" ari .. expectec! rate" ofprofii.:--eiTses, 
as the -uniform rea<;tiori" of-capital to oi"Sappomted profit
expectations, accordingly seem to operate as tJ the 
capitalist class were to act in unison as a single monopolist 
t•is-a-t,is)abour. We have this picture: that so soon as a 
condition approaching full employment is reached, so 
soon as investment extends the utilization of existing. 
technical methods beyond a certain margin, so soon ·as . 
therelty the mass of producers are· on the threshold of 
receiving any considerable improvement in their share. 
of the benefits of progress, the fruit is snatched from their . 
grasp, and the inexorable law of the labour market 
batters them into humility once more. 

A distinction has been made above between an ·exten
sive and an intensive development oftlie"field "of investment. 
This distinction- is,· I believe·, ofcrucial imporfaru:e',"' not 
only for the light it throws on the history of crises them- . 
selves, the circumstances out of which they develqp and 
the new developments which they create, but also in 
relation to Marx's theory of wages and hence' to the
changing form-. which~ the_ pt()lehiriarisfruggle -assumer 
at diff~~ent_ stages of developm~n_t. In ·the golden age 
of competitive capitalism, the periodic recruitment of 
the industrial reserve army was a sufficient' method by 
which the field of exploitation for a growing capital 
accumulation could be maintained intensively. It can 
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be regarded, perhaps, as the classic method of capitalism 
for preserving the rate of profit. But by the fourth 
quarter of the nineteenth century. __ ~tlLthe_ growing
str~ngth of labour organization, and co~equent_~'rigidi
ties•• in the labour market, this classic method was losing 
some- of its ·effect; -and the- advantages of falling_ PEices 
of imported foodstuffs in the 'seventies and 'eighties seem 
to have accrued as-inuch -in· rising rear wages to the 
workerS-as m a falling money-price of labour-pow~r to 
the- capitalists.--·xc is all too- commoriiy assumed -that 
:Marx rested his theory orwag~Ialffii1s1an law 
of-population, a.s-Ricardo-had done~'~- -_But this 1\larx 
ex-plicitlyaeilled:--1\loroover: it- is Clear that.l\larx treated 
tlic-3Ssuriiptioil-that- wag·eS- stood at subsistence level as 
no more than· a "first approximation" and by no means as 
a universal "iron law" \vhich held true of every sit~tion 
in the labour market. Indeed, in his debate on trade 
unions with a 1\lr. \Veston at a session of the First Inter
national, he explicitly repudiated such an interpretation.1 

If, then, his theory, unlike Ricardo's, rested on no such 
law of population, it might seem that it furnished no 
re:ison why the price of labour-power should not rise 
till it equalled the value of the product. \Vhat w~t_o 
prevent capital accumulation, with the increasing denund 
forlabour wlllch-iCerigendered,- from -iiisiiig--tne \\;age
leveruntilsurpltis.:value disappeared, so- that capitalisfll' 

. of its--own momentum should extinguish the class in.:. 
equality on which it was reared? -This question, as we 
have seen-the reason -for the persistence_ of -a _surplus
vahi~has- be_en a-central one __ throughout the history 

1 Bertrand Russell, for instance, makes this statement in Freedonc 
artd Orgal'fizatio,, pp. ZJI-Z. 

1 Published as the pamphlet Valll~t Priu and Projil. 
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of Political Economy; and one for_ .which_~q__roany_ 
shallo'v-apologetiCansw~rs . have been devised. The 
crucial factor which ope;ated liere=:;~~~gt~ 1\farx'~ 
theory the defensive mecha.nism by which the system 
inhibited its own self-extinction-consisted in the double 
reaction whereby the industrial reserve army was periodic
aUyrecniited: t~e- ·!e~den<jr ·-of.c_iprra~-~~omt_!O 
have-a bias· towards "labour-saving" changes 1 and the 
tendenc-y for accumulatlonto.he retarded'ind"for invest
ment to recoil when siglls of any appr~~~a~TetafOn_Jhe 
rate- of profit appeared ... Q_J!.!.l:!~.Q~-~- h!l_fl.4Jjhi~jn~~n~ive 
recruitment- of a labour-reserve-a factor operating, as 
it were~- from ihe side of demand in the labour market~ 
and, on the other hand. lhe extensive. rec.r.uitrnent..oLnew 
labour--supplies by increase of population, by proletarian-' 
iiation of interinediafesocia! · stra.ta, _ ()~ -~ii~~~~_ite~~n 
of investment to virgin colonial are~ were the factors 
which operated continually·~-io--d;press "the -price of 
labour-power to a level whicn -permlttea surplus-value 
to be earned. The- operatio.Il--of"()ne-·or both of-these 
factors w~s the conditio sine qua izoii for the contiiiilance 
of capitalist production. -. Fromthe-sta-ndiioint of capital: 
accordingly, progress-is arrested, and cri~~(o~ur~]~e
cause wages are "too high"; and this is how the 
matter is traditiorially expressed in ecoriorriic literatUre. 
But such a statement is,· of course~--strictty--relative 
to the assumption that a certain minimum return on 
capital is "necessary", and only retains any meaning in 
this context. Rather_ is it_ true to say that crises occur 
because_ profit_ and_jnterest_ are_-tqo_h_igh; --since~h 
a statement' draws attention to the fundame-ntal fact 

-·· ·- . . .. -----.. -
that, by comparison with a system of "soctal pro-• 

I cr. J. R. Hicks, Theory of Wager, pp. I2J-s. 
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duction", "the real barrier of capitalist production IS 
--~!Plt!!!.Ji~~f~1-~---------------.------- -~- ---. -· 

In the early stages of. capitalist development the 
"industrial reserve army" was more easy to recruit, 
without any great pressure· on the labour market from 
the side of demand. The field of exploitation was con
tinually, being extended by the process of "primitive 
accumulation''-by -'the dispossession of small pro
ducers, of peasantry and artisans. Hence the crises 
of this early period, while they might be sharp and 
violent, were apt to be short-lived and easy of cure. 
But as capitalis~ .. developed_ to a_ higher stage, the easy 
situatlon_~f __ it~_ !nfancy _disappeared.---The -supply of 
labourers was no longer swollen by the expropriation of 

• a p~tit~-b~~~rg_eoisie, at least not on the same scale as before. 
whh' ~-growth of labour organization and a heightening 
of. Class. "tension, ··rnie'nsive cultivation·- of the- field of 
exploitation . lllet in:creasing obstacles. And it is the 
differerice-beiwee·n-ihe' ease and d~flic~Ity-of these basic 
forms' of compensatl.on- for a falling rate of profit which 
seems to constitute the primary difference between the 
crises· of ·the earlier and the later stages of capitalist 
economy ... New methods of extending the field of ex-

. ploitailon-extending it to new and untapped strata 
beyond its former frontiers-had to be pioneered. When 
these fields too approached exhaustion, yet newer methods, 
coercive methods, of intensifying the development of the 
home field required to be invented, such as those which 
contemporary history is revealing with such ruthless 
logic. To-day capital sows dragons' teeth, alike in the 
home and- in the .. colonial field; and the peoples. reap 
the ·harvest:--· · --- --- -· · - -··- -

1 Capital, Ill, p. 293· 
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CHAPTER v 
THE TREND OF MODERN ECONOMICS 

' . 
ONCE the formal question of internal consistency is 
settled, the acceptance or rejection of a theory depends 
on one's view of the appropriateness of the particular 
abstraction on which the theory is based.. Thi.s is· 
necessarily a practical question, depending, on the nature 

1of the terrain and the character of the problem and 
the activity to which the theory is intended to relate. 
0~~ fre~~f!~ly hear~_ the claim_ made for. a _ _th~ory_ that 
it has a greater generality than some ri'\l'aL fo_!"mu~ and 
on the face of ~t this plea seems- cog~nt enotigi1!. ____ But 
one would do well to be somewhat sceptical of such 
a claim, at least until one was sure that the greater 
generality had 'not . been purchased .too dearly. af-the 
expens~ of realism._ In making abstraction of particular 
eiements in a situation; there are, broadly speaking, two 
ro"ads-along-whlch one cail-}:)roceed. In the first place, 
oii:e' may build one!s abstraction lon the exClUsion of 
certain features which are present in any actual sttua
tion,-·eitheroecausethey--ire-the more variaole- or 
because they ·are· qu-:i'Il.titatively -~Qf_)e-~~er- '1m~ortancein 
determining the course of events. To omit them 'from 
consideration makes the resulting calculation no more/ 
than an imperfect approximation to reality, but never
theless makes it a very much more reliable guide 
than if the major factors had been omitted and 
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only the minor influences taken into account. So 
it is that one creates the abstraction of a projectile 
which moves in a vacuur:p.-as it is never ·found to do 
in reality-in order to estimate what are the dominant 
factors which will govern the trajectory of an object 
propelled through a resistant medium. The correct
ness· or otherwise of the particular assumptions chosen 
can only be determined by experience: by know
ledge of how actual situations behave, and of the 
actual difference made by the presence or absence of 
various factors. The method as .a whole yields valid 
results (provided the assumptions are rightly ·chosen), 
so long as, the presence of_ the n:!.i11or factors_ igtroduced · 
in the subsequent approximations has the effect merely 
otaaamg certain _ _3ddltlor13J_~parameter:s -to-the_.original 
~q~aH{)i1s,- -and ---not of alteqng the structure of the 
equations themselves.1 

~eco~Jy, one may base one's abstraction; not on any 
evidence of fact as to what features in a situation are 
essential and what are inessential,' but simply on the 
formal procedure of ~~II}bining the properties co~on 

. toa-tieterogeneous assortment' of situations -and building 
-abstraction·- out-of analogy. This ·· is · akin-ta-·what an 
~eadysci'eiltific 'writer''described as a c c general definition 
of the things themselves according to their universal 
natures •.. ·. (relying) on general terms which (have) 
not much foundation in knowledge", and used to ''build 
most subtile webs" from "themes not all collected by 
a sufficient information from the things themselves" .2 

1 This, I believe, is the case which J. S. Mill called one where the 
principle of the composition of causes applies. Cf. for further reference 
to this, below, p. 190. 

z Sprat, quoted by Prof. L. Hogben in Sciente and Society (New York), 
· Vol. I, No. '2. . 
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Within limits, of course, such a method is not only 
· perfectly valid, but is an essential element in any 
generalization: a generalization is no generalization but· 
an imaginary hypothesis unless what it generalizes is 

· something common to the phenomena to which it refers. 
The danger of the method is of___i!S being__push~d_ too 
far~heyond the point where the factors which it embraces 

p cease to be" -the majoi'_iactors determlPffig-the-nature of 
the-problem. 'YhJ~h is in hand~-WhaCthe-alJstractfon 
gains iri ·breadth it. then-more_thari-Jrises~::iLwer~m 
·depth ~)~ relevance to the particular situations which 
are. th.e. focus of interest. ·And the danger is tlie greater 
in that this point may be passed without any awareness 
that this is so. Frequently this method of progressive· 
refinement of analogy has led to little but confusing 
sophisms. In a sphere where generalization can take a 
quantitative form the method can have a greater show 
of reason and. is doubtless less subject to abuse.. And it 
may be the case that, even in its more abstract forms, 
the method can yield some element of truth; since so 
long as the abstractions it employs retain any elements 
which are common to actual situations, the relations 
w_!lic~~~~~~l~t~4_f!lu_s!_ represenGome_asp~e 

.. _ trutli m each p~rticular_pr_oblem.. One may msfance, 
perhaps, the theory of probability applied to features 
which are common to all games of chance; or, as prob
ably a more barren example, attempts which have been 
made to develop general rules of language which shall 
be valid for all particular languages. As a yet more 
barren example one might, add the attempt of the · 
economist Barone to frame a set of equations which 
would demonstrate that the same law must prevail in 
a collectivist economy as rules in a /aissez-faire world. 
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But in all such abstract systems there exists the serious 
~I_ig~r- of hypostatizing one's concepts; o(_ [ega!_4in"g 
the postulated relations as the determining ones in any 
actual· situation, instead of contingent and .deteiri:iiiied 
by other features; and hence of presuming ~oo readily 
that .they will apply to novel or ,imperfectly known 
situations, with an abstract dogmatism as the ·result. 
There is the danger of introducing, unnoticed, purely 
imaginary or even contradictory assumptions, and in 
general of ignoring how limited a meaning the corollaries 
deducible from these abstract propositions must have 
and the qualifications which the presence of other con
crete factors (which may be the major influences in 
this or that particular situation) may introduce. All 
too frequently the propositions which are products of 
this mode of :-abstraction have little more than formal 
mearung~and-at most teil-one th~t -an e~presslon . for 
. such::.and-such a relation "must find a place in any of 
one's equational systems.1 . But those who use such 
propositions and build corollaries upon them are seldom 
mindful of this limitation, and in applying them as 
"laws" of the real world invariably extract from them 
more meaning than their emptiness of real content can 
possibly hold. 

It does not seem a bad rule in a subject so wedded to 
complex practical issues as is Political Economy to keep 
one's feet firmly planted on the ground, even if this 
be at the sacrifice of some logical elegance of definition 
and of some of the impressive, but often misleading, 

1 Such pursuits are sometimes defended on the ground that they 
are " tool-makers" for subsequent analysis. Perhaps it is true that this 
is their principal use. But even tools are better made when their manu
facture is fairly closely subordinated to the uses which they are intended 
to serve. 
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prec1s10n of algebraic formulation. In general the 
abst~~c;!i~~s -~l!lployed __ by the classical economt~ana
by-1\ Iarx ¥'ere of !h_e __ fir~! _of the two types that we 
have-:mentioned,_ The concept of .the perfect market, 
o{ hOfi1~gene<?US labout:Otequal Compositio_Iis elf capital 
were intended to ,generalize what were _in. actuality the 
most essential factors in determining exchange-values. 
Patten has remarked _ that Ricardo was essentially a 
concrete thinker,1 and Marx was specially anxious , 
that his theory should embrace those feature_s which . 
were characteristic of capitalist society rather than 
of any other. While a · disturbing influence, even a 
reflex influence, was • admittedly exerted by other and 
neglected factors in the situation, th~ was regarded as 
being of secondary importance in determining the larger 
shape of actual events. Interest was focussed on what 
was peculiar to a particular system of economic relations, 
even at the expense of a wider, but perhaps more barren, 
generality.( Since their time, however, I think it is not 
incorrect to say that the efforts of economic analysis 
have been predominantly directed along the second road. 
In abstracting phenomena · of exchang~ from ~he _pro- . 

. ductive relations and the property and class institutions 
of which they -art: the- expression, an attempfliasoeen. 
made to arrive at generalizations whicii .. Wilf iioid Iorany 
type of exchange economy. --Ma:l-"siiaJ.I remarkS of J. s: 
Mill that he seemed to-attribute to the laws of exchange 
''something very much like the universality of mathe
matics", even while he admitted distribution to be relative 

. to transitory institutions.~ From the general rel~tions of 
an abstract market we pass to yet more perfect abstrac
tions, and to-day are introduced to the relations which 

1 Quarterly Journal of Econ., 1893· 

IJI 
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will necessarily prevail in any situation where "scarce 
means which have alternative uses serve given purposes". 
Something of the real world doubtless still lingers even 
in this tenuous definition. But hardly enough to make 
one believe that the resulting propositions can hold any
thing at all imperative for the problems of the actual 
world. If an economic law is -~-s~tem~nt _of what _actually 
tends to llappen;and n{i a mere statement of a relation 
between 'certairi''"impllc:itly- defined-variables,-then such 
propositions can surely be preCious little guid~the 
'~ l~iws ··or !!l<>~~QI!. ~of ~~ipjtillis!jo_detY "~r, indeed, to 
any ofthe other matters on which they are intended 
to pass an economic judgment. • 

It· wa:s, an important element in Marx's th~()ry of 
ideology that in a class society the a_~~tr~£t}deas ~l!ich 
were fashione~ from a glyen-sodeij tended to ass~e a 
phant~~~or f.e!i~lJ.isti~ character, in the sense that, being 
talien as repre~~n~tions of re~itr,they -came to depict 
actiiafSoc!"ety in an mverted ora distorted form. Thereby 
they senred not merely to hide the real nature of society 
from men'~ eyes, but to misrepresent it. The examples 
which he cited were mainly drawn from the concepts of 
religion and of Idealist philosophY.. Th11s it came about 
that ideas and concepts, which in their. day may have 
played a positive role of enlightenment as weapons of 
criticism turned against the system both of ideas and of 
institutions of a previous epoch, later became reactionary 
and obscurantist, precisely because they were treated as 
constituting the real essence of contemporary society, 
not merely its abstract and partial reflection; with the 
result that reality was veiled. In the realm of economic 
thought (where one might at first glance least suspect it) 
it is not difficult to see a parallel tendency at work. One 
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might think _it __ hal"IIl~~s _ enougl} _ _to __ rnake __ absir3gion_of 
certain aspects of exchange-relations ~-()I:~~-~ to all~~e 
th-em- itl- isolation from -soc}aJ. -relatiO~C?lJ>f_Q~-l!~~~n. 
But-what . actually- occurs_ is-tn~f_on~e_:J:his_ abstraction 
has been made it ·is given an indc:Pe!ld~n~ _e:x:i~~enc~_as 
though it _r_epr~s~nted !}le esse11c~ __ of. reality ,_j~s!~~c! _Q{ 
one contingent facet of reality. Concepts become hypos
tatized; ·the abstracti~n _"~cqu_ir~!Utletisbistic._character, 
to use Marx's phrase. H~~e seems to lie the Cl1.!£ial 
danger of this method_ ~d th~ __ secr~t_~f_~h_!: --~~nf~~i~ns 
which have enmeshed modem economic though_!. To
day, not merely do we haveihe laws of exchange-.relations 
treated in abstraction- from more. fundamental .social 
relations of production, and the former depicted as 
dominating the latter, but we even have the relations 
of exchange treated purely in their subjective aspect
in terms of their mental reflection in the realm of 
individual desires and choices-and the laws which 
govern actual economic society invertedly· depicted'· as 
consisting in the abstract relations which hold in· this 
ghostly sphere. 

The dividing landmark in the history_ of_ economic 
thought in the nineteenth century is usually _placed-in 
the ~seventies with the arrhral of the new utility _th~or!~ 
of J evons and the Austrian School. But if we fix our 
attention less on the change of form, and instead on the 
shift towards subjective notions ~nd towards the study 
of exchange-relations in abstraction from their . social 
roots, we shall see that essential changes came earlier in 
the century, or at any rate the commencement of tendencies 
which later assumed a more finished shape. Marx, in
deed, mentioned 1830 as the year which closed th~ final 
decade of "classical economy" and opened the door to 
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"vulgar economy" i and the decline of the glories of the 
Ricardian School. This was the period when the new 
industrial capitalism, both economically and politically, 
was coming into its own, and when at the same time (as 
the. events of the 'thirti~s were witness) the proletariat and 
its criticism of capitalist society was emerging as a coherent 
social force for the first time. Thenceforward, no state
ment concerning the nature of the economic system could 
remain ''neutral'.' .2 Economi~ts,_ be~qxr~ittg _inc_r~~siiJ&!y_ 

1 This ter.n, of course, was not used by Marx simply as a term of 
abuse, as is commonly supposed, but in a descriptive sense, familiar 
to continental philosophy, as contrasted with "classical". He states 
that " by classical political economy I understand that economy which, 
since the time of W. Petty, has investigated the real. relations of pro
duction in bourgeois society, in contradiction to vulgar economy, which 
deals with appearances only . . . and confines itself to systematizing 
in a pedantic way, and proclaiming for everlasting truths the trite ideas 
held by the self-complacent bourgeois with regard to their own world ". 
(Capital, I; p. 53 f.). Marx seems particularly to have had in mind 
McCulloch, Senior t Bastiat, and if not Say at any rate Say's" interpreters" 
and followers. Professor Gray is clearly wrong in implying that Adam 
Smith and Ricardo were included under the title of "vulgar economy" 
(op. "cit., p. 322). . 

., This; of course, was specially true of the theory of profit. Here it 
is interesting to note that Bohm-Bawerk refers to the position of Adam 
Smith on the subject of interest as one of" complete .neutrality", and 
adds that "in Adam Smith's time the relations of theory and practice 
still permitted such a neutrality, but it was not long allowed to his 
f<'llowers ". (Capital and Interest, pp. 74-5 .) On the other hand, Cannan's 
statement that "James Mill •.. showed a desire to strengthen the 

' position of the capitalist against the labourer by justifying the existence 
of profits" (Hist. of Theories of Production and Distribution, Second Ed., 
p. 206) seems more questionable. James Mill was capable of some ex
ceedingly frank characterizations of the nature of capitali.>t production, 
which one can hardly imagine being made twenty-five years later. One 
of the best examples of the change was the subsequent attitude to 
Ricardo's "lapse" in his third, edition. Ricardo was frank enough to 
add a chapter in this edition on "Machinery" in which he stated his 
conversion to the view that the introduction of machinery was capable 
of being harmful to the interests of labour. This shocked McCulloch, 
and his followers hastened (and for most of the century succeeded) to 
draw a veil over this breach of good taste. 
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obsessed with apologetics, had ~-i!!£J:'~ing_tendency to 
omit any treatment of baslcsocia! rel~tionships . ~d to .. 
deal onlf\\.-itli -~esuperficialaspect _9f mar:ket pheJlQI_!!~I_!_a, 
to- eoiifirie-il!eir_thoug~t within the limits_ of the" Fetishism 
of Com1nodities" ~d to -generalize about the laws--of ail 
• 'exchange eConomy"' until in the end these were made 
to determine, rather than be determined by, the system 
of production and of productive ·relations. In his Preface. 
to the second edition (1873) of volume I of Capital, Marx 
speaks of English Political Economy as belonging ''to the 
period in which the {proletarian) class struggle was as yit 
undeveloped". Of the period from 1820 to 183o he says 
that it "was notable in Englana for scientific activity in
the domain of Political Economy. It was the time as 
well of the vulgarizing and extending of Ricardo's theory, 
as of the . contest of that theory with the old school. 
Splendid tournaments were held. The unprejudiced 
character of this polemic ... is explained by the circum
stances of the time." But this, though it was reminiscent 
of the intellectual vigour prior to 1789 in France~ was no 
more than •sa Saint :Martin's Summer". After 183o 
"the class struggle practically as well as theoretically 
took on more and more outspoken and threatening forms". 
This "sounded the knell of scientific bourgeois economy. 
. . '• In place of genuine .scientific research, the bad con
science and the evil intent of apologetic." Even honest 
inquirers were limited by the general atmosphere to 
evasive compromises, and to eclectic attempts "to har
monize the Political Economy of capital with the-claims, 
·no longer to be ignored, of the proletariat". The product 
was "a shallow syncretism, of which John Stuart Mill is 
the best representative". Of that new departure in 
econo~ic thought which maifid the last quarter of the 
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century neither Marx nor Engels seem to have made 
"iiiire ilia!:l cursorymen~!>!l or-to have taken much notice.1 

If-they had done so, it seems probable that they would . 
have regarded it as a continuation of tendencies already 
latent in.the--HVulgar -eCOnOmists", rather than. ag the 
revobitionary-rioveltyfu-eoonomic- thought which it has 
generally been regarded as being: After all, the !l~W 
departure consisted more of a change of form than of sub
stanc~,-as- M~rs~all a!~ay~ ~J?p~sized. That so manyof 
'the economists of the last quarter of the century should 
have advertised their wares as such an epoch-making 
novelty, and tilted their lances so menacingly at their 
forebears, seems ·to have an obvious, if unflattering, 

· explanation: namely, the dangerous use to which 
Ricardian notions ha~ been recently put by 1\Iarx. 
It is, I think, significant of the . temper of economists · 
that 'Foxwell once declined to deliver a Presidential 
Address to the Royal Economic Society on Ricardo 
on the ground that his denunciation of the author of 
the heresy of a conflict of interests between capital 
-and labour would have been too violent; 2 and among 
· the leaders of the Austrian School the desire to re
fute the Socialists was a greater preoccupation than in 
England. 

The· es~ential problem for Mar-X, as we have seen, 

1 Engels, in his Preface to volume III of Capital in 1894, refers 
parenthetically to the qew theory of Jevons and Menger as the "rock" 
on which Mr. George Bernard Shaw was building a new kind of 
Socialism and "the Fabian church of the future" (p. 20). But apart 
from this they seem to have made no mention of it. This would seem 
surprising in. view of the importance it had for the new Fabian Socialism: 
a fact of which, as this single reference shows, Engels was perfectly 
aware. Jevons' Principles appeared in 1874; Marx died in 1883; The 
Fabian Essays appeared in 1888; Engels lived until1895· 

.• Cf. J. M. Keynes in Econ.Journal, December 1936, p. 592. 
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was the explanation of surplus-yalue; and it was because 
the successors of Ricardo either evaded this problem 
entirely or provided quite inadequate solutions that they 
provoked his condemnation and his scorn. The "cost 
of production" theory of J. S. Mill he regarded as a 
superficial evasion of the issue. Treating value as being 
governed by the price_ of labour (wages) plus an average 
rate of profit, it was not a refinement of Ricardo's theory, 
but, since it included no explanation of profit, represented 
an abandonment of the crucial problem which Ricardo's 
system had presented without ever havmg solved. The 
"cost of production" theory of value solved notliiiig, 
bec~k-lefi- t.he-~ d~terrri~~tio~- ~f ille-,'-c:Q~orEf<>~· 
ducti~':_ !lnexpla_i.~~-~:1 But there were others who were 
less Innocent of recognising the crucial difficulty than 
was J. S. Mill,· and attempted to supply an explanation 
of profit, even if it was one which 'vas Sha.ITOW--aiiduii=' 
tenable~ These attempts fall broadly mto two main 
tfpes:on tht:r one hand were those who sought to explain 
profit in terms of some creative property inherent in 
capital, namely, in t~rrn~~f_ ~tS~p~o~~~t_l_Yifu~ on the o~ 
hand were those· who sought to explain profit in t~rms 
of some species of "real cost"' analogous" 'to . labo~r' 

------ --- - --------· 
' 1 With regard to J. S. Mill's attitude, Cannan has said: " Seriior is 
at least entitled to the credit of having seen that profits had not been 
satisfactorily explained ..•. J. S. Mill, on the other hand, seems to 
have been totally unaware that anything was lacking." (History of 
Theories of Production and Distribution (Ed. 1893), p. 214.) Bohm
Bawerk classed J. S. Mill (along with Jevons and Roscher) among the 
eclectics in their interest theory, who did little more than add an element 
or two to Senior's unsatisfactory theory. (Capital and Interest, pp. 286, 
498, etc.) To his credit, Mill rejected the productiv~ty theory of profit, 
stating that "the only productive power is that of labour". (Essays on 
Some Unsettled Questions, p. 90.) . In his Principles (Bk. Ii, Ch. xv) he 
seemed to adopt Senior's abstinence theory without examination or 
further analysis of the problem. 
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which the capitalist contributed and for which profit was 
not a surplus-value but an equivalent. 

The attempt to explain profit in terms of the ''service" 
rendered by capital to production had already been made 
by certain of Ricardo's contemporaries, in particular by 
Lauderdale and Mal thus and also by Say, "that master 
of polished and rounded sentences", as Bohm-Bawerk 
called him. Labour whiclt __ \Vas aided by machinery, said 
· Lal,lderdale, could· produce a larger sum- of values in an 
hour than. could labour ~hich was not-~- aided~ "The 
moment he -places-aportion of capital in the acquisition 
of a spade, one man must obviously, in the course of a 
day, be able, with his spade, to prepare as much land for 
receiving seed ·as fifty could by the use of their nails." 1 

The difference represented the ... productivity" of capital. 
The fundamental objection to this, as to any form of 
productivity theory, was that; as Marx pointed out, it 

1 induded the illicit link of imputin~Wller the 
",£foductivitY''-of -the-thin~· he owned. ::._~~<?~ial 
relation ·_between men assumes the fantastic form of 
a relation .. bet;;~en- -thiflgs "; and the . beh~~iour of 
-thirigs_is~n()L~nty::_representect.aril~istically a; due- to 
some innate property in them, but imputed- to the in

rfltierice- oC thoseJiidividuals· who exercise rights of 
ownership ·over !hem. On this level there could be no 
distinction- between the "productivity" of a capitalist 
and of a landlord-to deny which, indeed, seems partly 

1 Lauderdale, Inquiry into the Nature Of Public Wealth, p. 163. Lauder
dale admitted, however, that profit may" in some cases be more properly 
said to be acquired than produced" (p. 161). Say said: "The capitalist 
who lends,- sells the service, the labour of his instrument." (Letters to 
Mr. Malthus, Ed. Richter, 18:u, p. 19.) In his Treatise on Political Economy 
(Vol. I, Ed. Prinsep, p. 6o) he spoke both of" labour or productive service 
of nature" and "labour or productive service of capital" I 
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to have been the intention of the theory. But neither 
could there be any distinction between the income of 
the employer of ''free" labour and the income of the 
slave-owner: the "productivity" of the latter, indeed, 
was presumably the greater of the two since it was 
derived from the productivity of his animate as well as 
his inanimate chattels. A further difficulty has been ex..:..,. 
pressed by Cannan as follows·:· u Iftl1e inc~?Ie_~f E_!!.gl~nd 
without any capital would be but ·one-Instead of.a h\l~gred, 
it dq~!L. not nec~~~ari.ly_f<?ll<?w that the whole ninety-nine 
hundredths i~ pr~fits at pre-seni:-The~weakpolntin the 
explamition-of profitsgiven by Lauderdale and Malthus 
is that, while they show clearly enough that the use of 
capital is an advantage to production . . . they fail to 

. show ~hy_the .adyantage has been pa.id_•_ (o~ -~t _ ~!~~y
the 'services' ~f capital are not, like those of the sun, 
gratuitous." 1 Bohm-Bawerk -irencnantly-s_uirimea up 
the productivity theories of interest thus: ''What _the 
productive power can do is only t_o create a quantity of 
pro-du_c~:-_:-an~-~-perha:j)_~-~-~t~-_!h~··safil~-:~iffieto7'create a 
quantity_ ~(~a~~e!~ _!?~t ____ ~e-~er t<> __ cre~tf?~_::S~rpl~s .. Y~1.~e. 
lnt~rest.~s a_~r~lus1 a remainder left_~ll~~-P.!9~_uc~ of. 
capttalt_s the mmuend and value of consumed capital 
is __ the subtrahend .... The -prqauctive--power of capital1 
may find its result in increasing the minuend. But· in 
so far as that goe.s it cannot increase the minu~nd 
without at the same time increasing the subtrahend i~ 
the same proportion .... If a log is thrown across a 
flooded stream the level ~f water below the log will be 
less than the level of water above the log. If it is asked 
why the water stands higher above the log than below, 
would anyone think of the flood as the Cause? . . . What 

· 1 Cannan, op. cit., p. 205. 
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the flood is to the differences of level, the productive 
power of capital is to surplus-value.'~ 1 The truth is 
that if a number of factors are jointly necessary to a 
given result, there is as little meaning in comparing the 
degree of "necessity" of these factors in the creation of 
wealth as in asking whether the male or female is the 
more necessary to the creation of a child. Even if 
it were possible' ·to give ;t meaning to such separate 
·"productivity", it would have no necessary relation to 

. the emergence of value. For the latter one must in
evitably look to characteristics affecting the supply; and 
any differentiation between incomes must necessarily be 
sought, not in terms of "service", but in terms of cost. 

The attempt to_ find an explanation of profit which 
would-mak~- it- analogous to wages as -payment for- a 
necessary cost involved in-production, and 3.i the-same 
tiiii-eCoiltriSrif wiill'the ·r-ent o~ fand, is j~preseriied· by 
Seruor's-- notorious _:;abstinenc~:~ theaqr. This. co&-
stitiited-anlinportimr-l:U;affiirk. Til--economic thought, 
because it introduced a species of "real cost" which was 

· purely subjective and so shifted the whole context of 
the discussion-shifted it more radically than was 

· apparently recognized at the time or has been recognized 
. since. "Abstinence" is capable of being defined, it is 
true, objectively in terms of the things abstained from; 
but such abstaining could have no significance as a 
cost-no more than any other act of free exchange
unless one were to suppose that some special "pain " 
to the owner was involved in J?arting with these things. 
And if "abstiri.ence ", as the su~jective equivalent of 
-profit, was to be conceived in a psychological sense, 
then so presuinably must labour be: labour as a cost 

1 Capital and Interest, pp. 179-So. 
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for which wages were paid being regarded not as a human 
activity,. involving a given expenditure of physical energy, 
but as the streD.gth of the psychological disinclination to 
work. Abstraction was to be made of human activity, 
its characteristics and its relationships, and only the 
reflection of them in the mind !o be taken as the data 

Jor economic interpretation. 
Already am<:mg previous write~ there had_been.. ~igo.s 

of an-mdinatton, if shOW!J.__Qn}y_ in_ ambiguitr ,_ ~0 conceive 
the--iiotioxCof''iealro~t" as so~ething subjecii;C-iitner 
tharrobjec.i:lve:-A.daffi-Srruth had used the phrase utoil 
and trouble"; -while l\IcCulloch referred to the fact 
that things which cost the same "toil and trouble" to 
acquire would involve "the same sacrifice" and hence 
be held in similar "esteem" and be "of precisely the. 
same real value".1 \Vith the introduction of Senior's 
"abstinence" there could be no mistaking that such a 
shift of meaning had occurred. Both question and 
answer had thereby been subtly moved to a quite 
different context. But as an explanation of profits, 
even within its restricted sphere, the theory met with 
an essential difficulty. :Marx was quick to point out 
that there was no discoverabfe-ronnection--bmveen the 
caphalist'~ ,, abstixience" md the prontwliich lie earned, 
and that if they were connected--at clf;liwas apparently · 
in inv~rse~_!ela~~~~~~-He had only io ·-contiist- the profit 
and -the. "abstinence" of a Rothschild to feel that the 
so-called "explanation" required no further refutation. 

This defect was one aspect of a fundamental dilemma 
which faces any attempt to cast a theory of cost in sub
jective terms, and to which we shall later return.. \Vhere 
was one to set the limit to such ''abstinence", short of 

~ Principles of Politicol Eeorumry (18zs}. pp. Z16-17. 
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including in it the sale or hire of every· sort of property, 
and so imputing a "real cost" to any means by which 
an income could be acquired in an exchange society? 
If "abstinence" was to be allowed to the capitalist who 
owned a fac;tory_ w~ic~-he had inherited,--or oW"ned a 
dock or-a ~anal, how could it reasonabiy be--denied to 
~~-- _<?~ri~r o~ _Ia_~_?_ :w._ho_Je_a~ed _hi~ _propert_yJOI=-a-~;nt? 
Of this difficulty ~~~!~_!_-~as. __ aware; since he pointed 
out that, if the revenue to the owner of a dock or canal 
is regarded 'as '~the reward of the owner's abstinence in 

. not selling the dock or the canal, and spending its price 
in enjoyment", the same remark applies to every species 
of transferable property and "the greater part of what 
every political economist has termed. renf inusf be-~~llect
Ii§P~EOI~ffigfy, lie_~§~d~~-!? ~~~lude alrl;heri_ted 
captt'irfrom his definition. But thts, orcoiirse, is to 

. ·leave-one'"orC tlie ~ otller-·norn of the dilemma: · namely, 
that in this. case abstinence could not be regarded as an 
explanation of profit at all. As Cannan has said, Senior's 

• theory ended by "reckoning as rent 'the greater part of 
what every political economist has termed.' profit''.2 

Marx's retort to Senior remained unchallenged until, 
towards the end of the century, the con.cept of marginal 
increments, a concept borrowed from the differential 
calculus, was introduced as an attempt to give greater 
precision to economic notions. J evons' '' ~~SU!i!~ty ~ ~ and 
Marshall's IC effort and sacrifice'" were merely the sub-
jecti~~ -, '~;;}'~~~t ;-,~~£- N(~~i!i}~~~-«?E o~_§enior i~-a ~ore 
nn1sfieu gliise.~- Marshall, it is true, was --caiefulto 
discard -the discreditedierm "abstinence" for the ~ore 
neui-ralterni_".waiting,; but as ·a-Ciesignadon·-~ca.sub-
~----.. A~----· ..- .. ----~--.... 

f Senior, Political Economy (Ed. 1863), p. 129. 
1 Cannan, op. cit., p. 198. 
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jective real cost the concept would seem in essentials to 
have retained the character of .its sire.1 But with the 
introduction of the concept of marginal increments, the 
new treatment· had this difference. A relation between 
"efforts and sacrifices u and their price onty existed """at 
~h~ 1nar$lE ; ___ ~~- ~hile, ~~teresi p~i~~_!ifs~§-ifiSiliivOWed 
were regarded as tend~g__to'!~rds identtty fo! the mdrgznal 
unit oLcaprtarsupp!~~~.L.!E_~!t:_ ~~s .. no _ne~~~~~ry,.r~lation 
between the total income received b the ca italist and 
the total usacriflce mcurre , cither in any mdividual 
cai£ oriorthew1folecTass:-T£.e rich man: who inherited 
hiswealth, and having more than he could conveniently 
spend saved it, might get an Income quite dispropor-. . . 

1 Marshall (Principles, pp. 232-3), noting Marx's objection to the 
abstinence-concept, defined the term "waiting" as applying, not to 
"abstemiousness", but to the simple fact that "a person abstained 
from consuming anything which he had the power of consuming, with 
the purpose o( increasing his resources in the future". This seems to 
imply that the concept was not limited by Senior's qualification, ex
cluding inherited property, and that it could equally well be applied 
to land-to the fact that a landlord leased his land for cultivation; 
instead of using it for his own enjoyment or subjecting it to "exhaustive" 
cultivation himself. In which case, as a category of "real cost", it was 
clearly 10 general as to lose any distinctive meaning. If it was not 
intended to imply the existence of any psychological "pain" associated 
with the act of postponement (as the remark about "abstemiousness" 
seems to suggest), then it seems to remain a mere 'description of the 
act of investment which adds little to our knowledge of the nature and 
cause of profit. Elsewhere, however, Marshall speaks of" postponement 
of gratifications" as "involv(ing) in general a sacrifice on the part of him 
who postpones, just as additional effort does on . the part of him who 

· labours·~. this sacrifice justifying "interest as a reward- to induce its 
continuance". (Ibid.~ p. s87.) A recent writer in the Quarterly Journai 
of Economics claims that Marshall identified "two wholly different things 
under the term real cost" ; but considers that the hedonistic element
the positive" pain "-was not intended to figure prominently in either his 
concept of work or of waiting. (Talco~t Parsons, Vol. XLVI, pp. I2l-J.) 
Whether intended, however, to figure prominently or not, it seems, ac
cording to the evidence of several passages, to have been an important 
part of the background of Marshall's theory of value and of distribution., 
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tionate to any "sacrifice" that he incurred. But an 
equality, nevertheless, would tend to prevail between 
the price ·of capital and the disutility involved in the 
saving of the marginal £ invested and added to the 
existing stock of.capital; since, if the {ormer was greater 
than the latter, capital accumulation would increase, 
while if the former was less than the latter, capital 
decumulation would set in until equality was restored. 
Hence interest was a necessary price to maintain the 
requisite supply of capital. Labour and wages were 
.treated by.a ... similaf_JD~l!J.od:-· Wages would tend to 
~~q~i_!ty~~i~-~~ cl.i~u~~i!Y_~y~ll\~~Cll~tfie -~<?~t burden
~~~e _\1.~~! __ <2£ _ ~- gi!~I) ~'YPPh~-qf_ef[o~?- even thoughthe 
worker who loved work and hated leisure might be for
tunate enough to suffer little psychic pain frorp. his day's 
labour and yet received the normal wage for his work.1 

1 Cf: "The exertion of all the different kinds of labour that are 
directly or indirectly involved in making it, together with the 'abstinence' 
or rather the 'waitings ',. required for saving the capital used in making 
it: all these efforts and sacrifices will be called the real cost of productio11 
pf the commodity. The sum of money that has to be paid for these 
efforts and sacrifices will be called either its money cost of production 
or its expenses of production; ~hey are the prices which have to be 
paid in order to call forth an adequate supply of the efforts and waitings 
that are required for making it; or, in other words, its supply-price." 
(Marshall, Principles, p. 339.) The essential dualism of this theory of 
real cost was admitted by Marshall when, in an article in 1876, he referred 
to ~he ·fact that it was only possible to measure "an effort and an 
abstinence •.. in terms of some common unit" through the medium 
of sop1e "artificial mode of measuring them"-namely, through their 
market-values. (Fortnightly Review, 1876, pp. 596-7.) This difficulty 
he considered to apply similarly to the measurement of "two diverse 
efforts". While the difficulty in this latter case is much less than in 
the case of two quite dissimilar things such as "effort" and "abstinence", 
it remains a much greater problem when effort is conceived in subjective 
terms than when it is conceived objectively in terms of output of physical 
energy. The ratio of different types of subjective real cost could only 
be regarded as equivalent to the ratio of their money measures, if the 
same persons supplied both types. 
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The lanqlgrc!, however, remained in a different cate
gory, since no disutility presumably was inYQ!yed, · 
even at the m~in the supply 'of land, since ·ex 
h~pofliisi-laiiaasa-freegifcor natlireoid-·not depend 
on any human will or action for its existence. Yet 
even the natural powers of the soil could be sapped by 
exhaustive cultivation and land be reclaimed from · the 
sea; while, on ·the other hand, in ~h~-~EPPl~( capital 
there was room for a substantial element of what Marsnall 
term~~ surplu~~ Hence,.lhe_difference __ Q~~~~n 
therew~~api~I}illil the ret~~and was only one 
of degree. "Rent of land", in a fa.mous phrase. of 
1\iarstialf,"isnotatliing-tfyitSelf, hut the leading species 
of a large geriu~-- · · . 

The ffiflUeiite of this theory over half a century has 
unaoubtedly been to discredit tlie-Marxian theory of S:!Jr
plus-value, ariatOimplftllai mteresfwas as ''necessary" 
a categoryoCmcome as--wages and .esserit:1illfsimilarm 
its originTevenihough awritei sucn-asM'f.]. :tCliobson, 
attempted to give a different twist to the theory by making 
it the basis for an elaborated concept of "social costs" 
and "surpluses" which has been hailed in some quarters 
as an attempt to dress Marxian "surplus-value'' in up-to
date clothes. But the dilemma which confronted Senior's 
theory is not avoided-by-this-more-genera!tzedCo~-,; 
of disuttlrty;_ and orlly some VagUeness m ItS enunc1at10fi' 
seems to have prevented its inadequacy from being . 
appreciated much earlier and more widely than has. 
been the case. Either the concept is too. narrow, if 
strictly defined, to afford any complete explanation, or 
else it is too wide,- if more generally defineq, to give 
much meaning to subjective "real cost". If the "sacrifice" 
involved in "waiting" is to have any meaning, at least a 
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meaning analogous eyen to the subjective cost involved 
in work, then it must apply only to acts of postponing 
~onsumption with which is associated some positive 
psychological loss or pain over and above the temporary 
loss of the goods the consumption of which is for
gone. It may well be said that some such additional 
loss is involved for the man who starves himself in 
order to educate his children, or in any case where a 
greater ·present utility is sacrificed for a smaller future 
utility. But how it can be s~id t<?_bt:_ ~v<_>l!~4- i~_!l_!~st 
ordinary acts of saving an~ investiJ!:qlt, where- an act 
of exchange of utilities to-day for at least an equal 
quantity .in the future is generally involved, is hard to 
see. To do so is to assert that there is some unique loss 
attachiii.g to postponement, which attaches only to choices 
made in time and to rio.other--cholces.-- .But does one's . . 
experience suggest that mere waiting-· for one's fruit 
ever· cause._ positive discomfort unless one is either un
certain of getting it or one is suffering pangs of hunger 
in the interval? 1 Unless "waiting" does indeed imply 
"abstemiousness" · one finds difficulty in discovering 
what, positively, it means. On the other hand, if mere 
postponement is all that "sacrifice" is held to represent 
(as Marshall's statements in some places suggest), then 
it "is hard to see where to draw the line short of any 
· and every act of choice in-xolving alternatives, one of 
which must be "sacrificed" whatever choice is made. 
·As Marx retorted to Senior and Mill, ''every human 
action-may be viewed as 'abstinence' from its opposite" .2 

1 The answer to this question is f\Ot necessarily the same as the 
answer to the que~>tion: Would one decide to have the fruit now or to 
wait for it, if the free choice were offered? 

1 Capital, I, p. 6o8 f. 
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At any rate, if postponement of consumption occurs in 
an act of new saving, it must surely be held also to ·occur 
in the postponement of consumption of existing and of· 
inherited capital; . and if in the case where the property 
is inherited from history, why not also in the case where 
property is inherited from nature as well as histc;>ry, 
namely, in the case of land? (For the landowner to sell 
his land and live on the fruits of this sale as much 
reduces the total capital of society as for a e3:pitalist to 
live on his capital, even though the supply of land .itself is 
unaffected.) Marshall, indeed, seems here to have a~ted 
th~e empirical S()h.ltlon-::oftaKing_ ij~~es of ~os_!ponement 
for -which -a. recompense was in fact de~ded by indi
viaualsaslderiHcal with _,cases wherea-c ~ sicti.fice---was 
involved -in-the-act=-: taking- indiviaual ·ahitudes-·towififs 
saving ·at their- fa'Ce-value, and assun:ting the empirical fact 
of resistance to the act of postponement as evidence that. 
a real "sacrifice"· attaching to the act existed and. was a 
fundamental cause.1 This line Of distinction may be 
both convenient and plausible. Nevertheless, the cruci;t.l 
dilemma remains. If a "something more" is postulated 
as lying behind the mere empirical fact of resistance to 
postponement, one finds difficulty in giving it any precise 
meaning or even in believing that it exists. If, on the 
other hand, no more than the empirical f.act of resist~nce 
is postulated, then this solution rids the notion of "real 
cost" of any content: it is to make it indistinguishable 
from what later came to be called "opportunity cost"
the cost of sacrificed alternatives (that "arithmetical 

I Marshall admitted, however, that there was no reason to suppose 
that the ratio of real cost in two cases was identical with the ratio of 
their money measures, or even to suppose (as we· have already noted) 
that there was any meaning to be attached to a quantity of "real cost". 
(Fortnightly Review, 1876, pp. 596-7.) 
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truism", as Mr. Durbin has called it).l Such a quantity 
by itself affords no explanation, because it is itself not 
independent, but something dependent on the total 
situation; and all that has been done by this definition 
is to shift the inquiry back to the nature of the total 
situation of which both profit and this so-called "cost" 
are simultaneously resultant. Whether . a person does 
demand payment for a certain act (i.e. whether it has a 
"supply-price") depends on whether he can demand 
payment; and this depends on the total situation of 
which he is a ·part. To adopt this criterion is to make 
the existence or non-existence of a "sacrifice" depend, 
not on the nature of the action, but on the nature of the 
circumstances surrounding the individual or the class in 
question. A "sacrifice" can only be incurred in the 
measure that one has. the luxury of alternatives to forego . 

. No opportunities, no· sacrifices! Only Lazarus can sacri
fice nothing; while Dives, with the world and its fullness 
before him, can sacrifice daily ehough to wash away the 
~ins of mankind. ConceivecL!_subjectively, any cost
concept ~ust lose its identity amid a world of choices 
and alternatives, where one facet of every choice is a 
utility and the 'other facet a "sacrifice" or "opportunity 
cost", and disutility retains no meaning e~cept as utility 
foregone. . 

Let us, however, suppose a subjective loss or pain to 
be assumed to attach to the mere act of postponement. 

1 It remains formally distinguishable from the doctrine of" opportunity 
cost" as customarily stated to the extent that the latter usually tepresents 
the supply of factors of production as given quantities, while the former 
postulates that the su·pply of them is (in part) a function of their price 
(and hence that they have a "supply-price"). But in neither case is a 
more fundamental cause of their supply or non-supply (in the shape of 
a real cost "inevitably" requiring reward) any longer postulated. 
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Even' so, there seems no convinci:r:tg reason: for identifying 
such· a real cost with the receipt of interest: ~ reason 
to presum~_that thejnci~~nce of this cost rests (save in 
asense--;o superficial as torld1t of' meaning} upon the 
class to which interest accrues as income. The reason 
by ~hich th.i~·- identificatio~--is-custom:arily defended is 
that the recipients of interest are those who take the 
immediate decision on which the act of "saving, ae
pends. Yet it is by now a commonplace that the ahilit)! 
to save (in the shape of an income of a certain size) is 
the ~jo_~_factor in determining the yolume of saving; 
while it is frequentlytliose-who-claimtlie-rlcfi~tobethe 
bearers of abstinence that· are the loudest in th((ir asser
tions that if incomes were less · unequally ·distributed, 
and the consi:im:ptiori ··or-tne poor-werefalse<:t;capital 
accumulationwoulaaedine~!rtlielatteroetrue, tlien 
it would-seem· that· the"fffial incidence. of this cost of 
saving riitisflie, tmrnporrthe-ridr,burnponthe restricted 
consumption of the 'poof';·which-atone'permits those high 
incomestobe-earne·aftom which the bulk of investment 
is drawn. If we were defining the result of investment · 
in an egalitarian s~_cia!~t_e~onQ!llY, we should have no 
doubt what to say: we should say that one of its results 
was a relative restriction of present consumption, the 
incidence of which fell on the- community at Iar$e-:-Yet 
in the urieqlial society of to-day the 'pediaisof abstinence 
theor1es"would have us· believe~that''the-restrictiOnof 
present consumption which results from this 1nvestmertt 
falls upon the rich and not upon the poor; upon-whose 
restricted consumption the high · saving.:.ab~lityOftlle 
former depends. If abstinence can be held to exlsfas 
a "real cost" at all, it must, surely, be regarded as being 
borne by the proletariat which receives no ;ecompense 
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for its pains, rather than by the capitalist who draws 
interest as price of the restricted consumption of others? 
To assert the contrary is, surely, to be guilty of the 
c!!c~!a~ ~eason!ng of assuming t~~ inc~?:le of the cap~!~list 
to I>e in some sense "natural" or "inevitable" in order 
to showthaCwfiatheinvests-of thEdncome-is-the -unfque 
product of his individual abstinence in refraining from 
. doing what he likes with his own? 

Apart from these fundamental difficulties in the con
'cept of _subjective .real cost, there is a further reason why 
any cost-theory of this type is incompetent to explain 
interest as a concrete phenomenon in the actual world. 
rhe actual worlp is one in which capital accumulation 
is a continuing process, and not one in which production 
is cArried on with a constant stock of capital, the interest 
earned on which is in "equilibri~" with a certain 
"supply-price of waiting". If there were, indeed, such 
an equilibrium, then no new capital accumulation would 
take place: H~nce the "surplus" element in interest, 

-even- in-the restricted sense in which the term "saver's 
surplus, is employed, is actually much greater than 
Marshall's theory on the face of it representS: for any 
existing stock of capital there is, in fact, ·not even· an 
equality between the r~ward of capital and the "supply
price of waiting" at the margin.1 . 

1 Cf. F. P. Ramsey: If the rate of interest exceeds the rate of dis
counting the future "there will not be equilibrium, but saving, and 

· since a great deal cannot be saved in a short time, it may be centuries 
before equilibrium is -reached, or it may riever be reached, but only 
approachea asymptotically .... We. see, therefore, that the rate of 
interest is governed primarily by the 9emand price, and may greatly 
exceed the reward ultimately necessary to induce abstinence." ("A 
Mathematical Theory of Saving" in The Economic Journal, December 
1928, p. ss6.) Cf. also Pigou, Economics of Stationary States, pp. 259-6o. 
Of course, there is an equilibrium at the margin; but this applies o!IIY 

:to new investmenf,_-current income being eaten into by "s,ving ~· until 
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Neither these· ambiguities nor these special difficulties . 
were involved m tne-~n!e_r~s~::th.e.~ry__.9f ~oh!D-Bawerk. 
He haaexpliCltlyabandoned any attempt_ at explaining1 

values in terms-of cost, ~~-~for him a ~ost,~w_iS-~!§i al 
determined, not a determining, . element,. representing1 
simply ari opp~rtunity-c~st_ or displa-ced--alier~ative, -d~
penderiion th~ strength.of competing demands. Thereby 
costs were all ultimately. traceable back to demarut-"and 
t~--1Jtiifcy-:-·-He was not concerned·; therefore-;wfih what 
he regarded, in that form, as the meaningless question 
as to whether any subjective real cost was involved In 
the supply of capital. H~ was concerned only with the 
question, on the one hand as to whether the act of 
postponing consumption, in other words an act of choice 
through time, had any peculiarity attaching to it which 
would cause a given quantity of present utility generally 
to be treated as equivalent to a larger quantity of utility 
in the future, and, on the other hand, whether the fact 
of time had any significance for the productivity of labour. 
He concluded that there was this peculiarity attaching to 
choices maae through time : that the dimness of will 
and imagination, which was a general psychological trait 
of human beings, caused objects and events at. a distance 
in time to be permanently discounted wheri balanced 
subjectively against equivalent objects and events which 
were close at hand; while, on. the other hand, time had 
a significance for production in that ·labour expended on 
productive processes which took time ("roundabout" or 

equilibrium is achieved (at the margin) betWeen the restricted present 
expenditure and the (discounted) anticipated.future income. This is 
what Prof. Pigou calls a "subordinate equilibrium". But there is never 
an equality between the interest currently received and the "marginal 
supply-price" of the existing stock of capital-if there were, there would 
be no new investment. 
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long or indirect methods of production) was generally 
more productive than labour expended directly to produce 
immediate output. These two influences were principally 
responsible for the fact that a competitive market always 
placed a- premium on present goods as against future 
goods, both because in the individual estimation the 
former were valued more highly, and because the posses
sion o.f goods in the present (e.g. subsistence for labourers) 
enabled labour to be employed on "roundabout" or long 
processes of production .which would yield a larger final 
product than labour employed at short notice on im
mediate and current production. The one factor operated 
on the side of supply, and the other factor on the side of 
demand, to produce a permanent discount, ceteris paribus, 
of the "future" price of anything over its "spot" price. 
This premium or agio on present goods was the pheno
menon of interest, which had given rise to the problem 
of "surplus-value". Not. "human prospectiveness ", as 
Marsllall put it, but the prevailing weakness of human 
prospectiv~ness-or what :Professor · Pigou has aptly 
termed a· deficiency of the telescopic faculty - was 
the explanation of the mystery which had perplexed 
economists for half a century . 
. 'It can hardly be denied that this ingenious theory 

contained positive . elements which afford insight, 
descriptively and analytically, into certain aspects 
of the process of capital accumulation. Even though 
time or "roundaboutness'·'·was-clearly not the only, or 
even major, condition of the productivity of technical 
processes, it was clearly an important element; and since 
time· was irreversible, the time-dimension of different 
productive processes assumed a patticular significance 

, in determining the order in which such processes were 
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successively adopted. Moreover, the concept of "stored
up labour", as represented by an addiilonal tmie:aiffierlsiOn 
( tfie length -or-lime-over--which ICwasdeSigned. to 1)e 

stored), was ~ -~j~ctive_!>ne_wjlich was independent of 
the subjective theory of value in which the remainder of 
the theory was cast. But, viewed as· a whole, as an ex
planation of surplus-value, thetheory depended forlts 
validitfoii- tlie ~ubje~(~fe~th~or}i 9£Yaliie"'of which it was 
simply~.i~x:_t ~AA-; a_par~~~ll.~~r._ appli~i~o~:~ Given-. tlie 
adequacy of thts wider theory, 1ts own adequacy seemed 
to be implied.; since it showed that interest was simply, 
the product of a general subjective estimation, as was_. 
any other value: in this case a subjective estimation of 
things separated through·time. If the former was valid 
as a. general explanation of value, so was ·the latter as 
the explanation of a particular value;_ if the former is 
invalid, then so also must the latter be.1 

Yet, after his ~mpressive critique of previous .theories of. 
interest, it is strange that the weakness of his own theory 

1 True, Bohm-Bawerk claimed that e~ch of the factors of which he 
treated was alone sufficient to explain the phenomenon of interest. 
For this reason it might be held that his theory did not depend upon 
the subjective theory of value, since subjective under-estimation of the 
future was only one of the reasons for the emergence of interest. Without. 
the influence of this subjective factor, however, the mere "technical 
superiority of roundabout methods" would clearly be in~pable of ex
plaining interest as an enduring phenomenon, and hence as a necessary 
consequence of permanent elements of the economic problem. By 
itself, it would rank no higher than any other of the productivity
explanations which Bohm-Bawerk himself condemned. The higher 
productivity of "roundabout methods" would not suffice to explain · 
why labour applied to this particula!" use yielded a surplus-value, in. 
the absence of some additional reason to explain why the application -
of labour to this use was restricted, and hence was relatively scarce. It 
might suffice to explain the surplus-value as a temporary a~d disappearing 
phenomenon due to· the .time required for the constructioQ of these 
more productive "roundabout methods", but not as a phenomenon 
consistent with full equilibrium. 
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-its inability to answer essential questions-should not 
hav~ been plain to its author, and particularly strange that 
he should have imagined that it afforded a sufficient 
answer to the problem as it was posed by Marx, and 

· hence a refutation of the answer which Marx gave. In 
what sense did this· theory explain the phenomenon of 
interest? Hardly in any sense which could assimilate 
interest to wages in its origin or in. the character of its 
determination or in its universal ''necessity" as a category 
of h:tcome. It amounted to an explanation in terms of 
the relative scarcity, or limited application, of labour 
~pplied to particular uses-namely, in the form of stored
up labour embodied in technical processes involving a 
lengthy "period of production": a scarcity which per
sisted by reason ·of the short-sightedness of human 
nature. As a result of this under-development of the 
productive resources, the ownership of money-capital, 
which in existing society provided the only means by 
which lengthy production-processes were able to be 
undertaken, carried with it the power to exact a rent 
of this scarcity. As a landlord could exact the price of 
a scarcity imposed by objective nature, so, it would 
see~, the capitalist could exact the price of a scarcity 
imp()sed by the subjective nature of man. If there was 
any significance in such analogies within the limits of 
this theory, it was, surely, between interest and rent, 
}"ather than between interest and wages ? Li~e Ricardo 

I and Marx, Bohm-Bawerk had condemned the madequacy 
of mere "supply and demand" explanations.1 But, con
fined as it was in the main within the limitecrclicle of 

1 "The man who, when asked what determines a ·certain price, 
· answers • Demand and Supply', offers a husk for a kernel." (Capital 

and Interest, p. 66.) 
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exchange-relationships between factor~_ ... o..f .. productio~ 
abstracted .. from. more. fundamentafsocial relationshi£S, 
wash1s" owri theory -any "more. "com:peteiit to" 'explain? 
True,- fie intro~ uced=into_lli~_:_J!J.<:<>IT/. 9I!t: 3igt1ifi~~ t 
assump~ion abt:)U! p~Qdm;:~i_q_n: a techni?IJa_ft,_aS§2Siat,ed 
with -the dimensio~_ ~fJ:.Lme. B'it:~wby_§h_o_':!ld he h.a.ve 
chosen this technical fact.in isolation from_ the __ restJ,nd 
neglected-the~~ocial relations which d~termin~<l:-~h~_pj~~e. 
of maninprOO:uction.~nd his association with technique? 
T~~ decisive factor in the supply of capital, accord~gJo his ( 
theory, was the subjective under-estimation of the future. 
N of oni:Y~-~~- ·tills a factor whim would ·n.ofnecessarily 
exist outside an individualist society' and the existence of 
which even in an individualist society has been deniea 
by some;' but the degree of this subjectiv:e uri.der-estima-. 
tiori is itself . dependent on the distribution "of incoirie", . 
an~ helle~- ~nt~e ~!~s ~ela~ions in_ so~ietYt. "lnte~§'i!.~ 
therefore, dependent on the latter m ·a-double sense: m 
that the size of incomes among the capitalist class, relative 
to their accustomed standards of consump_tion •. deter
mines their attitude to saving and investment, wllile"die 
poverty of the masses determines· th~_prlcea£ whlclitKey 
are willing to sell their labour-power . in _retu~ for:. .. ~n.t
mediate incom~:. Hence~ interest depends_for.its._de
termination precisely on the type of social relations aqd 
institutions, historically determined and not· universal, 
with which Marx waq concerned. As will be ·sec;n_ in a 
subsequent chapter, in a socialist--society there would. be 
no reason for the under-estimation of the future whi~h 
gives rise to interest as a persistent phenomenon to 
prevail, and ·no reason· for the emergence _of ·mtei~t_as 
aeatego-iy of income at all. As a solution ()f the interest
problem in any sense which would be relevant to ques-
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tions such as these, tjlis ~heory_ is empty and deceptive. 
Moreover, it is not possible· to say that its author had 
no intention of claiming it to -be a solution in this more 

. fundamental sense, and that he merely intended his 
theory to assemble descriptively some of the relevant 
variables of which any determinate explanation would 
have to take account. In his Positive Theory of Capital, 
he explicitly adduces as important corollaries of his theory 
that "the essence of interest is· not exploitation", but 
that, on . the contrary, interest is "an entirely normal 
phenomenon; is, indeed, ari economic necessity", is 
"not an acc,idental 'historico-legal' category, which makes 
its appearance only in our individualist and capitalist 
society" and "wo':lld not disappear even· in the Socialist 
State".1 · 

· But in this very application of the notion of utility a 
strange contradiction appears which takes us ·at once to 
the centre of the· problem of the s..!!_bjective · theory of 
value. To be sufficient anchorage for a. determinate 
theOry of value, even formally viewed, it was necessary 
that utility should be conceived as an expression_of ~oine 
fairly-permanent ·and consistent aspect of human psy
chology. This is not to say that human preferences had 

. -to 'be-· assumed to be unchangeable; but that they must 
not be so contingent and fickle as to make it improbable 
that they were' independent of other variables in the 

·system which they were intended to determine.2 In so 

.1 Pp. 361 and 371. 
• Prof. J. M. Clark states his belief " that this type of theory acquires 

meaning just so far as there is attached to it some premise as to how 
choices actually do behave". (Essays i11 H011our of j. B. Clark, p. 54 f.) 
But it is noJ sufficient, for this purpose, to premise merely their behaviour: 
it ~s necessary to premise that this behaviour (or certain determining 
elements underlying it) is independent of the movement of mark~t-prices. 
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far as utility could be hedonistically treated as . a 
fundamental "satisfaction", then, as we have seen, it 
could reasonably be held to fulfil, this conditi?n. A 
process of rational· selection among the objects of choice 
could then be held to make economic choice conform to 
certain fundamental traits of human psychology. Even 
though the translation of such choices into economic 
action was dependent on the distribution of income, the 
actual choices themselves might be treated as independent 
of market-prices. But if one can no longer link "desire" 
(the immediate volition or act o( choicefwiih-'_'-s"7!!!s:. 
faction, (the more fundamental psychological" event), 
then the validity pf such an assumption-~ in~~e~nce 
becomes· very doubtful. Why should_~~-~J: regar<:t 
such "behaviour-reactions,,.... as continually conditioned 
and rnodifiea by the market conditions-which-they· meet? 
Bohm-Bawerk makes no attempt- to maintain·th~t' the 
preferenc~ for present goods which lies at the basis of 
his theory of interest represents any superior "satisfaction" 
attaching to present goods:. a holiday next year will give 
us as much happiness when it-comes as a holiday next 
month, only we see the former more dimly in our im
agination. If we grasp the present in preference- to-the 
future, it is a matter simply of the imagination, _ ofd~
fective rationality and epheineral_d.esire~-: Profes"Sor Pigou 
has indeed singled out this . case--of subjective over
estimation of present utilities as the most important 
instance where "desire" and "satisfaction" diverge, to 
the detriment of economic welfare. In a ve_ry direct 
sense this s~bjective attitude to present --and future is 
dependent-on( and not independent of, the structUreof 
market-p~i~: namely, that· it admittedly varies with 
the income of the in~-i~~~~al or -~la~riyt-_911estion;-since 
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the latter will condition the degree of urgency of present 
wants and the strength with which they excite and obsess 
the imagination. An example of this is the fact that a 
group or a community may ~ecome cumulatively poorer 
because, having a high preference for the present, it 

. becomes progressively less· capable of providing for the 
future. In •terms of its subjective attitudes, therefore, 
nothing d~terminate can be postulated or forecasted. 
Moreover, this attitude may vary in such a number of 
ways with such a number of influences as to throw 
almost as many doubts on its universality as on its con
stancy. It clearly,may vary with the type of commodity 
offered for sale and the manner in which commodities 
are sold; it may vary according as ·the person is an im
pressionable youth· .or of more mature experience; it 
may vary according as the individual is making his .. 
choice qua isolated individual, or in loco parentis familiae, 
or qua collective. person in the capacity of a II].ember of 
a college, a club or a business company. Yet it was an 
application of subjective notions ~here their weakness 
was most evident that" Bohm-Bawerk chose in order to 
provide· a solutio~ for the crucial problem of surplus
value. But the weakness which is specially manifest 
here serves to draw our . attention to a defect which 
attaches to the whole structure: 1 

When Bailey had said that value implied "a feeling 
or a state of mind which manifests itself in the deter
mination of the will'.', he was expressing a notion which 
by the end of the century was to be woven into a system. 
'fpe utility:-the~!f i_nterpreted the value of a commodity, 
and by derivation that of all the constituent factors 
~_eq'!i~~dto make it, in terms of the service rendered. in 
sa~isfying consumers' desires_. But the relation was not 
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directly between value and aggregate--~~ ( OL.!.Qt~l 
utility): these sto'od frequently- in inverse _r~t~-~ as the 
early economists had observed. The direct relation- was
between value" aiicf 'liililty-at i'hemargin;· the-crucial 
faCtor- being the -increment" of '8atfsfactii~ ---~~~~~~e-~ }0 
consumers - by the final or marginal- _increment_ .9{ a 
given supply. A housewife who pursued the motive 
of maximum satisfaction 'would achieve her aim by 
distributing iier rri(mey'""so that the' satisfaction yielded 
by the final -pemiy- spent in every direction was equal; 
since, if this 'equality -was -not" achieved, she would 
have gained by spending less in one direction and 
more in another. This is a· case of what-]evons catled 
the Principle _of Indifference. There can be seen to 
follow from this simple- principle another one: riamely ,
that the prices of various commodities · ~n.- a:·_-_niarket 
must stand in the ratio of their marginal utiiities 
-of the satisfaction yielded to consumers .. byth~n'nal 
or marginal unit of each. If prices do not stand In 
this ratio, it will profit consumers· to-·deriiarid -more 
of some commodities (those where· the ratio of mar
ginal utility :price is relatively high)-and less--of others 
(those where this ratio __ is relatively. iaw)~ti~e(grili:-

. brium is achieved._ . 
But this leaves the -question: \Vhat fixes the position 

of the margin.itself? To this the· answer -~s- that· if'is· 
fixed by the_ ~~ai_laJ?le -~l:IPP!Y; --which--ln-iuni' ·raises the 
further -·question: What determines· the limitation of 
supply? If the supply of all things was unlimited, there 
would be no unsatisfied desires, no marginal utility and 
no ptice. A price can, _therefore, only arise because .of 
the li~itations imposed on the supply of-commodities· 
by the limitation--o~ t~e __ l~~tor~ __ ?..(£~Wc~~Q_~ reqmred 

-~- --------- -
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to produce them-a limitation expressing itself in the 
TOrm'ofcosts.---·---·-·····----·· -··· --· · · ___ · --· ·---

-----In. ·the ma,nner in which they have assumed these 

li_rll}ts._"_i~~ ~t: ~~!er~~~_(!~, t~_?. :V~_ri_~~!s _o_f ~~~ju~J~~ve 
· theory of value _are distinguished. On the one hand, 
· tlie Austrian School assumed that, in any given set of 
funditfOiiS~=·th]~~·.suppfy ___ ,of_~uc~-- ultimate · productive 
f~~!O..r.~-~~§_fixed} .Being limited by an iiiialterable(for 
the moment) scarcity, th.~~ej'acto!_s, like any commodity, 
would acquire .. a .P.r!~-~q~~-~ to the marginal service 
which ___ !hey __ c~uld render in produciloli; tfiese-pi-ices 
f~med . the .constitueni"" elemeiiis··-or cost. -oii--the· 
other· hand~-Jevons ·and ··Marshall assumed that (with 
the· exception ofmtural resources) these basic factors 
of_pro_~u~~<!.~.:~.U:~c:! ~~-!.ar!~c:i-~1!.-~p~u!__!}ja_fll}eir 
variation was conditioned by the disutility, or the 
•• effort-ana -sacrificeH:·whlch. their creation-cost. - Hence 
in ~qiliHhriufil~ they -ffi.ust receive·a-piice-equivalent to 
the 'distitility (at the marginflnv?fved" hi:" the ~.supply_ of 
them. A~ons put it: "Cost ofEoduction deterr:x2ines 
~~PP!Y; . ~pp_ly_=-~~!(!~_in~Jin_aLd.:e_g~~~-ofUtiliiy [or 
• marginal utility'] ; fi~aL.degree of_ utility_ determines 
value"; and ·again, "Labour. is found .. to--determine· 

· ·vaiue;-b~!- ~!:!Y_ i~ an_in~i~ect ~~~er, -~Y varying the 
'u_ti.!ity_'?.!~-~?.~~~d~ty_ ~I?-roug~- ~-~ j~~~~.!se or limitation 
of the supply." 2 ~eto has summarized this notion_ in 
the ph-rasethat value isme resultant· of a conflict between 
desire and "obstacles-Obstacles which "preClude .the full 
satisfaction-~ of". de;ires. .But th~-~iti~ate --d~tern~i~aD.~ 

1 Strictly speaking, the Austrians did not assume, or need to assume, 
that the supply of basic factors of production was unchani'eable: merely 
that the quantity of them was determined by conditions external to the 
market, and hence could be treated as independent. 

1 Theory of Political Economy, p. 165. 
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of both sets of forces-both "blades of the scissors", 
in . Marshall'~~ £h;~~~are-. CQUf~i.;ed as subjectiv; in 
character;product of stat~~LPLmi.Q.d. ·. . 
· This ·structure seems to rest on a crucial assumption: 
nam"Cly ,-thaCthe individual- wil_l·_i~-~lJ.t?~mous-aridln
dependent, in the sense that it is no!_~~~~~~~ ~)"_!he 
market relations into -which the individual enters or by 
the social relations---of which-he.Ts--paf! .. No one,' of 
course, would deny at 1easi-some"frifluence of this kind. 
If it is of a minor character and confined to a few special 
types of influence, this can easily be allowed for without 
impugning the validity of treating the individual will 
and its characteristics as the determinant of economic 
relationships. But if this influence of social interaction 
is considerable, thevalidity of the- assumption is shaken; 
and this atoinist1c treatment-necessarily- breaks down. 
Not only is it then likely that· the Ia1lacy of coiilp_o§ition 
will be involved iri'any attempt to pass from the individual 
to the whole;- bui states of will or- of m'ind will be . .in
capable ofoeing treated-as_'' i!l_~endent variables" in 
the determination of events. 

Doubtless suchanassumption seemed natural enough· 
to a century of individualism, and may to-day seerri natural 
enough to the isolated bourgeois individual, · priding 
himself on his independence from social Influences and 
social dependence. But anything more than a superficial 
analysis of the texture of society will show-' in what 
numerous ways the individual will, on the· contrary to 
being autonomous- or' mdependent, is continually moulded 
by the complex of social and economiCreTattons . nito 
which it enters. In the first place, the actual nature of 
the preferences which the individual exhmits, as welfas 
the . fOrm Iii-which they' are transl~ted -Into m~~ef:--wiil 
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be influenced by his position i~ _s~~iety__ and the income 
he recerves.-- For -Tristance,ilis preference- for-present 
against future, as we have seen, or for leisure as against 
commodities, and hence the ''sacrifice" which he incurs 
in working or saving, will depend upon his income; with 
the circular result that the nature of the fundamental 
costs which affect both the values of commodities and 
the rewards of the factors of production wilr be ·deter
mined in tum by the distribution of income.- -A -man 
-who-1~1andless-will-estiiiiite ___ the-''sac-~ffic-;;" ~r ''dis-
utility" involved in hiring himself to a master at much 
less than ·will a peasant farmer possessed of land and 
instruments of his own, since the destitute position of 
the former causes him to~ a lower subjectiJe yalua
ti~ o~bours in te~necessaries of 
life .. The-same will be true of workers backed by a 

· trade union, as contrasted with unorganized workers with 
~ traditionally low standard of life. Hence to postulate 
any· ·normal values requires the · prior postulation of-_ a 
certain income-distribution and hence a certain class 
~!t}l~~J"e.. ~ _!?;iv~ .~- preci~e __ form ~o the exchange
relatiOnships. of a given society reqmres as data not 
merely 'the- nieniafdisposition of an· a!Jstract individual, 
bui'"also 'the comj)lexo(lnstitutions and social relationS 
of which the. concrete ind~vidual is a part. , In the search· 

·for a ~p_!]:rio~s generality, such factors are· ''taken foi 
granted" in the modem theory of valu_e: in a formal 
sense- you are at liberty to assume about them whatevc:r 
you please. At best this seems akin to framing the laws 
of physics or astronomy without the "gravitational 
constant". But in practice.a more positive error emerges, 
when the assumption as it stands is taken to be a de
scription of actual economic society. As a positive 
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descriptive statement, it is false by reason of its very 
partiality. It implies that _ economic phenomena are 
ruled by a series- -of -~~~iractuat rel~tions:}ree_Iyentered 
Into by -a comm\uiiiy of independent individu:iis;each 
of whom kno,vs weff what11e wants andhas access to 
an(r kno;'ledg~ --of alC the-available ··alternatives~---And 
s1n~e by . unnoticed sf~ight of h;rid. harmony. has 'b-een 
introduced into-·tnepremlse,--h~mnony emerges -Tn-ihe 
conclusion. ~ ··-- ---- · ·-· - ·----- · -- · ·-·---------- - ---- -- ~-

- As~~(;-have said, however, it may be maintained that 
the essential elements out ·of which numan' choice is' 
constructed are capabie'ofbeing{)ostulated indeiendently 
oft!:ie disfrib\iti(irL'Qf1n_c;ome_aii_d-i>.Lili.UQcial PQS.ition 
of the indiyidual. The actual schedule of preferences
the fundamental "indiffererice~curves" ··or- Pare-io::::_are· 
not affected-by 't:he-state -of the iridivfdual,--\vlietnerhe 
be. iich-or -poor,-starving or satisfied.-- He~ce subjective 
attitudes, in this sense at least, are capable of being 
postulated as an independent basis for a determination 
of the value-prob]em. But, firstly,~. it is to be remarked 
that, even if this is so, ~~h 'factors are not sufficient of 
themselves to determine the problem; an_4 _ something 
additional requires to be postulated __ .concerning the 
position of the individual if we .are to know. how these 
basic attitudes will be translated into actual choice~ ~nd 
actual deiriands~what sort of dema~d-cur~-;s-~re ~~~
stnictedfromgrven sets of indiffcrence-cur~;.e_s.! Se§}y, 

1 This is simply an example of the fact, expressed in Marshall's 
famous barter-case, that, given a system of indifference-curves, it is 
necessary to postulate the position in the plane from which each individual 
commences to conduct exchange-transactions before one can construct 
the actual demand- or offer-curves which will shape the course of. the 
bargaining. Marshall defines this position in terms of the stock of each 
commodity held; but the prinCiple has a wider application than to this 
simple case. · 
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i~ is precisely these basic IJ1Cntal attitudes which it seems 
impossible to postul_at~, short of a hedonistic definition~ or
utility or of some similar assumption. Otherwise what 
meaning can be given to these schedules of preferences 
which define the individual's attitude to any conceivable 
set of alternatives whether he may ever have experienced 
these alternatives or not-preference~~sCfiedules written 
prestimahly .. somewhere on the mind which would tell 
us, if we cou~d discover them by introspection, how the 
millionaire would value leisure and income if he happened 
t~ be beggared, or how the means-test victim would 
behave if he suddenly acquired a fortune? If, as earlier 
notions of utility· implied, "desires." which prompt im
mediate acts of choice coincide with some more funda
mental "satisfaction" yielded by the object .of choice, 
then probably some meaning can be given to the assump
tion of a constant set of mental attitudes of this kind. 
But if "desires" diverge from "satisfactions". the latter, 
even if they exist, will not rule behaviour, and so will -- __..... 
liaveJi.~!le~ ·raev~~~ to ~e economic _Erob~m; while 
"desires" alone, divorced from any deeper roots that 
they may or may not have, can certainly not be held to 
display any such constancy or independence.~~ ... ~.t(~td~ 

. This brings us to a second reason which impugns u;e 
assumption that the individual will · is independent: 

· namely, the influence of convention and of prop_?~da. 
Both of these factors, to judge by the powerful influence 

··which they· so evidently exert on acts of choice, seem 
to be responsi~le for considerably greater divergence 
between "desire" and "satisfaction" than has been 
traditionally admitted by economists.. Among the former 
are to be included· all those complex influences which 
the desires and tastes of others exert on the individual, in-
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eluding the ig_f!u~?ce of clas~_standards and of social 
emulation, to which Thorstein Veblen s;-forcibly drew 
attentu)il. Among the latter are to be included all those 
devices of advertisement, sug~ti~~n.<;i_§rl!i:ng:_:!rtijice, 
which have become such-·a do~inant. characteristic of 
the present age~ Their success ·depends on t.he extent 
to which they can mould and create desire; and in the 
degree of their success consumers' choice becomes -a 
variable dependent upon the actions of producers. More
over, consumers' desires are clearly open to the influence 
of suggestion in a variety of ways. The mere existence 
of a supply~ if. appropriateiy-Srought before the public 
gaze, may create a desire which did not. exist before; 
while the amount and Cl;lnning of the sellers' propaganda 
may be decisive in determining whether people give· 
books at Cliristmas or gloves or handkerchiefs or urn .. 
brellas; whether the public diet shall be composed more 
largely of bananas or fish or milk; whether the "drier 
side of England" or the Cornish Riviera is preferred as 
a holiday centre. When such propaganda can influence 
group-conventions, the marriage of these influences can 
exert redoubled power in shaping individual choice, as 
is fully exemplified in the slavery of fashion,' where least 
of all can the individuil-he said to have a will of his 
or her own. In the sphere of world-trade to-day one. 
can see the rising influence, both direct an~l.indi~ct, 
~_ropaganda -u-pon-demand. · "Buy British", "Buy 
Empire"~-"' Buy-Germaii'"Cimpaigns shape consumers' 
preferences to moulds into which they would ·not 
otherwise fit. Apparently a paramount, and neglected, 
economic influence of the spread of national cultures 
beyond national frontiers is to create the taste for those 
things which bulk ·large in that nation's habitual con-
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POLITICAL ECONOMY AND CAPITALISM . 
sumption because that nation has some special facility 
in_ producing them. When one takes full , account of 
the extent of such influences as these in the world 
to-day, there seems to be little doubt that they are a 
significant factor in the determination of demand in the 
case of nearly every commodity other than the prime 
necessaries of food and shelter. 

Nor can th~f!l_!_e_!l~~-~~OnV~J!ti9~ be regarded as of 
minor .importance. Human taste, beyond the most 
primitive level, has clearly been developed by a process 
of education in which custom and convention have 
played a principal role, 'together with other factors in 
the social environment.. The most that can be postulated 
as innate to the "natural" indiyidual is certain primary 
de!)ires or tendencies of a not very differentiated kind. 
In the history of each individual, the precise configura-

- ti~n of that complex scale of preferences (even assuming 
-such an entityl with whtch ne·ls supposed to embark on 
life as an adul~ is clearly ac9_!!j}.:~~-j)._:Q_J!!..Jhe in,._f!~ of 
~.:!oci~!Y around him, and is afterwards subject to 
continual modification by such influence. Artificial silk 
becomes cheap and every girl factory-worker finds silk 
stockings to be a necessary element in her life because 
others wear them. The tailored suit becomes a necessity 
'for the gentleman, who would suffer much loss of satis
faction if deprived of it, because a given station in life 
is conventionally marked by a given standard and style 
'of dress. Most of the expenditures on house-decoration; 
furnishings and_ social entertainment are clearly con
trolled by the -'_exactions of certain social standards. 
People drink afternoon tea or cocktails; and would be 
deprived of satisfaction if individually they had to ab
stain from them. Men enjoy. the austere discomfort of 
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the boiled shirt and starched collar because emulation\ 
demands. Their wives collect ~ilver for the sideboard, 
and, a few years back, muslin curtains, palms or aspidistras I 
for the parlour, as symbols of bourgeois respectability. 
Even a motor-car seems "t>ften to be desired as much 
for the status as ·for the use it gives. Some years ago a 
discussion took place in the pages of Economica' as to 
whether any meaning could be given to the ''total 
utility" of boots as measured by what a gentleman would 
pay if compelled to-perhaps £ro or £20 or £Jo-rather 
than walk barefoot to his office or his club. The answer 
}VaS given that the question had no meaning, since,. if 
boots were universally priced at £ro a: pair or 'm_ore, 
none but the very rich would wear them, and the· average. 
man would find little hardship in being see!?- iJ;l sandals; 
or even barefoot, when all his neighbours and equals 
were accustomed to do likewise. · 

That this . assumption of the autonomous individual 
will, independent of social relations, was fully intended 
to be taken as a descriptive statement about economic 
society is evidenced by a significant corollary which the· 
utility-theory was held to imply. And the evident zeal 
with which this .corollary was emphasized reveals how 
far from innocent of apologetic obsessions the economists' 
choice of assumptions clearly was. This corollary was 
hailed as a decisive reinforcement of the case for laissez
faire, and consisted in the demonstration that a regime 
of free exchange achieved the maximum of utility for 
all parties. The argument was a plausible one, given 
its concealed assumptions; and even to-day, when part 
of its fallacy has been frequently pointed out, the fallacy· 
seems to die· hard and continually to reappear in. altered 
gmse. The clearest form of its demonstration is in the 
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simplified case of the exchange between two sellers of 
two commodities, A and B. It follows as an alternative 
version of the principle which was referred to above 
that exchange between them will continue up to that 
rate of exchange at which the utility of both commodities 
(the amount of the commodity parted with and the 
amount of the commodity acquired in exchange) is equal 
for each of the two parties. Up to this point each party 
will gain more utility than he parts with by continuing 
to exchange A against B. Beyond it any rate of exchange 
must deprive one or both of the parties of more utility 
than he acquires in exchange, and consequently there 
.can be no ag~eea rate of exchange which will satisfy both. 
The point of equilibrium, therefore, in the bartering
the rate of excha_nge which will be established on a free 
market-will be the. point (as Jevons put it) where "both 
I parties rest in satisfaction" and where "each party has 
1 
obtained all t~e qenefit that is possible". If this price 

1is one which brings the greatest benefit t~ each, it must, 
therefore, be that which brings the greatest benefit to all: 
prices established under conditions of a free market 
.maximize utility for all concerned. This corollary, 
~which is implied rather than explicitly enunciated in 
;Jevons' presentation Of the theory, is emphasized more 

r
' clea~ly by W alras and Pareto and by Auspitz and Lie ben. 
in their Recherche sur Ia Theorie du Prix.1 . 

Some doubt should have been cast on the significance 

'

of such a maximum when subsequent discussion elicited 
the fact that there was, not one, but a number of rates 

1 
bf exchange where this condition (the equal utility of 
---r-walras;-interest1neconom1c-tlieocy~Tndeed-;3ppearstohav;-been 

prompted by discussion with a Saint-Simonian and the consequent 
desire to furnish a simple proof that free exchange on a competitive 
market yield,ed an optimum result. (Cf. Wicksell, Lectures, Vol. I, pp. 73-4.) 
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both commodities to each of the two _p_ar_tl~) )Y_as _fulfilled. 
Unaer tlie srmpte-oartcr cOn.aitlons cited by Jevons 
equilibrium might be s::eachcd at any one of these points, 
according to which party secured the advantage in the 
preliminary stages of the bargaining; and any-one-1>f 
these points_coilld_equally welL be a p~:oL.'_'satis~ 
{actiO~ But any such position o! "satisfaction" is 
clearly relative to the situation of the individual at the 
time when the bargain is undertaken. In any given 
situation the resources ~d the choice of alternatives 
which lie before the individual are restricted, and in· a 
capitalist society most. notably restricted ~y the class to 
which the individual belongs. . In this given situation 
in which the individual finds himself there may be one 
path consistent with his best .. advantage, which it will 
profit hiin to take; but that path is "determined for him 
by external circumstances,- and is not the path he would 
have trodden had his situation been different. A relative 
maximum of this kind could only approximate to a· 
maximum maximorum, possessed of any absolute sig
nificance, on the assumption that each individual had 
free range of opportunities, and had only taken the road 
he had after surveying . and· estimating the range of 
extant alternatives. This is what camiot be postulated 
of capitalist society; and it is the absence of this 
assumption-indeed, the existence of the direct opposite, 
namely, cla~ ~~ion-which fo~ ~tarring
point for any_!!nder.sw.nd!ng of the specific character of 
capitaiiSt __ society. yet this was precisely the assumption 
which:-the·originators of the Utility School had 'illicitly 
introduced. That the assumption is still apt to pass un
noticed is indicated by the fact that it still forms the tacit 
basis to-day of most of the comparisons of the effects of a 
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competitive and of a monopoly regime, or of a capitalist and 
a socialist regime, \vhich are made in economic writing.l 

Awa~_o!__the diffi~l!lti~_!!!._~he concepti<?n o(_ utility, 
economists have been increasingly inclined in recent 
years-either· to ·abandon t!!f! ... c::on~ept of ·utility--or- else ~0 
ddine It anew rna -purely~ empirical sense:-Theempirical 
fact-that 1naiv1duar .desires- expre-ss themselves-·lnob: 
.~f.Y~ble :£h0ices on a market· is postulate-d0tnd~eq~~tio~s 
to determine economic events are-constructecCwith s-uch 
choiCes as tne-giveiCdata ;Trfespective- of wh~t ~ither 
}§~ psy~!i~l_ogiCal or thesocial.roots .of -thes~-cho_i~e~_!ll.!Y. 
be. Thus Pareto started with the use of the concept of 

'UtiliU and later abandoned it for Ophilimite; 2 and 
Cassel, who , was . fond of parading familiar ideas in 
novel wording, eschewed the word utility altogether. 
Professor Robbins denies that utility can ever be com
pared for two individuals (characteristically using the 
denial to rebut certain implications of the Law of 
Diminishing Marginal Utility as to the damage done 
to economic welfare by inequalities of wealth), and 
asserts that all that economics as a "positive science" 
is right in assuming is that ea£.4J!lc;iividllal a~!:l~he 
objects of choice according to a certain scale of preference.3 

E~o;~-nlics -becomes a sort .of theory ~f:~_cii!~IJ~C"ti~ ": in -----, ______________ -- .. - -----
1 Professor Pigou states that "all comparisons between different taxes 

and different monopolies, which proceed by an analysis of their effects 
upon coQsumers' surplus, tacitly assume that demand-price is also the 
money measure of satisfaction". (Econs. of JVclfare, p. 24.) Cf. also 
Collectivist Econ. Planning, Ed. Hayek. . 

• Cf. Manuel d'Econ. Politique (Ed. 1909), p. 157· 
1 Essay on the Nature and Significance of Econ. Science, Second Ed., 

p. 137 et seq. Professor Robbins claims for modern economic theory this 
superiority over the ·Ricardian system, that the former has "prcss{cd) 
through to the valuations of the individual". (Ibid., p. zo.) Can one not 
complain of it that it has pressed through 110 friTther than the valuations 
of the individual? 
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which "there is no penumbra of approbation round the. 
theo~y of~ql!~!i~~i~~~=-J~:q~lfl[)rr~rP lijustequilibriiUii!' 1 

It might appear as though this was to evade the 
essential pro@effil.)y retreatingTnto ptireTOfiilaiism, and 
that a th-wry defined in this way, aria so emptied of.'i=Cal 
content, hadreacnecraleveT -of ·abstraction· at"Wliich !t 
~ffiEotent ... 1oae11VerafiY}r!ip§fiailt-JUCig~~':!..!>..n 
prac.:!~r::a!. a~ajrs, ~.!!!Y~!t.Q!l.!.h~ Pl".QQ}eJl.l~P~~~iij!!! to 

3~P~tic:tf-la.r. ~~.Y~!.eP ,~( ec.:~op.p~ic __ so~ie~. _!!._all that· 'is 
~~tulated is simply that men choose, without anything 
b~ing --;tate(!~ye_ii __ ~~~t~. h?w !~ifl~?~~~~Cj_F'w"§lgov~s 
their choic~J.! .. ~£uld seem imp~~j_ble for economics_!o 
provide us with any more than a sort of algebra Qf 
human cnoice,lndicatmg certam ratner obvious forms 

.. oL.intei::-rda~iorislflp.-b'etWeefi~~<:lf9J~es, ... ~ut telJing us 
li_ttl~~--~s __ _t.~ ~~!. ;.vay.Jrr w~}ch any_~~-!l!~l·_~l!~!§~wl!.f 
E!h~..Yt:: _MQ!~<.?.Y.~!,2~-~-h~':~'"~!~~!:l-~Y-.~~~n, tf the 
".demand schedule.~:..of jndiyiduals is not conceivea-fo 

' ~:<•• •. ~~,....,.,_ '; <,oi'V·-- o-'>>e>o .._,,,__-,.._,...,..,___.. 0 

rest on something ·ultimate or fundamental, it cannot 
be ·• v~rysolid -·aJ.idiorage .. for ... a system olrrl"arket-

.. ?"' .... ............._ • _ _, __ "---·-••• • ........... ,..,.. ... ,.;c;~- ·!"~---........ --~ 
equilibria. If demand· may ch'!-!l&~J!JL~EY-~!..nd 
"that_~!~\ii.~Q~~?c:.J~~e __ o_f t~~ .rn.~~~<;_!, __ ~.~i_tjp~-~ 
postul_<!_~ 11othing but empirical desires, what entitles us 
~~ssume.that~siich desiresare f!-Ot entt~~ly ~~~~.t~~.s ~oJ 
pnce-movements? _ln~eed, if for this theo~~· e~ilibrium 
lsj~s[equ:aT6_~.t]oQ~~-Y~!J'_m..u£~=-~~~ t.bough:ii!iw~ 
generaJj_~ed_~efi~i~ion. o[!!q~i~ibrium i~,!-l_Lt~_a.!.JY.e...?..~ro
vided with. Such a clarification of definitions may be a 

higbTy __ 0~~t~.§_e~4-~an_e$sent[alJa.~k!._-1J.!l.L~~!1JlPJo
v•~:_~~ ~~!-~ t.~~n the._e~..P!Y .. ~~~JI_o~_!!.eo,ry~~Political 
E~_o_~omy, i~ the-~~~~~-~!~~L~.~~~I!:m~:QG"'£!111,1 

1 Essay on the Nature and Sigmjicante of Econ. Sc,ience, Second F,:d., 
p. 143· 
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~-~~~o~ic ~~c}ety _a!l_d _,the . typ~, of_suestio~-~~ich ~y • 
raise? In the first editton of his Essay, Professor Rob oms, 

lndeea, declared that the corollaries of economic theory 
depended, not upon facts of exper:ience or of history, 
but were "implicit in our definition of the subject
matter of Economic Science as a whole": 1 a statement 
which seemed sufficiently to characterize the theory as a 
system of tautology. In his second edition this reveal
ing· admission is abandoned: instead, it is pleaded that 
economic theory is by no means "merely formal", that 
it rests · on postulates which are, in fact, elementary 
generalizations about ·any and every type of economic 
activity, and· that its corollaries represent "inevitable 
implications", which, far from being '' historico-relative" 
in character, hold true of any and every type of economic 
society.2 But it must be difficult for many to be re
assured by this re-statement when they learn that the 

· slender substratum of fact on . which these laws of 
universal application are made to rest still consists 
simply in the postulate of individual choice. _Choic~ 
is, of course, not confined to the type of activities which 

'are traditionally known as . 'economic.,;-and it transpires 
ifiafwe .. are' being; furnished with ·an· abstraction so general 
~.~~-~ ........ _ - ~ ..... ·~·-·· ____ ..... ,_ .... _ ~·------·-··----· ··---.. 
a~~brac_e_!~~~~r~~- ~o,m~IJ-<?!L!q_~!'Y-.!YE!.-. of.~~pan 
activi!Y. This, indeed, Professor Robbins frankly admits. 

-,-,:E~-;ry act which involves time and scarce means for the 
achievement of one end involves the relinquishment of 
their use for the achievement of another (and) has an 

1 Essay on the Nature and Significance of Econ. Science, First Ed., p. 75· 
• Ibid., Second Ed., pp. So, 105, 12L Mr. H. D. Henderson has also 

claimed that economic theory postulates laws which rule .whether 
... merchant adventurers, companies and trusts; Guilds, Governments 
and Soviets may come and go", operating "under them, and, if need 
be, in spite of them all". (Supply and Demand (Ed. 1932), p. 17.) 
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economic aspect." 1 Professor von Mises is even more 
definite: "It is illegitimate to regard the 'economic' as 
a definite sphere of human action which can be sharply 
delimited from other spheres of. action. Economic 

. activity is ration~l activity. . . . The sphere of economic 
activity is coterminous with the sphere of rational action,." 2 

The principles here enunciated, and their ''inevitable 
implications", consequently refer, and refer only, to an 
aspect of every type: of human activity-to cooking and 
housekeeping, to games and recreation, to the planning 
of a holiday, to the choice between being a philosopher 
or a mathematician, as well as to what are- usually known 
as the specific problems of productioJ;l and exchange. 
But if this is the case-if economic principles are ad
mittedly so tenuous an abstraction of one aspect of 
human affairs from all the rest-one is surely justified 
in doubting whether the imperative character of the 
corollaries which such a theory is competent to yield
can be of any high order of importance for the specific 
problems to which the specific characteristics of this or 
that type of economic society give rise. · 

The search for logically concise definitions of one's 
subject-matter, which is so popular to-day, niust gener-. 
ally be barren, and when pushed to an extreme must 
result in emptying ideas of real content and attaining . 
little but an arid and scholastic dogmatism. This 
tendency would seem to be product, not merely of a · 
passing fashion, but of a more fundamental defect. 
What so many apparently ignore to-day is the lesson 
which Marshall was primarily concerned to teach in . 
the Hegelian Principle of Continuity which he r~iterated . ' 

• 
1 Essay on the Nature and Significancl of Econ. Science, Second Ed., 

p. 14. : Die Gemeinwirtschaft, Eng. trans., p. 12~. 
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in the classic Preface to the first edition of his Principles 
(by comparison with which so much modern economic 
writing appears shallow and unsophisticated): I that in 
the real world there are no hard and fast boundary lines, 
as there are in t~ought, and that discontinuity and con
tinuity are inevitably entwined. It is doubtless true th::.t 
in Marshall's work certain aspects of continuity received 
exaggerated and one-sided emphasis-that his motto, 
Natura non facit saltum, was given a conservative em
p4asis. Yet by comparison with most modern writing, 
his approach to intellectual problems at least bore· the 
stamp of a healthy realism: a virtue to which is, I think, 
tr<\ceable much that has appeared as eclecticism and 
obscurity to his critics; and which owed its origin to the 
fact that he had suffici~nt philosophic background to 
appreciate something of the complex character of the 
relation between abstract ideas and reality and to be 
anxious to keep his feet planted on the ground. _It. is 
o~;y_ -~!." t4~ . .J>~.<:ti§ce of_ _any _ _E~_~pa.!~~~-re_aHs~_that 
precise definitions of the_type_wh.ich is fashionable 
to~day-canbe attained. c_~C!.r:ly1~I!Y..!:~alistic .. d.e.fi!lj!ion 
ofa_-_ study ]ike-.e-oonamics._ ;musL~!.l __ pri~~~!y_~erms 
of the concrete problems which it adopts as its subject
matter{as-is-the casewidi any science): itJnnst be_ a -- -

1 " If the book has any special chanicter of its own, that may perhaps 
be said to lie in the prominence which it gives to . • • applications of 
the Principle of Continuity ...• There has always been a temptation 
to classify economic goods in clearly defined groups, about which a 
number of short and sharp propositions could be made, to gratify at 
once the student's desire for logical precision, and the popular liking 
for dogmas, that have the air of being profound·and are yet easily handled. 
But great mischief seems to have been done by yielding to this tempta
tion, and drawing· broad artificial lines of division where nature has 
made none. The more simple and absolute an economic doctrine is, 

• the greater will be the confusion ... if the dividing lines to which it 
refers cannot be found in real life." (Principles, First Ed., viii-ix.) 
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definition by _type. rather __ than_ by_,.clelimitatio)l.. The 
definition of economics must be given by the slice of 
the real \vorld which it handles, and the generalizations 
it creates, to be adequate, must represent the essential 
features of its real terrain. ~hether it is successful 
or not in achieving this appropriate blend of generality 
and realism is a question of fact: through worship of 
epigram to abstract certain aspects only of events and 
enshrine them in isolation frorri the rest may win an 
appearance of superb generality, but only at the· expense 
of reality. Precision may be a most desirable, even an 
essential, ingredient of the process .of thought, as is 
sharpness of steel in cutting. But when sharpness fJf 
the tool and of its product are confused, when precision 
is sanctifi~~- as the .!E~-~~t~oug!t!.~!l~~a~li<: . .!.q,~sh
stone of trutli:tfiOught 1s rendered flat and -sterile, and 
ideas become htfski.!~£kklg..tll~-sub~raiic..C:ot:lf£e~-------

But the most abstract of economists, of course, intends 
to state considerably more about the real world than 
simply that human beings make choices. As Professor 
Robbins tells us there are "subsidiary postulates"; and 
these postulates, as he admits (a trifle reluctantly), are 
"drawn from the examination of what may often be 
legitimately designated historico-relative material". The 
truth seems to be that it is with these "subsidiary 
postulates" that Political Economy properly begins. At 
any rate, it is on such postulates that the realistic corol
laries drawn by economists depend. Least of ali' could 
one charge Professor Robbins with a disregard for the 
practical implicatio'ns of economic theory, however ab
stract his definition of. the latter may be. But it is 
precisely with these "subsidiary postulates" that assump
tions about economic society are implicitly introduced 
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which are substantially similar to those of earlier econo
mists, and which are of the type that we have referred to 
as that of the autonomy and independence of the individual 
will. In_d~~~ 1 _th_e_very_fonl!i~ whi~habst~~ct postulates 
a~out ind!\'idl!a~ll,Qice~ ~!U:>1l!_Cof1s_titu!e~~them a dis
torted descript.ion of the __ a_ctual forces which control 
economi~enome~a i~ capitalist .societY~ unless-- they . 
are. _ r~~i.~a!ly_.ql!_~~ified _!Jy __ ~~:n~ts con~erruiig the 
soc1a1 relations by which indiv1duaf choices are governed 
andlhe-choices ·or -classes" are dift'erelitiated in capitalist 
societY.- .. The ~ere abs~nce -·of any -ruch qualrtlcatton 
tii'Caiis that the statement that individuals choose, as soon 
as it is made concrete in the form that individuals choose 
in a particular way' becomes the false statement that 
individuals choose freely, and that the events which are 
the outcome of these individual actions are unaffected 
by those basic productive relations-class relations con
nected with ownership of economic. property-which are 
the distinguishing characteristic of ·capitalist society. 
Assumptions which are con~(!aled_)lr~_J;tu}?boi'I!.i. and 
aespife .. Wick8feea's hope that mathematical statement 
might serve 'as a reagent to "preCipitate the assumptions 
held- iii solution-In the·-v~rbiage of our_·:Q~<!Inary· -dis
quisitions.", the increasingly mathematical economics of 
to-day still rests substantially on the same basic premises. 
The difference, so far as its apologetic influence is con
cerned, is that the conjuror's skill is now improved, so 

. that the corollaries which he produces with much patter 
about "erhical neutrality, and with considerable elegance 
of technique seem to his audience to be created a priori 
from scientific principles of universal validity. Yet the 
secret assumptions are there all the time, implicit in the 
very formulation of the question; and even though out-
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moded "utility" may be banished from the forestage, 
the desires of a free-acting individual are still conceived 

· as ruling the market, and this ''sovereignty" (as one 
writer has recently called it) 1 of the autonomous con
sumer is still_the_ basis_QCail.yJ~~'S th~La_r~ostulated 
and any fo~ecasts that are made. So it is that economists 
-willcontinue-to-contrasfthe-autono~y of the consumer 
under capitalism With the "economic authoritarianism" 
of a socialist economy.2 The fact is,of ~o_':!r~~t..!ha!.,the 

' valu~!_ions of the II!..~~et undt:!_C?Pi~lism represent a 
· very high-degree of authoritarianism. This assumption 
:which- rules-subJechve economics to-day-rules it, not 
· simply as an incidental "additional assumption", but 
by_ virtue of the very form in which_ the whole problem 

·is necessarily set-is parallel to a similar assumption 
which underlies the traditional theory of politics and of 
the State: namely, that the State is the expression of 
some kind of general will constructed out of the multi-

1 Professor W. H. Hutt in The_ South African Jourtllll. of Economics, 
March 1934; where he declares that the principle is fundamental to 
economics. Cf. also his Economists and the Public, p. 257 et 1eq. 

1 A particularly naive example of this occurs in the following pasSage: 
" That the consumption of the rich weighs more- heavily in the balance 
than the consumption of the poor • . • is in itself an • election result •, 
since in a capitalist society wealth can be acquired and maintained only 
by a response corresponding to the consumers' requirements. Thus 
the wealth of successful business men is always the result of a consumers' 
plebiscite, and, once acquired, this wealth can be retained only if it is 
employed in the way regarded by consumers as most beneficial to them." 
(Mises, op. cit., p. 21.) If in a certain community where plural or 
proxy voting was permissible a group of ambitious gentry managed to 
accumulate, by fair means or foul, a majority of the votes, and at 
successive . elections thereafter proceeded to vote the retention of 
plural voting, Prof. Mises would presumably pronounce this a con
sistent democracy since the whole process was an "election result", 
and approve the actions of the self-appointed rulers on the ground that 
they reflected the decisions of a plebiscite as to what was beneficial to 
the majority. 
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tude of autonomous wills of free and equal individuals. 
In the economic sphere, as in the political, the facts of 
ailiss-sodety beii~th~]9yUJ~pl~~~r:.e~~ What· tne-power 
of a capitalist Press is in the one case, that of the· adver
tiser is in the other. ··what class influence is in the one, 
Class- conyentioii-18 iii _ _jh~=~~J:l:e~~ -- In- both-- spheres, 
<!iif~~~n~~~-()~ ec.ono_l!ljc_s!atus,__and the- economi<: ~ep_~nd
e~ce of owr1erless upon owners, are dominating_ factors. 
MQ.~~v~it. in t}le economic realm '~I ural voting, is -the 
rule, and not an exception; and it is a pluralit}r--wliich 
extends to some casting a thousand or ten thousand 
votes to another's one. Yet the majority of economic 
writjngs refer to the rule of the consumer because there 
is a market as naively as Herr Hitler will· speak of his 
Totalitarian State as product of popular will because he 
has held a plebiscite. 
· As one might be led to expect, i! is in_ the so-called 
Theory~!.._:Pi~!ri~!!~iQJ!._th:~~ ~he_~~~~ _direct _eyidence of 
a~tra~~-~~~~ep~--~!~~~-!() __ ap~l-~~~!!: _ _p~pos~s--~~~o ~e 
i.Qulld._l~o._ulc!__!lar<!_!~ be ~~~?.rt:_t:C!_!!>~.Y that moaern 
ec~.n~~~£~-~o~t.a,i_n~ __ p.o_ !hf.ory_oL ~istribution,_ wQrt~y _of 
!h~~e. Iiut th;!~js not to d~ny_!hat_thereJlaye been 
pretentious claimants to this office. Outstanding among 
these hasoeent:h~'Otffi~~inai P~94ll~iV1!Y0Vhat 
is. Instructive- is that this-theory' which most strikingly 
'fiearstlie"stainp-of 'the mathematiCal·-~etflo'd,-has seen 
most practical ·service as' a reply to -critics 'of the _capitalist 
system; an_d .. while the significanc~ of the-theory, when 
"properly-stated;is- generalli-adffi1tted to~day-t~~~~ pur~ly 
formatiirchafacter;ltl1as been arid'con1:iriues to be used 
as-an-answerto--the .. typeof probkm to whi~h- i\Ia~;s 
theory of ~urpiuS-va1lie- waS- framed as an -answer, an<!_ 
hence a~-a- 'ief.ut~~?~~-~r:-_a!_least a_ suf!iC:J~il't s~~stitute, 
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for the latter. ~his _ _tbeory_ is_clearly_~ lin~~l_des_cegqant 
of11i£=oTaer theories of productivity. ~f-.«;~l'Jial; but rid 
of -die -more--0 bvious . crudities-~£ -··!~~-9!g~r_!!I~_()!:~e§_by 
the application·_~o-the:· i p~~~':!~ttvi!L.Yf d_if!~t.:~l!!_~~ 
of the concept of differential increments. Yet it was thiS' 
very- refinement which, in fact, robbed it even of the 
slender claim to answer the practical problem of surplus
value which the crude productivity theory had had. ~ 
stating_ that the price of a factor of P-ro4uction (whether 
land, labour or capital) te_!lcied _O.!U!sompetitive market 
tt? __ «:q~~-!he diff~ren~e m_~d~-.!~- the_ tot~L.J>roduce 
(measured in value) oytne addition 9f a,_margmal unjt_of· 
thatfactgr (as the price of a final commodity was equal to 
the utility of a marginal unit), it was providing no more 
than_ a_ IIl<>,re_ pr~cis~ formulatiq,t!_~L tr~~i!iOiia~£!y 
and. demand explanations. And as Marshall hastened 
to poifit out-;It- C~>UJC!_~~!__C~ti!U~---~~CO~plet~-t~eory 
of distribution", since it left unanswered the problem 
a!! _ _to __ !_g~ n_'!ture 3:~d a~!~rmmation of the sup~· of 
the yarious factors of_production. Virtually itrepresented 
a further . step towards_ treating not" only coriim{)(llt-.es,
but also the animate and inaiiiffiafe "'instrumentS" or 
pi()JliCiion,· 'simply- as"'objects 'of mar~et exchange; ~· 
complete abstraction from even 'ihe. concrete- ;activhres 
o(product-~~!1! n~t to·m~ntion the basic social relations. 
of wnich they were part. . yet the· theory was immediately 
hailed _a.:s _a. ~~llll'_l_et~~ply jq~j}le:~Ciassic!CP!:9Ele~ 
profit, rendenng Ricardo and Marx obsolete. J. B. 
Clark hailed. it as a newly discovered '~ Ia\Y .. <>.f~atl.fre "; 
and although few -ec;oilomists 'to:.aay·-are to be. found to 
?gree with him _in so rash a statement; an·. )~'Eortant 
number of them, I believe, would subscribe to ·th~-view 
that tnere is so~~ signifi~aD:~ -~eE:se in -which the theory 
--·~---- -·~-- .. - ·----------··-··--·--- ~----·-------
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· could be said to show that the rule of competition "gave 
to each factor of production~ the equivalent of what it 
created n.- Af any ~raie-;wh.atever-ihe--prlvat~- b~liefs of 

·p-rofessional economists, it seems not untrue to say that 
ninety-nine per cent. of their audience understand some 
such con~h,tsion to be implied. 

The action of critics of the new doctrine at first tended 
to greater confu~ion r~th~r than to_ clarity, owing to their 
concentration on what proved ·to be a purely formal 
problem~the so::Cif1ed _"adding-up .. probleiJl·": ... The 
question which they asked was whether, if each of-ihe 
factorswas priced according to its "marginal productivity" 
as defined,'the ·price of all of them when added ti)iether 
-wou~cFeq~althe-iOtalproduct, no more and noless. In 
pursuing this-largely sch~IasiicTnqurrythey implied that,. 
if this condition could in Tact be fulfilled, the theory 
would have significance as a theory of distribution. .This 
was the line of criticism adopted by Mr. J. A. Hobson, 
when,he Claimecrt:Iiat a fi'ciO~ of production" could not be 
rewarded _it a yalue equivalent to its marginal productivity, 
but· in~_s_~~e~ rewat;~e~ at:__!~~- ~'l!.~ag~ P!'.()c!.l:lct!yi~y. Unless 

_thelatter were true, the sum o( the earnings of factors 
. of· production coul4 not. equal the total_product. The 
·reply to this criticism was simply to define the situation 
in more precise, and q1ore abstract, terms; and to show 

· ·that when competition was fully -~e~ed ''normal equili
. brium~',- gil,lSt imply _that margina} COS_t~_for each enter
pn~e-were equal to averag~_~ts_{a~ ~ poin~~h_ere average 
~o~t~_;u~~3_JP-!§m),so that _the crucial condition was 
accordingly fulfilled by the very definition of competitive 
_Ences. 

·-· , ... It is not, I think, without significance that Wicksteed, 
to whom so ro\lch .. of .the mathematical refinement of 
-------~ 
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this theory is traceable, p~inc~pally used it to -~!~ck the 
Ricardian theory .<>r r~nt and to d~~~l!a~e_)l!~!..-any 

· concept of surplus-~~ue was untenable. What he .failed 
to emphasize, or apparently to see, ~as that the very 
form of statement which _made a concept of surplus 

· meaningless in terms of this theory, simultaneously 
rendered meaningless any of those practical corollaries 
which justified its claim to be a realistic theory of dis
tribution, and which he apparently held to be implicit 
in the theory. \Vicksteed pointed out that the Ricardian 
theory of rent, formally regarded, was a "residu~l theory,. 
Expressed in mathematical terms, it stated that· "the 
whole produce being F{x), and F'{x) being the rate of 
remuneration per unit which satisfied capital-plus;-labour, 
the whole amount which capital-plus-labour will. draw 
out will be x . F'(x), and the remaining F{x) -x . F'(x) 
will be rent. Now this is simply a statement that when 
all other factors of production have been paid off, the 
'surplus' or residuum can be claimed by the landowner," I 
If S=x+y+z, and x+y are given, it must necessarily 
follow that z is determined as equal to S-(x+y). Such 
a mathematical truism, said Wicks teed, could equally· 
well be applied to x and toy, as to z. On the same line 
of reasoning the price of capital or the price of labour 
could be treated as a "residual surplus": it was. all a 
matter of which factor was taken as ~·given" and which 
as the residual variable to be determined. But Wicksteed 
{like his present-day disciples) failed to notice that wh~t 
renders the theory of rent a mathematical truism is the 
purely formal mode of stating it'which he adopted; and 
that this formal mode of statement also makes the whole 

1 P. H. Wicksteed, Co-ordiMtion of the Laws of Production and 
Distribu~wn, pp. 17-18. 
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theory, as a theory of distribution, a truism, once the 
concept of competition is fully defined.1 Naturally, no 
distinction between factors of production can exist on 
the purely formal plane: x, y, z are symbols which have 
no differentia except their notation. Rent and Profit 
are not differentiated from Wages by the rules of algebra: 
if they are to be distinguished it must be by character· 
istics introduced from the real world-characteristics 
associated with the actual activities which lie behind 
these price-phenomena. Wicksteed, indeed, declares 
that the theory as he expounds it seeks the laws of 
distribution ''not in the special nature of the services 
rendered by the several factors, but in the common fact 
of service rendered"; ~ which apparently amounts to an 
admission that the principal differentiating qualities in 
factors of production have been, ex hypothesi, excluded 
and the theory erected simply on the premise that the 
factorS in question are essential to production and hence 
are in demand. On this basis, to affirm an essential har· 
mony of interests between classes, to deny the existence 
of "surplus-value" and "exploitation", and so forth, is 
a simple case of petitio principii.3 To inquire whether a 

1 Wicksteed clearly thought otherwise. He thought that the theory 
coald furnish "suggestions as to the line of attack we must follow in 
dealing with monopolies, and with the true socializing of production"
suggestions •• magnificent in their promise". (Ibid., p. 38.) Elsewhere he 
considers it a significant criticism of monopoly to say that it gives the 
monopolists "more than their distributive share in the product as 
measured by their marginal industrial efficiency". Actually, as .. marginal 
industrial efficiency" is defined by this theory, the statement is equivalent 
to saying that the monopolists receive more than they would receive 
under competition, and is capable of meaning no more than this . 

• Ibid., p. 7· 
a How purely formal the difference between factors of production 

has become is well expressed by the fact that Wicksteed, in addition to 
suggest~g that plougha, manure, horses, foot-pounds of power must be 
treated as separate tactors of production, also suggested the inclusion 
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factor of production is being paid more or less than 
its "marginal productivity" has substantially the sa~e 
meaning (and no more). as to ask whether conditio~s of 
competition prevail in the market or not. Moreover, 
by appropriate re-definition the concept can be inad~ 
to apply to the pricing of factors of production under 
conditions of monopoly .i . . .. ' ' 

What has here been said in criticism is not intended 
to deny that mathematical economics may have much 
to contribute to the refinement of implication~ and the 
clarification of assumptions. Nor is it to deny that the 
subjective attitudes of individuals play a role as links in 
the chain of economic events, and hence have a place in 
any complete analysis· of economic phenomena:· But it 
is to say that so long as mathematical technique retains 
its servitude to a particular mode of thought, the con
cepts which it fashions are calculated to veil rather than 
to reveal reality. For this mode of thought, which is 
enshrined in the subjective theory of value, first creates 
for us a realm where disembodied minds hold communion 
with etherealized objects of choice, and tlien, unmindful 
of t~e distance between this abstract world and reality, 
seeks to represent the relations which it finds in this 
realm as governing the r~lations which hold in actual 
economic society and as controlling the shape which 

(for purpose of formal completeness) of" the body of customers and their 
desires'' and even "commercial pushing", "goodwill" and "notoriety" 
as facto':s of production, each priced according to its marginal pro
ductivity (op. cit., pp. 33-5). Mrs. Robinson has defined a separate factor 
as anything which has any technical difference at all, from any· other 
requisite of production, i.e. something which has no perfect substitute
a definition applauded by Professor Robbins for its formal elegance and 
economy. (Cf. Eco11s. of Imperfect Competitioll, pp. 108-9.) Such defini
tions are certainly elegant, but they are also very attenuated. 

1 Cf. Joan Robinson, The Eco11omic Joumal, September 1934· 
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tvents must have tinder any. an,d every system of social 
institutions. This is to confuse thought· and to distort 
reality. It is to have everything standing on its head. 
To emancipate economic thought from this heritage is 
a .task that is long overdue. · 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCERNING FRICTIONS AND EXPECTA-. 
TIONS.: CERTAIN RECENT TENDENCIES 
IN ECONOMIC THEORY 

·• 
ONE of the marked features of economic .thought in 
recent years, and iri particular in the last .decade, . has 
been a decline in the older dogmatism, a quickening of 
scepticism and a rea'Yakenirig of controversy, What a. 
few years back was treated as settled doctrine, requiring. 
only refinement of its implications and appJication to 
special problems, is to-day questione~ in its. basic as
sumptions. Systems of thought whose final shape was 
regarded as perfected, save for a few trifling elaborations, 
are thrown back into th~ melting-pot. . In these move-·. 
ments of thought it is not hard to see reflected the 
startling events of the real world of affairs i_n the last two 
decades. On its practical side this deepening of scepti_;· 
~isrrrhas-consisted in the virtual break-up of laissez-jaire 
as a body of doctrine: one mightalmosf siy thaTifis of 
this that the shift of aoctrine has essentially consisted
a change which has followed and not preceded the 
decline of laissez-faire in the real world. To-day this 
doctrine, at least in its traditional form, retains relatively 
few, if noteworthy, defenders. But it cari hardly be. said 
that where the old faith and certainty has been supplanted 
much beside confusion and eclecticism at present reign. 

These recent shifts of perspective mainly centre, I 
ISS 
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believe, in two significant modifications of traditional 
assumptions. -Both of these seem. to be connected with 
the- characte;istics of a new age of monopoly, the one 
directly, the other only indirectly. The first of these( 
consists in a criticism, or at least reconsideration, of the 
traditional concept of competition arid ··an-attempt. to 
restate the conditions ofequilibrhim in terms of monopoly 
or the-presence of-~onopolistic elementS-. The secoiid 
consists in· an emphasis-on-the qualifications which have 
to be introduced into traditional equilibrium-analysis
into the 'sfatemchr-of-economic ·Iaws·and ·tendencies
in situations wher~ the expectations ()f individuals can 
exercise a significant influence on events. The traditional 
.doctrine of laissez-faire, as we have seen, was based on 
the harmonious and self-regulating effect of competition, 
whether this was stated in the form of the·classical law 
of cost or according to the subjective theory of value 
in the fo~m of the equality of marginal utility and 
cost. If, in fact, not this but a different equilibrium 
rules, the results of actual laissez-faire must be different 
from those which have been imagined. Again, the · 
essence of the classical theory had been that what ulti
~te'iiocc~~red was independent of the subjective wishes 
or-e~pectations of the individual entrepreneur.- If this 
was not so, and subjective expectations became an inde
pendent determining factor in the result, the "invisible 
hand" wa~ to that extent thwarted, and again the outcome 
of actual laissez-faire must be different from what had 
previously been deduced. 

Both innovations were concerned with the significance 
of factors which are usually referred to as "frictions". 
Traditionally it had been admitted that where com
petition was displaced by absolute monopoly, 01 some-
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thing approaching it, the price was determin~d (within-. 
limiti) by the will of the monopolist, and the cost
principle no longer applied to what was now a situation 
of deliberately contrived scarcity.· But in all inter
mediate situations where sellers (and buyers) were 
numerous, elements. which rendered the market "im
perfect" and cau.sed it to depart from the abstract ideal 
of competition were treated simply as· frictions which 
either delayed the attainment of the equilibrium-position,· 
without altering the nature of the position which would 
eventually be reached, or else introduced definite spatial 
differences in price-differences which were themselves 
a simple and direct function of the frictional element. 
For instance, ignorance of the market or inertia of 'pro
ducers was held to delay the operation Of COJ?pe~itive_ 
forces, and so to allow any departure of price from normal 
to be longer sustained, but not to alter the. fact . that, 
given time for adjustments to be made, equilibrium would 
again be reached, even if more tardily than would other

. wise have been the case. On the other hand, c~sts of 
movement between different parts of a market, separated 
in time or in space, would introduce definable differences 
in price as one moved away from the source o{ supply, 
these differences varying in precise ratio to the costs of 
movement translated into terms of price. The novelty, 
of more recent theories lies in this: that the presence of 
certain of these factors, such as ignorance, inertia or costs 
of movement, are treated as having not merely this type 
of frictional effect, but of altering the nature of the 
equilibrating forces and of the equilibrium eventually 
reached. 

\Vhat, then, is the criterion of when a friction is not a 
friction-or, rather, is something more than a friction? 
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How are we to tell whether certain" disturbing influences" 
are likely merely to disturb the ''fit" of an approximation 
by a certain minor and. calculable amount, or whether 
their presence transforms the situation in a qualitative . 
sense? It might seem at first sight as though. this would 
be whollj/a matter of degree-of the magnitude of the 
disturbing friction compared to the strength of the other 
forces at work. But there. is also V difference ·of kind 
involved-a difference in the nature of the frictional 
element in relation to the situation into which it is 
introduced. 

The introduction of.a new element into a situation may 
affect that situation in a number of ways. First, while it 
may havtr the effect of weakening or delaying the opera
tion of certain of the determining influences, and so of 
retarding the · working o( the equilibrating forces after 
an initial displacement has occurred, it may be held to 
be irrelevant to the ultimate equilibrium ~at is reached 
because.it leaves unaffected the nature of the determining. 
forces. Qf this type is the influence of ignorance and 
inertia according to the older theory. In this case the 
new element is such. that it can be considered as leaving 
unaltered any of the variables in the equations which 
define equilibrium.. Thus, a narrowing of the pipe con
necting two cisterns will not alter the fact that the 
water will find ·the same level in the two, even though 
it will delay the · process by, which this equality is 
achieved 

Secondly, the new element may cause a displacement 
of the situation by a simple and determinate amount. 
The friction in this ·case not merely delays, but shifts, 
the equilibrium which is reached. But its effect in doing 
so is simple and additive. Here the new factor in the. 
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situation is treated as though it were an additional con
stant, altering by a given amount the. value of one or 
more of the variables in the governing equations; as the 
effect of ~osts of movement on price, according to the 

. older ·view, was virtually treated as an addition to the 
supply-price or .a subtraction from the demand-price. 
Its influence is thus of the same kind as that of any other 
of the data. If its quantitative importance is small 
relatively to that of the other factors which the theory in 
its first approximation had embraced, then it can properly· 
be regarded as a mere disturbing factor, weakening· the 
precision but not damaging the essential correctness of 
the previous generalization. At . any rate, while its 

· presence or absence may alter· the values which · the 
equations yield, its presence or · absence leaves th~ 
essential fomi. of the equations unchanged. 

Thirdly, the introduction of the new elem~nt ~ay 
transform the situation in a much more radical manner, 
in the sense of altering the character of the actual relations' 
\vhich hold between various quantities. · Its influence 
can then no longer be properly regarded merely as that 
of a retarding or displacing friction: it is rather that of a 
new chemical element, the prese.nce of which alters the 
character and action of other elements and so· transforms 
the whole composition. Its effect is no longer simple and 
additive; and its presence can only be properly treated 
as actually changing one or more of the equations (ex
pressing given conditions or postulating relations between 
quantities). But the new situation is capable of being 
rendered determinate, like the old, provided that the num
ber of equations (or !;>eparate relationships which are known 
about it) can be made equal to the number of dependent 
variables. It is this type of influence which factors such 
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as inertia or costs of movement have in certain recent 
theories of "imperfect competition." 1 

The difference between the first two of these types 
would seem to be partly one of degree. It is often 
a matter of one's time-reference-whether one is referring 
to ev~nts at a near or a distant period of time, to the 
eq\lilibrium of a short period or a long period-whether 
a given frictional element can be regarded as merely 
retarding or as displacing. Moreover, if one's state
ments' are dynamic in character arid refer to a path of 
movement and not merely to a static position of rest 
(that is, if certain of one's equations express variables 
as a function of time), any friction that weakens and 
delays the action of any forces will ipso facto modify the 
subsequent path o£ events.· 

The ·essential difference for our present purpose is 
between cases of the first and second types, on the .one 

. hand, and of -our third on the other. The simplest 
example' of a transition from the former to the latter is 
where the influence of the retarding or displacing friction 
is sufficiently strong to eliminate entirely the influence of 
one· or more of the main determining factors; as an 
obstruction in the connecting-pipe between two cisterns, 
which, if sufficiently ,small, may merely retard the flaw 
between, if it grows important enough to inhibit the 

1 Cases of this third type seem to be those to which J. S. l\lill's 
principle of "composition of causes" would fail to apply. They would 
also seem to be cases to which Prof. J. l\11. Clark refers as those where 
the introduction of change produces differences which are "qualitative 
~r chemical in character" as distinct from being purely "quantitative". 
(Econ. Essays in Honour of J. B. Clark, pp. 46-7.) But I fail to understand 
what he means when he states that in equilibrium-analysis the "adaptive 
forces .. need to be confined "to those which are self-limiting and not 
cumulative in character" (p. 48). Surely" self-limiting" or" cumulative" 
can only be applied to the nature of the total situation, and not to 
individual factors in it? 
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flow altogether may. render the level of water in each 
of them entirely independent of the level . in the 
other. ·What is of crucial impqrtance in . recent criti-\ 
cisms of the older concept of competition is that the. 
presence in the market of frictions, such as ignorance, 
inertia or cost of. movement, even in a small degree, is I 
treated as introducing a change of our third type. Not 
only may their presence cause prices in different parts 
of the market to diverge from "normal" by an amount 
equivalent to the size of the friction, but it may cause the 
level of "normal price" throughout the market tq be 
·different from what it would otherwise be. The effect of 
the friction on price will be a double one-one direct in. 
permitting spatial differences to occur, one in~irect in 
changing the equilibrium-level itself. The traditional 
statement of "normal price" in a perfect market rested 
on the assumption thatt since the individuai was one 
among many, any action of his own could exert only a 
negligible influence on the market-price. The indiviqual 
had to take the market-price as he found it and to treat 
it as independent of any action of his own in expanding 
or contracting sales or purchases. Hence, as a seller, ~e 
c~mld never gain larger total or net receipts by restricting 
output (so long as price was hight;_r than his marginal 
cost), and it would always profit him to expand output 
up to the point where the selling-price (and hence his 
additional receipts from extended sales) was equal to 
his marginal cost. Analogous considerations would 
apply if he were an entreP,reneur buying factors of pro~ . 
duction in a perfect market. This is equivalent to saying 
that the demand for what the individual sold and the 
supply of what the individual purchased was infinitely 
elastic. If certain types of frictional element were 
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present, however, this assumption would no longer hold; 
since the presence of the fnction would have the effect 
precisely of rendering the demand for what the indi
vidual sold, or the supply of what he purchased, in some 
degree inelastic. For instance, the cost of visiting a rival 
retailer half a mile distant, or even inertia or ignorance 
as to the facilities he offered, would create a preference 
for buying from the near-by and familiar grocer, even 
though his price were higher; and similarly with workers 
accepting ~ower wages from an employer rather than 
move and seek employment ·in another district or town. 
If this inelasticity were at all appreciable, it would create 
a range within which the possibility was created for the 
individual seller to increase his ,net receipts by restricting 
.his sales, even when price · ruled at a level above his 
marginal cost; and analogously for an individual buyer 
in restricting_· his purchases. Hence the competitive 
principle that price would tend tq be equated with 
marginal co~t was replaced by the principle which Mrs. 
Robinson has termed 1 the equality of marginal. revenue 
and marginal cost. In other words, each individual will 
base his action on the monopolistic principle of contract
hig output to the point at which his profit is a_ maximum. 
As a subsidiary princ~ple it will follow th~t producing 
uni~s, as represented by the scale of operations of an 
individual entrepreneur, will tend to be smaller than the 
most efficient size, instead of equal to the most efficient 
size (estiffiated in terms of current market-values) as the 
traditional theory of competition implied. To this view, 
therefore, the competitive principle will apply only in a 
market where frictions are completely absent-in other 
words, only in the rarest, and in a sense the most '" arti-

1 In The Economics of ImpeTject Competition. 
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ficial.,, of cases in the real world (e.g. in organized produce 
markets). \\'here frictions are present in any noticeabl.e 
degree, not only may prices diverge between different 
parts of the market, but the equilibrium-level itself will 
be differently determined, and determined a.ccording to 
the principle of monopoly.1 ' · . 

Thought appears to have been directed aloi}:g these 
lines, so far as this country is concerned, by a path
breaking article by 1\lr. Sraffa in The Economic Journal 
for· 1926; although for some time the significance of the 
hint contained in it does not seem to have been fully 
appreciated.' This article suggested i:hat since most 
markets for the products of industry were in fact broken 
up into more or less separate "private markets, for each 
firm, the situation was properly to he treated in terms 
of th~ theory of monopoly rather than of the classical 
theory of competition. It was further suggested that 
this prevalence of monopolistic restriction, as a general 
and no• merely an exceptional feature of capitalist 
industry, even where apparent competition prevailed, 

I . 

1 A good example of the change of treatment 'WI"ould seem to lie in 
the significance attached to 1\farshall's "marginal mobility". It was 
formerly asserted that obstacles to movement did not obstruct the 
ultimate attainment of competitive equilibrium so long as some mobility 
existed at the margin (e.g. a fl!fl} sharp housewives in a market, and a 
fl!fl} alert and mobile workers). The new view seems to imply that 
this marginal mobility would be impotent to prevent the fixation of a 
monopoly-price throughout the market if the mobility of the rest of the 
buyers or sellers was nil or very small. 

• In 1925 the present writer cited the manuscript of an earlier article 
by Mr. Sraffa for an Italian journal, with its reference to the ••private 
market" of each producer, and indicated its relevance to the part played 
by •• goodwill" in the theory of profit. (Capitalist Enterprise, p. 88.) 
But he! was far from ·appreciating, still less emphasizing, its fuller sig
nificance. 1\larshall, it is true, referred to a similar consideration as a 
limiting factor on price-a1tting on a falling market. But he would seem 
to have ~ttached to it no more than a ~hort-period significance. 
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was a factor which accounted for a failure by industry 
to take full advantages of large-scale econ.omies or of 
"increasing returns", and for a chronic under-utilization 
of productive resources. This point of view. was de
yeloped in later work, in particular by Mrs. Robinson and 
by Professor Chamberlin, who advanced independentJy a 
theory of what the former termed 11 imperfect competition" 
and the latter "monopolistic competition" to supplant 
the traditional analysis of competitive equilibrium. 

The practical irrtplications of this new generalization 
were clearly of great importance. Profit was seen to 
c~ntain always an appreciable element of direct monopoly
·ga~n (i.e. a gain acquired by restriction): indeed the 
important element. of. "goodwill" in all business valua
tions was seen largely, if not entirely, to represent simply 
a capitalization of such monopoly-elements. Laissez
faire, when applied to the world of fact instead of to the 
ideal world of abstract competition, was found to sanction 
a state of affairs where productive resources might 
chronically remain under-utilized, available economies 
be. ignored, and production-units be. maintained at an 
inefficient size ·even according to its own restricted 
definition of economy and efficiency .1 But once this 
position had been reached, .larger vistas, even more dis
turbing to accepted notions, were immediately opened 
up. If the presence of these "frictional" elements in 
the · market created opportunities for monopoly-profit 
and could be capitalized as business "goodwill", they 

t The analysis of Professor Pigou and others had already made a breach 
in the traditional case for laissez-faire by establishing that even on the 
assumption of "pure competition" production was restricted below the 
optimum in certain cases of "increasi~;~g returns" where "external econo
mies" prevailed. But the theory of "imperfect competition" added a 
further" exception", and moreover implied that the "exception" became 
virtually the general case.. · 
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could, surely, themselves be created by the entrepreneur? 
In the strange Alrce-through-the-Looking-Glass sort 
of world which was opening to . the economists' gaze, 
"frictions" almost became a species·· of commodity 
which could have a cost of production, yielded a profit 
and hence could acquire a'pr\ce~ 'Vhether, even if they 
could masquerade as commodities, they could be said 
to be utilities was exceedingly doubtful. Indeed, from 
the standpoint of society and not of the individual, they 
seemed properly to be treated as elements of "illth" 
rather than of wealth-as Lucifers of restriction rather 
than Gabriels of creation. Yet they seemed to surmount 
this contradiction by possessing the convenient property 
of bludgeoning the other party to the transaction either 
qua consumer or qua worker into paying the price of 
their existence in the form of a monopoly-price (either 
in money or in labour-power) for real utilities. 

It was this aspect of the problem to ·which Professor 
Chamberlin devoted particular attention in his analysis 
of the significance of advertising and selling-costs and 
their effect upon price. Advertising and selling-devices 
generally are the methods which can be used to work upon 
factors in the market ~uch as ignorance or inertia' or 
short-sightedness in space or time, and from these raw 
materials to create more spectacular attachments and 
preferences on the part of the consumer for the products 
of a particular firm.1 Of this the modem vogue of 

1 Parallel to this in the labour market we fina various devices for 
attaching the worker more firmly to a particular firm, ranging from 
types of welfare work, etc., designed to lessen "labour turnover" to 
"company unionism". The significance which this has is -to combat 
the influence of trade union organization and collective bargaining on 
wages, or, in Marx's phrase, to increase the "rate of surplus value" by 
"depressing wages below the value of labour-power". 
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branded goods and proprietary articles is a special case; 
while the increasing role played in the modem world 
by the distributive apparatus and by distributive costs 
is its inevitable product. In other words, "forces of 
competition", which in the classical theory performed 
a positive and a social function as the instrument by 
which social interest dominated individual interest, 
cheapening products and promoting innovation, to-day 
appear primarily as a costly apparatus for resisting the 
operation of "the ~nseen hand" of social interest and for 
the manufacture of restrictive monopoly-rights. 

The significance of all such devices of monopolistic 
competition is that they are "designed to raise and render 
less elastic the demand of particular individuals or even 
of a whole market by a mixture of coercion~ cajolery and 
propagandist suggestion.1 To the extent that they do 
this, and thereby create a privileged ma~ket for a parti
cular seller or' group o~ sellers (or buyers), such methods 
"pay". Here we seem to have a new bewildering sort 

. of '"supply and demand" apparatus by which supply 
can create demand as welJ as demand evoke supply. 

1 , It is frequently argued in defence of such propaganda that it may 
serv~ a constructive function in informing the consumer of alternatives 
of whit:h he was not aware. (Again, it may encourage expansion in cases 
of " increasing returns" and so encourage economies in production, 
although there is no reason at all to assume that it will in general en
courage those industries where "increasing returns " prevail most 

· strongly: it may equally Well encourage other industries aftheir expense.) 
Certainly, a substratum of such "information" doubtless results from 
most advertising. But "information" (i.e. of the kind ·which renders a 
market more and not less "perfect") has to be general and all-inclusive 
to be such (like lists of hotels and hotel-prices issued by certain foreign 
tourist agencies). But the essence of advertising is that it is not all
inclusive, but exclusive, crying a particular ware with intent to· distract 
attention from the rest. Among instruments of coercion· which have 
parallel aims and effects are to be classed such things as " tying
contracts", boycott and the various types of political influence. 
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\Ve have here apparently a new type of expense, which 
so soon ~s it has become general be~omes "necessary"; 
which is indistinguishable from any other form of cost 
of production but yet is entirely relative.. to the monopo- ' 
listie competition which produces it and to the particular 
policy in this m~tter which the competitors deCide to 
adopt.1 As Professor Chamberlin has said: "Wherever 
selling-costs are incurred-and they are incurred in some 
measure for almost all ·commodities-to cast the price 
problem in terms of 'competitive' demand and cost 
curves is ilot merely inaccurate; it is impossible. . • . 
Under conditions of pure competition there would be 
n9 selling-costs. . .• The position of the demand curve 
shifts with· each· alteration. in total selling-expenditure. 
In summary, the 'competitive' cos~ ~urve which includes 
selling-costs· is inconsistent with itself, it is useless, it is 
misleading, and it is of very limited meaning." 2 · 

Here it would seem that we had again lost solid 
anchorage; and that in face . of such a bewildering 
complex of dependent variables, nothing determinate 
could result. The classical theory of competition would 
appear to founder on this basic contradiction: that when 
competition is concretely defined as operating amid the 
sort of frictions which the real world must necessarily 
contain, the "competitive .equilibria" cannot define the 
situation even as approximations. Are we- really left, 
as it might appear, with a situation where an ·indefinite 
rise in prices may be engineered if selling-expenditures . 
are sufficiently increased, and. the capitalist system may 
raise itself indefinitely by its own bootlaces? . Tru~, it is 

1 Cf. Prof. F. Zeuthen, Problems of Monopoly and Economic ·Welfare, 
p. 6o: "The actual possibilities of a monopoly~profit will thus: help to 
constitute the costs of other enterprises." 

1 Chamberlin, Theory of Monopolistic Competition, pp. 175-6. · 
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possible to produce some order from the apparent chaos 
if one can postulate certain relationships between the. 
expenditure to be incurred on selling-devices and the 
concrete results which they yield in shifting demand 
curves and opening opportunities for increased profit ~_ 
if a sort of cost-of-production-cum-productivity theory 
of friction-creating can be evolved. But· such construc
tions; while they are ingenious and elegant, seem to have 
limited validity' when apP,lied to actual fact; and for 
anything but isolated prol]lems of limited dimension to 
meet serious difficulties. Doubtless they may provide 
a useful and valid method for analysing particular 
markets for a special range' of products on fairly rigid . 
assumptions of ceteris paribus with regard to other 
industries, other prices and other selling-expenditures. 
But for making state~ents in terms of the general 
equilibrium of the system' as a whole-for the macro
scopic problems of economic society-their validity 
seems to be more dubious. It is easy enough to assume 
a knowledge of certain relationships to be given: it is 
more -·difficult to see these· assumptions translated into 
something tangible. The 'relevant relationships seem 
here to he . themselves dependent on so many other 
variables in the situation as to raise doubts whether 
op.e can generalize at all widely on the basis of them 
without becollling involved in contradiction. For 
inst.ance, a large part of the effect of advertising methods 
depends on their differential character-on their absence 
among. r~vals. If such devices have become general over 
an industry, and a fortiori over the whole of industry, 
then an undefined part of them will presumably have the 
effect (like pushing in a crowd) of merely counteracting 

1 Ibid., p. 130 e{ seq. 
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the influence of the devices employed· by others. While' 
this selling-expenditure will be necessary for each if he 
is to retain his existing share of the market, it will not 
necessarily yield him. any additional profit as distinct 
from maintaining the status quo. The influence of a given 
selling-expenditure on demand in any particular case 
will then be a complex function of the amount and form 
of selling-expenditures on all other commodities and 
of the change in the marginal utility of income to con
sumers flS a result of the price-changes con_sequent on 
such selling-costs, as well as on the "suggestibility" 
of consumers in face of the particular selling-deviceS in 
question. The fundamental question remains as to who 
pays for the additional selling-costs which have now 
become general, and hence "necessary"-. where their 
incidence falls. \Vill it fall on eXisting monopoly-profit 
as part o_f the cost of maintaining "goodwill"? If so, it 
must apparently have the effect of causing entrepreneurs 
to reduce either their output or th~ir expenditure on such 
selling-devices, or both; unless each entrepreneur can 
hope to acquire a new differential advantage by pushing 
his selling-expenditure ahead of his rivals, on the ·as
sumption that the latter will not follow suit; in which case 
a new round in the selling-war will start. If the general 
inflation of selling-expenses results in reduced output, 
the burden will fall in restricted consumption .on the 
community. \\nat has really occurred may then be one 
(or both) of two things. It may be that profits are no 
larger, or even smaller, than before, but a proportion 
of labour and other resources has been transferred from 
normal productive activity ~o the unproductive activities 
of competitive marketing-to furnishing the accoutre
ment of economic racketeering. Alternatively, what 
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may have occurred is that entrepreneurs as a class 
have . increased their exploitation of other factors of 
production . by forcing the la~ter to accept a lower real 
return. In other words, prpfit in general will·have been 
raised by a lowering of the price at which workers are will· 
ing to supply their labour-power to the employer, or else 
by similar pressure on some intermediate section of society. 
Whether this is the final result, and if so of what magni· 
tude it is, will depend on the social relations which deter· 
mine,how far exploitation of this type can be intensified. 

In any ·attempt, therefore, to generalize ab~ut such a 
situation as a whole, we are apparently brought back to 
'the type of determining relation with which classical 
Political Economy dealt. And this in a realm where it 
might seem that , the greatest conquests of modern 
methods of analysis had occurred ! \Ve seem to be driven 
back to these simpler and original formulations precisely 
because, so soon as we admit the possibility of consumers' 
choices themselves being moulded by the actions of 
sellers, it becomes clear that a subjective theory of value 
is inc~pable of furnishing stable anchorage from which 
determinate statements may be made about the system 
·as a whole. "Consumers' desires" are both constituted 
as the staf!ing-point for a theory of value and at the same 
time are admitted to be themselves "dependent vari
ables", determinable by the scale and nature of selling
expenditure . on the part of producers. To revert to 
speech in terms of some simpler relationship, such as 
Marx's "rate of surplus-value", is, of course, to utter 
no magic formula which can deduce for us any fact about 
the effects of monopolistic competition that we did not 
otherwise know. Such knowledge is not given a priori, 
but is a matter of experience. But unless we cast our 
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analysis in terms of certain fundamental relations of this 
kind, and relate more complex considerations to them, 
we seem unlikely to obtain any complete picture of the 
situation or to be able to see the wood for the trees. 

The recent emphasis given to the effect of expectations 
on price-;formation, if it can be given a genealogy, seems 
to have two lines of descent. On. the one hand, it seems 
to have arisen from a study of short-period proble~s 
with special reference to the effect of the existence of 
large·overhead costs; on. the other hand, from a ,closer 
analysis of the causes of movements in: the general. price
level, as distinct from the problem of the relative prices 
of particular ·commodities. As we have seen, classical 
Political Economy was inclined to treat movements 
in· the general price-level as ~ a distinctly monetary 
problem, irrelevant to the determination of relative 
exchange-values and to problems of production. Re
newed attention was attracted to the. question by the 
large price-movements of the last quarter of the nine
teenth century, and again by the price-phenomena of the 
war and the post-war period. What gave this study a 
new interest and a new direction was the view ·which 
developed that, on the one hand, change~ iti th~ general 
price-level could not occur except in the form of a change 
(at least temporarily) in relative prices (and hence with 
effects on production and on distribution) and that, on 
the other hand, expectations were competent to be an 
originating cause of a permanent change in the price
level. Interest in the former problem was .largely 
stimulated by the publication of Professor J: M. 
Clark's work on The Economics of Overhead Costs. The 
study of this type of problem was not only a. ·con
trib!ltory stimulus to the interest in a new ·analysis of 
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· competition and monopoly, but sowed doubts as to the 
validity as well as the relevance of traditional analyses 
of long-period equilibrium. Such analyses depended 
in some form or another on costs as a determining factor. 
But where a large proportion of costs represented "over
head costs" of durable plant and equipment, ~osts were 
to this extent irrelevant to the fixation of price over 
·considerable periods of time.1 At any given moment 
of time, and over any concrete "short period", price 
might diverge very widely from "normal". This 
·"short period" price was seen to be in part dependent 
on expectations in -two ways: on the expectations 
as to the future which had prompted the original 
investment in the fixed plant and so determined its 
present amount, and on the contemporary expectations 
of entrepreneurs as to the course of prices in the im
mediate future .which determined how intensively the 
existing plant was utilized to produce current output. 
How could it be certain that these short-period divergences 
of price would. ultimately tend to return to the .long
period "normal"? How could one be sure that those 
long-period forces of which Marshall spoke, working in 
the background to pull things back to predetermined 
equilibrium, would work entirely urideflected by any 
reciprocal influence of the short-period situation on 
themselves? Was it not· possible that the events of the 
short-period situation helped to shape the very factors 
on which final equilibrium depended? If so, the real 
world' was not only a succession of short periods where 

l Overhead costs "introduce doubt and ambiguity into the most 
essential economic service of costs" so that the economist "is deprived 
of one of his ready-made yardsticks of economic soundness". Hence 
"private enterprise and private accountancy" can no longer be completely 
trusted. (J. M. Clark in Econ. Essays in Honour of J. B. Clark, p. 64.) 
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the long period was never reached; but even the long.:. 
period tendencies which continually strove to op~rate 
might be moulded by short-period happenings and .hence 
be servant instead of master. It would be like a game of 
musical chairs where, not only was sitting equilibrium 
never reached so long as the music continued,. but the 
players were allowed to move the chairs about the room. 
Expectations, if they could affect what occurred in the short 
period, could also influence the permanent shape of events. 

Some element of retarding friction seems necessary 
to the operation Qf competition at all. As. Professor 
:Maurice. Clark has pointed out, there seems to be an 
Hegelian contradiction in . "perfect competition" as 
a concept, since, if competition worked perfectly and 
without friction, it would never be in the interests of . 
a seller to cut his price, knowing as he would that. all 
.competitors would immediately follow suit and deprive 
him of all gain in so doing.1 But in the real world, of 
course, competition can never work ·instantaneously. 
The essence of the matter is that the existence of delay 
introduces uncertainty for the individual as to the future 
course of prices arising from uncertainty as to the action 
of his rivals. At any rate, if he is one among many, it is 
natural for him to assume that their action and hence the 
future price will be unaffected by his own action. Con
sequently, he will base his present decision as to output 

1 J. M. Clark, Econs. of Operhead Costs, pp. 4t7 and 46o. Prof. 
Chamberlin adds: "Perfect competition, it would seem, gives the same 
price as perfect monopoly." (Op. cit., p. 4.). This is correct, if one 
imagines that equilibrium ·is reached from a price higher than the 
monopoly-price. Then it is true that the situation described f>y Prof. 
Chamberlin (where no individual anticipates any gain from initiating a 
price-reduction) will prech1de price-reduction. But the situation wiil 
not hold any tendency to raise price from a previously lower level~ 
except by agreement. · 
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and sales on a consideration of the prices ruling at the 
moment modified by a more or less blind guess as to the 
course of future prices. Whatever action he decides on 

. can have only a negligible influence on the total market 
situation; and the expectatio!ls of any single individual 
are, therefore, irrelevant to the final outcome. But what 
of the effect of the combined expectation of a collection 
of individuals (supposing that they are influenced by 
similar expectations) ? . Were the classical economists 
right in supposing that even this is irrelevant to the 
determination of price? 

Clearly, an expectation which is common to a whole 
market, or to a substantial group of buyers or sellers, can 
influence the price of the moment or of the immediate 
future. Every fluctuation in the market bears witness to 
this fact. Moreover, where decisions bear fruit a long time 
ahead (as with Jengthy production-periods) or are embodied 
in very durable objects, as occurs especially in decisions 
relating to capital accumulation and investment, such 
expectations may exercise an influence on the situation far 
into the future, extending over years or even ·decades. 
But this is not to say that their influence can be more 
than a temporary one, even if the temporary period be 
fairly long in duration: it is not to say that tpey can 
necessarily alter the natur:e of the long period "normal" 
to which exchange-values will ultimately tend to conform. 

The reason for which the classical theory considered 
that ·subjective expectations, even when they were 
general, were irrelevant to the determination of long
period equilibrium lay in the objective nature of its 
theory of value. The factors which determined ''normal 
value" were not such as were capable of being influenced 
by expectations or by any of the effects of short-period 
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price-fluctuations. Thus ·there ~as no possibility of 
expectations bringing about a displacement· of values 
which was permanent, still less a cumulative displac~
ment. "Normal values" represented that arrangement 
and distribution of labour and resources which, in the 
existing state of .demand and with the existing supply' 
of labour and resources, constituted the most profitable 
position for the individual entrepreneur. If there was 
any movement away from that positio'n by one individual · 
separately, he would be involved in losses (or at least 
would fail to secure as much profit as he otherwise could 
have done). If there was any general movement· away 
from that position, either in the direction of contraction or 
expansion, then either losses would be made all round or 
abnormal profits, or some industries would make abnormal . 
p10fits and others would be involved in losses, with 
the result that forces would be set in motion to "reverse 
the tendencies to contraction or expansion and to bring 
things back to the "normal, position once again. Given 
that fundamental cost-conditions and demand-conditions 
remained unaltered, expectations which did not conform 
to the objective situation were automatically checked and 
revised by the price-changes which the actions consequent · 
on these expectations provoked.~ Subjective expecta
tions bred from ignorance of the general situation, while 
they were not irrelevant to the , creation of economic 
fluctuations, were irrelevant to the final caree~ of. each 

1 Of course, under conditions where the buyers also base their actions 
on expectations of future prices (e.g. a purely speculative ma~;ket), since 
they buy merely with the intention of selling again, there is a possibility 
of indefinite price-movement in eithel" direction, prompted by an initial 
expectation on one side or the other. But the early utility-theorists, at 
any rate, implicitly ruled out this possibility from the consumers' market 
by their assumption that consumers' demand was related to a calculus 
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such fluctuation and to the· tendencies to equilibrium 
which ruled the long-period trend of events. 

It is clear, however, that this view must be subject to 
modification in two essential respects. 

FirJt, in so far as any of the governing conditions 
either contained a conventional element which was 
capabl~ of being influenced by changes in the income of a 
certain class or was in any other way dependent on the 
income of a group or a class. Clearly, none of the deter
minants of value in the labour-theory of value were 
capable of being so influenced. But certain of the 
determinants of Marx's prices of production might be. 
For instance, in so far as the valu~ of labour-power is 

. partly determined by what one may call the conventional 
.or social elemeqt embodied in the conception of a neces
sary standard of life, a change in wages brought about 
by temporary circumstances may itself alter the supply
price of labour-power or its "normal value" for the 
future.I For example, the 'change might be brought 
about in the one case by trade union action at a time 
of expanding demand for workers, or in the other case 
by the lowering of wages consequent on unemployment. 
Such .a change in the supply-conditions of labour-power 
would react on the equilibrium-position to which things 
·would . later tend to return: it would alter both the 
of utility, which could not itself be influenced by expected price-changes. 
Even so, of course, consumers may temporarily postpone consumption 
in face of an expected price-fall and. so aggravate the latter; but probably 
only in order to purchase equivalently more at a later date. The fact 
that the larger the element of speculative exchanges in the system the 
greater is the instability of prices is a consideration which has been ignored 
by traditional theories of speculation, which have mainly concentrated 
on an apologetic for speculative dealings. 

1 This conventional element is what Ricardo referred to as the factor 
of "habit" and Marx as the "social" element in de~rmining the "cost 
of production of labour-power". 
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aggregate and the rat~ of profit (and likewise rents) and 
hence would establish a new set of normal exchange
ratios. In Ricardo's theory this consideration received 
scant consideration, presumably for the reason that he 
thought the law of population to be powerful enough 
to make wages· conform 'to a subsistence level after a 
sufficient lapse of time. But in the theory of Marx 
it had much greater importance. It was precisely 
because an alteration of wages could modify the future 
equilibrium on the basis of which capitalist production 
and expansion would continue that Marx attached so much 
importance to crises and to the "industrial_reserve army" 
as shaping the future course of capitalism. For him, the 
law of motion of this society was not a law of nature which 
could be deduced mechanically from a few simple data 
and then forecasted for a century ahead: it was something. 
which was itself shaped by the class relation between 
Capital and Labour and. by changes in this relation. 

Similar considerations apply to the supply of capital. 
The volume of capital accumulation is clearly dependent 
in a very direct manner on the income of the capitalist 
class. Hence any short-period d,1ange which affected 
the income· of this class would react on the volume of 
capital accumulation during this and the immediately 
succeeding period: for instance, an expecution on .the 
part of entrepreneurs which induced them to take action 
which actually resulted in losses.1 This has an import-. 

1 It might seem as though expectations as to the future of relative 
prices will also exert a direct and immediate influence on the volume of 
capital investment, and that this influence should be classed under the 
above head. But the significance in this case is different: it is the type 
of action which ceteris paribus will be subject to revision because 
actuality does not correspond with expectation; whereas changed 
investment which is the product of changed income, and hence of a 
changed "supply-price" of capital, will not. 
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ance in the case of capital without any close parallel 
because capital accumulation and the innovations which 
go with it is so essential and continuing ·a process of 
capitalist production. On it the amount of constructional 
work and the balance between different lines of produc-:
tion not merely temporarily, but also permanently, 
depends.1 As will be seen, monetary changes may also 
have an effect on the supply of capital, and so leave the 
technical state of industry, the balance between in-

. dustries and the configuration of relative prices perman
ently different from what they previously were.2 

Secondly, it is clearly possible for subjective expectations 
. to affect the general level of prices, if they can influence 
either of the two monetary factor:; which (given the com
modity transactions) determine this level-namely, the 
volume of money and its velocity of circulation. How 
far they can affect the amount of money in circulation 
depends, in part, upon banking po!icy. But the velocity 

1 If we regard what the Austrians tenn the "time-structure of 
production" as lengthening continuously with time, then any short
period change which alters the rate of investment must alter the speed 
of this lengthening process and cause this ·"time-structure" to be 
different at any point of time in the future from what it otherwise would 
have been. This fact that capital accumulation is a continuing process 
has always constituted one of the difficulties of the view which treated 
capital as an ultimate factor of production. Capital is both a stock and 
a current flow of additions to that stock; the "supply-price" of these 
two things is different, only one of which can ever be said to be 
equal to the currenfreturn; and on the contrary to being independent 
'of the latter this supply-price is. continually changing with it. Cf. 
Armstrong, Saving and Investment, pp. 247-8; and above, p. 150. 

I This is apparently the phenomenon to which Swedish economists 
have referred when they have pointed out in emendation of Wicksell 
that a change of prices (produced by a divergence between the "natural" 
rate and the mopey rate of interest) may bring about a shift in the 
"natural rate" itself. Cf. Lindahl and Myrdal cit. Brinley Thomas, 
Monetary Policy m1d Prices, pp~ 78-9 and 8s; and Myrdal, :Monetary 
Equilibrill,l. 
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of circulation of existing money they can clearly influence 
immediately and directly in so far as tlie first effect of such 
expectations is likely to be on the use of existing money
balances, in the one case by causing a drawing upon 
existing money-balances to finance optimistic expecta
tions, in the other case by causing the proceeds of 
commodity-sales to swell idle balances as a resu~t of 
pessimistic expectations. The expectation, if it is general, 
will tend to produce the very price-change which it hoped 
for or feared.' 

This, however, is not to say that the price-change will 
necessarily be permanent, still less a continuing one. 
It all depends on whether the expansion (or contraction) 
of expenditure results in changes which confirm or which 
disappoint the original expectation. If the result is to 
yield losses to entrepreneurs (or in the converse case 
abnormal profits) then the movement will be self
defeating, and the contradiction between expected and 
realized gains will be the corrective that produces a 
return to the original position. If in the new position 
the profits that were considered normal in the old position 
are still realized (although not those abnormal profits, 
or losses, the expectation of which prompted the original 
movement), then there Will not necessarily be any 
tendency to return to the old position: merely a tendency, 
having reached the new level, to stay there. But if the 
result of the original movement is to produce the very· 
profits (or losses) that were expected-to yield a coin
cidence of realized with expected gain-then the move.:. 
ment, once started, will continue. In the first of these 
three cases the original position was one of stable 
equilibrium; in the second case, both the. old and the 

1 Cf. Wicksell, lntn-~st and Pric~s. p. 97. 
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new are positions of neutral equilibrium; in the third 
case the original position was one of unstabl~ equilibrium. 

A situation where the initial movement is likely to 
be self-defeating in its effects is where people wish and 
try to maintain their money-balances at the same size 
as before (measured in terms of real values). In this 
case an initial price-rise (or fall) will tend not only to 
be checked but reversed (e.g. through a rise in interest
rates). If, however, a continuing influence on the velocity 
of circulation is exerted by the fact that a price-change 
itself creates the expectation of a continuing rate of 
change in the same direction-the process of what 
Wicksell termed a rise of prices 11 Creating its own 
draught"-then the change is likely, not only to persist, 
but to continue. · 

In recent years there has been an increasing emphasis 
placed by economists on the possibility of a change in 
the price-level, initiated in this way, becoming cumu
lative, because a price-rise itself breeds expectation of 
a further rise and the expectation each ~ime tends to 
produce the very rise that had been expected. Hence 
a picture has emerged of the economic system as being 
unstable in a high degree. Professor Hicks has recently 
pointed out that this instability arises from the fact that 
·under dynamic conditions one can no longer hold to the 
crucial assumption that "the individual's scale of prefer
ence is independent of the prices fixed on the market" 1 

-the tacit assumption underlying all versions of the 
subjective theory of value .. which we have had occasion 

· to call in. qu,estion in previous chapters of this book. 
So soon as we admit the effect of price-changes in the 
immediate past on expectations in people's minds as to 

1 J, R. Hicks, Value and Capital, p. 249. 
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what wiU occur in the future, and hence on their prefer
ences spread out over time, this assumption of independ
ence breaks down: cumulative movement in the direction 
either of continuous inflation or deflation of all prices 
becomes possible. In fact, we are faced with a situation 
quite opposite to that which, economics has traditionally 
envisaged. Instead of the traditional picture ·of an 
economic system possessed of such a high degree of 
stability as to make a trade cycle scarcely explicable, 
save in terms of some special disequilibrating influence 
external to the system, we have the picture of an economic 
system that is much more unstable even than the capitalist 
system clearly is-moreover, a system about the larger 
movements of which theie is very little. that one can say 
by way of deterministic forecast. -

One reason why in the past this instability has been 
denied has presumably been the belief that a change in 
the general price-level, of the kind to which we have 
been referring, cannot occur without some change also 
in relative prices, and a shift of relative prices of a kind 
that disappoints the original expectation of which the 
price-movement has been the consequence. Hence the 
shift away from equilibrium tends to be· self-corrective 
because i~ results in price-changes that prompt a revision 
of the original action. The chief way in which expecta
tions influence the situation in a capitalist economy is 
through the expectations and actions of entrepreneurs. 
Consequently this. influence will operate through the· 
medium of changes in investment; and since the originat
ing act takes this shape, it will represent a changed demand 
on the part of entrepreneurs for a particular class of 
goods. The additional demand will represent a demand 
for labour-power,, raw materials and instruments' of 
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production, and not' in. the first instance a demand for 
consumption-goods. The result of this will be that (if 
there is a state of full employment, or approaching full 
employment} the prices of the former will tend to rise. 
The initial price-rise, therefore, takes the form of a rise 
in the price of things which figure to the entrepreneur 

·as costs; and in so far"as this set of prices rises relatively 
to the price of his finished product, the margin between 
them will be narrowed and, not only his recent and 
·~abnormal" profit-expectation, but even his "normal" 

. expectation of profit will,. ceteris paribus, be disappointed. 
True; it will subsequently 1 happen that the prices of 
finished goods will rise as wage-earners and others come 
to spend their increased purcp.asing-power. But even if 
these prices rise 'by the same absolute amount as costs 
have risen, the margin between them will be smaller 
proportionately to the higher level of costs and of selling
prices; so that the rise in the latter will not prove 
sufficient compensation to the entrepreneur; seeing that 
his total outlay (in money terms} has increased. 

To illustrate this argument, let us suppose, for example, 
·a community where the sole product, and also (by a 
stretch of imagination} the only finished commodity 

. which its inhabitants buy, consists of boots. Let us 
further suppose that the expectation of improved profit 
results in the decision of entrepreneurs in the boot 
industry to draw upon their fllOney-balances in order to 

·,purchase more leather and eq~ipment with which to 
expand output. The result is that the new demand 
for resources (constructional materials, labour-power, 

1 It is to be noted that our argument here is independent of whether 
this time-lag is long or short, or whether there is even any time-lag at 
all. If there is, then the argument of the text will be reinforced. 
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leather, etc.) compet~s with existing demands and so 
raises the price of these resources.• Eventually the price 
of boots will rise by an equivalent extent (as the wages, 
etc., come to be spent). In other words, receipts from 
boot-sales will increase by the same amount as costs 
have risen.' But they will increase in smaller proportion. 
Meanwhile the capital outlay is larger than it was before, 
having increased to the extent of the rise in costs; so 
that the profits ·which can be realized will suffice only 
to yield a smaller ratio o_f profit to. outlay and hence to 
disappoint the expectation on which the original invest
ment was inade.1 The very rise in costs.will,. of course, 

1 If reserves of these things e:lcist, then the price-rise of these resources is 
amaller, or even, in the event of infinitely elastic supply of such resources,. 
nil. In this case the increase in the aggregate boot-output will be in 
proportion to the increased money-expenditure, and no rise in selling
price will occur. Here it is true that the rate of profit will not fall as 
a result of the expectation-fed expansion of output. But if there is any 
inelasticity in the supply of resources costs will be raised in some degree 
relatively to the selling-price of finished goods (given the assumptions 
referred to below). 

1 The matter can be put in this form. Investment in the indUstry 
is increased by x. For simplicity let us neglect the fact that part of the. 
investment will take the form of durable plant, and assume that invest
ment entirely takes the form of leather. Then the increase of invest
ment will be equivalent to an increase of current cost-outlay on boots. 
Then if originally costs in leather and labour were X, receipts from 
boot-sales Y, and the resulting profit Y -X.= y, the rate of profit 

was~· Now both X andY are increased by x, leaving the difference 

between them still= y. But the rate of profit will now= _Y_. 
X+x 

The result will be as if, in a community of barter, a farmer, in ex
pectation of an improved harvest, decided to lay out more com in return 
for labour, or contracted with labourers so as to promise them a larger 
claim on the contents of his barns when the harvest was in. The harvest 
then turned out to be no better than the previous year, with the result 
that he found himself worse off by reason of the optimistic contracts he 
had made, while the labourers il) that year consumed a larger proportion 
of the current produce. 

The result (to revert to our boot example) will not be substantially 
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in large measure have frustrated the intention to create 
new plant, or even to acquire more labour and materials. 
But it is this very. frustration which precludes that 
increase of output which might have enabled the invest· 
ment·intention to realize its expectations of profit. 

Of course, it may be that the effect of an expectation· 
prompted movement towards expansion ~r contraction 
is modified by the rigidity of certain elements in the 
situation. This rigidity may be of money-wages, which 
may fail to rise .in face of an increased demand for 
labour, or it may be of certain long-term contracts that 
ar<1 fixed in money: for example, loan-contracts, where 
the effect of the initial price-movement may be merely 
to "squeeze" (or, conversely, confer a bounty upon) 
rentiers. To the· extent that this is the case, it might 
seem at first sight as though the profits realized in the 
upswing would be larger than would otherwise be the 
case; and conversely in the downswing. (It would, 
indeed, seem to be on some such 1::onclusion as this 
that the traditional view has been based wfiich favoured 

"plastic rather than rigid money wage-rates in the face 
of changes in the general price-level.) But this con· 
elusion does not necessarily follow, if the expenditure of 
these fixed-income groups is correspondingly smaller 
than it would otherwise have been. This consideration, 

different if part of the increased investment is directed towards new and 
additional plant. Then, either the price of machinery and equipment 
will be raised (with comparable effect to the rise of price of leather and 
labour in our simpler ·case), or, if labour is drawn towards the con
structional trades so as to change the technique of industry in the 
direction of a raised ratio of capital to labour ·(Marx's higher "organic 
composition of capital" or the Austrian's "more roundabout production"), 
then the rate of profit will fall for this reason. The actual outcome may 
well be a mixture of these two phenomena, the occurrence of the former 
promoting and leading to the latter. 
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accordingly, indicates that no answer to . this type of 
question can be sufficient unless something is known of 
the reaction of consumers themselves to the price-rise; 
and ~o this we have paid no attention hitherto. · 

It should now be evident that underlying this whole 
argument about the movement of relative prices is the 
assumption that it is the expectations of entrep~eneurs 
that play the active role, while the actions· of consumers 
remain unaffected, or little affected, by price-expectations. 
And it is apparently on some such assumption as this 
that the traditional pictures of a stable system 'depend. 
For, in this· case, as soon as prices .start to rise, those 
persons whose mo!ley-incomes have not yet risen (e.g~,· 
non-wage-earners) will curtail their purchases, with t~e 
intention of postponement. If, however, this is not 
the case-if consumers, like entrepreneurs, are influenced 
by a price-rise to }?elieve that the rate of change is likely 
to continue, or at least that the new and higher level 
will be permanent L-then consumers will expand their 
money-expenditure in an attempt to purchase at least as 
many commodities as before. The result will be that 
consumption-goods will rise in at least the same propor:.. 
tion as costs have risen; there will be no shift of relative 
prices, no narrowing of the profit-margin and hence no 
necessary disappointment of entrepreneurs' expectations. 

1 This ia the case that Professor Hicks des~ribes as one of "elasticity 
of expectations" being equal to or greater than unity. (Op. cit., p. zos.) 
It was this case (where "the demand of non-wage-earning consumers 
is quite inelastic") that I stated to be highly unlikely in a lengthy footnote 
on p. 1 u (and again in a footnote on p. 213) of the original edition of 
these euays, in discussing the views of Mr. Keynes, Mr. Harrod and 
Mr. Lerner. I am now convinced that this case is not so unlikely as 
I then thought: that, in fact, it may correspond closely to reality at 
important phases of the trade cycle. At the same time, I still think that 
it cannot necessarily be regarded as generally true to reality, as some 
writers seem to have assumed without much question. · 
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Consumers and entrepreneurs alike, by expanding their 
money-outlay, will have caused the price-change that 
they expected, and their money-incomes will have risen 
along with prices generally and with their own expend
iture. The movement will have been self-justifying, not 
self-defeating. · 

If, however, we take into account .the fact that the 
normal state of the system is one of unemployment 
and unused capacity, there is a further factor which 
makes for a high degree of instability in the rate of 
investment, and hence in the activity of the economic 
system and the volume of employment. The difference 
which· this consideration makes is that, if there is a 
reserve both of labour-power and of' other resources in 
the system, we have to deal with fluctuations, not only 
of investment-outlay of entrepreneurs in terms of money 
(which in a state 'lf full employment can only lead to 
price-fluctuation!?) but of real investment-·activity (e.g .• 
the output of capital-goods) as well. Such fluctuations 
of real activity introduce a cumulative factor, which 
reinforces what has been said above. The cumulative 
influence resides in the fact that the profit that is earned 
on existing capital equipment will depend on the level 
of demand and hence of activity: consequently it will 

·depend, inter alia, on the rate of investment itself. A 
rise in the rate of investment (or mutatis mutandis, a 
fall) will increase the inducement to ,invest, thereby 
encouraging a further rise in the rate of investment. 

· That this will be the case depends on the assumption, 
first that selling-price bears some definite relation to 
marginal cost, and secondly that, as existing equipment 
is more intensively utilized, the productivity of labour 
that is using this equipment will fall and marginal costs 
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will rise. This rise of price (consequent on the rise of . 
marginal cost 1 ) will cause a fall in real wages 2 and a 
"shift to profit". Such a cumulative tendency, however, 
is unlikely to be of permanent duration, for the reason 
that, as investment proceeds, it leads to an increase in 
the actual stock· of capital equipment (without any 
equivalent increase of Marx's "variable capital"), and 
hence eventually to a fall in the rate of profit yielded 
by a giveh mass of profit.3 Hence at some point the 
eventual operation ·of the tendency for. the profit-rate to 
fall is likely to counter-balance the tendency for total 
profit to rise, so that the inducement to expand .. invest
ment will at first tend to be retarded and then reversed. 
(The converse will happen as investment falls off cumu
latively in a slump.) What this factor is likely to produce, 
therefore, is a fluctuating moyement of considerable 
amplitude, with the upward and downward ·movement 

1 It is to be noted that this rise is independent of (and additional to) 
any rise of cost that m:1y occur owing to the rise in the price of factors 
of production due to increased demand by entrepreneurs, to which 
reference was made a few pages earlier. 

1 If .in face of this situation wage-earners demand a compensating 
rise in· their money-wages, the possibility of profits nevertheless increasing 
will depend on whether this rise of money-wages does or does not result 
in a proportional rise of selling-prices; and this will depend on the 
conditions discussed in the previous paragraph~ I have discussed this 
point at greater length, in its special application to a socialist economy, 
if this were to operate a simila'r pricing-system to capitalism, in· The 
Economic Journal, December 1939. · 

• l'rofessor Hayek has emphasized another irrfluence which he suggests 
will operate in a similar way to reverse the, expansion before long
probably before "full employment" is reached: namely,,the fall of real 
wages and rise of profit will tend to discourage investment in the more 
labour-saving methods and encourage a shift to more labour-using forms 
of production (a "shortening" of the production-period in his termin
ology; a lowering of the composition of- capital in MarJ~;'s). Hence 
investment will ultimately decline, because of mzal/er inducement to 
lock-up capital in expensive and very durable equipment. (Cf. Profit, 
lnlt'Tt'st and l11vestment.) 
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at first 11 Creating their own draught" with quickening 
pace, but in the course of doing so germinating a counter
influence, which eventually overpowers its predecessor 
and reverses the direction of movement. 

The outcome of this analysis would seem to be that 
expectations, at any rate business-expectations on the 
part of entrrpreneurs, play a dominant . role in the 
causation of fluctuations, both in price and in industrial 
activity, and hence can exert an important,· if strictly 
circumscribed,· influence on the determination of long
period equilibrium. This represents a significant modi
fication of classical theory and its statement of economic 
laws, and leaves little standing of the "economic har
monies" of laissez-Jaire. Of particular significance· is 
the' emphasis that it places on the tendencies away from 
equ,ilibrium whichlie inherent in an individualist economy, 

. as they were stressed by Marx, by contrast with the , 
tendencies towards an equilibrium which the Ricardian 
school had emphasized; and further on the fact that 
such ruptures of equilibrium themselves play an active 
and not merely a passive role with regard to the future. 
We are left: with the picture of a highly unstable system, 
very different from the nicely equilibrated system that 
it has been tradit!onal for economists to depict. We are, 
In fact, very far from the classical notion of economic 
movement as a simple product of certain mechanical 
motive forces (like growth of capital or of population), 
and much nearer to a conception of economic movement 
in terms of conflict and interaction. 

So far the partial breakdown of the mechanical deter
minism of classical doctrine has a positive value: it 
clarifies 9ur vision of reality. But there is another side 
to it. Subjective economics, resting as it does on an 
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attempt to interpret economic events in terms of the . 
psychological behaviour of individuals, finds itself faced 
with a chaos of indeterminacy, where almost anyt~ng 
is possible. Having crowned expectations, it finds itself 
ruled by them; and where expectation is king, his every 
mood is law. It 'lands us in a world of cumulative 
movement and unstable equilibria, where large-scale or 
long-distance forecast is impossible-a world in which 
a campaign of economic "ballyhoo" could exert, not 
merely a defined and limited, but illimitable influence. 

Clearly we cannot .rest content with such a situation, 
if only because the nihilist view in which we appear to · 
be landed would, 'i{ it were true, make the economic 
system much more unstable than it actually is. Econ
omists seem to-day to be at times in danger of imposing 
by thought an indeterminacy on reality, just as previously 
economists imposed on reality thejr own conceptions of . 
mechanical equilibria. We clearly cannot be content to . 
displace the proud structure of classical Political Economy 
with a groping subjectivism which (a; Professor J. R. 
Hicks has cautiously said), while it may be "admirable 
for analysing the impact effect of disturbing causes, is · 
less reliable for analysing the further effects", ~and may_ 
well run the "danger, when it is applied to long periods, 
of the whole method petering out".1 The precise extent 
and nature of the instability to which· the capitalist 
system is so evidently subject is, of course, a practical 
question, to be decided by the study of actual situations, 
and by comparative study of situations as they· change 
and differ. Reasoning ·on the basis of known general 
characteristics of the system can never give us more 
than a provisional answer: nevertheless, this answer may 

1 The Economic Journal, June 1936, p. 241. 
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have great importance for practice, ·and in default of 
completer. inductive studies may be the reasoning with 
w~ich we have to be content. To generalize more 
confidently on the matter, and to see some pattern in the 
chaos of indeterminacy to which subjective economics 
threatens to lead us, we clearly need to go outside the 
narrow circle of exchange-relations--of what to-day has 
come to be narrowly "defined as "economic" factors
within which the. economists' problem is now usually 
set. ·we: look like being more usefully employed in 
studying the connection between the economic and 
social conditions in which individuals are set-institu
tional and class conditions and the concrete relationships 
of social groups to the process of production-and the 
motives and actions to which these conditions give rise • 
than in further complicating the algebra of the impact 
of expectational-systems on the constellation of prices. 

One thing, at any rate, seems clearly to emerge; and 
it is of fundamental importance. What gives to expecta
tions the' influence that we have been discussing, and 
hence cradles the tendency of the system to violent 
fluctuation, is the particular type of uncertainty that is 
.characteristic of a society of individual (as distinct from 
social) ·production. It is the atomistic diffusion of 
economic decisions under a system of individual produc
tion for a market that gives to expectations their rein. 
Connected with this is a distinction that would seem to 
be crucial for the methodology of economics: a distinction 
between the type of law that it is possible to postulate 
of a world of perfect foresight, and that different type 
of law, and degree of determinism, which operates where 
various types of uncertainty prevail. Of course, economic 
systems differ only in degree in the foresight of which 
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those who take the ruling decisions are capable; although 
in this respect (as is suggested in a later chapter) the 
difference betwe~n a capitali~t economy and a planned 
socialist economy is sufficiently large to justify one in 
treating it as a difference· of kind. 

What is significant here for the causation of fluctuation 
is the blindness of the individual entrepreneur-the man 
who takes the decisions which control production and 
investment-as to the course of events in the immediate ' 
future so far as these affect himself. It is quite another 
matter as to whether the situation is such that . the 
economi~t or the scientist, staqding outside the system, 
as it were, and observing it .as.. a whole, can estimate· 
the future. Even if such a scientific observer could 
foretell the outcome, given the relevant data, it does 
not follow that the entrepreneur co\lld do so: since it 
is the essential nature of the latter in an individualist 
economy that he is in a situation where he is of necessity 
ignorant as to the current actions of his rivals. . In the 
degree that he is thus .in "blinkers", his arid others' 
expectations will exert an influence in producing fluctua
tions-fluctuations which will be greater and their effects 
more lasting the more durable the form in which the 
decisions are embodied. The generation of such fluctu~
tions is, accordingly, part of the essential nature of an 
individualist economy, not aQ accidental derivative. We 
are confronted with this paradox. · If the entrepreneur
could foresee the actions of his rivals,. he would not act 
in the manner in which the theory of competition. 
assumes hin to act, and the laws of Political Economy 
in their traditional form would cease to hold true. Yet 
it is the existence . of this essential blindness which gives 
scope to the · influence of expectations, with the de-
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partures from equilibrium which this influence engenders 
and the element of indeterminateness which it introduces. 
Only by virtue of the uncertainty of each as to the actions 
of all do the traditional laws of the market rule; only by 
the appearance of freedom does economic necessity and 
automatism prevail; only by reason of the essential 
ignorance of each entrepreneur does the economist's 
power of forecasting the total situation emerge. As 
Engels once said, the economists' "natural law" was 
"based on the unconsciousness of the parties concerned". 
This rule of "natural law", based on "unconsciousness", 
was as far as classical :Political Economy ventured to 
see-a rule of law later 'sanctified as the music of an 
immanent harmony. What Political Economy previously 
failed to see is that this very atomistic ignorance of 
each as to the intentions of others, through the influence 
it gives to expectations, holds at the same time the 
inevitability of economic fluctuations: fluctuations which 
generate an important modifying influence, as well as 

. a potent motive force, shaping the future of the economic 
system .. 
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CHAPTER VII 

IMPERIALISM 

IT was primarily as a critique of· Mercantilism' that 
classical Political Economy, and more particularly its 
theory of foreign trade, fired the minds of its con
temporaries and won its place in. history. To denounce , 
Mercantilism as a system and to refute the fallacious 
reasoning of its apologists was· a passion which domin-. 
ated the writings alike of Adam Smith, of James Mill. 
and of Ricardo. In view of the resemblance between 
Mercantilism and modern Imperialism, it is the 'more 
surprising that economists of our day should have had 
so little to say concerning the latter, and should even 
have treated i~ as a subject outside their scope. . This 
resemblance between eighteenth-century colonialism and 
that of to-day,· at least in superficial aspect, has often 
been observed (among the earliest, t believe, by Thorold 
Rogers in the 'eighties). The resemblance lies not 
merely in thefact that both are concern.ed with a colonial 

· system, but in their employment of certain parallel 
monopolistic practiCes, and in a similar antithesis which 
their ideologies share to the doctrines of classical Political 
Economy. . 

The early economists had few illusions about Mercantil
ism; and their analysis disclosed very clearly the essential 
relations which underlay its elaborate superstructure of· 
trade r~gulations and the ideologies created in its ex-
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planation and defence. They perceived that its essential 
character was a special form of monopolistic policy and 
that the gain which was sought from it was a monopoly
gain, and primarily the gain of a limited class. James 
Mill, who had described colonies as "a vast system of 
outdoor relief for the upper classes", wrote that: "The 
mother country, in compelling the colony to sell goods 
cheaper to .he~ than she might sell them to other countries, 
merely imposes upon her a tribute; not direct, indeed, 
but not ~he less real because it is disguised"; 1 while 
Say, describing the system as "built upon compuision, 
restriction and monopoly", declared that "the metropolis 
can compel. the colony to purchase from her everything 
it may have occasion for; this monopoly, or this ex
clusive privilege, enables the producers of the metropolis 

· to make the colonies pay more for the merchandise than 
it i~ worth" .2 · Adam Smith, who had provided the classic 
discussion of the matter, denounced the system in these 
terms: "The monopoly of the colony trade, like all the 
other mean and malignant expedients of the mercantile 
system, depresses the industry of all other countries, 
but chiefly that of the colonies, without in the least 
increasing ·. ~ . that of the country in whose favour it 
is established .. · .. The monopoly, indeed, raises the 
rate of mercantile profit, and thereby augments some
what the gain of the merchants .... To promote the 
little interest of one little order of men in one country, 

1 Elements of P~l. Economy, Third Ed., p. 213. 
1 Treatise o, Pol. Econ. (1821), Vol. I, p. 322; and Catechism of Pol. 

Economy, pp. 129-30. Cf. also Torrens, Production of Wealth (I 8;u ), p. 228 
et seq. Torrens does not hesitate to refer in refreshingly strong terms to 
the "powerful junta of ship-owners and merchants, whose private 
interest is opposed to that of the public" as responsible for colonial 
regulations (p. 248). 
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it hurts the interest of all other orders of men .in that 
country, and of all men in all other countries. . . . One 
great original source of revenue, the wage!? of labour,_ 
the monopoly must have rendered at . all times less 
abundant than it otherwise would have been." 1 

Both Smith arid Ricardo discussed the effect of foreign 
trade on the rate of profit. Both considered that it could 
exert an influence to raise the rate of profit in the home 
country, but for opposed reasons. . Adam Smith had 
argued that colonial trade would do so by diverting 
capital into branches. of trade, in which it had a partial 
monopoly, and where, as a result, the profit that coulrl: 
be earned was higher. But this diversion of capital 
would also raise the rate of profit in all other trades as 
well (owing to the lessened competition of capital in 
them), and as a result would raise the price of corn- · 
modi ties in the horne country. This contention he used 
to show that the Mercantile System did damage alike 
to the horne country and the colony.2 This Ricardo 
denied. It might well be possible for "trade with a 
colony (to be) so regulated that it (should) at' the same· 
time be less beneficial to the colony, and more beneficial 
to the mother country than a perfectly free trade". At 
any rate, "any change from one foreign trade to another, 
or from home to foreign trade, cannot, in my opinion, 
affect the rate of profits. . . . There will be a worse 
distribution of 'the general capital and industry, and, 
therefore, less will be produced. . • . (But) if it even 

1 WMlth of Nations (Ed. 1826), pp. 571, 57z. Cf. also the remarks of 
Sismondi on the colonial system under which "the metropolis ~eserved 
to itself all the profit of monopoly, but in a very restricted market"
ao restricted as to mean that in the long run free trade would have been 
preferable for both nwtropolis anJ U>!ony. (Nouvmux Pri11cipes (1819), 
I, p. 393.) • Jbid., pp. 556-9 . 
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had the effect of raising profits, it would not occasion 
the least alteration in prices; prices being regulated 
neither by wages nor profits." I The only way in which 
pr<?fit could be raised by foreign trade was through the 
effect of abundant and cheap food-imports on the price 
of labour; and this was most likely to be promoted by 
free trade and the widest possible extension of the 
market. 

Marx includes foreign trade among the influences 
which counteract the tendency for the rate of profit to 
fall, and refers to the dispute between Smith and Ricardo. 
In this matter he seems to have sided with Smith against 
Ricardo (which was unusual for him). Foreign trade 
could raise the rate of profit, not only by cheapening 
subsistence, but also· by "cheapening the elements of 
constant capital". In addition to this, capital invested 
in foreign trade, and · a fortiori in regulated colonial 
trade, could earn a higher rate of pro~t; and there 
seemed ·"no reason why these higher rates of profit 

· realized by capitals invested in certain lines and sent 
home by them should not enter as elements into the 
average rate of profit and tend .to keep it up to that 
extent".~. "The favoured c~untry recovers more labour 
in exchange for less labour, although this difference, 
this surplus, is pocketed by a certain class. . . . So far 
as the rate of profit is higher, because it is generally 
higher in the colonial country, it may go hand in hand 
with a low level of prices if the natural conditions are 
favourable. It is true. that a compensation takes place, 
but it is not a compensation on [to?] the old level, as 
Ricardo thinks." This extra profit, which by competition 
of capitals eventually tends to enter into the general rate 

1 Principles, Third Ed., pp. 410 and 413. 
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of profit in the home country, he termed super-profit; 
remarking. that this was something analogous to the gain 
of "a manufacturer who exploits a new invention bt:fore 
it has become general" .1 

It is not altogether clear whether Marx intended this· 
to apply both to the case of simple exchange between 
two national economic units, either· regulated or · un
regulated, and to the case where the relation between 
them includes the fact of an investment of capital in 
one by the other. Clearly these are two distinct cases; 
and it would seem as though, with regard to the former, 
Ricardo was substantially right: that the advantage ~ 
derived from exchange by the country with the higher 
productivity of labour would not necessarily show itself 
in any rise in the rate of profit, which was a ratio of 
values; since the resulting attraction of gold . into the 
monetary system of this country inight have tlie effect 
of raising all prices equally and so of ·leaving relative 
prices unchanged. The gain from the trade . would 
augment the rate of profit only if it showed itself in a 
cheapening of subsistence or of raw materials and instru.: 
ments of production.2 But what Marx doubtless had 
in mind was a relationship between home country and 
colony which included the fact of investment by the 
former in the latter; and here Adam Smith's view would.· 
appear to be justified: the rate of profit in the home 
country would in this case undoubtedly be raised, by 
reason of the fact that the field of investment for its 
capital had been extended. 

1 Capital, III, pp. z78-8o. 
1 It might also have an effect on profit-which was not mentioned

if it led to a specialization by that country on linea of production which 
had different technical conditions, and. hence a different "organic 
composition of capital" on the average from that which existed before. 
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. No rigid line of demarcation can, of course, be drawn 
be~ween these two cases : rather are they to be regarded 
as two types of relationship between countries, the 
effects of which shade into one another at the edges. 
It is unlik€ly that trade-relations between two countries 
will have no effect in cheapening foodstuffs and raw 
materials for the more developed country, particularly 
in the case of trade between an industrial and an agri
cultural area; and to this extent the investment-field 
for the capital of the former country can be said to be 
enlarged. On the other hand, if capital is actually 
invested outside the former country, the rate of profit 
in that country is likely to be raised quite apart from 
its incidental effects on -relative prices. To define 
precisely the economic relationship which characterizes 
colonialism is, therefore, not easy. In such matters one 
cannot expect to find· definitions which separate pheno
mena with the sharp lines of logic.' Super-profit in 
Marx's sense can arise, it would seem, as much from 
free. and unregulated exchange between countries of 
different productivity as from regulated exchange or 
from· foreign investment; and hence is a product in 
some measure of most international trade. If we are 
to give a distinctive definition of this economic relation
ship, it must be in terms of something narrower thah 
this; and the most convenient and satisfactory e~onomic 
definition of colony and colonialism seems to consist in a 
relation between two" countries or areas involving the 
creation of super-profit for the benefit of one of them, 
either by means of some form of monopolistically regu
lated trade between them, or by an investment of capital 
by one of them in the other at a higher rate of profit 
than that prevailing in the former. Each of these types 
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of relationship represents a form of exploitation of one 
area by another (through trade or _through investment) 
which is in important respects different from the trading 
relationship between two areas which takes place on the 
basis of free and unregulated trade.1 

What characterized l\fercantilism was a relationship of 
regulate4 trade between colony and metropolis, ordered 
in such a way as to turn the terms of trade in .favour of 
the latter and against the former.2 In this system in
ves~ent in the colony • while it was found, seems to 
have played. a subordinate role. Modern Imperialism 
repeats this feature of exploitation through trade; and, 
while in the earJy stages of Imperialism this feature niay 
have been much less marked than it was in the ,colonial 
system of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in 
the later stages it assumes ~ large and growing_ importance 
in the shape of the neo-Mercantilist policies of "autarky" 
of imperial units. But between Mercantilism and Im-

1 The conception of foreign trade free of any monopolistic element 
is, of course, as abstract a conception as "free competition"· in internal 
trade, and is as rarely found.· We use the conception here primarily 
for analytical purposes. , 

1 This had earlier parallels in the relationship which persisted between 
merchant capital and the peasantry and craftsmen at the close of the 
Middle Ages and in the period of "primitive accumulation". · The 
various monopolistic provisions of the mercantile guilds, reinforced 
frequently by a policy on the part of the town governments, amounting 
to a sort of "colonialism" with regard to the surrounding countryside, 
gave rise to an exploitation-relation of this sort which seems to have 
constituted an important form of primitive accumulation. In the 
Verlag-system it reached._ a higher stage; finally reaching its mature 
and "pure" form in the exploitation of a proletariat by industrial capital 
and the creation of industrial surplus-value. (Cf. the present writer's 
Capitalist Enterprise, Chapters 14-16, 18-19.) It is of interest to note that 
this type of relationship formed the basis of the discussion in U.S.S.R. 
over the relationship between industry and peasant economy in 1925 and 
of Preobrajensky's theory of so-called" socialist primitive accumulation". 
(Cf. the writer's Russian Econ. Development, p. 160 et seq.) 
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perialism there lies, of. course, the whole difference 
between a primitive stage in the growth of capitalism 
and the most. advanced stage of large-scale industrial 
technique, of integration of finance with industry and of 
monopolistic organization and policies. Consequently, 
in the latter the export of capital comes to play a dominant 
role, and with it the ~xport of capital goods and the 
hypertrophy of the industries producing the latter.1 In
deed, among the contrasts which distinguish the old from 
the new colol_l.ial system, the fact of capital investment 
in the colonial area appears to be the chief. This invest
ment takes a variety of forms; and to represent it as 
consisting exclusively, ·or even predomi11antly, in invest
ment as industrial capital in the direct exploitation of a 
colonial proletariat is to ·give an over-simplified and 
mistaken picture of the actual process. Investment in 
the ~olony frequently takes the form of large-scale money
lending or of the exploitation of primitive forms of 
production; much as did merchant capital in Western 
Europe in the days of the Verlag-system.2 Moreover, 
the keynote of colonial investment since its start has 
consisted in privileged investment: namely, investment 

1 Aggregate British capital-exports in 1913 were estimated to amount 
to £4000 million, of which one-half was invested in the British Empire, 
. one-fifth in U.S.A., one-fifth in Central and South America, and only 
one-twentieth in Europe. The following percentages of the distribution 
of the combined exports of Germany, Britain and U.S.A. are instructive: 

Capital Goods. Consumption Goods. 
1800 • • 26 per cent. · 74 per cent. 
1900 • • 39 " 61 " 
1913 • • • 46 " 54 " 

(Inter. Chamber of Commerce, Inter. Econ. ReconstTuction, pp. 3o-2.) 
1 Examples of this appear to be furnished by the Niger Company or 

the Sudan Plantation Syndicate, or by much of French Equatorial 
Africa, where foreign capital exploits primitive economy through trade 
or money-lending, but shows little tendency to industrialize it. 
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in projects which carry with" them some differential 
advantage, preference or actual monopoly, in the form 
of concession-rights or. some grant of privileged status. 
:Monopoly-rights and restricti~e practices, not dissimilar 
to those in force in Stuart England, seem always to 
have constituted a large part of the attraction of colonial 
investment, and tQ Imperialism as a system of profit
extraction over wide· areas to have furnished an essential 
ingredient. 

Since investment in colonial areas represents a· transfer 
of capital to areas where semi-monopolistic priviieges 
ar~ easy to procure, where labour is inore plentiful and 
cheaper, and the "organic composition ·of capital"· is 
lower, the ·process· constitutes a very signifieant counter
acting influence to the tendency of the profit-rate in th~ 
home country to fall.l Moreover, it exerts this influence 
for a double reason. · Not only does it mean that the 
capital exported to the colonial area is invested at a 
higher rate of profit than if it had been invested, instead, 
at home; but it also creates a tendency for the rate ~f 
profit at home (in the imperialist country) to ·be greater 
than it would otherwise have been; The la~ter occurs 
because the plethora of capit3:l seeking investment in 
the metropolis is reduced by reason of the profitable 
colonial outlet, the pressure on the labour market is 
relieved and the capitalist is able to purchase labour-' 
power at home at a lower price. Export of capital, in 
other words, figures as a means of recreating the in
dustrial reserve army at home by virtue of tapping fresh 

1 For instance, J. S. Mill, writing as early as the mid-ni~eteenth 
century, makes this striking statement concerning the export of capital: 
"I believe this to have been for many years one of the principal causes 
by which the decline of profits in England has been arrested." (Principles, 
Ed. Ashley, p. 738.) 
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fields of exploitation abroad. Capital thereby ·gains 
doubly: }?y the higher rate of profit it reaps abroad and 
by the higher "rate of surplus-value" it can maintain 
at home; and this double gain is· the reason why, funda
mentally, the interest of capital ·rind of labour in this · 
matter are opposed, and why a capitalist economy has 
a. motive for imperialist policy which a socialist economy 
would. not have.1 Its significance can be seen if one 
supposes the process carried to an extreme: if · one 
supposes unlimited proletarian strata in the colonies 
·available to be tapped (and unlimited natural resources), 
and if one further supposes all obstacles to capital-export 

. removed.. The logical end of the process (if one cares 
to follow out a purely abstract hypothesis) would be to 
lower wage-rates (at least "efficiency-wages") in the· 

· older capitalist countries to the' level prevailing in the 
. colonial areas; and, so long as colonial areas remained 
to be tapped, to maintain the mass of the population 
throughout the.· world at this standard of life. For a 
number of concrete reasons, the process does not reach, 

1 With regard to the " compensation" of cheaper food imports resulting 
fro~ colonial development, to which: attention is frequently drawn, 
a well-informed writer has recently concluded as follows: "A latent· 
divergence of interest between workers and capitalists was · coming 
more and more to the front. Thouglt capitalists had. not been alone 
in gaining from the export of capital, the working class participated 
more by. Accident than design. It was only by a rare coincidence of 
interests that the most profitable risks happened to fructify in cheaper 
and cheaper foodstuffs and raw materials." He points out that building 
sultans' palaces, mining diamonds, constructing strategic railways, pur-:
c::hasing watships meant no such "compensation". Moreover, "the 
more new countries were opened up, the more apparent did the sectional 

· conflict become. The likelihood that foreign investment would reduce 
the cost of British imports was less overwhelming, the fear that in
dustries competing with our own would be fostered was more intense. 

· . . . Foreign investment, it was apparent, might lower the standard of 
living instead of raising it." (A. K. Cairncross in Review of Economic 
Studi(!s, Vol. III, No. 1.) 
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or even approach, this abstract limit (which on the· face 
of it would seem to involve the "de-colonization" of 
the colony, as :well ~ the partial de-industrialization 
of the imperial metropolis). But the tendency remains 
as a partial tendency even if it is countered by other 
factors.1 

There is often an inclination to fasten attention upon 
this contrast between the Mercantile System and modem 
colonialism-namely, the fact of capita~. investment in 
the colony-even to the extent of denying that the parti
cular type of exploitation which characterized the,former 
can be said to exist to-day. Stress is consequently laid 
on the industrializing effect of Imperialism in bacbvard 
countries, by contrast with the restrictive effect which 
the Mercantile System exercised. on the economic de
velopment of its colonies; and a picture is created· of 
a reproduction in the colonial areas of a fully fledged 
industrial capitalism of the normal type, leading to a 

1 This, of course, is not the whole of the matter. There may be 
incidental gains to the worlting class of the imperial metropolis, accruing 
to sections of it or even to the whole of it for a period. For instance, it 
may derive benefit from cheaper food imports which result from the 
opening up of undeveloped areas, or a particular group of workers 
may gain from the enlarged market for the products of that particuiar 
industry. Moreover, it may be possible for strongly organized workers 
to share some of the fruit of certain monopolistic practices, adjunct to 
Imperialism, which will be described below. Moreover, there is always 
the strictly relative sense in which a slave may benefit from the prosperity 
of his master: in the sense not of a comparison between his state as 
!ilave and as free, but his state as slave to a less prosperous and a more 
prosperous master. (Clearly this sense of "benefit" mqst always be 
subordinate to the more fundamental loss he suffers from his slave state.) 
So, if capitalism finds a partial escape in colonialism, it may avoid foims 
of pressure on the working class of the metropolis to which it would 
otherwise have had to resort. Compared with the latter alternative the 
metropolitan proletariat may be said to benefit from Imperialism. This 
is particularly relevant to an aspect of Fascism which will be mentioned 
below. · 
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progressive de-colonization of the backward countries. 
This perspective emerges from a neglect of those features 
of resemblance between Imperialism and the old colonial 
system to which we have referred, and of the character
istics of colonial development which are associated with 
_an age of monopolistic organization and policy. It is 
true that Imperialism exerts a revolutionary effect in the 
colonial area, more markedly than Mercantilism (which 
confined itself in the main to trade relations and the 
encouragement of agricultural plantations) ever did.l In 
so far as capital is to be invested as industrial capital, a 
proletariat must pe ·created where this condition does not 
already exist; and this implies the disintegration of older 
forms of economy, tribal or semi-feudal, by a process of 
"primitive accumulation". As a condition of extending 
the investment ~eld, Imperialism requires a partial 
revolution in the methods of transport: the harnessing 
of natural resources, and sometimes, though not in
variably, a measure of political as well as economic 
unification of the country. Yet this is subject to im
portant qualifications; and the positive role which the 
system p~ays, even in its early stages,. in colonial areas 
seems to be considerably inore limited, relatively to 
contemporary possibilities, than indigenous capitalism 
played in the original industrial· countries. Frequently, 
for political reasons, it supports rather than supplants 
reactionary social and political forms (for instance, the 

1 It is to be noted that in speaking of colonies here we are referring 
to those which are properly colqnies of the Imperialist epoch. Those 
parts of the British Empire which constitute the so-called Dominions 
are riot properly colonies in this aense-they are the former colonies 
of the Mercantilist period, which have since achieved considerable in-
• dependence. (South Africa, on the other hand, with its large exploited 
native population is, again, in a special position.) 
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native States in India; the perpetuation of the poli:tical 
disintegration of China), especially when it needs to 
seek for allies against rivals within or without the colony. 
As at certain. stages in the earlier history of. capitalism. 

· merchant capital effected a compn;>mise with fe"\).dal or 
semi-feudal interests or with the Court, in alliance against 

. a parvenu indus trial bourgeoisie (as in seventeenth..:century. 
England), so 'the imperialist interest may _lie ~ alliance 
with the remnants of the old ruling class of the colonial. 
country in opposition to the designs of a native bourgeois.ie 
with its interest rooted in intensive industrialization. As 
we have said, capital investment in colonies is very largely 
privileged investment, with semi-monopolistic rights or 
restrictions attached; while in many cases it. takes the 
for_m of the exploitation, and consequent perpetuation,_ 
of relatively primitive forms of production: a tendency 
which will be encouraged by the ,very poverty of the 
colony and the cheapness of its labour-supply. Again, 
it may run. counter to the gain of the capit~list class of 
the imperialist country to encourage investment In types 
of colonial pl'oduction which will compete with the ex
clusive advantage which that industry in the ·mother 
country has previously enjoyed. ·A monopolistic element'
therefore, quickly enters in, discouraging certain types 
of colonial development which are rival to other imperial 
interests, and often limiting industrial development in 
the colony to types of production which are comple
mentary and not rival to those of the metropolis.l Since 
an "infant" industry usually requires some differential 

· 
1 To express it in abstract terms: it would be in the interest of the 

capitalist class of the metropolis as a whole to act as a discriminating 
monopolist in its investment, limiting investment in the colony so as to 
maintain a highu rate of profit there and so as not to compete with the 
products of home investment. · 
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encouragement to launch it on its career, the mere absence 
of special encouragement to colonial industry may suffice 
to cramp industrialization within narrow limits. 

That Imperialism will very soon bring ~onopoly
practices reminiscent of Mercantilism in its train .is 
made probable by a special and distinctive feature of 
~is system. While the mere export of capital does not 
depend upon an elaborate. regulation of trade between 
colony and metropolis, as did Mercantilism, and can 
~ven thrive in company with a policy of the so-called 
'.'Open Door", it necessitates, as the colonial system of 
earlier centuries did not, a large measure of political 
control over the internal relations and structure of the 
colonial economy. This it requires, not merely to 
"protect property" and to ensure that the profit of the 
investment is not offset by political risks, but actually to 
create. the essential conditions for the profitable invest
ment of capital. Among these conditions is the existence 
of a proletariat sufficient to provide a plentifUl and cheap 
labour-supply; . and where this does ·not exist, suitable 
modifications of pre-existent social forms will need to ·be 
enfm:ced (of which the reduction of tribal land-reserves 
and the introduction of. differential taxation on natives 
living in the tribal reserve in East and South Mrica are 
examples ).1 Here, in this closer control of the. metropolis 
over the internal politics of the colony, seems to lie the 
basis of that 'political logic of Imperialism; which its 
history reveals, to graduate from "economic penetration" 

· to·" spheres of influence", from "spheres of influence" 

1 " In every tropical African possession the expropriation, exploitation 
and the virtual enslavement of the native inhabitants have been de
manded by the white settlers and capitalists, and everywhere, except 
in British West Mrica, it is being accomplished." (Leonard Woolf, 
Eum; Imperialism, p. 68.) 
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·to 12rotectorates or indirect control, and.from protector~ 
.ates via military occupation to annexation. As soon as 
political control arrives as handmaid to investment, the 
opportunity for monopolistic and preferential practices 
exists; and if this. politica~ control is· used, it will pre
surpably be· used in the promotion of the particular 
interests it represents.. The process of investment and 
the economic development of the colony will not' operate 
in an idyllic environment of laissez-faire: · 

It would seem that these restrictive and monopolistic · 
aspects of Imperialism become particularly prominent in 
the later stages of its development, and then come to 
constitute an essential element of the relationship between . 
metropolis and colony. At first, when the field of invest
ment is virgin and concessi~il-hunting easy, aue·ntion 'is 
mainly directed to seizing such opportunities as lie to 
hand or to opening up new fields. This is the pioneer,ng 
stage when there is still room for all. The Scramble for 
Africa of the 'eighties, with a whole continent before. it, 
did not as yet imply acute rivalry. The Fashoda inci
dent, it is true, .followed very soon, before the scramble 
was complete, as portent of future storms. But there, 
still remained sufficient room to permit the principle· of 
"compensations" to be applied between the rivals,- as 
it was applied, for instance, to mollify Franco-British 
rivalry in North Africa. The gangster-lust to "partition 
the globe" as exclusive· "territories" still had virgin 
lands to feed on. The Morocco incident of. I 9 I I was a 
more serious portent; and as soon as the hinterlands of 
British East and German East Africa were developed, 
the pressure of a latent rivalry in central Africa inevitably 
grew. Even so, it was probably in the. Near East, along 
the road to Bagdad, to Teheran and to India, . rather 
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than in Mrica, that the most dangerous gunpowder-train 
leading to August 1914 was laid. · 

Yet even in this early stage there is nothing like the 
free competition of classical doctrine in the bidding for 
investment-opportunities and concession-rights. Pre
ferences of one type or another figure prominently in 
the game; and in establishing or maintaining these 
preferences political influence plays an outstanding role. 
The history of this development abounds in instances of 
political influence being decisive in determining to which 
of competing national. groups a particular concession is 
assigned-the history of China, South America, of the 
Near East, of Egypt, Tripoli, 1\forocco.I Once attained, 
the special rights enjoyed. by such bodies as the South 
Mrica CQmpany ,' the British and German East Mrica 
Companies, the Niger Company, the Sudan Plantation 
Syndicate, the pre-war Bagdad Railway Company (to 
mention the more obvious examples) constituted them 
virtual monopolies over an extensive sphere. What is 
true of loans, constructional contracts and mining-con
cessions is true to a less extent of. trade in commodities, 
and probably tends to become more characteristic of 
colonial trade as colonial development . proceeds. As 
Professor Pigou has said: ''There are openings for highly 
profitable investments in loans to weak governments 
whose officials can be bribed or cajoled, in building 
railways for such government9 on favourable terms, in 
developing the natural resources of oil-fields, or in 
establishing rubber plantations on land taken from 
Mricans and :worked by the forced or 'stimulated' 

1 Cf. such works as: L. Woolf, Empire and Commerce in Africa; 
Earle, Turkey, the Great Powers and the Bagdad Railway; Brailsford, 
War of Steel and Gold; Nearing and Freeman, Dollar Diplomacy; T. W. 
Overlach, Foreign Financial Control in China. 
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labour of Africans at a very low wage. . When the 
government of so~e civilized .country has annexed, OJ;" · 

is protecting, or has established a sphere of influence 
over any undeveloped region, these valuable concessions 
are apt to flow, even when they are not formally reserved, 
to financiers among its own nationals. These financiers 
are often rich and powerful. They have means of making 
their voices heard through newspapers, t>f influencing 
opinion, andofputting pressure on governments." i .· 

The classical theory of foreign trade postulates that 
countries tend to specialize on producing those com
modities in the production of which t}:ley have. a <7om
parative advantage, ·and that the gains of the. trade are 
divided according to the elastic;ities of the relevant 
national demands (expressed in terms of the commodities 
each exports to acquire the commodities it requires to 
import). It would hardly be incorrect to say that to-day 
the precise opposite. is true: that each country attempts 
to create or to "earmark" for itself the demand for · 
those things which it has the facilities to produce; and 

. that economic hegemony consists in success in so doing. 
What is the economic significance of the spread of the 
culture, habits and customs of a particular nation to 
"backward areas" if it is not that the latter' will tend to 
develop tast~s for what the former has become fitted to 
·produce, and hence historically has grown to appreciate 
and· des~re? This process is, of course, subject to .im
portant qualifications. A nation which has no coal .can 
hardly train its colony to tastes which exclude coal 
altogether, or a nation which has no textiles to coerce 
its colony into going naked and buying jewellery instead. 
But a colony under· British. influence or domination is 

1 Political Economy of Wa,., pp. 21-2. 
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likely for numerous reasons- to prefer British engineers 
and British personnel for its industry, and enterpr!ses 
staffed by British personnel are likely to have a bias 
towards using British patents and devices and placing 
c~nstruction-contracts with British firms. In a British 
colony the prevalent fashicn (unless there is strong 
reason .to the contrary) is likely to lie in the direction 
of British cloths and British styles; and in a German 
or a French or a Japanese colony in a different direction. 
The effect of such influence will, of course, be that the 
financiers, concessimi-hunters, contractors, trading com
panies, etc., will be· able to enjoy a higher price of sale 
and a ~ower price of purchase than if these preferences 
had not existed and their transactions had taken place 
in a more perfectly competitive market. In other words, 
the "terms of trade" between metropolis and colony will 

. be turned in favour of the former. Th~ aphorism that 
"Trade follows the Flag" embodies the. essential truth 
that a signifj.cant aspect of the role of colonies in inter
national economics is that they constitute in large part 
"private markets" for the interests of the national group 
which controls them, even where the policy of the "Open 
·Door" prevails. The number and extent of such 
privileged spheres which a national capitalism can enjoy 
will significantly determine the rate of profit which it 
can earn and the place it can hold in world economy. 

·In this sense, the "search for markets", to '~hich ·the 
~nder-consumptionists refer, will have an independent 
meaning: namely, the search for extended opportunities 
of deriving monopoly-profit by exploitation through 
trade, as distinct from the extraction of'' normal" surplus
value. 

~ut to-day even the nominal maintenance of "Open 
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Door" policies. is becoming increasingly rare. Agree
ments as to spheres of influence run parallel to the 
territory-agreements between internationaJ cartels, which 
divide out the market into assigned ''preserves". Political 
appeals are directly used to influence demands, and ·we 
see combines using political prejudices to exclude rival 
products (as, for ·example, in the notorious campaign 
against Russian oil a few years ago). So intimately are 
politics and economics entwined that the mere smell of 
an oil-concession has been known to throw at least one 
international conference of States into confusion. Current 
politics of "autarky" and economic nationalism, with 
their raising of tariff-walls round national or imperial 

. units and their plethora of quota-arrangements, merelY\ 
pursue the ideal of the restricted market and the monopo
lized preserve in a more perfected form; while the now
fashionable balanced-trade agreements and the revived 
gospel of export-surpluses are explicit recognition of 
that nco-Mercantilism which has always been latent in 
modern Imperialism. In this process monetary dis
turbances, on which the. economist~s attention has been 
mainly fastened, would seem to figure as effect rather 
than as cause: exchange-depreciation as one of the 
instruments of export-rivalry; and the opposition of rival 
currency systems, such as the gold-bloc, the stei:-ling
bloc and the dollar-bloc, as an aspect of a manreuvre for 
position in the creation of protected and isolated economic 
areas. When a Hitler or a 1\:lussolini preaches the need 
for colonial outlets, it is not 'abundance but restriction, 
not access to plenty for the people but monopolized 
preserves for big industry that he really desires. 

The important question remains as to why this new 
colonialism should have appeared at the particular stage 
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in history that it did. Lenin pointed out that Imperialism 
was the characteristic of capitalism in its monopoly-stage, 
particularly of the stage in which an integration of finance 
with industry took place, with its subordination of in
du~trial decisions 'to large-scale financial strategy, which 
Hilferding had called "Finance-Capital" .1 Hence Im
perialism implied not merely an export of capital to new 
'areas where rejuvenated it could retrace its history, but 
·an expansion of capitalism to new areas under specific 
conditions, with a consequent emergence of quite novel 
elements in the situation. Moreover, as recent events 
have shown (in Spain, for example), this lust of expan
sion is directed not only towards ''backward" countries 
of Asia or Africa but towards neighbouring regions, 
the economic control over which can yield monopolistic 
advantages.2 And for this association of Imperialism 
with the. passing of capitalism in the metropolis into a 
monopoly-stage there is a strong evidence of fact as well 
as the presurnption.of abstract reasoning. 

The simultaneity in the rise of modern Imperialism in 
the countries of western Europe is a notable fact which 
has been frequently mentioned. It was with surprising 
accord that in the 'seventies and early 'eighties of 
'the last century the most advanced capitalist countries, 
Britain, Germany and France (with Britain ahead and 
somewhat more successful than the rest), showed a 
revived interest in colonies; and eager hands were 

1 Lenin, Imperialism; R. Hilferding, Finan:J-l(apital. 
a So much indeed has this desire for the fruits of monopolistic control 

over already developed spheres come to the forefront that it may· weU 
be that export of capital will in future play a much smaller rOle than in 
the pre-war epoch. Cf. the remark of Prof. B. Ohlin: "Conditions 
are so different from what they were in the nineteenth century that 
international capital movements will play a much smaller rOle than they 
did formerly." (In International Econ. Reconstruction, p. 75.) 
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stretched out in the notorious Scramble for Africa, by 
which within scarcely more than a decade a continent 
was carved out between a few great Powers.1 Interest 
in China and the Far East was revived; and rivalry for 
"spheres of influence" here and in .the 'Nea~ East 
quickly· imitated events in AJrica. This conversion· to 
new methods was sudden as well as simultaneous. It 
seemed to come unprepared by gradual steps in . retreat 
from the previous policy, as represented by the Cobdenite 
ideal of .international free trade. For thirty years the 
tide of British policy had been setting steadily in the 
direction of loosening the bonds between Britain and. 
her older colonies of the Mercantile period; and the
Scramble for Mrica came close on the heels of Gladstone's 
most signal triumphs in crowning free trade and clos~ on' 
the heels of the Great Exhibition and of a series of 
commercial treaties which were acclaimed as marking 
the dawn of a free-trade world.. Something more than 
the eloquence of a Disraeli seems necessary to explain 
this sudden turn of the tide. · Within a few years there 
was revived protectionist talk under the· slogan of" Fair 
Trade not Free Trade"; Joseph Chamberlain in due 
course was to lead his revolt from the Liberal Party; 
while in France and Germany, as in Britain, the value 
of colonies to the mother country was rediscovered in 
theory and in practice. Italy, 'for whom the industrial 
revolution came late in the c~ntury, showed a tardier 

1 "In the ten years r88o-189o five inillion square rnil~a of African 
territory, containing a po~;>ulation of over 6o millions, were seized by 
and subjected to European States. In Asia during the same ten years 
Britain annexed Bum1a and subjected to her control the Malay peninsula 
and Baluchistan; while Franc~ took the first steps towards subjecting 
or breakin~ up China by seizing Annam and Tonking. At the same 
time there took place a scramble for "the islands of the Pacific between 
the three Great Powers." (L. Woolf, Econ. Imperialism, pp. 33-4.) 
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interest in northern Af;ica; and U.S.A., for special 
reasons of its own development, did not take the colonial 
road until the very end of the nineteenth century.t Last 
of all on the scene we see Japan, who made a transition 
to modem capitalism around the tum of the century 
with such phenomenal speed, to-day imitating and im
proving upon the policies of the ~uropean Po\\·ers and 
America a quarter to half a century before. The evi
dence of history suggests that Imperialism is associated 
with the maturing of capitalism in a country to. a certain 
stage of its development, and that it blossoms rapidly 
when' this stage is reached, but not before. 

The two features of capitalist development with which 
it seems most reasonable to associate this new expansionist 
'ten~ency a"re the following@on the one hand, the ex
haustion o!' near-e~haustion, of the potentialities of what 
was termed in the previous chapter the "extensive" 
recruitment of the "industrial reserve army ... within the 
old national boundariesQJ>n. the other hand, encouraged 
by the former, the raising of the technical level, or the 
~rganic composition of capital, to a point which requires 
a -considerable development of the heavy constructional 
trades. These twin developments will probably be 
associated with a tendency to fairly sharp decline in the 
profitability of capital; while the technical development 
of the means of production will provide the. basis for 

1 While in America industrialization of the Atlantic seaboard came 
relatively ·early in the century, complete and developed industrial 
capitalism did not come to the West and South till relatively late. There 
is evidence, I think, to suggest that for most of the nineteenth century 
U.S.A. capitalism was occupied with a form of "intemal colonialism", 
in which the agricultural hinterland played the role of a colonial area 
to Big Capital entrenched in the East. At any rate, not until the tum 
of the century did U.S.A. cease to be on balance an impOTter of manu-
factured goods. · 
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_that concentration of capital out of which large monopo
listic groupings are likely to ·grow. Capitalism bec.omes 
"over-ripe", in Lenin's phrase, in the sense that "capital, 
lacks opportunities for profitable investment".l If it be 
true that these developments are marked by a sharp fall 
in the return on capital, this .fact will provide a stii:nulus . 
simultaneously to the adoption of monopolistic policies 
in home industry and to· the search for new investmen·t
fields abroad; while the growth of large monopolistic 
groupings, particularly if welded with · finance~ · will 
provide the type of organization which alone is com
petent to undertake the strategy of large-scale economic. 
conquest overseas. Moreover, there is a special reason 
why monopoly and colonialism are· logically joined. 
While monopoly . in a particular industry ·or group of 
industries may succeed in increasing the rate of profit, 
it is powerless so soon as it has become general to raise 
the rate of profit all round, unless it can cheapen_ the 
price of labour-power or squeeze some intermediate 
income-strata at home.2 In pursuit of' success, it is;.
therefore, relentlessly· driven to ext~nd' the sphere ·(>f 
exploitation abroad. 

As has been said above, it was far .from the intention 
of Marx that his analysis of capitalist society should 
provide a few simple principles from which the whole 
future of that society could be mechanically deduced. 
The essence of his 'conception was that movement came 
from the conflict of opposed elements in that society, 
and from this int'eraction and movement new elements 
and new relationships emerged. The laws of the higher 
stage of organic development could not necessa~ily be. 

_
1 Imperialism (Ed. I9JJ), p. s8. 
1 See above, p. 75· 
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deduced, at least in toto, from those of the lower stage, 
even though the former bore a definable relation to the 

.latter. What gives to Lenin's analysis of this new stage 
of development so much of its importance is that he 
clearly enunciated the respe_cts iq which this new stage 
modified or transformed certain of the relationships 
which were characteristic of the earlier pre-imperialist 
stage-changes which have frequently been quoted as 
contradictions of the Marxian forecast. But while Im
perialism undoubtedly introduced situations which were 
not and could not have been foreseen in the middle of 
the· nineteenth century, these situations have features 
which ultimately seem to reinforce, rather than to nullify, 
the essentials of the forecast which Marx made. 
~ First among these significant results of the new Im-
• perialism was its effect on class relationships .in the home 

country.· The super-profit, and the new prosperity which 
the successful nation was able to acquire, created the 
possibility for the working class of the metropolis, or at 
least privileged sections of it, to share in some degree 
in the gains of this exploitation, if only in the form of a 
relaxation of the pressure on wages to which, thwarted 
of any such outlet, capital would probably have had to 
resort. Where labour organization was strong, it could 
exact concessions more e~ily. than it could otherwise 

· have done and secure for itself a certain privileged 
. position. This to a large extent goes to explain the 
maintenance of what has often been called an "aristocracy 
of labour" in Britain and North America, and to a lesser 
extent in France and Germany: of a working class which 
stood in a preferential position relatively to the proletariat 
of the rest of the world. They were the ''palace slaves" 
of the metropolis, who, contrasted with the "plantation 
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slaves, on the periphery of Empire, felt a partial identity 
of interest with their masters and a reluctance to disturb 
the status qU(): . a fact apparently reflected in a whole 
epoch (the epoch of _the Second International and of 
Social-Democracy) in the labour movement in those 
countries. In his ·Preface to the second edition (1892) 
of The Condition of the rVorking Class in' England, Engels 
made his well-kno"n statement about the British labour 
movement: "During the period of England's industrial 
monopoly, the English :working class has to a certain 
extent shared in the benefits of the-.monopoly. These 
benefits were very unequally parcelled out; the privileged 
minority pocketed most, but even the great mass had at 
least a temporary share now and then. And that is the 
reason why since the dying oitt of Owenism there has 
been no Socialism in England. \Vith the breakdo\\n 9£ 
that monopoly ihe English working class will lose that 
privileged position; it will find itself generally on a level 
with its fellow-workers abroad. And that is the reason 
why there will be Socialism again in England." _Faced 
with the events of 1914, Lenin spoke mordantly of uthe 
tendency of Imperialism (in England) to divide the 
workers, to reinforce opportunism among them, to en
gender~ temporary gangrene in the workers' movement" 
as "manifest( in g) itself before the end of the nineteenth 
century", and referred to the leaders of Social Democracy 
at that tiQ1e, the tribunes of the more· pampered metro
politan "palace slaves,, as "sergeant-majors of Capital 
in the ranks of Labour". At the same time there tended 
to develop in the imperialist countries both a large and 
overgro\\n so-called "middle class", whose livelihood 
depended directly· or indirectly on the imperial con
nection, ranging from clerks in city offices to colonial 
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administrators, and an inflated rentier element which 
thrived on the yield of foreign investments. 
) Secondly, the historical role of Imperialism in colonial 
areas has been t~ create a similar class structure to that 
which was found in the older capitalist countries. As 
pre-condition of .industrial investment it. required· a 
rural and later an urban proletariat; and as industrializa
tion proceeded a colonial bourgeoisie came to be created 
also; -graduating from compradores, middlemen and 
usurers, land-speculators, organizers of domestic in.:. 
dustry or well-to-do farmers, to become industrial 
entrepreneurs. It would seem to be as inevitable that 
this class, resenting the monopolistic privileges of foreign 
capital and the 'influence Of absentee interests, should 
come into rivalry with imperialis~ interests, as that 
pqrvenu industrial capi_tal in seventeenth-century Eng
land should have waged an anti-monopoly campaign 
which- culminated in a civil war. Here, in the desire 
to dispossess . foreign capital of its privileges . and to 
pursue a course of State-encouraged development of 
native industry, lay the nucleus of a colonial nation~list 
movement--of a nationalism. which should reproduce, 
in a different historical setting, the _features of the 
bourgeois-democratic movements in Europe of 1789 and 
1830 and 1848. As Mercantilism led to the revolt_ of 
the American colonies, so Imperialism leads to colonial 
revolt, to-day in Asia, perhaps to-morrow in Africa. 
Imperialism, as has been said, represents not a simple 
but a complex relation between metropolis and colony. 
It does not represent a reproduction in the colony 
of the "pure" type of industrial capitalism, carrying a 
simple relation between a colonial proletariat and in
dustrial capital, whe~her native or foreign. (If it did, 
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there would . be no economic raison d' etre for colonial 
nationalism, save as a purely proletarian and socialist 
movement.) It embraces also a relation of monopolistic 
exploitation through trade with the colonial economy 
as a whole. Hence large sections· of the colonial bour
geoisie and petite-bourgeoisie have economic roots which 
bring them within the nationalist movement; and. 
colonial nationalism, accordingly, represents a strongly 
mixed-class movement. · The twentieth century, there• 
fore, was destined to witness a new historical phenomenon 
in the shape of national ... democratic revol_ts in the pro
vinces of Empire, to join with the proletarian revolt at 
the metropolis of which :Marx had spoken,. to shake the 
pillars of Capital's rule. In this new epoch it might 
well happen that the centre of gravity even would be 
shifted, and the former, rather than the latter, set the 
pace of events. 
~ third consequence of Imperialism on the shape . of 
events in world ec;onomy was an accentuated inequality 
of development between different countries and different 
areas. In the nineteenth century it seemed as though 
the march of industrialization exercised a "levelling". in
fluence on different parts of the world. The growth of 
the world market, both for commodities and f?r capital; 
was generally considered as tending t(} lessen national 
differences and to bring different countries increasingly 
into conformity in their technical levels and even in 
their standards of life. It is probably true that there 
were always important qualifications to be made to this 
view. But with the rise of the new colonial system 
certain new types of inequality appeared which were 
significant in their influence alike on the internal class 
structure and the internal stability of various national 
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groups. Superficially viewed, monopoly might appear 
to represent unification, co-ordination and a higher 
degree of ordered planning. This may be in part 
true of relations within the sphere of a particular 
monopoly-control. But monopoly essentially spells 
privilege, and economic privilege spells restriction and 
exclusion. It necessarily means preference over some
one else, exclusion of someone else; and here at once 
the seeds of inequality and of rivalry lie embedded. 
Those .Powers w~ich are most succesgful in a policy of 
colonialism ar~ able to acquir,e a new prosperity (for a 
·period at least) and enhanced internal stability. \Vhen 
rivalry attains the stage of open . conflict, and conflict 
becomes war, the extension of territory by one group 
will be purchasable only at the expense of another; as 
in gang-wars "territory,. is first enlarged by extension 
into virgin tracts, but later can only be enlarged by 
stealing territory from a rival gang. That this stage 
was already reached by 1914, the Treaty of Versailles, 
with its wholesale transfers of colonies from vanquished 
to victors, seems ample witness. These new inequalities 

· and rivalries of the imperialist epoch Lenin in his theory 
.adduced to support two conclusions: first, the im
possibility of what had been called ".super::rmperialism" 
(an internationalism of imperial Powers jointly and 
peaceably to exploit the globe); .se.£2_ndly, the objective 
possibility that the proletarian revolt against capitalism, 
and the triumph of socialism, would come first, not in 
the older capitalist countries which, being earliest and 
.most. successful.in the colonial race, had acquired a new 
lease of prosperity, but in countries which, because they
were less developed industrially, constituted the ''weakest 
links" when a severe crisis, such as the Great War, 
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'undermined the whole structure. In this latter con
clusion he found both a justification for his o\\n policy 
in Russia and the answer ·to what has so tirelessly been 
termed "the great paradox of Marxism", that the revolu
tion which !\Iarx had prophesied seventy years previously 
should have fmt come in Russia instead of in the countries 
of the \Vest. 

This conception of Imperialism, with its latent rivalry 
and its inner logic of ·expansion, offers an interesting 
parallel to the analysis of a slave economy which was 
made by Cairnes in his Slave PO'i.Cer. Cairnes here 
emphasized that in the Southern States of North America 
the only form of new investment and source of extended 
profit lay in the acquisition of more plantations and 
more slaves. Hence the uneasy economy of the Southern 
States was continually moved by an urge to expansion 
to acquire more. slaves and to extend the :plantation
system to the \Vest. In the eventuallim.itations on this 
process lay the inevitability of its ultimate clash with the 
Nonh. A similar lust for expansion clearly lies in the 
blood of capitalist economy; and it too is a lust which 
cannot be indefinitely sated. The very counterforce 
which it generates in the form of colonial nationalism 
places increasing barriers to any intensification of its 
monopoly-policy, and even serves to loosen the bonds 
of Empire. For cap;,talism as a whole colonialism can 
afford no more than transitional respite. 

If the post-war economic crisis is set against this 
type of background, there emerges a different, as well 
as more illuminating, interpretation from that which 
we customarily meet. Soine such background, indeed, 
seems essential if we are to make any sense of the be
wildering nightmare of recent events-if we are con-
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cemed at all with searching for causae causantes and 
are not content .with the superficial picture afforded by 
an analysis solely of "immediate causes". Viewed in 
~his .larger perspective the malady of our post-war world 
clearly goes deeper than "the dislocations of war-time 
production", '' Government restrictions • on trade and 
enterprise", "monetary disturbances" and similar factors 
which have figured so prominently in traditional treat
ments of the subject, and even for many economists 
appear to be the limit of their field of vision; and the 
clear shape of a "general crisis", lying deeper than the 
cyclical movement, _hegins to emerge. It was Marshall 
who said that "in economics, neither those effects of 
known causes, nor those causes of known effects which 
are most patent, are generally the most important: 'that 
which is not seen' is often better worth studying than 
that 'which is seen'," particularly when one is concerned 
''not with some question of merely lo.cal or temporary 
interest", but with "the construction of a far-reaching 
policy for the p"ublic good ".1 

Speaking of the events of 1929-30 Professor Robbins 
haS:said (writing in 1934}: "We live, not.in the fourth, 
but in the nineteenth, year of the world crisis. . . . The 
depression (of 1929) has dwarfed all preceding move
ments of a similar nature both in magnitude and in 
intensity ... •. It has been calculated by the International 
Labour Office that in 1933, in the world at large, some
thing like 30. million persons were out of work. There 
have been many depressions in modern economic history, 
but it is safe to say that there has never been anything 
to compare with this." 2 Even in 1927 Professor Cassel 

1 Principles, p. 778. 
1 7'he Great Depression, pp. 1 and 1o-1 1. 
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had issued a warning that ''the danger of unemployment 
being made a permanent feature of our society is much 
more imminent than seems to be generally recognized , .1 

Several years after the worst, at least, of the war-created 
debris had been cleared from the economic field, the 
ne~ crisis of 1929 came like a distorted echo to mock 
economists who had said that crises were destined to 
·grow less acute; and it is probably more than coincidence 
that this depression should have raised so many parallel~ 
with that of the period when Imperialism was being 
born. If anything of what has been said above holds 
true, an· interpretation of these events which "is to he 
more than superficial must clearly start from a central. 
fact. This central fact is that the field of profitable 
investment for capital is very much narrower than it 
was on the other side of that historical watershed of 
1914--18. It is apparently narrower, less because the 
absolute limits of colonial exploitation have been· ap
proached than by reason of the lil)lits which the very · 
tensions created by Imperialism impose .. During and 
after the war colonial nationalism became a powerful 
force; and in significant directions the bonds of Empire 
are. looser, or at least are stretched much . nearer to 
bursting point, than they were before. The remarkable 
expansion of productive forces in Asia and America was 
an outstanding feature of the gigantic world-investment-. 
boom of the quinquennium, 1925-29. In U.S.A. be
tween 1922-29 the output of capital goods rose by 
70 per cent., and that of non-durable consumption goods 
by only 23 per cent.; the output per ·worker in manu
facturing industry increasing by some 43 · per cent.· in 
the decade prior to 1929, while at the same time the 

1 In Rumt Mo11opolistic Tendencies, League of Nations Surveys, 1927. 
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increase of emP,loyment failed to keep pace with the 
growth of population' and the percentage of the national 
income paid in wages showed a decline.l In Asia, native 
colonial industries, fostered by protection, have risen to 
steal colonial markets from the industries of the metro
polis and to undermine the supremacy of the latter; and 
a measure of tariff autonomy, for instance, has had to 
be conceded even to India. While the mineral wealth of 

. Siberia has been withdrawn from the orbit of capitalist 
investment, China is increasingly being closed to the 
older ~mpires by a Japanese "Monroe Doctrine"; and 
the balance of the Near East has been drastically affected 
by the rise of a nationalist Turkey and a nationalist 
Persia, ready to seek alliance with Soviet Russia, and 
by the related instability of the Arab kingdoms. In the 
case of Britain, the attempt to 'place an isolating tariff-

. wall round · the Empire seems to have been hampered 
as much by internal economic conflict within the Empire
unit as by the fact that it is so imperf~ctly composed 
to form a successful economic unit. In particular, the 
strength of the semi-emancipated colonies of the Mercan
tile period has sufficed to ensure that in the scheme of 
"imperial preference" it is probably they rather than 
British capitalism that have secured the economic gain. 

Connected with this rest~iction of the frontiers of . 
colonial super-profit is a further fact, that the very 

· growth of monopolistic .restrictions and barriers has 
had the effect of narrowing the field of further invest
ment. The profit which restriction reaps in the first 
instance· is purchased by excluding some capital which 

1 Cf. Hugh-Jones and Radice, An AmericanExperiment,pp.4J-Sl; also 
League of Nations, Course and Phases of the World Econ. Depression, 
pp. uo-s: "the boom was rather a typical investment boom than a 
consumption boom". 
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would otherwise have entered the field; so that the 
cumulative effect of such restrictions is to . overcrowd 
other fields and so to reduce the profit-yield elsewhere 
below what it would otherwise have been.1 Hence as a 
11 solution" for 'the fundamental trouble in one direction 
it operates by worsening the' trouble somewhere else: 
it is a ''beggar-my-neighbour" policy. Partly·, of course, 
the brunt of this has been borne by "small qusiness" .as 
contrasted with "big business" -by the "small capital" 
which inhabits the non-monopolized or less restricted 
territor.ies. At the same time it has probably not been 
without 'its effect on the larger units of finance-c~pital 
as well. :Moreover, this very curtailment of the invest
ment-field within the monopolistic areas sharpens the 
passion for capital-export to outside areas; . since such 
export is both the only outlet for surplus capital and the 
necessary condition for maintaining the· m~nopolistic 
regime. 

In these circumstances it is hardly surprising, quite 
apart from the agricultural crisis (which seems to have 
had partly separate causes), that the great investment' 
boom of 1925-29 should have broken against the sharp 
edge of fundamental factors such as these, which under
mined the level of profit in expectation of which the 
boom had been built. \Vhat Marx termed "over
production of capital" inevitably manifested itself in 
an acute form. The sudden cessation of investment, 
l:>~th international and domes~ic, started the galloping 
paralysis of 1930 and 1931. And once the slump had 
started the dominance of monopolistic restrictions seems 
to have accentuated and prolonged the result. In 
particular, it se,ems to have been responsible for vastly 

1 Cf. Robbins, op. cit., pp. 65-8, •J•-z. 
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increasing the purely material wastage of this depression 
and for throwing the burden of the depression with un
precedented heaviness on to the workers in the shape, of 
unemployment and under-employment. This restrictive 
sabotage took place not only in the form of for~ign 
trade restrictions, which caused so drastic a shrinkage 
of the export trades and which still remains to choke 
the limited recovery of the past four years, but in the 
form of cartel- and trust-control of prices,t designed to 
maintain t~e rate of profit on capital. To maintain price 
involved restricting output ; and this was responsible for 
transforming the crisis to such an abnormal extent 
into one of excess-capacity and unemployment, with 
its prodigious wastage of both m~-power and machine
power. 

If the extension of the investment-field through 
colonial exploitation is' blocked, and unexpectedly blocked, 
the problem of the "industrial r~serve arll_ly" at home 
emerges again in an acute form. The capital formerly 
devoted to foreign investment must either lie idle and 

'redundant or be invested in partly occupied fields. It 
has been suggested above that there are only two 
ways by which monopoly-capital can successfully raise 
the general rate of profit by monopolistic action per 
se: either by cheapening labour-power and squeezing 
some intermediate strata at home or by extending or 
deepening the field of exploitation open to it abroad. 

1 For example, in Germany (where alone figures are available) the 
fall in ~rice of cartellized goods (covering about a half of industrial 
raw materials and semi-manufactured goods) between January 1929 
and January 1932 was only 19 per cent. and that of non-cartelli:zed 
goods as much as 50 per cent. · One effect of this seems to have been 
the peculiar feature of this crisis that the price of producers' goods has 
fallen less rapidly than the price of consumers' goods. (League of 
Nations, World Economic Suroey, rgjr-32, pp. 127-JJ.) 
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If checked along the latter route, it pas · n~ alternative 
but to revert to the former. Thwarted of its easy 
opportunities abroad, it is thrown ba~k upon an intensi
fied monopoly-policy at home: a policy of maintaining 
profit at the expense of small producers, small rentier and · 
"middle class" elements who may be easily squeeze4 as 
income-receivers or as consumers, and by cheapening 
labour-power-as a recent writer has put it, "smash(ing) 
that last stronghold of rigidity, wage-rates" .1 It might 
seem that the latter presented no serious problem in 
view of the. large army of unemployed which exists in 
all industrial countries. But the "reserve army" must 
not only exist, it must be capable of being made effective 
for the· strategy for which it is intended. And here we 
are confronted with this significant difference be~een, 
the position to-day and in the classic days of the early 
and mid-nineteenth ~entury: namely, that in so far as 
labour. has developed to-day strong defensive organiza
tions capable of .resistance, the old classic law of the 
"industrial reserve army" · fails to operate unaided. 
This, indeed, is the crux of the complaint which has . 
been on the lips of the majority of economists since 
1920, when they have spoken of the need to reintroduce 
"flexibility" and "plasticity" into the limbs of the 
economic system, and in particular into the . labour 

: market. To-day recourse to this device requires extra
ordinary measures-extraordinary measures to break this 
resistance of which nineteenth-century liberalism scarcely 

1 Fraser, Great Britain and the Gold Standard, p. us. The 
connection between thwarted colonialism and intensified "internal 
monopolization" is pointed out by P. Braun in Fascism Make or Break: 
"to make up for the lack of colonial monopolies, finance-capital tries 
to establish industrial monopolies in its own 'mother-country' • . . it 
demands all the more monopoly or extra profits at home" (pp. 9-10). 
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dreamed. Short of an unexpected burst of "autonomous" 
labour-saving invention or short of renewed prospects 
of colonial outlets, this is the alternative to which 
capitalism in an increasing number of countries is being 
driven .. 

When the early disciples of Adam Smith first .began 
to lecture in the university on Political Economy, it is 
said that their reference to vulgar things like "corn" 
and "drawbacks" was regarded as a "profanation" of 
academic tradition,' while the very title of Political 
Economy bred suspicion of·" dangerous propositions" .1 

Such is apt to be the reaction to-day when an economist 
makes explicit reference to current political events. Yet 
to-day more intimately even than in the days of Smith 
and Ricardo are economics and politics entwined, political 
events having patent economic causes and economic fore
cast waiting upon the orbits of political movements. To 
comprehend what it is possible to do as well as what is 
happening, fully and "in the round", the economist can 
exclude the political connection of economic events as 
little as the political strategist can ignore the converse. 
Particularly intimate does the connection appear to be 
between certain political movements of the last few years 
and the characteristics of the economic crisis as we have 
described them. Here we are in a field where much of 
the evidence is still unsifted, and where generalization 
rests .on particular interpretations of political happenings, 
and this interpretation in turn upon one's vision of con
temporary events. For the present this must remain a 
matter of judgment: to recite here the evidence for 
that judgment would· be too tedious, and must be 
reserved for another place. 

1 Introduction to Stewart's Biographies, Ed. Hamilton, pp. li-lii. 
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The two movements of recent years which most cl~arly · 
have their roots--in the post-war maladies of capitalism 
,aJJascism anciJhe disintegration in the position of wide 
'sections of the so-called "middle class". Between Fas"7 
cism as an ideology of political and ec<?nomic nationalism 
:and Imperialism as a system characteristic of an epoch 
• there is an evident connection. But the pr:ecise character 
·of this connection, while it seems plain enough in its 
:'essentials and increasingly plain as events proceed, is 
'not always even now appreciated_. The events of the 
past fe,~ years afford ab'undant evidence to support the 
view that the historical role of Fascism is a double one. 
First, that of breaking and disbanding the independent 
organizations of the working class, and doing so not in 
the interest of the :'middle class" or the "small man" 
but ultimately in the interest of Big Business. Secondly, 
that of organizing the nation both spiritually by intensive· 
propaganda and practically by military preparations and 
authoritarian centrali7ation for an ambitious campaign of 
territorial expansion. True, it employs for: these pur
poses-particularly for the former-a unique demagogy of 
"radicalism", yo\<,ed to a highly modernized propaganda.: 
machine,' and seeks to build a social basis for itself in mass 
organizations created around these demagogic demands. 
This, indeed, constitutes a distinctive characteristic of 
it as an historical movement. ·But the "revolution" 
when it comes is at most a "palace , revolution", and 
once the Fascist State is iJ1 being it is the masses, not 
Capital,.which are regimented, and the radical programme, 
not surplus-value, that is jettisoned. If the Corporate 
State has economic significance, other than as a means 
of controlling labour-disputes, it would seem to be as 
machinery for giving State sanction and support to a 
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more complete and rigid .monopolistic organization of 
industry.I 

But the connection between Fascism and colonialism 
is not simply that the latter figures as an incidental 
product of the former. The connection appears to be 
fundamental~ and concerned not merely with the results 
but with the ~rigin and social roots of this movement. 
Fascism has been called a child of ·crisis. In a sense it 
is; but the aphorism is too simple. It is child of a special 
sort of crisis, and a complex product of special features 
of that crisis: namely, a crisis of monopoly-capitalism 
which derives its special gravity from the fact that the 
system finds the road blocked for it both to an extensive 
and a more intensive development of the field of ex
ploitation.2 To break through these limits, novel and 
exceptional measures-measures of political dictatorship 
-become the inevitable orders of the day. If one is to 
summarize shortly the historical pre-conditions of Fas
cism, one can speak, I think, of three factors as pre
eminent: a despair on the part of Capital of finding a 
normal solution for the impasse created by the limitation 
. of the investment-field ; considerable and depresse<J, 
"middle class" or declasse elements, ripe, in the absence 
of an alternative rallying-point, to be recruited to the 
Fascist creed; and a working class, privileged enough 
and strong enough to be resistant to normal pressure 
on its standard of life, but sufficiently disunited .or non
class-conscious (at least, in its political leadership) to be 
politically weak in asserting its power or in resisting 
attack. The first of these conditions is most likely to 

1 Cf. such facts as are cited in R. Pascal, Nazi Dictarorship ; H. Finer, 
Mussoli,i's Italy; Ernst Henri, Hitler over Europe; R. P. Dutt, Fascism; 
G. Salvemini, Under the Axe of Fascism ; etc. 

• Cf. above, pp. u6 .. 
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be characteristic of an imperialist country which is 
thwarted of the fruits of colonialism on which it previously 
relied. With regard to the second and third conditions: 
it will clearly be those middle strata, previously nourished , 
directly or indirectly on the imperial . connection, which 
will most acutely feel the pine~ of such a situation; and 
it will be a nation whose economy has previously rested 
on colonialism which is most' likely to have produced an 
"aristocracy of labour",·with an ideology and a political· 
movement correspo~ding thereto.· It is clearly more 
than mere coincidence that the classic homes of Fascism 
should be in two countries which were so evidently 
·thwarted of their colonial ambitions by the, outcome of· 
the Great War; ·a!; it may well be also that similar 
tendencies should first strike their roots -in Britain, the · 
original cradle both of parliamentary democracy and of 
trade unionism, simultaneously with the first serious 
appearance of "middle class unemployment'.' 1 and . of 
portentous· signs of a decline of Britain's position as a 
financial and exporting centre. This presumption is 
strengthened by the actual ·association · of elements 'in 
the policies of Fascist States to which we have referred. 
While the first chapter of Fascist policy has been to dis
band the trade unions, the second chapter has consisted 
of revived military. conquests and colonial acquisition .. 
The political and economic nationalism which forms 
the pattern of Fascist ideology is a nationalism of Empire 
units and racial hegemony-a dream of reconstructed, 
not of liquidated, Imperialism, as some have maintained. 

Indeed, the economic policy of Fascist States repre~ 
sents the essence of Imperialism as we have attempted · 

1 Cf., for e:umple, the Report of the Umversity Grants Committee for 
1929-30 to 1931-35, pp. 29-30. 
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to describe it in its most mature form. In the internal 
economy, at the same time as the working class is 
regim~nted and its exploitation intensified, the monopo
listic organization of industry is carried to a high degree, 
is given the sanction of t~e State, and is even compulsorily 
imposed and maintained. External trade is dragooned 
on rigid mercantilist lines, so as to turn the terms of 

. trade in favour of the country; and while tariffs and 
quota-restrictions raise the price-level at home, export 
is frequently subsidized in an open or concealed form. 
At the same time the Fascist State is fired by a lust for 
territorial expansion, not only in the direction of un
developed countries, as formerly, but of neighbouring 
territory, the control over which could yield monopolistic 
advantages to the big industry of the metropolis. More
over, in this colonial ambition th~ greed for easy monopo
listic advantage takes pride of place, even exclusive place 
Thus Italy grasps at Mrica, Japan at Manchuria and 
Mongolia, ~d Germany at the mineral resources of 

. Morocco and Spain, while at the same time turning her 
eyes towards the Ukraine, the Baltic States, Austria and 
the Balkans. Close on the heels of territorial ambition 
stalks rearmament, and with rearmament the orga!).ization 
of the national economy on a virtual war-basis, with war
time controls and war-time inflationary financc.1 The stage 

1 A year ago the Economist quoted from die Frankfurter Zeitung the 
following changes in economic indices in Gem1any between 1932 and 
the end of 1935: an increase in tile output of producers' goods (mainly 
under the stimulus of rearman1cnt orders) of 113 per cent., as against 
an increased output of consumers' goods of only 14 per cent.; a decline 
in average hourly wage-rates for male workers of S per cent., and an 
increase in tile total wage- and salary-bill of 21 per cent., against an 
increase in production (in values) of 53 per cent. (Economist, April 18, 
1936.) While money wages have shown a tendency to decline, tile cost 
of living appears to have increased between 1933 and 1936 by 15 to 
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is more clearly set than ever before-the curtain is even 
already raised-for a gangster-war to repartition the globe. 

But there arc characteristics of this latter-day develop
ment which are already exerting an influence on the 
social structure in the home. countries of so radical a 
kind as to constitute a political landmark_ of no. small 
importance. I refer to the disintegrating effect of recent 
economic events on the various· middle strata of the metro
politan economy. The economic position of these strata 
has many links, direct and indirect, with the colonial 
system; and with any shrinkage of colonial super-profit 
this position, which was previously one of considerable 
privilege, becomes immediately insecure. But it is also 
to a large extent these strata who are ac\versely affected 
by the new stage of intensified monopolistic development 
in the home country, in particular by the increasing 
emphasis on the purely restrictive aspect of this develop:. 
ment, such as economic nationalism and the paralysis of 
foreign trade, price-.control by cartels and. restriction
schemes, which are apt to bear with special heaviness 
on the small producer as well as on the consumer. That 
the increasing radicalization of large sections of this so
called "middle class", which we are witnessing to-day, 
and their willingness to align themselves (for the firs.t 
time since 1848) with the proletariat in an organized 
"people's front" of "the left" is connected with a 
fundamental modification of their economic position in 
zo per cent. (Cf. Dept. of Ot·erseas Trade Report 011 Germany, 1936, 
PP• Z29-Jl; also Ecor10mist, January 26 and July 13, 1935.) The in
tcnsi\'e rearmament activity accounts for SOIT'e two-thirds of the output 
of the producers' goods industries (as compared with one-fifth in 1928) 
and has apparently only been made possible by rationing of ,metals and 
by the prohibition of new im·estment and construction in a whole 
range of trades sue~ as textiles, paper, steel tubes, lead, cellulose, radio. 
(D.O.T. Report, pp. 83, 84, u1.) 
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contemporary society,- is a suggestion to which too little 
attention seems to have been paid. This tendency of 
previously privileged strata to pass over into a relation
ship of actual antagonism to capital~sm, forming the 
basis for a new and wide popular unity in opposition 
to monopoly'· is strengthened by the fact that to-day the 
mechanism of capitalist &.ociety is increasingly evident 
as what it really is. As the kid-glove in politics is shed, 
so economic reality breaks through the· illusionist's veil . 

. This is .no accident easily to be repaired. It is because 
the· system operates in such a way as to have plainly 
written on its face what its motive is. The very remedies 
to which it has recourse increasingly betray its character 
-betray it as a system "built upon compulsion, restriction 
and monopoly, and levying tribute on the peoples of the 
world; as · a ''mean and malignant, system which 
jettisons industrial and social progress in "the little 
interest of on~· little order of men". 

One is hardly surprised to find that, contrasted with 
the overwhelming evidence of fact as to the true nature 
of Imperialism, the ideology of Imperialism should 
represent reality in an inverted form. In the past the 
economic basis of the system has been concealed by a 
political idealism which has represented the aims of 
colonialism purely in terms of the passion for political 
or racial hegemony. But with increasing frequency in 
recent years another aspect of colonialism has been 
stressed. A nation requires colonies, it is said, because 
of over-population at home, to enable its people to have 
access to land and to natural resources of which they are 
starved. , This is a plea which has been made for the 
colonial ambitions of each of the three outstanding ex
pansionist nations .of to-day, Japan, Italy and Germany. 
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Not monopoly-rights and privileged:.Spheres of invest
ment, not "the little interest of one little order of men", 
but the interest of the whole people is represented as the 
raison d'etre of this lust for conquest. To judge by !ts 
ready acceptanc~, this explanation is plausible; but it 
does not appear to ~e capable of withstanding anything 
more than the most superficial scrutiny of th_e facts. 
The plea that· a nation needs colonies to give it access 
to natural resources would be more convincing if it were 
true that countries were accustomed (apart from war.:.:. 
time) to refuse to sell to other nationals the produce of 
their colonies, or even to discriminate markedly in the 
price at which they sell them: Of· this there is little or 
no evidence. It is not export-duties, but import-duties 
which imperial units are wont to impose. It is mar~ets, 
concession-rights ·and investment opportunities, not the 
sale of its colonial products, that an imperialist country 
seeks to reserve for itself. If it were true that the desire 
for colonies is to be explained by pressure of population 
at home, then we should expect that the only areas which 
States struggled to acquire. would be those whose soil 
and climate made them suitable for settlement by the 
inhabitants of the mother country. On the contrary, 
the most coveted colonial areas are frequently the least 
suitable for such settlement; 1 . and mining-concessions, 
to be worked by native labour,· are more often the pre-

• 1 To take the case of Africa; as Mr. Woolf has written: "Algeria 
and South Mrica have been in the hands of European States for a 
century or more; they are pre-eminently 'white men's countries'· yet 
in both places Europeans form only a small minority of the popul;tion. 
The complete failure of Europeans to colonize Africa is shown still 
more plainly in the case of the tropical African possessions of European 
States. In 1914 the four African colonies of Germany had an area of 
930,000 square mil~ and a population of nearly u million; the total 
white population was only 20,000. If we take the four British possessions 
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occupation of the imperialist pioneer than homes and 
holdings for the unemployed of the home country. Such 
an exphination clearly has the 'matter standing on its head. 
Not surplus of labour relative to capital, but surplus of 
capital rel~tive to labour-power is the driving-force 
behind colonial acquisition. . · 

There is another and different interpretation of Im
perialism to which a reference should, perhaps, be made 
in conclusion, both because it has gained a certain 
currency among critics of Imperialism and because it 
bears a certain resemblance to the interpretation which 
has been' outlined ·above. This is the interpretation of 
the expansionist tendencies . of capitalism in terms of 
under-consumption in the home market. Mr. J. A. 
Hopson, the prmcip~l exponent of this view, has attributed 
the desire for colonial expansion to the fac.t that "the 
busines.s interests of the nation· as a whole are sub
ordinated to those of certain sectional interests that 

. usurp control of the natural resources and use them for 
their private gain" •. But the emphasis of his theory is 
to show that this private gain consists in access to markets 
abroad, because of the lack of markets that is caused by 
the limited consumption of the mass. of the population 
at home. "Whatever is proauced in England," he else
of East Mrica, Nyassaland, Nigeria and the Gold Coast, we find that 
the area is roughly 7oo,ooo square miles, and the total population about 
22 million; the European population is II,ooo." (L. \\'oolf, Eco11. 
Imperialism, pp. 54-5.) Sir Norman Angell has pointed out that Japan's 
sparsely populated colonies of Korea and Formosa have in forty years 
taken" a total of less than one year's increase of the Japanese population"; 
that in 1914 there were "more Germans earning their livelihood in 
the city of Paris than in all the German colonies in the whole world 
combined"; while in Italian Eritrea "after fifty years of ownership 
there were at the last census, in the 2000 square miles of territory in 
Eritrea most suitaQI~ for European residence, just about 400 ltaliat:ts ". 
(This Have and Have-not Business, pp. ns-17.) 
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where writes, ''can be consumed in England provided that·· 
the income or power to demand commodities is properly 
distributed. An intelligent progressive community . . . 
can find full e1pployment for an unlimited quan~ity of 
capital and labour within the limits of ~he country 
which it occupies." 1 The implication of this .view is 
that the pursuance of a policy of social reform and of 
high wages in the home country would be an alternative 
solution for the system, which would remove the nec~ssity -
for expansion to find new markets abroad. More recently 
Mr. G. D. H. Cole has enunciated a somewhat similar 
view, and, applying it to an interpretation of Fascism as. 
primarily a middle-class movement, promoting essentially 
middle-class interests and seeking to reconcile Capital 

··and Labour, he has written as follows: "Are the capitalist 
autocrats able so to overcome their instinctive opposition 
to working-class claims as to persist in handing over to 
the defeated workers [i.e. in a Fascist State] the higher and 
higher incomes required to afford an adeq~ate outlet for the 
expanding production of industry? If they do not, the 
old capitalist contradiction will recur." The implication 
of this passage presumably is that, if capitalism were to 
do as Mr. Cole suggests, it would be rid of bqth the cause 
of economic crises and the need for colonial adventures. 

Such an interpretation clearly, depends ·for most of 
its strength on the analysis of economic crises in terms 
of under-consumption which has been discussed in an 
earliet chapter. If its validity as an explanation of crises 
is impugned, there is little to recommend its app.lication 
in this p~rticular case. But apart from its logical coher
ence as a theory, the decisive test must be its ability to 
generalize esse~tial fact; and of the evigence of available 

1 Imperialism, pp. 76-8 et req. 
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facts which are relevant to its validity there is very little 
to afford a presumption in favour of this hypothesis and 
its corollaries and a good deal to afford a presumption 
against it. In the recent history of the Corporate or the 
Totalitarian State there is hardly an atom· of evidence 
to favour Mr. Cole's interpretation (which he would 
probably· amend to-day) and much to contradict it. 

lit does not seem to be in the lowest-wage countries 
that the lust .for colonies is greatest or first born; and 
there seems to be no known case of any important section 
of the capitalist class (other than those who manufacture 
things of working-class consumption) or any capitalist 
State seriously treating a policy of raising wages at home 

· as ·an altenl.ative to the sweets of Empire. On the con
trary, with increasing and surprising unanimity the 
propef\ied class of all countries, however various their 
attitudes on other matters, seem 'to unite spontaneously, 
as though prompted by animal-instinct, alike to suppress 
any serious threat to their colonial dominion and to 
resist any movement which shows signs of substantially 
strengthening the political -and economic position of 
their workers. It may be said that this is because the 
instinct of property is persistently blind to its own best 
interest, even when this has been repeatedly indicated 
to them by under-consumptionists. But one would need 
much more evidence than any that has been offered to 
coQ.vince one that so universal and persistent a con
tr:adiction between action and interest can be true. The 
truth rather seems to be that while a particular capitalist 
may profit if other people pay his customers a handsome 
income, he will hardly profit by giving people the money 
with which to purchase his own goods. While, again, 
within certain limits, Lord Brassey's principle of "the 
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economy of high wages" may apply and it will not profit 
even the strongest monopolist to exhaust the' ~ource on. 
which he feeds, the essential truth remains that the 
rule of monopoly-profit is to give the leasi possible toJ 
acquire the most. _To invest and to produce in order 
to raise the' standard of life at home would c~rtainly 
be, in a. socialist economy, an alternative to colonial 
acquisition~ For an economy motivated by social ends 
foreign investment might well appear a hindrance rather 
than. an aid, in that it diverted capital resources from 
urgent development work at home. But only confusion 
is likely to result from transfer:ring this analogy to a. 
capitalist economy, which is in fact motivated not_hy 
social ends but by the profit of a limited section of 
society. "As lorig as capitalism remains capitalism~ sur
plus capital will not be used for the purpose of raising 
the. standard of living of the masses, since this would 
mean a decrease in profits for the capitalists: instead, 
it will be used to increase p~ofits by exporting the capital 
abroad to backward countries." 1 

' Lenin, /mperwlirm (Ed. 1933), p. 5,8. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE QUESTION OF ECONOMIC LAW IN 
A SOCIALIST ECONOMY 

THE concept of a socialist economy has from time to 
time been employed by economists as an abstract term 
of comparison by which to throw into relief the specific 
features of an individualist economy, or else (as has 

· been more frequent) to illustrate the alleged universality 
of economic laws. Such comparisons in the pre-war 
era were invariably of a very abstract kind, resting on 
a definition of socialism and of capitalism in terms of 
some 'single aspect of the difference between them 
separated from all the rest. But for such treatment 
to-day there is little excuse. The growth of Soviet 
economy in recent years, moreover its capacity for 
maintaining a steady "boom" rate of expansion over a 
decade, ~e . large-scale constructional efforts which it 
has achieved, and its substitution of a state of scarcity 
for surplus in the labour market, have not only quicken~d 
interest, study and ·controversy, but have provided a 
concrete basis of comparison which before was lacking. 
Any examination of a socialist economy, if it is to be 
concrete, must clearly start from this essential fact: 
that the fundamental character of socialism consists in 
its abolition of the class relation which forms the basis 

· of capitalist production through the expropriation of the 
propertied class and the socialization of land and capital. 
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From this transformation of the property basis it derives 
its specifically social character as a form of production, 
in the shape of a co-ordination of the constituent parts 
of the system by methods more direct than the influence . 
of the market. This co-ordination a, society rooted in 
what Engels termed the "individual appropriation of 
the means of production" may strive to imitate, but 
can never attain, by reason of the atomistic property

. rights on which the system rests. As Professor Robbins 
has said, ''planning in~olves c~nt~a~ contro~; and central\ 
contr61 excludes the nght of md1v1dual disposal" .1 So 
far as what may be termed the mechanics of each system . 
are concerned (with which the present chapter will mainly 
deal), the essential contrast is between an economy where 
the multifarious decisions which rule production are 
taken each in ignorance of all the rest and an. economy. 
where such decisions are· co-ordinated and unified. 

In face of the revolutionary threat to the capitalist 
order in the post-war years, a' theoretical counter-attack· 
on socialism developed from an influential quarter. This 
had some influence· on the Continent, and more recently 
has exercised a limited influence and stimulated a con
siderable body of discussion in this country. The attack 
was uncompromising enough. Gathering implications 
and hints from earlier writings, Professor von Mises, of 
Vienna, declared it possible, as a direct corollary of 
economic theory, to demonstrate the a priori impossibility 
of socialism, on the ground that in the absence of the 
valuations of the individualist market, economic calcula..: 
tion and the reign of economic rationality must disappear. 
For all its parade of superior rationality, socialism must 

1 Th~ Gr~at Depression, p. 146; cf. also Ba~a Wootton, Plan or No 
Plt~n, pp. 3 18-:u. . 
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result in .chaos and in. the rule of unguided bureaucratic 
whim. "In place of the economy of the 'anarchic' 

· method of production, recourse will be had to the sense
l~ss output of an absurd apparatus. The wheels will 
turn, but will run to no effect ... ~ There is only groping 
in the dark." 1 Similar, if more guarded, views were 
being expressed simultaneously by Brutzkus in Petrograd 
in 1920; and in less dogmatic foim the doctrine has been 
reproduced in this country by Professor Hayek and 
Professor Robbins.2 

Whether traditional economic theory can be held to 
imply any such. corollary has been a subject of consider
able dispute; and there seems little valid ground for 
supposing that the subjective theory of value ~ven in 
its mos_t ~ncompromising form · can sustain. any such 
conclusion. But there is a more subtle implication of 
traditional economic doctrine which has gained much 
wider acceptance, and has even been adopted apparently 
without question by most of those· who have taken up 
the challenge which Professor Mises threw down. It 
is. the implication that in essentials the sam~ economic 
laws must rule in a socialist economy as rule in a capitalist 
economy, so that the economic problem must have the 
same general shape and be handled by similar mechanisms 
in the two systems. A difference in the distribution of 
income, it is said, merely represents a change of data, 
which has precisely the same significance as any change 

1 Mises in Collectivist Econ. Planning, Ed. Hayek, pp. 106 and no. 
• L. Mises, Die G~nwirtschaft, trans. in Eng. as Socialism; 

. Collectivist Econ. Planning, Ed. Hayek; B. Brutzkus, Econ. Planning in 
Sov. Russia; L. Robbins, The Great Depression, p. 145 et seq. For the 
subsequent discussion cf. H. D. Dickinson in Econ. Journal, June 1933; 
A. P. Lerner in Review of Econ. Studies, October 1934; 0. Lange, ibid., 
October 1936; ~- F. M. Durbin in Econ.Journal, December 1936; etc. 
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in tastes and in. d~mand. The . difference in. this respect 
between socialism ana capitalism is no difference of kind: 
but only a difference of degree from the changes in dis
tribution of income which are occurring every day. Such 
a change in data will leave the equations themselves, and 
the nature of the determining conditions unchanged.· As 
for the disequilibrating effects of uncertainty: the essence 
of these will be the 'same so long as acts of God and the 
incalculable incidence of technical discovery are with us 
and consumers' choice with its vagaries remains un
regimented. · In this way the "problem of production" 
is abstractly separated from t~e "problem of distribution",
and socialism declared (as J. S. Mill originally declared 
it) to be predominantly concerned with the latter. As a 
system of production and exchange a socialist economy 1 

must not seek to behave in too dissimilar a manner from 
a c:;tpitalist economy, even if, in the former, organizational· 
forms and property-rights, and with them the distribu
tion of the product and the social ends which production 
serves, are radically transformed. Consistently with this 
view, most of the socialist critics of Professor 1\tlises have 
argued, in one· key or another, that a. socialist economy 
can escape the irrationality which is predicted of .it if, 
but only if, it closely imitates the mechanism of the com
petitive market and consents· to be ruled· by the values 
which this market affirms. · What this view seems. to 
overlook is. the full significance of the difference between 
socialism and capitalism, and · i~ particular to fail to 
appreciate the crucial significanc ·of a planned economy 
as consisting in .the unification of 11 the major decisions 
which rule investment and production, by contrast with 
their atomistic. diffusion~ The difference is a difference 
of calculability of events in the one which are incalculable 
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in the other, with a consequent difference in the shape 
which events tend to assume. · 

A changing world in which there is perfect certainty 
as to the future must, of course, remain a figment of· 
the imagination, even if it is an ideal norm which ration
ality is always striving to attain. Events which the most 
expert and far-sighted must fail to foresee will always 
occur ·to deflect the path and introduce temporary dis
equilibrium until a readjus~ent can be made. Formally 
considered, such unforeseen changes belong to what one 
may call the theory of displacements and introduce no 
novel element into the ~tatement of economic laws. If 
such displacements occur at a faster rate than readjust
ments can operate, then the system can get progressively 
further away from its "normal" path as time proceeds, 
as the writing of Tristram Shantly's autobiography 
got further from its conclusion as his life progressed. 
Even so, if these displacements show any regularity of 
incidence, they are likely to be discounted ahead, and 
so to pass over from the unknown and unforeseen to 
the probable and partly anticipated. But while such un
foreseen displacements of data will cause maladjustment 
when they occur, they need not give rise to an oscillation 
or fluctuation .. 

Whenever there is an unforeseen element, the expecta
tion as to what is likely to occur will, of course, be a factor 
shaping what occurs before the displacement and helping 
to shape what happens after it. But, as was suggested 
at the close of Chapter VI, it is in an individualist economy 
that what may be called the theory of profit-expectations 
acquires its unique importance, by reason of the peculiar 
type of uncertainty which is so essential a part of the 
mechanism of such an economy; just as the theory of 
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frictions assumes the special form which was discussed 
in the same chapter because of the characteristics of an 
individualist system. The ."automatic adjustment" and 
"rule of rationality" which is held to be the special 
virtue of a competitiv:e market can only operate through 
the influence of price-changes after the event. Each set 
of events occurs as a result of decisions taken in blindness 
to other decisions and hence. on the basis of guesses as 
to what their joint outcome will be. Only after these 
decisions have been embodied in action will th.e resulting 
price-movements afford evidence as· to the facts of the 
total situation and so furnish an automatic corrective.~. 
But where decisions have to be made some distance 
ahead of the market-events into which they mature, as 
is particularly true and probably increasingly true of all 
acts of investment, this corrective of resulting price
movements may not occur for some time, perhaps for a 
period of many years. In the meantime, guesses have to 
serve for knowledge, and mistaken decisions continue 
to be made and embodied in action.. Moreover, once a 
decision is made and embodied in a durable act of in
vestment, a revision of the decision may not be quickly 
possible and the legacy of the mistake may persist in 
the resulting maladjustment for years and decades:_as, 
for instance, railway construction, mine-sinkings, town
planning (or the absence of it) bear witness. Such time
lags will give opportunity for the original guess to be 
magnified in its result, and for extensive and devastating 

1 Cf. E. F. l\1. Durbin in Econ. Jour11nl, December 1935. Under 
competition the entrepreneur "is unaware of the reaction of his com
petitors' Sllpp!y tO the change' of' price which is Common to him and 
them, and also of the effect on market-price of their combined cha~gc 
of O!Jtput. In th.;:se conditions it is impossible for industries to make 
the correct long-period adjustments" (p. 704). 
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fluctuations to arise. Co~tition necessarily implies 
not only diffusion but also autonomy of separate decisions; 
and it is the separate autonomy of individual decisions 
which p~oduces these results. .If it were possible as some 
d~sire for a socialist economy to imitate such competition 
and its "automatic" adjustments, this system must neces
sarily inherit also the tendencies to disequilibrium and 
fluctuation which are the product of economic anarchy; 
just as, conversely, an attempt to graft elements of 
planning on to a capitalist system caD:fiOt subdue the 
fundamental anarchy which is the sinew of the system, 

. precisely because such "planning" must respect the 
autonomy of indiv~dmil property-rights-even become 
hand~aid to existing monopoly-interests as current ex
perience seems to show ."vf:ither planning means over
riding the autonomy of separate decisions or it apparently 

·means nothing at all. Those who dream of marrying 
collectivism to economic anarchy must, at any rate, not 
pretend that the progeny of this strange match will inherit 
only the virtues of its ill-mated parents. 

We have said that by an economic law one must mean 
a generalized description of how things actually behave 
in the real world. If this is our meaning, then it should 
be immediately ~lear that the alleged identity of the 
economic laws which rule a capitalist and a socialist 
economy is based on an abstract analogy which starts 
from the assumption of a laissez-jaire world of perfect· 
certainty (save for certain objective "displacements") 
where neither frictions nor expectations can exert any 
appreciable influence. The assertio!l is not dissimilar 
to the statement that a railway system which worked 
without time-tables, each engine-driver being autono
mous, would operate in a similar manner to a planned 
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railway system as we know it. In the former,. it is. true, 
some form of traffic-equilibrium would tend spontaneously 
to emerge. But it would do so only after the OCC\!rrence 
of accidents and congesting delays had exert~d their infiu- . 
ence, and after the various shifts and oscillations incidental 
to eventual adjustment had worked out their full effects. 

· After a series of accidents and congestions at crowded 
bottle-necks at times of competition for the larger' mid
day traffic, a series of fluctuations might well develop; 
there being for a time an alternate . rush of drivers to 
midnight and back again to midday-times in the alternate 
belief that one or other was the less crowded part of the. 
day, or similar fluctuations between competing for the · 
Scottish traffic· or the Dover boat-train traffic, and so 
forth. To make the analogy closer one needs to suppose 
that a driver cannot alter his time and course at a moment's 
notice; · but, like motor-coaches on the roads, must an
nounce a programme of running for a year and sometimes 
years ahead. Eventually, no doubt, some sort of stable 
distribution of traffic would result-a sort of spontaneous 
time-table forged from exp~rience and embodied in custom 
and tacit understandings. Yet any su_ch ·equilibrium that 
was reached would be essentially an unstable one; since 
any shift of demand, or the opening of new lllJ.es and the 
closing of old ones, or a change in the power and speed · 
of locomotives would . reintroduce the influence of un
certainty and the fluctuating effect of expectation .. 1 

1 It is sometimes assened that the aggregate "mistaJte" in an in
dividualist world will tend to be small because individual expectations 
will have .a random distribution and so tend l:trgely to cancel out in 
their effects. But it is a familiar fact that actually, for a variety of 
reasons. mistaken expectations of a fl\llSS of individuals not oOJy tend 
to have a pronounced bias in a particular direction at a particular 
time but also to some extent a reinforcing influence on one another. 
Apart from this. however, w~ere uncertainty prevails, w~e there is a 
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Every decision by an entrepreneur with regard to pro
duction is in one sense of the word an act of investment. 
·But when one speaks of acts of investment as of pre
dominant importance in determining, on the one hand, 
·the nature and ext~nt of t1uctuations, and on the other 
hand the long-period path of development, one refers to 
investment in fixed capital-to construction of durable 
plant and equipment. In the theory of profit-expectations 
this is of major importance, both by reason of the longer 
"period of gestation" of such acts (to use Mr~ D. H. 
~obertson's · phrase) and the durability of the result. 
In addition to such factors as demand and the future 
cour~e of technical invention, such decisions will depend 
for their "correctness" on four main types of fact, with 
regard to each of which, in an individualist economy, the 
individual or individuals who make the investment de
cision are partly or wholly ignorant: first, parallel and 
rival acts· .of investment which are being made simul
taneously' or will soon be m.ade, in the same line of 
production or in competing processes; secondly, acts of 
investment which are being made or will be made in 
complementary processes (e.g. in subsidiary or by
product industries, transport or power facilities, etc.); 
~h_kgly, th~ amount of saving and investment. which is 
being currently undertaken throughout the economic 
system as a whole; fourthly, the future course of capital 
accumulation (and hence of the rate of interest) over the 
period of economic life of the fixed capital in question. 

The results of ignorance of the first set of facts is 

greater probability that the average expectation will arrive at the 
"correct" position than,at any single one of the other n possible positions, 
there will be a very much smaller probability of its arriving at this 
position than at some one of the n possible positions-absence of mistake 
will be a coincidence and a rarity. 
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fairly familiar, in the shape of the competitive tendency 
to over-investment in certain industries during the opti
mism of a boom. · The tendency in the case of a fluctuating 
demand for investment to respond to the ''peak" demand, 
so that the industry· is loaded with plant and equipment 
which is partly derelict most of the time, has frequently 
been emphasized. Example's consist in the . chaotic 
duplication of railway facilities, the frequent overlapping 
of public utility services, the mushroom growth of 
shopping and entertainment facilities in new urban 
districts where (in respect to shops at least) the rate of 
mortality of businesses seems to be extraordinarily higl]..:· 
But another aspect of this-· its effect in leading to under
investment-which is also an effecF of the second type 
of ignorance seems to have received less notice and its 
significance to have been under-estimated. The fear lest 
rivals may cut in and seize ·the fruit of an investment 
may exercise an important deterrent effect, particularly 
where costly r.1inimum units of investment in durable 
plant are involved .. · In the case of new inventions the 
danger of this deterrent is ~et by conferring a temporary 
monopoly under the patent laws. But the same dange:r 
may exist in the case of any large':"scale investment; and 
examples of it are doubtless more important than we 
are generally aware since they are not brought to our 
notice as are the results of over-investment~ which force 
our attention. Here again, transport and power facilities 
seem to provide the most evident examples. A par
ticular case is the unwillingness railway companies have 
shown to electrify suburban railway services . round 
London on the ground of the risk which existed of the 
investment bein_g reduced in value by the construction 
of rival facilities by some other authority, such as tram-
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ways or tubes.1 Ari. example of the effects of the second 
type of case is probably to be found in the primitive de-· 
velopment in this country of the complex of processes 
for coal-utilization, many· of which depend intimately on 
other complementary developments; :or again the failure 
of an industry to shift to a new and more economic 
location, beca1:1se each firni in the industry is reluctant 
to. move and suffer the loss of nearness to subsidiary 
industries or processes, while the latter in tum hesitate 
to incur the risk of moving until the rest of the industry 
has already moved .. Each waiting upon the other results 
in nothing at all being done. 

But it is ignorance of more general facts of our third 
and fourth type which· clearly has major importance, 
and the significance of which is the least understood. 
The difference between these two cases is merely as to 
the time to which they refer: they have been separated 
here merely because, while both are relevant !O the 
distribution of investment in the immediate present, 

· the second of them relates especially to the pattern· of 
investment through time. In both cases, knowledge 
about the total situation is vital to the individual decision 
bec~use it is on the total of present and "future investment 
decisions and their nature that both the level of costs 
and the level of demand appropriate to each individual 
case ·depends. To illustrate this connection let us sup
pose that ~ertain investment decisions in an industry 
haye been made on the basis of the expectation that the 
aggregate volume of new investment and its approximate 
distribution would be the same during the current and the 
ens~ing years as it had been over the immediately pre
ceding period. Let us suppose that its total volume 

1 Cf. G. J. Ponsonby, London Passenger Transport Problem, pp. 47-8. 
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act~ally increases in the current and ensuing years, both 
because the total national income is larger and because 
there is a general tendency to consume · a smaller· pro
po,rtion of income. Then four principal changes Will 
occur in the data on which the original investment
decisions in the industry in question were based, decisions 
which are now irrevocable (in the main): first, owing to 
the changed level of consumption which probably makes 
the demand for their products smaller than was expected; 
secondly, owing to the increased' investment an~ later 
an increased and cheapened output· of goods in other 
industries, which agaip will tend to modify the demand
(perhaps increasing it~ perhaps decreasing it) for their 
particular products; third, owing to the effect of in
creased investment and construction .on the level of costs 
in general, which will probably make the costs of produc
tion in this particular industry higher than had been 
anticipated; finally, there is likely to be some change in 
the demand for the products· of this and other industries 
owing to a changed distribution of income as a net result 
of these changes. Indeed, if one approaches the matter 
from this angle, it would seem to become increasingly 
clear that a very considerable part of. the demand
fluctuations which figure in so many discussions · .~ an 
unavoidable accompaniment of. free consumers' choice 
are actually the result of altered distribution of income 
produced either by fluctuations or by changes of this 
type which are uncertain in an individualist system. . 

A particular e~mple of this, of considerable signifi
cance, is the demand f9r.all products of the constructional 
trades. This demind depends directly on the total 
volume of inves~ent. It is a demand which is peculiarly 
fluctuating, since the rhythm of this fluctuation is derived 
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in an exaggerated form frpm the rhythm of activity' of 
industry as a whole. Uncertainty· as to what this demand 
will be, combined with the fact of fluctuation, imposes 
a heavy cost on these industries in view of the inability 
to adapt productive equipment to demand, which takes 
the shape of a recurrent excess-capacity •1 It has recently 
·been s~ggested that this is a powerful reason rendering 
the "financial optimum" (when uncertainty is allowed 
for) much smalle~ than the "technical optimum" in the 
steel industry, and preventing steel plants from being 
constructed on the .most effi~ient scale.2 An investment
programme which was constant and !mowable in advance 
could remove both this fluctuation in demand and the 
uncertainty. 

It might at first sight seem that facts of om: fourth 
·type-changes occurring in the future--are not relevant 
to ~e correctness or incorrectness of a previous invest
ment from a social point of view-from the standpoint 
of "social production" or the collective interest-but 
relevant only to the profit which the capitalist can 
eventually obtain. But this is not so. And it is because 
this is not so that the investment problem of a socialist 

1 Cf. 41 A change from 3 to 6 per cent. in the output of the commodity 
might cause as much as a 40 or so per cent. increase in the srr.aller 
figure representing the requirements for production of capital equipment." 
(J. M. Clark,- Strategic Factors in Business Cycles, p. 42.) Prof. Ragnar 
Frisch has pointed out that an expansion in the demand for constructional 
goods need not result in over-production in the constructional trades. 
(Journal of Pol. Econ., 1931, p. 646. Cf. also Fowler, Depreciation of 
Capital, pp. so-z.) But this qualification only holds if the rate of in
crementation of investment is controlled so as to slacken off only in the 
degree to which the replacement-demand for equipment is increased 
by the new construction--a not impossible, but an unlikely, balance . 

.a Cf. Britain without Capitalists, pp. 38z, and 390· With a planned 
investment-programme it becomeS economic to build plants of the size 
of Magnitostroi and Kusnetskstroi. 
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economy would conform to a different principle from 
that which rules i~ a capitalist economy ....,.-A socialist 
economy would· clearly be ruled by the aim • of augment
ing its capital construction at a more or less rapid rate . 
until the "saturation point" of capi~l-equipment was 1 

reached-that is, unti! no further gain in productivity 
would result from using labour to embody it~elf as 
"stored-up labour"; where only the use and maintenance 
or replacement of existing plant and· equipment took 
place; and where the whole current net output of labour 
could accrue to labour. as current: .consumption.1 If 
perfect foresight were possible, the interest of the 
socialist State would lie in planning its investment 
programme so as to make the progress of construction 
and technical innovation follow a smooth path of ordered 
development into the future until this ideal goal of capital · 
saturation was reached. Actually, perfect foresight would 
not and could not exist, and any consiructi<.m-programme 
sketched over the future would be subject to various dis
placements as unforeseen events occurred. But to the·· 
extent that it was able to sketch an investment-programme 
over a period of years into the future, it would to that 
extent substantially alter the'' investment-pattern" in each 
year as compared to what this would be in a capitalist 
society where no such degree of certainty with regard 
to the future was possible. 

To make this difference of inv\!stment-pattem clear, 

1 Of course, s0 long as tec!mical discovery continued, this point 
would probably never actually be reached; but it would continually 
be a goal which would be approached. The point can be more pre
cisely defined as that where the additional product resulting from an 
additional application of labour as .. stored-up labour" is equal to that 
resulting from an additional application of labour as .. current labour". 
Cf. Non to this chapter. 
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one must realize that from the standpoint of a socialist 
economy what figures in a capitalist economy as a problem 
of saving and investment is presented directly and con
sciouslY. as a problem of distributing labour between 
various types of production having each a relation to 
different points of time. · By relation to a particular point 
of time is meant the point of time at which the labour 
in question 'yields its final fruit in finished consumption 
·goods. Broadly speaking, this means the manner in which 
labour is distributed between what Marx termed in
dustries producing. means of consumption and industries 
producing means of production. But inside the latter 
there will be gradations according to the time-destination 
of the means of production which are being constructed
whether new automatic looms which can be completed 

· and installed next year or in building a· blast-furnace to 
turn out constructional materials for a new power-scheme 
which will not be fully completed and in use until ten 
years· hence.· 

Since industries have different technical "levels" (the 
".organic comp-osition of capital" is different), this at 
the same ,time implies a certain distribution of labour 
between different industries at any given moment and 
between -industries .which make machinery and equip
ment for the former. The whole decision is a complex 

. one, which must necessarily be a unified decision if the 
various elements in it are to be consistent with one 
another-unified in the sense · of being made simul
taneously and (in its final form) bY. some single authority, 
since only in this way can the separate decisions be made 
in full knowledge of all the other relevant <decisions which 
are concurrently being made. If such separate decisions 
are made independently, they will necessarily be made in 
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partial ignorance of all the rest, and hence at' any one 
time will be inconsistent with one another (save by very 
rare coincidence)-inconsistencies which can only be 

. subsequently corrected by jerks in development, and 
probably by jerks productive of fluctuations. In other 
words, the proportion of the national income which. is 
saved, the proportions in which consumption . goods 
and constructional goods are produced,1 the balance 
between industries . of different technical levels, and 
the distribution of constructional work bet1Veen projects 

. of different types in respect to their relation to the future 
are all intimately dependent on orte another-logically 
they are separate facets of a single decision concerning 
the distribution of labour in production. . The present 
output of consumption goods, and· hence the level of 
real wages, cannot be decided independently pf know
ledge as to the productivity of additional . "stored-up 
labour" devoted to increasing output two, three, four 
or five years hence; and whether to start . constructional 
work designed to. mature into final output·in three years' 
time-or five years' or ten years'--cannot he properly 
decided without knowledge as to what the total output 
of consumers' goods will be in those future years and 
how many other projects designed to mature in those 
years are likely to be launched next year. and the year 
after, and so forth. These things can no more be. 
decided separately than a housewife on going into· the 
market can decide how much of her housekeeping money · 
to spend to-day and how much to spend instead to-morrow 

1 These proportions and the proportions of the ~ational income 
spent and saved are not, of course, identical, unless investment (and 
saving) is used to mean gross investment, including repair and replace
ment. Actually, ·no such identity is implied here-merely that the 
two sets of decisions are dependent on one another in a major degree. 
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.or next week until she has seen what prices rule in the 
market an.d what range of alternatives confront her .1 

In a capitalist economy there would seem to exist a 
prev~iling tendency to under-estimate the effect of capital. 
accumulation in the future in lowering the rate of interest. 
To the extent that this is so, there will be a constant 
tendency to over-invest ·in projects of a type which yield 
the prevailing rate of interest, and hence are appropriate 
to the situation o( the immediate moment, but will be 
inappropriate in the near future and partly obsolete, 
owing to the. fact that the future, being richer in capital, 
will be in a position tO' utilize equipment of a more 
"advanced" type.2 Thi~ tendency is probably strength-
, 

1 It is essentially foP this reason thatthe essence of socialist production 
cannot be attained so long as the two aspects of '!saving" (decisions 
governing the level of consumption) and "investment" (decisions 
relating to actual constructional work) are separated, and each made 
autonomously; e.g. connected by a loan-rate of interest, as some have 
suggested could persist under socialism.. True, such a loan-rate, if 
continually adjusted, miglit' evenhlally brmg about some sort of temporary 
equilibrium between the two sets of decisions, but only tardily and as 
post facto corrections of mistakes and fluctuations. For example, if each 
industrial manager were left to compete for as much capital as he thought 
he ·could productively employ at a given loan-rate, he might embark on 
c;onstructional projects in ignorance of what was happening elsewhere, 

· and only later, after his and others' actions had reacted on the loan-rate, 
would he discover his mistake. Moreover, if a socialist economy were 
to adopt the pricing-system and the decentralization of decisions char
acteristic of capitalism, there is no reason why it should not be subject 

·to the same sort of instability as was discussed at the end of Chapter VI: 
instability ·due, especially to the fact that profits (and hence demand 
for capital) will be cumulatively dependent on the rate of investment, itself 
The reasons for thinking so are more fully discussed in an article by 
the present writer in The Econumic Journal for December 1939. 

1 Or what the Austrians term ·"longer" or "more roundabout" 
methods of production. I am speaking here only of the effect of in
creasing capital accumulation in a constant state of technical knowledge, 
and of obsolescence of older methods due to this. Obsolescence arising 
from new technical discoveries is another matter. (Incidentally,· new 
inventions will tend initially towards a reversion to "shorter" methods 
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ened by the wish being father to the thought: th~ desire 
that the return on capital shall not fall refusing to. admit 
such a fall to the extent of refraining from investing in 
projects which, according to available signs, promise a • 
higher interest-yield. Moreover, the same reason enters 
here which in a boom will cause .. an industrialist to 
expand his production even if he realizes that the market 
is being overstocked and that prices will eventually fall: 
namely, uncertainty as to the exact time-incidence of the· 
fall, creating the possibility that h~ 1?-ay get into ·the 
market first, combined with the knowledge that any 
action of his own will exert a negligible influence ir( 
determining what occurs. 

The result of this will be a tendency to. continue in
vestment in a particular type of capital too long and too 
late, beyond the point where the actual situation (in 
particular, the volume of capital maturing or in process 

·of inauguration and the future movement o~ real income) 
requires that a transition should be made to investment 
in a different type with a lower interest-yield .. ·As capital 
accumulation proceeds and- traces a path through suc
cessive types of investment, there will be a continual · 
tendency to over-invest in each type through blindness 
to the total situation ~nd to future movements in real 
income and in interest-rates. . The result will be .a more 
rapid rate of obsolescence and wastage of plant and 
equipment than would otherwise be the case, most . . 

rather than to "longer" methods. Cf. Armstrong, Saving and Invest
ment, pp.164-6.) But even in the case of new technical discoveries, a 
socialist economy, with planned industrial research, abolition of secret 
research and processes, etc., would doubtless be in a better position to 
forecast them and hence to discount their effects in advance; even if 
to a considerable extent they must always represent an unforeseeable 
factor in development. 
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markedly at points of time when technical transitions 
from one investment-type to another occur, leading to 

· jerks i~ development-jerks tending to give rise 
to exaggerated fluctuations owing to the relative 
over-investment in the more obsolete types, due to 

' yield output at a certain point in the future, and 
corresponding under-investment in tlie newer and lower 
interest-yielding ·types, particularly in those which are 
due to yield output at a somewhat later point of time 
in the future.1 As a consequence, ~he rate of develop
ment will be con~inually retarded through time. But 
even if it is not true. that a capitalist economy will have 
a. persistent bias towards under-estimating the future 
decline in. interest-rates (and it is true that even if it 
does, this fact may be partly counterbalanced by the 
effect of under-estimating new· technical discoveries), it 
will remain true that, being ~argely blind to future 
movements of investment and saving, such an economy 
will tend continually to make mistaken investment-

. decisions ·in . one direction or another-mistakes which 
neces.sarily introduce discontinuities and oscillations. At 
any rate, it i.s clear that a socialist economy, to the extent 
that ex natura it can be more far-seeing, will distribu'te 
its investments between different types of new con
struction according to a different pattern over time. . 
This does not necessarily mean. that it will invest in a 

1 It might seem at first sight that while this would cause a continval 
retardation in the transition to newer types, it would not change the 
rate of obsolescence of older equipment, which would continue in use 
until there was sufficient new equipment to take its place. But this is 
not so, since the investment in the old equipment was undertaken on 
the basis of an over-estimate of the price of finished products in the 
future. When subsequently the unanticipated volume of investment 
shows itself in ·a higher wage-level and 'or \,ower prices of products than 
was anticipated, much of the old plant will fall out of profitable use. . . 
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wide variety of types of construction in any one techni
cally homogeneous line of production (a "type, being 

. defined by its reference to a point of time in the future, 
and hence by its productivity in relation to its period of 
maturing into final output); ,but it means that it may 
maintain currently in use, and a fortiori in use and 'in 
construction, a considl!rable variety of types even m one 
homogeneous line of production, and that it will pass 
earlier and more evenly from the construction and use 
of one type to the next.1 _ 

The important question here arises as to.' whether it 
would be rational for a socialist economy to invest 
simultaneously in projects of a wide variety of types,. 
or to invest at any one time in a particular type of 
constructional project appropriate to the conditions pre
vailing at that time, passing on to newer and more 
complicated projects gradually and successively. Would 
it be proper to spread investment between . types of 
project appropriate · to the . sit~ation in . the immediate 
future and to the differen~ situation ( diff~rent in that 
productivity and income would be greater) of five years, 
ten years, twenty years or even fifty years hence? 2 For 

1 Mr. Lerner has pointed oUt tlult if an indi\Tidualist economy had 
the same degree of foreknowledge, the same distribution of investment 
could be brought about by appropriate movements of long- and short
term rates bf interest. (Review of Econ, Studies, Vol. z, No.1.) This is, 
of course, true, provided differences of rates were sufficiently graded 
according to the investment-period. But such a hypothesis implies 
.. contradiction, since it is the nature of an individualist economy that 
it cannot have this degree of foresight. Mr. Lerner is postulating a 
&tate of affairs where expectations could have no influence and fluctuations 
could not arise to explain the effect of expectations and the causes of 
fluctuations. 

1 In an article in TM &onomit: :JounuJ. for December 1933, I stated 
that the principle on which a socialist economy would distribute its 
investment would be that of simultaneous construction of capital equip
ment of varying interest-yields (as contrasted with the principle of 
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'example, "during the First Five-Year Plan (in U.S.S.R.) 
the principal type of freight locomotive became the type 
'E' engine, the tr~ctive power of which is 7 5 per cent.· 
greater than that of the most widely used engine in pre
war Russia. Under the Second Five-Year Plan. the 
ou~put of type 'E' locomotives . • . is being supple
mented by the manufacture of type 'F.D.' locomotives, 
whose tractive power e:Xceeds that of the type 'E' loco
motive by 30 per cent." 1 Is there any general principle 
by which to · determine the rate at which it will be 
economic to supplant the pre;. war type _by E and. to 
supplant E type by F .D.; and whether. E will first be 
invested in until it has supplanted the pre-war type and 
type F.D. will only later be constructed; or whether, 
on the contran,r, F.D. locomotives will be constructed 
froii,l the outset, at the same time as type E and even 
some of the pre-war type are still being made? No 
general answer to this question seems possible; since 
the answer will depend not only on policy with regard 
to the income of the im~ediate future and of the more 
distant future, but on the technical situation which con
fronts the economy. If the loss involved in restricted 
consumption over the immediate future is more than 
balanced ·by the gain of productivity in later years, then 
a policy of so revolutionizing technique as to attain to 
maximum productivity in the shortest possible time will 
be the appropriate one; and in certain technical situations 
this end will be served (for reasons which are discussed 
in a NOTE to this chapter) by ~imultaneous investment 

uniform interest-yield at any one point of time). I am now convinced 
that this would not necessarily be the case. Nevertheless it would 
remain true, I believe, in certain situations which are by no means 
unimportant or unlikely to occur. -

1 The Second Five-Year Plan, Ed. Gosplan, xxxvii. 
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in projects of a wide variety of types even in a single .. 
homogeneous industry. But where a more. gradual 
progress of productivity is required, investment policy 
would tread the more familiar course of a chronological 
order in its choice of investment-types, passing' sue-. 
cessively from one to . the ·next as the total situation 
developed. The p;~ttern of investment in these variou!;i 
types, however, sketched through time, would be sub--· 
stantially different from that in a capitalist • economy. 
The nature of this pattern can· only, I think, be shortly 
defined as one which would enable transitions to new,er 
methods to take place gradually and continuously by·_ 

, substituting the new type of equipment for the old as 
the latter in each case reached the end of its natural 
life . instead of in. "wave~" of obsolescence attaching to · 
old equipment which was still in good physical condition~· · 
obsolescence due to the fact that this type of equipment' 
has been created to excess. It is to benoted tha.t in so 
far as in this latter case the depreciation of old equipment 
is due to delay in the transition to investment in riew 
types, and not to too hasty transition, it will be associated 
with a general lagging-behind of technical development, 
not with its acceleration. · 

To use a simple analogy: let us suppose that a. man 
were destined to inherit a fortune in fiveyears' time.· If 
he were . ignorant of this fact, he might start to-day to 
build a house for himself, which, when his riches carne, 
would prove superfluous, because he would then· be rich 
enough to live in a mansion. But if he could calculate 
in advance that the fortune was due to arrive, then, clearly, 
he would not undertake the building of the house: in
stead, he woul<i probably use the money to build himself 
a cheaper and temporary bungalow for. the five years, 
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while at the same time beginning to lay the foundations 
of the mansion so that he might move into it the sooner 
when his legacy arrived.1 • 

I have elsewhere used the analogy of the so-called 
pursuit-curve to illustrate the difference between the 
two paths of development appropriate to tlie two types 
of economy. It can be used as a general illustration of 
Adaptation to a moving situation through'the medium of 
automatic responses at each moment of time, as contrasted 
with adaptation to the same situation as a result of fore
sight and rational calculation. A dog is situated at some 
distance from a path along which his master is riding. 
He· runs towards his master, and acting on the basis of 
automatic responses he runs always towards the point 
at which he sees his master at the moment. His path 
towards his master accordingly is a curve, the precise 
shape of w~ich is a function of his own speed and that 
of .his master and of the angle and distance from the path 
at which he starts. lf, however, the ·dog could have 
acted on foresight and calculation, in knowledg~ both of 
his own speed arid that of his master, · he would have 
taken a straight line to the point along the path which 
his master would subsequently reach, thereby reaching 
him the sooner and saving effort in so doing. This 
analogy, of course, must not be taken too literally. In 

1 Here he would almost certainly complete the bungalow before 
starting the foundatio~s of the mansion; and on bungalow- and mansion
building combined he would probably in those five years spend less 
than he would have spent on the house. The resultant shifts of invest
ment are a double result of the expectation of higher future income: 
-of the knowledge· that he will in all other respects be more comfortable 
at the end of five years and hence have less urgent need of money than 
he now has, and of the knowledge that for this reason it will be practicable 
to build a mansion. Hence, he reverts to the cheaper and less comfort
able bungalow· for the immediate present, but in other respects stints 
himself less than he otherwise would have done. 
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certain circumstances, as we have said, the aim of a 
socialist economy might be to reach the point" of ~apital-:
saturation at the earliest point of time, irrespective of 
a restriction of the standard of consumption in the 
intervening years; and at certain periods o( technical 
or of social transition this· might 'well be. the 
appropriate policy to pursue for· a period. As a long~ 
term policy, however, it is possible and even probable 
that a socialist economy would aim to -effect a slower 
but steady increase in the output of · consumption. 
goods year . by year at the maximum possible rate con
sistent with maintaining a balance between present and 
future needs. If we were to ·plot a curve of actual 
capital construction, measuring time along one axis and 
aggregate capital in terms of its productivity, or soine· 
similar quantity, along the other axis, then the path of 
development appropriate to a socialist economy would 
still be a curve, but a continuous curve, by contrast with a 
discontinuous curve, subject to. wave-like movements, in 
a capitalist economy. Iri actuality, of course, no socialist 
economy would attain to this ideal. continuous c"Lirve, 
partly owing to imperfect planning, -partly .on account 
of displacements due to. unforeseeable events. But it 
would have a tendency to approximate to such a curve 
which an individualist economy lacks. A motor may 
not attain the speed it would have according to some 
ideal "norm" of efficiency. Under certain circumstances 
it may even be more sluggish than a tricycle. ·Yet there 
can be no doubt as to its different potentiality as an 
instrument of motion .. 

\Vhat has so far been said is independent of the rate 
of capital accm:nulation: in other words, no assumption 
has been made as to the principle determining-this in a 
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socialist economy..._whether it will be greater than, equal 
to or less than what would prevail in a capitalist economy. 
Clearly, this . is of fundamental importance, since, if it 
is' different, then the balance between different industries 
and the distribution of labour between them as well as 

·the inclination of the curve of constructional development 
towards the capital-saturation point will be further 
modified. Here again the uncritical attempt to apply 

· the economic categories of a capitalist economy to a 
socialist economy seems to have led to confusion of 

. thought. It has frequently been asserted that since there 
would be no free 'loan market in a socialist economy, 
there would be no means of "discovering" the "natural 
rate of interest", and hence no criterion as to the proper 
proportion of the national · Ulcome to be invested in 
·constructional work and no means of ensuring that 
investment policy c.orresponded to the "real savings" of 
the community. 

In a capitalist economy the rate of capital accumulation 
is determined by two main factors: by the distribution 
of income, which dett:;rmines the size of the income of 
the· investing class, and by the accustomed standards of 
consumption ~f . this clas!). On these factors what has 
been terr~ed the "time-preference", or the rate of dis
counting the future as compared with the ·present, of the 
community principally depends. Any increase in capital
ists' income tends to lower this time-preference, or 
discount of the. future, and so to increase the rate of 
capital accumulation; while conversely any increase in 
their accustomed standards of consumption (by in
tensifying . the desire for the immediate fruits of 
income) tends to raise ·this time-preference. Even more 
directly, therefore, than in other spheres, does the 
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"spontaneous verdict, of the market here . reflect the 
influence of "arbitrary" historical and institutional 
factors. While· capital accumulation, as it proceeds, 
by augmenting the mass of surplm~-value tends to 
produce a . continual increase of new investment, this 
tendency is continually held in check by the rising 
standards of expenditure of the rich which seem :to' 
follow fairly closely behind increased income. Hence the 
fact of private ownership and private accumulation of 
capital, which in earlier days appeared as an instrument. 
of rapid accumulation, subsequently becomes with in
creasing clearness a brake on the rate of capital-develop_.. 
ment. Moreover, as we have seen in connection with 
crises and imperialism, a capitalist system is naturally 
productive of various resistances to any sharp fall in 
the profit-rate, whether these resistances take the form 
of direct pressure on wages, monopolistic policies or 
colonial expansion. At any rate, definite braking in
fluences clearly operate against any tendency to approach 
towards what we have termed the point of capital
saturation. <An approach to such a point (involving as 
it would a· fall of interest-rates to zero) would seem 
a clear reductio ad absurdum of a capitalist society. 

If, by contrast to this, one is to define any principle 
which would rule the rate of capital accumulation in a 
socialist economy, it seems evident that this must consist . 
in an attitude of equal regard for present and future, 
ceteris paribus-in other words, an absence of the time
preference which is a characteristic of a capitalist economy. · 
This, at least, is the only principle which would not in
volve inconsistency or contradiction. This would imply 
a greater rate of capital accumulation than prevails in a 
capitalist economy and (particularly in the more advanced 
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stages of development) a. path of dcvelopmen~ tending 
much more rapidly to approach towards the point of 
capital-saturation. But, as we have said, this would not 
necessarily imply a rate of capital-construction designed 
so as to reach this point at the earliest possible date; since 
this, logically applied, would involve the absurd situation 
of investing 100 per cent. of the national income in 
capital construction-devoting the whole of the labour
force of society to the immediate construction of the 
most advanced (in the sense of absolutely most productive) 
mechanical devices and equipment that were known. This 
(or anything approaching it) would be actually to give 
the future greater weight than the present-to discount 
the present in favour of the future goal. But it may well 
imply the attainment of maximum productivity at the 
earliest possible date consistent with the provision of a 
certain minimum level of income in the intervening years. 
At any rate, it clearly implies a much greater regard for 
the future and a more rapid progress than that to which 
we'are accustomed in individualist societies.1 

Circumstances, of course, might well arise which would 
lead to qualifications of this principle. On the one hand, 
a slower path of development might be exacted by the 
need for various reasons (in particular the previous 
neglect of human needs in a class society) to raise the 
standard of life more quickly in the immediate future, 
instead of investing in .material equipment, even at the 
expense of a less rapid rate of increase at a more distant 
future. On the other hand, circumstances might demand 
some compromise between this principle and that of 
attaining a point of higher development of the productive 

1 Cf. Armstrong, op. cit., p. 21 et seq.; and F. P. Ramsey in Econ. 
·-;ournal, December 1928; and NoTE to this chapter. 
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forces in the shortest space of time. For instance, this 
might well be so for a transitional period in an economy 
of low industrialization, since · a certain level of in
dustrialization was a pre-condition for the SJ..ICCessful 
operation of a socialist economy and for the liquidation 
of private enterprise and the private capitalist (as with . 
the U.S.S.R. under the First.Five-Year Plan) or fo~ the 
duration of some complex and large-scale industrial 
transition. In this case the path of development would 
be more direct and rapid, and a '.'spread" of current 
investment would take place between a variety of types 
of construction. The analogy to the straight line of the . 
rational dog towards the future position of his master · 
would then be a precise one. 

The distribution of resources appropriate to · . this 
scheme of development would not be something which 
had to · be calculated on the basis of an interest
rate which in turn needed to be determined from 
market data. The d~cision as to how much of the 
social labour-force to invest in constructional work of ~ 
particular type, the resulting balance between various . 
lines of production, and the level of real wages 
would all be aspects of a single decision which itself 
constituted the attitude of the socialist economy to 
present income and future income-they· would be 
di(ferent facets of the distribution of laboiir between 
production for the present and for the future. There 
would need, of course, to. be an internal consistency 
between the various aspects of this decision. But the 
data required for giving concrete shape to the decision 
would consist in the main of some. quantitative scale of ~ 
wants and of their extended satisfaction, the productivity -
of various types of equipment, the cost and .period of 
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time involved in their construction, and the available 
resources. For none of these would it be necessary 
to rely on values registered by a "capital market" to 
supply.1 . 

It is the contention of Professor Mises and his school, 
as we have seen, that a socialist economy, lacking the 
values registered on a competitive market, would be 
powerless to make any but quite arbitrary calculations 
as a basis for distributing productive resources between 
their various uses. . Lacking any assessment of values, it 
would also lack any measurement of costs. The vaunted 
"measurement and calculation" of 1\Ir. and 1\Irs. \Vebb, 
the strict "economic accountancy" demanded by Lenin, 
would have no quantitative basis. Hence of two rival 
methods of production it would be impossible to say 
which was the more economic, because any comparison 
of costs against their value-productivity would be im
possible. In view of the extreme arbitrariness which 
attaches to the values of the free market of laissez-faire, 
this claim, if it were true, would have little force 

J. For example, Mr. L. E. Hubbard, speaking of the U.S.S.R. during 
the First Five-Year Plan, states that "the Government was unable to 
tell with scientific exactness whether a ton of wheat . • . was more 
advantageously consumed internally or sold abroad to buy foreign 
goods".· (Soviet Money and Finance, p. 289.) But no free market could 
have providep any "scientific" answer to this question. The State 
was exporting wheat to buy, e.g., tractors to produce more wheat next 
year. It would clearly need to know whether the future wheat produced 
by the tractor was greater than the wheat-price of a tractor. But whether 
the transaction was advantageous or not depended entirely on the State's 
own valuation of'present loss against future gain; of which the decision 
to conduct the transaction was presumably (unless it was entirely 
irrational) itself the expression. True, if the choice were between 
wheat exports and tea imports, the relative market-prices of wheat 
and tea (the intemal prices would suffice) would be some indication 
of their relative importance; but by no means necessarily a final or 
"scientific" criterion. 
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in condemning a socialist economy as less rational than 
a capitalist eco~omy. But the claim' would seem to 
thri':'e only by virtue of misapprehension. It is true, of 
course, that in otder to make any comparis<:>n of economic 
quantities, differences between qualitatively diverse goods 
must be reducible to quantitative terms. · In other words, 
to compare boots against bread, or silk against saxophones, 
these must have some magnitude assigned to them and 
their relative importance expressed quantitatively. But, 
in the first place, for this to be done, any scale of priorities, 
however determined, would suffice-suffice, that is, t~ 

· render quantitative calculation possible. · Such a scale 
of priorities might be constructed in a number of ways, 
several of which might yield results less arbitrary than 
the "spontaneous" construction of a scale of market"1 
values in a laissez-faire world. It might be constructed 
in an authoritarian manner' as a doctor prescribes a diet 
for a patient, or on the basis of sampling opinion by 
means of questionnaires, 1 or on the basis of information 
supplied by co-operative societies, or by a combination 
of these methods. This might be so arranged as to give 
ample expression to popular choice, so far as it was vocal; 
though it is true that there exists the strong d~ger 
of determination in a too bureaucratic manner if these 
methods were exclusively relied on, and it. is true that 
the method of questionnaires is unlikely to yield results 
possessing a high degree of precision or of subtlety. 
But, in the second· place, there is no reason to suppose 
that a free consumers' market, registering consumers' 
preferences, would not exist in a socialist economy, save 

1 One method employed by trusts in the clothing and furniture 
industries in U.S.S.R., particularly with respect to new designs, is to 
hold exhibitions of models and ask the visiting public to record their 
vote as to their order of preference between various exhibits. 
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for exceptional periods of transition or of acute shortage. 
Marx, it is true, referred to a "higher stage of socialism", 
or communism, where income should be distributed "to 
each according to his needs" without the intervention 
of a pricing-system. But this stage, he was careful to 
add, would not' arrive as an invocation from heaven, 
but would develop in the degree that • • the mastery of 
the productive forces" enabled the problem of scarcity 
to be surmounted. "Justice can never rise superior to 
the economic conditions of society and the cultural 
development conditioned by them." But in what he 
termed "the first or lower stage of socialism" different 
.money wages· would be· paid ·in proportion to different 
qualitie~ and quantities of work performed, and as a 
logical corollary of this there would naturally be a free 
consumers'.market where such money incomes could be 
spent.1 

. It is claimed, however, that a consumers' market on 
which consumers' goods were priced would not alone be 
sufficient. Without a market for intermediate goods and 
factors of production, the latter could not be valued, and 
there would be'nobasis for the representation of costs.2 

But. this contention again would seem to. rest upon a 
misunderstanding of the nature of the problem in a 
socialist economy. In an individualist economy the law 
of the market forces each autonomous entrepreneur to 
conform to the requirements of the total situation by 
the pressure on. him of price-movements, including 
movements in. the prices ·of the· factors of production 
and intermediate goods which he buys. \Vere the latter . 
. . 

1 Cf. Marx, Critique o] the Gotha Programme. 
• Cf. Prof. G, Halm in Collectivist Eco11omic Planning, pp. 15o-1; 

Mises, op. Cit., p. 119. 
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not subject to the process of competitive. pricing, there 
would be no instrument by which the entrepreneur was 
made to "toe the line" and the "principle of cost" 
enabled to prevail. But the movement of costs "is here 
no more than a mediating instrument appropriate to a 
situation where productive decisions are made atom
istically. It is the vehicle by which the more 'funda
mental problem of the allocation of resou,rce~ is solved. 
To the entrepreneur in an individualist economy 
it figures necessarily as a problem of cost. To one 
surveying the situation as a whole it :figures as _a problem 
of allocation, and hence of relative productivities in· 
various uses. And in a planned economy this is" essenti
ally what the problem becomes~ To solve this problem, 
given the quantity of available resources and the relative 
values of finished products, what needs to be known is 
the actual productivity of these resources when applied 
in various uses; and this is a piece of concrete informa
tion of a technical character which does not require the· 
intervention of a market either to discover or· to reflect. 
It is not a case of havi.rig first to discover what costs are,· 
and then by comparing them with relative productivities 
to solve the problem of allocation. Only on the basis
of these data concerning relative ptoductivities can 
"'costs" be properly determined; and wheit these dat~ 
are given, the problem of allocation is ipso facto solved. 
True, in an individualist economy, a market for, say, 
capital serves to generalize such data in the form of a 
priCe, and through the medium of this price procures the 
diStrioution of resources "'automatically" between entre
preneurs. But this is the only instrument which exists 
in such an ecqnomy for handling the matter. That in a 
socialist economy it should.be thought necessary f9r the 
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managers of various plants, haying ascertained the neces
sary data about productivities, to use these data to play an 
elaborate game of bidding for capital on a market, instead 
of transmitting the information direct to some planning 
authority, is a "Heath Robinson" kind of suggestion 
which it is hard to take seriously. Moreover, it has the 
positive disadvantage that in playing such a game the 
managers of socialist enterprises would be as much ~'in 
blinkers" as to the concurrent decisions being made 
elsewhere as are private entrepreneurs to-day, and thus 
would be subject . to a similar degree of competitive 
uncertainty. · 
N~r ·need the decision of a planning authority about 

such an allocation be abnormally complex, so long as 
data about relative productivities can be generalized, 
and detailed application of any general decision c~ be 
decentralized. For instance, data would be present 
before a planning authority in some form such as this: 
an allocation of an additional £x of capital to the textile 
industry would ~nable it to incre~se its output-programme 
by y yards of cloth, while an allocation of £x of capital 
to the boot industry would enable it to increase its output
programme. by z pairs of boots; and so forth. Perhaps 
the data requisite for. a final decision would need to· be 
somewhat more complex than this, e.g. of the kind that 
£x in the textile industry would yield y yards of cloth 
if at the same time it could procure additional labour 
of an amount z, but would yield only y-n yards of cloth 
if additional labour could not be procured; or it might 
be a question of choosing between several alternative 
types of construction in the industry, one involving the 
allocation of x1 tons of material A, another of Xz tons of 
material B, and another of x3 tons of material C. But if 
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the relative productivities of the rival construction 
methods can be estimated,.it should not be an impractic
able task for the planning authority t.O compare these 
estimates with data as to the alternative Uses for materials 
A and B and C, and thereby make a choice between . 
them on the principle of giving priority in the assignment 
of each material to the use in which its net productivity 
is greatest. As regards the detailed information relating 
to each factory inside the industry: this would presum
ably be for the textile industry to know; and how best 
to distribute resources allocated to it between different . . . 
plants or sections of the trade for the industry itself to 
determine. Presumably it would be on such detailed 
data that the original generalized statement about capital 
productivity in the industry would be based; but these 
constituent details need not trouble the higher planning 
authority. Lar:ge-scale allocations, in other words, 
need a.lone be made by the central authorities; the 
detailed assignment of these larger allocations being 
decentralized to subordinate authorities possessing inore 
detailed information. It is to be noted that there would 
be no necessity for the higher planning authority to have. 
before it data as to relative productivities in every 
imaginable combination of possible situations-" the 
millions of, equations" of which Professors Hayek and 
Robbins speak with. so much scorn. In practice the 
question would always at any one time arise in the form 
of a movement from a pre-existing situation, and the 
relative pr<:>ductivity of changes in the neighbourhood 
of this initial situation is all that would be required, and 
probably all that in any system could be known. Plan
ning authorities would no more need to know the 
productivity of every conceivable combination of re-
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sources than the private entrepreneur needs to know it 
to-day in order to' decide whether to shift resources from 
one use to another. 

In an economy where every detail in the allocation of 
resources includin-g labom:-power was planned, the way 
.in which costs were calculated for purposes of accounting 
would, therefore, seem to be of no importance. To 
·decide whether resources could ·be better employed else
where than in the place in question, one would need to 
know the relative p~oductivities of such resources there 
and.elsewhere. To, compare the inefficient management 
with the efficient one would need simply· to know the 
amount of product and the amount of resources allocated 
and to compare the result with some similar factory, or 
to compare the product with past experience or with 
what had been estimated. To facilitate such comparisons, 

· the ratios would doubtless be expressed in a money form; 
but provided that the system of translation of things into 
money was uniform, any system of translation would pre
sumably suffice to compare like things with like. Actually, 
of course, it would be cumbrous and unnecessary to allo
cate every detail of resourceS according to a uniform plan. 
Whatwould doubtless be essential for a socialist economy 
would be to allocate capital equipment and · basic raw 
materials and power-resources in this way; but decisions 
as to the purchase and use of minor requisites could be 
left to the discretion of industrial managers themselves. 
Probably the employment of labour would also (subject 
to certain limiting conditions) come within this latter 
category. To the extent that such things were obtained 
by enterprises in decentralized fashion ''outSide the plan" 
(e.g. a factory contracting direct with a farm or with 
another factory on its own initiative), the question of 
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the "pricing" of these goods would again emerge as a 
decisive factor determining their utilization, as it would 
also as a basis for subsequently calculating the efficiency 
or inefficiency of such operations. But so also in such 
cases, where the practice was at all general, would s<;>me 
form of competitive market for such goods . ipso facto 
exist. 

In practice, therefore, the calculation of the money
cost of .goods on the basis of the wages paid out in th~ 
course of their production (including the wage-cost of 
repairing: any wear and tear of equipment) would doubt
less play an important part in soCialist accounting. It 
is frequently supposed that this would be seriously in
complete if it included no item for rent or interest' ~n 
account of scarce ·and durable factors of production: 
But according to a familiar economic principle, once 
such durable instruments (e.g. buildings or equipment) 
have been allocated ~nd fixed-as we have assumed they 
would be through planned decisioq.s based on an estimate 
of comparative productivities, and not through "ordeal 
by the rate of interest" -a calculation of" overhead costs" 
on account of them has no relevance to their current 
use; and maximum productivity is satisfied if, and only 
if, output is carried to the point where the price of the 
output is equal to its marginal cost. Even with mobile 
productive resources, such as raw materials, whose·alloca~ 
tion was determined by some form of market relationship 
and· was not covered by.the plan, maximum productivity' 
would be sufficiently satisfied if these were priced at the 
equivalent of their marginal labour cost at all stages of 
their production. Indeed, to attempt to budget for such 
an item as "overhead cost~' will frequently prevent. the 
most economic employment of plant and equipment by 
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limiting their intensive utilization: a form of wasteful 
reStriction which undoubtedly occurs on a not incon
siderable scale to-day .1 

The fact that the existence of a consumers' market 
afforded scope for free consumers' choice and a means 
by which this choice could influence production would 
not mean that a socialist economy necessarily acknow
ledged its unqualified sovereignty. While a consumers' 
market would probably provide the most important basis 
for valuing goods relatively to one another-establishing 

1 Cf. the present writer's Russian Ec011. Development, pp. 176-So. 
For an illuminating description of the system of "planned costs" and 
••accounting prices" in Soviet economy, cf. W. B. Reddaway, Russiart 
FitumcU:d System. 

"Overhead cost" has here necessarily been used rather loosely. The 
principle referred to would require that in any short-p'!riod situation 
many other items than mere interest and rent should be neglected, 
e.g. in the case of taking extra passengers in a half-empty train, when 
even the wages of the driver and fireman would not be included in the 
fare charged; or in the case of a hotel witll empty bedrooms, where 
only the mere cost of washing bed-linen should be charged to visitors 
arriving late in the day. The full and logical application of the principle, 
therefore, is hardly consistent with a price-system at all, at least with 
any system of uniform and stable prices. In the example quoted, 
however, it would not follow that the train should continue to be run 
throughout the year if passengers could only be wooed into travelling 
on it by fares so low as not to cover even the driver's and fireman's wages. 
In a factory an analogous case would be the salaries of the office staff 
and the wages of auxiliary workers: to any particular run of output 
these would presumably figure as an •• overhead". Any dividing line 
that is drawn must, therefore, be an arbitrary one; and if any general 
rule is to be laid down, the most satisfactory compromise would seem 
to be that suggested above, which includes wages and salaries in the 
estimate of cost, but not rents and interest. 

Mr. Durbin has raised the problem of repair and maintenance of 
plant and equipment. (Econ. Jounud, December 1936.) This, it is 
true, has special accoUJlting difficulties attaching to it. But I am un
convinced that it constitutes the crucial. problem that he represents it 
to be. The problem as he puts it is that maintenance cannot be separated 
from prime costs of current output. If it caimot, then the proper course 
would seem to be to include an allowance for it, with other semi-over~ 
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a scale of their relative social rmportance in satisfymg 
wants-this is not to say that it would not be modified 
by other critena, and even frequently overridden! In 
the case of new ·wants, and the development of new types 
and qualities of goods, the market could provide no 
direct guidance, except after tlieir creation; and authori
tarianism here necessarily reigns. Consumers' choice as 
expressed through the market is necessarily and always 
limited to choice between the range of available alterna
tives; and the initiative will necessarily come in the 

heads like auxiliary workers. in estimating marginal costs. separating 
depreciation from interest charges. U output was being s0ld at a price 
which covered these maintenance costs. then thia would be a presumption 
that the equipment in question was worth maintaining. The cases 
where this might hinder a chang~ver to a smaller and less cosdy 
plant. and result in too small an output being produced by too large a 
plant. do not strike me as likely to be very considerable; since any· 
large-scale and long-lasting reconstructions of equipment fDOIILl be 
distinguishable from current prime costs, and decisions about them 
be made in the same way as any decisions concerning new investment. 
At any rate. such incidental waste is likely to be much smaller than 
v;hat ocx:un to-day from the restriction of firms in an imperfect market 
seeking to maximize the return on capital. This I think Mr. Durbin 
fully admits. But I think it might also prove to be less than the waste 
involved from undue restriction of utilization from an attempt to fix a 
price to include Mr. Durbin's "normAl profit ... 

It is to be noted that thia problem of calculating only ffUITgifral costs 
in deciding on the intensiveness of use of plant and equipment applies,· 
not only to cases of a single-plant line of production (as~ for instance, 
1-h. R. L. Hall. in ~ Ecorromic System U. a Socialist State, seems to 
imply), but to any case where the supply of such equipment is not 
•• perfecdy" adjusted to current demand, which will tend to be the rule 
and not the esception in a world of changing and fluctuating demand. 

1 Prof. Hayek has interpreted the present writer as desiring to banish 
consumers• choice completely and to substitute "barrack-room •• regi- · 
mentation of consumption (Collectivist Ecmr. Plmmmg, p. ZIS). because 
I attempted to argue (a) that consumers• choice is not free under capital
ism, (b) that Jhe dictates of individual money-demand, as expressed on 
a retail market, would not in,-ariably be the best guide, and need not 
be the exclusive gwde to production under socialism Prof. Hayek•a 
interpretatioo seems hardly reasonable, and is at any rate not a correct one. 
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first instance from the producer, unless special means 
are developed outside the market system to enable the 
consumer to express some initiative in the matter
means which are virtually non-existent to-day.1 Nor is 
the subsequent judgment of the market decisive in this 
matter; and the fact that it is not raises a broader issue 
-namely,. that of non-available alternatives. The fact 
that a commodity introduced on to the market. is bought 
by consumers and succeeds in covering its expenses of 
production is no evid~nce .that this is the commodity 
which consumers would have preferred that the resources 
of the community should be expended in producing. 
·They may buy it, as consumers buy poor quality milk or 
indifferently cooked meals or jerry.:.built ~ouses, simply 
faute de mieux~ Of three alternative commodities, A, B 
and C,. which might have been introduced on to the 
market, the consumers, if put to the test, might greatly 
have preferred C. But since producers, with whom the 
initiative lies, offer only A, consumers spend their money 
upon it and thereby enable it to register its 'commercial 
success, because they have no means of expressing their 
superior pr~ference for C. It may well be the case that 
the majority of the choices registered on the market are 

· in fact second-best preferences as compared with the 
choices consumers would have. made if the requisite 
alternatives had been available. 

But, apart from the matter of new wants, there are two 
important respects in which consumers' choice expressed 
individualistically through the market could not be 
trusted as an adequate criterion of social utility~ In 

1 Cf. R. G. Hawtrey (The Economic Problem, p. 203): "their choice is 
as a rule absolutely limited to things on sale, and among the things on 
sale to those of which they can obtain information through the market." 
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the first place, there clearly exists an inevitable short
sightedness in. the , individual's choice, owing to the 
limited perspective both in space and time from 'which 
the individual, qua isolated individual, necessarily views 
the range of available alternatives. This limitation with 
regard to time is familiar enough, and has been referred 
to as the deficiency of the "telescopic faculty" of the 
individ~al with regard to·the future-a deficiency which 
the ideally rational individual presumably ·would · not 
have.1 But this deficiency of vision seems to apply 
equally to opportunities which are distant in space as 
to those which are distant in time; and since the in- . 
dividual consumer never has more than a very restricted· 
range of alternatives near at hand on which to exercise 
his choice-near to the eye and exciting the senses, or 
at least conveying a certainty by their presence which 
the imagination of distant alternatives can seldom have
individual preference will tend to be vitiated by some 
degree of short-sightedness and irrationality. It is this 
fact, indeed, of which the salesman· makes such ready 
use in creating preferences for objects which he forces 
upon the consumers' gaze. It is this· fact which gives 
an opportunity for expert or collective buying to make 
a choice ·which the individual will subsequently admit 
is superior to what he would himself have made-for 
instance, can make the menus provided by a club or an 
hotel give more satisfaction than the meals which the · 
average individual, if left to his own· initiative, would 
have chosen. To this extent there is clearly room for 
collective choice in some form to . modify individual 
expression of choice by consumers. 

S~condly, there is the whole class of things where i:he 
1 Cf. Pigou, Econs. of Welfare, pp. 24-67. 
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individual interest in acquiring them, as registered 
atomistically on a market, conflicts with (or at least 
diverges from) the social or collective interest of con
sumers in general. This includes all those cases where 
a benefit 'cannot be conferred on one individual without 
simultaneously benefiting 1 othe~s, so that the benefit 
conferred cannot be separately assessed for each in
dividual. The most evident examples of this 'type are 
continuous . services, rather than separate commodities, 
many of which are generally recognized, even in an 
individualist economy, as being the province of collective 
supply on principles other than those of the market: for 
instance, health, education, research, upkeep and lighting 
of streets, protection against fire or against crime. But 
this category is not confined to such services, and prob
ably includes many commodities which are usually the 
subject of market-sale, their supply be~ng controlled by 
individualistic demand: for example, fire-extinguishers 
which a householder buys to prevent fires in his own 
house and thereby saves neighbouring buildings from 
catching fire.; silencers for · motor-cars; houses the 
appearance of which may help to make or mar the 
neighbourhood for other citizens. Moreover, what 
applies to heal~ or education services may well be 
held to apply to the supply of commodities such as 
pri'mary necessities for the mass of the people or luxuries 
which have an educative influence or the reverse. Further 
examples which fall within this category are those things 
the supply of which is subject to decreasing cost as the 
supply of them is increased, owing either to the existence 
of large indivisible units of equipment which are not 
fully utilized or to economies of specialization to be 

1 This benefit may, of course, be negative as well as positive. · 
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obtained from a large scale of producti.on.1 In these cases, 
which are common and numerous, an- individual in in
creasing his purch~ses is conferririg an i~cidental benefit 
on others in enabling them to be supplied fllOr.e cheaply 
(e.g. in the use of transport facilities; or of electric light 
or power; or, conversely, in the use of roads or· a health 
resort where each additional user may confer an additional 
cost of congestion on others). · .. 

When we consider such cases in detail, 'and add to 
them all those parallel cases w~ere the individual desire 
for a thing is in large· part conventional and depends on 
the fact that others desire and possess it,.they would seem 
to be considerably more extensiv~ than is customarily 
imagined, and possibly to cover the major part of ~on
sumers' expenditure. But there are two special examples 
of this general case which ar~ of extensive importance, 
and which seem worthy of detailed mention if only 
because they are so frequently overlooked. These con-· 
· sist in the demand for variety and for variation; in both 
of which the individual interest, separately registered on 
a market, is apt to conflict with the collective interest of 
consumers. IIi the case of variable demand, the variation 
will tend to involve an additional cost to producers, owing 
to the uncertainty as to what level of demand to. count 
upon and a consequent inability to adapt supply and 
productive _equipment in tlre most economical way. 
Similarly, the taste for variety on the part of consumers 

l Strictly speaking, the argument does not necessarily apply to all 
auch cases, but only to those which are most subject to decreasing cost 
as output expands. If all lines of production were subject to decreasing 
cost and in equal and continuous ~egree, there would be no social 
advantage in any_ one expanding, since by doing so it would merely 
trans:er labour and resources from some other line of production; aqd 
ao raLSC costa in the latter as much as they were cheapened in the former. 
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may cause commodities, because they are produced in 
many instead of. a . few lines and types, to be produced 
at a higher cost than they could be if their production 
was more standardized. · Each consumer, in registering 
his demand for some new type, will be influenced simply 
by the consideration as to whether his preference for 
one as against the other is equal to the difference in price . 
between the new type and the old: he will not be in
fluenced by the fact that his' action, in preventing 
production from being as standardized as it might be, 
may raise the general cost of production of this and 
other types both for himself and for others, Similarly, 
he will change his d~mand from one type to another 
froril time ·~o time, if (provided the prices of varieties are 
the same) this variation seems to give him any advantage 
whatever: he will not balance this advantage against 
the extra cost which his fickleness may involve for the 
whole jndustry, ultimately affecting both himself and. 
others; For this reason it would seem that an in
dividualistic consumers' market has a bias in favour of 
both greater variation and greater variety than the 

- collectiye interest requires. This is not to say, of 
course, that collective interference "'ould or should 
abolish either variation or variety: merely, that some 
collective overriding of the market's verdict would be 
necessary if these were to be limited to what the real 
interest of consumers demanded. 
· There seems to be little doubt that the utility-theory 

has considerably biassed the approach of economists to 
this whole problem, creating the presumption, as it has 
done, that demand is rooted in ultimate satisfactions, and 

. that values on a free market.interpret these satisfactions 
in an "optimum" way. The result has been to give this 
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problem ·of "adjustment to demand" an · importance 
in our minds much· greater than it probably deserves. 
Actually the adjustment of supplies to the welfare-. 
yielding qualities of different objects· of· consumption is 
of such a rough order. of approximation, at best, in any 
form of market system,· as to suggest that more may be 
gained by sacrificing niceties of adjustment to a more 
rapid general increase than by hampering general 'incre~se 
by devices designed to secure a nice adjustment.of what
ever is produced to demand as exll.ibited on a market. 
This is not to say that the latter has not some importance; 
and in extreme cases (like continuous bully-beef in the 
trenches) a great deal: it is merely to say that its quantita- · 
tive importance has probably been exaggerated. It is 
certainly important for people to have variety from which 
to choose and for individuals to be able to choose differ
ently according. to taste; and there are certain' broad 
classes of goods which it will be important for consumers 
to have in certain fairly definite proportions : for instance; 
meat compared to vegetables and cereals; house-room, 
furniture and recreation compared to food. If these 
proportions are seriously disturbed, people may suffet: 
considerably. But it does not follow that if the different 
items or varieties inside these broad· groups, most of 
which are close substitutes for. one another, are not 
supplied precisely in quantities corresponding to initial 
preferences, consumers will suffer a hurt which is of a 
major order. Yet when economic writers speak about the 
complexities of the problem of adjustments to demand, 
it is usually of these finer adjustments within the main 
groups of consumption to which they refer. While I 
should certainly complain were meat in general to be 
scarce, or if I had no choice but to eat pork every· day, 
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I hardly find it worthy of remark if my housekeeper 
supplies- me with pork rather more frequently, and 
with beef and mutton less frequently, than I should 
myself have chosen if I ordered my own menu. It may 
be ~at I learn to respect het economical choosing above 
my own; . at any rate, I should hardly dream of main
taining that my welfare was appreciably lessened by the 
divergence between her allocation and. my ideal choice. 
In othe~ words, in the case of demands which are in
elastic in character, failure to meet them in the desired 
'Proportions is an important failure. llut these· are in 
fact demands for necessities or for broad types of goods, 
the need . for . which is most easily ·calculated, and 
is in general ~airly constant as well as inelastic, so 
that supply can be soon adjusted on the basis of ex
perience. On the· other hand, luxuries and the multi
tudinous varieties within each of the broader. types of 
consUmption, where estimation of demand and its 
changes is admittedly a more baffling problem, are 
precisely the thip.gs which are characterized by an 
elastic demand, so that relatively little loss is caused 
by an adjustment of supply which gives consumers too 
much of one and too little of another.· \Vhere adjust
ment of supply to preferences is important, it is also 
relatively easy; where it is difficult, it would seem to be 
of a. relatively minor order of importance. 

Our conclusion, therefore, seems to be that the laws 
which will rule a socialist economy will be different in 
essential respects from those which rule a capitalist 
economy, for the reason that factors which are, ex 
hypothesi, unknown and unknowable to those who make 
the ruling decisions in the latter will be known in the 
former, and that part of what figured as dependent 
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variables in the latter. and hence as actions and events 
determined by the given data, become subject to control 
and to conscious decision in the former, and hence are. 
to be classed among the data of the problem. _ Is this 
to say, then, that no economic laws can be postulated-of 
a socialist system; that events will there be arbitrary 
and that anything conceivable may occur? Does it 
mean that mere expectation will suffice to storm the 
heavens? Clearly this cannot be so. _\Vheil Engels 
spoke of the historical _ transition _from capitalism to 
socialism as a transition from "the realm of necessity 
to the realm of freedom", he clearly did not envisage
a millennia! realm · of illimitable free. choice. He 
presumably meant that in the former the individual 
will was blind, and human beings unconscious agents 
of the objective laws of the market; whereas in the 
latter man, collectively owning the instruments of his 
destiny, would become conscious of the laws which 
bound him ahd would consciously shape his actions to 
his purposes.. · 

\Vhat then will such laws be which will limit economic 
events and the-knowledge of which will at the same time 
enable a more perfect control of events? Clearly this 
cannot be answered a priori except in terms of analogies 
so general and abstract as to· be of very limited use. 
What such laws in their full concreteness will be can 
only emerge from the actual problems of a planned 
economy and from classification and analysis of the ex
perience which these afford. But one can tell something 
of the general shape which these laws will have, and 
from our knowledge of the essential elements of a 
socialist economy define some of the relations which 
will necessarily be included~ In an individualist economy 
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economic laws have the form of stating that, given certain 
conditions of nature and technique, and certain con
sume-rs' preferences, humart beings as producers will 
behave in a certain way, the behaviour finding expres:;ion 
in certain value-relations. In a socialist economy they 
will have the form, rather, of stating that, given a certain 
purpose, a determinate course of action will achieve it, 
in view, of the nature of the relationships which exist 
between material objects and between these objects and 
human organization. While the Political Economy that 
we know is concerned with postulating the determinate 
"manner in which human beings behave (given certain 

·data as to the situation), economic laws in a socialist 
economy will presumably be concerned with the manner 
in which the materials which man handles behave, since 
,it will be these which will define his powers and (given 
his purposes) his actions. It is, in this sense, I think, 
that· one can say that the determining relations which 
will control economic activity · will be predominantly 

. technical in character . 
. It' might seem at first sight that .this difference, as 

just expressed, is one of form but not of substance; and 
that to · postulate the purpose first and then find the 
material situation which will produce it is a simple 
reversal of the_ process of studying situations and then 
deducing the results to which various types of material 
situation will give rise. In a limited sense this is true; 
and it is certainly important to remember that, when we 
-speak here of ''purpose", this cannot be conceived as 
something to be arbitrarily postulated, but that'' purpose" 
will itself be conditioned and selected by the situation of 
which it is a part. . But to go no further than this would 
be to deny that human action and the forms it takes are 
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part of the situation: to deny them· any independent 
influence on events. Actually the order of the two· 
statements of law, to· which we' have referred, is not a 
purely formal matter; and to say that the two are 
identical is to ignore the fact that the difference of order 
in ·their statement i~plies a real ·difference of fact: . 
namely, that in a socialist economy certain new relations, 
and hence new possibilities, will emerge, in the shape of 
a new type of social organization. The very fact that the 
statement starts with purpose and proceeds to postulate 
the action appropriate to the situation implies that there · 
is a new n!lationship betwee'n men which gives to col,.. 
lective purpose a new significance. The contrast . can · 
be likened, perhaps, to the problem of calculating the 
course of a derelict hulk adrift on the ocean and the 
problem of calculating the course of a sailing schooner 
manned by a captain and crew. In the for,mer the course 
wilL be determinate given the necessary data concerning · 
wind and currents. Any concept of will or purpose is 
irrelevant, even if there happen to be. shipwrecked men 
aboard the hulk. In the latter case, data as to wind and 
currents will still be important. But purpose, and the 
instruments it uses, will no longer be irrelevant. Neither 
will it be omnipotent: many purposes will be impossible, 
given the data, and others will be rejected by their low 
possibility of achievement.1 But the very fact that pur
pose enters as a relevant factor in. this way is dependent 
on the existence ·of new relationships between man and 
the elements and the possibility of new types of event 
occurring (e g. th.e possibility of ~'tacking" against a 

1 Of course, if purposes are defined precisely enough, e.g. to reach 
a certain port at a definite hour and day, no earlier and no later, at 
most one purpose will be attainable .in any particular situatiqn, a:td 
given the situation, both action and purpose will be determinate •. 
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wind); and given· the selected purpose, on the one hand, 
and the nature of wind .and sea, on the other, and given 
too the type of ship and sails, a determinate line of action 
can be calculated which will achieve that purpose· in the 
most effective ·way. There will then be a science of 
navigation, which will be something more than simply 
the laws of the winds and the tides. ·when one asks the 
question: is an economic plan a programme of intention 
or is it simply a scientific forecast? the answer can only 
be that it is both. \Vhat is- commonly forgotten is that 
the sort; of forecast on which a plan is based has to 
·include among its ·data the fact that the plan itself will 
be one of the influences which determine the constellation 

·{)f events. 
Perhaps it will. be said that laws of this kind would 

not properly be the field of economics but of technology. 
For this view.there appears to be no very good reason. 
Clearly, there will exist a class of problem which is not 
identical with the problems of technology as customarily 
viewed: a class of problem to which the title of economic 
statistics could, perhaps, most suitably be given. Already 
to-day there are studies which seem to furnish a prototype 
of what such a fuller science will be. I refer to such 
inquiries as the nutrition and fanrity budget, population, 
and productive-capacity. studies which are assuming a 
growing . importance, and which are already passing 
beyond the preliminary stage of pure description to the 
construction of elementary generalizations, competent to 
form the germs of a future science. A socialist economy 
would presumably both require and facilitate a great 
extension of such studies in the direction of assembling 
and generalizing the data of planning, of establishing 
the inter-relationships between the various elements of 
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a given situation, and of constructing principles ·to 
determine what, in a given situation, could be and C<?uld 
not be done, and what mechanism of action, in a given 
situation, was competent to Jeield a given result. Ecoilorp.ic 
laws, in the sense of generalizations about the behaviour 
of particular situations, would develop from concrete 
studies . of particular situations themselves. _Knowledge 
of how to plan would grow from ·the systematized ex
perience of actual planning, and could grow in no other 
way. To guess what such laws would be, still more to 
seek to prescribe them dogmatically, on the basis- of 
imperfectly understood analogies with the quite different: 
situations of a capitalist world, is unlike]y ~o be very 
productive and may be misleading. · 

If . it be asked what· part Political Economy as we 
know it as a ·theory of value would play, I would reply 
that its role would be small or non-existent, and at any 

' rate a rapidly di~inishing one. Here again it would be 
as ~wise to be dogmatic in a negative as in a positive 
statement. But it has been a principal contention of 
certain earlier sections of this book that the traditional 
theory of value was an attempt to depict the behaviour 
of an individualist economy in a deterministic way, and 
that for this demonstration it relied on the postulation of 
certain data peculiar to an individualist system .. It de
picted the "necessary, relationships which emerge from 
a given situation-emerge "automatically, as the result 
of the interplay of numerous independent forces on the 
market, without this result being' consciously designed. 
The theory of value originated as a theory of free com
petition_; and while subsequent modi(ications have been 
introduced to allow for elements of monopoly, the deter~ 
ministic statements which it makes still rely for their 
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validity on the existence of substantial areas of competi
tion (in the sense of diffused and independent decisions) 
within the economic system.1 But the essence of a socialist 
economy is that the major decisions which govern invest
ment and production are co-ordinated and unified and 

. are no longer diffused among numerous autonomous in-

\ 
dividuals. Tru~, there may still ~e areas of competition 
in a socialist economy: on the one hand, consumers 
purchasing in a free retail market, and on the other hand 
workers actua~d in the choice of an occupation by wage-

: differences. \(But . the significant contrast is that these 
areas of competition are external to the mechanism by 
which the major decisions, involving the most vital prob
lems of the· economic system, are made : the decisions 
which in a capitalist society, figure as entrepreneur
decisions and in a socialist economy as the constituents 
of the economic plan. We sometimes forget that all 
the most important postulates. of the law of value have 
been concerned with the way in which entrepreneurs be
have-how their actions will be affected by given changes, 

. ~uch as taxation, or shifts in costs and shifts in demand. 
Their actions, as regulators of production, and in tum· 
the effect of their actions on the shares of the various 
factors of production, have been the focus of interest. 
It is precisely this sphere about which no theory of value 
could tell one anything of major importance in a socialist 
economy; even if something remained for it to tell about 
the environment within which the planning mechanism 

1 Even in Mrs. Robinson's hypothetic~!· "world of monopolies", 
there is still competition between monopolists in the various industries. 
(Econs. of Imperfect Competition, p. 309.) It was Edgeworth's opinion 
that the data would not suffice to yield a determinate result even in. 
this case if the competing monopolists were few in number. (Cf. 
Collected Papers, Vol. I, pp. 136-8.) 
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worked. Suppose that in a capitalist economy one were 
to assume that all entrepreneur-decisions were fused, and 
all production was controlled by nn~ monstrous monopo~ . 
list (a fortiori if one were to assume him to be the oWiler 
of all capital and natural resources as well): would there . 
be much of importance left for economic theory as it 
exists to-day to tell us except that this morister would 
extract ·as much product as possible from us all for the 
least return, and that he could best do this by making 
separate bar~ins with each of us according. to the . 
variations in our tastes and aversions, our incomes and 
physique? 1 

I do not speak here of a theory of value as a mere 
algebra of human choice or as the pattern of all rational 
action. \Vhat this has to say seems to be attenuated 
enough in any form of society; and any powers · of 
prediction it may possess seem likdy to be as small, 
and no smaller, in a socialist econo~y as they are·to-day. 
Nor· is it to be denied that certain pieces of apparatus 
which economists use (e.g. elasticities and production
functions) would be used as. part of the framework of 
generalization. · Such apparatus is· formal in character, 
borrowed from lllathematics and · by no means the 
peculiar creation of economic eventS; and it is not the 
framework but the real content which constitutes the 
law and dete~es the difference between one law and 
another. Nor again is it necessarily to be denied· that . 
any relationships can be postulated of a socialist economy 
by simple deduction and analogy. Certain relationships, 

1 Mrs. Robinson concludes that if, in her "world of monopolies" • 
the various monopolists were to make common cause, "the powers of 
the monopolists would then be so great that they would only be restrained 
from exercis"ng them by the fear of prov9king a re\·olution, and no 
precise analysis is possible of what would occur". (Op. cit., p. 326.) 
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I think, it may be already possible to describe. I would 
assert merely that such postulates are no more than 
.elementary, and can hardly be more than prolegomena 
to future studies. They can do little more than define 
conditions of consistency between the various categories 
in terms of which we define the .problem. They do not 
suffice to_forecast how the system as a whole will behave. 
To postulate them is merely to say that the parts of the 
system will be interdependent, and that this inter
dependence ~ill include particular characteristics. Even 
so, statements of this kind must be regarded as tentative, 
since further knowledge may disclose that the categories 
by means of which we have defined the situation are 
unreal or incomplete. 

First of such postulates is the simple axiom that the 
(.!otal money-value of finished consumers' goods )must 
equal the {iotal of wage-inco~es over a given period) 
(assuming that wages are the only form of personal 
money-income and that no part of personal income is 
voluntarily hoarded). If. this equality does not hold, 
t~en the consumers' market· must either, in the one 
case, accumulate stocks of unsold goods, or, in the 
other case, be limited by some form of rationing in 
such a way as to enforce an accumulation of an un
spent margin of income. This can be expressed in 
the form: 

x=I-G, 

where G represents the value of consumers' goods, I 
total wage-income, while x, if it is positive, will repre
sent the accumulated unspent margin of i.ncome, and if 
it is negative the accumulation of unsold stocks of goods. 
It follows that if, when I =G, individuals voluntarily 
decide to hoard a proportion of their income represented 
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by ~ (e.g. in additions to savings-bank "deposits), then 
I 

either a proportion of G will accumulate as unsol<,l stocks 
or the prices of goods will necessarily be redueed by an 

a;erage amount equal to~(=)). 
Retaining the assumption that wages paid out in the 

course of production (including transport, administration, 
distribution) are the only form of personal money-income, 
it will be seen that I will be a simple functio~ of the size 
of the total labour-force (L), of the level of wages (w) 
(whether on a basis of piece-rates or time-rates) and the· 
amount of work performed per unit of time by the average 
worker (which we will write ask). If a proportion 4> _of 
the labour-force is employed ·on new construction work, 
or in adding to the stocks of semi-finished commodities 
in process of production, then it will follow that in
dustry in general will make· a profit equal to f/>G,· after 
counting as costs the wages paid out in current produc-_ 
tion and the wage-cost of current repair and maintenance · 
of equipment. In other words, the ratio of costs to 
receipts for all finished goods produced in the period will 
depend upon the proportion of the labour-force which is 
transferred to new construction or is engaged in adding 
to the flow of goods-in-process which have not yet· 
reached a finished form.1 Where 4> is zero (where no 
capital accumulation is taking place) industry can: yield 
no surplus of receipts over costs; and the receipts of 
industry must exactly equal the wage-cost of . goods 
sold during the period plus the depreciation of equip-

, 
· 

1 Receipts will= G =I. Costs incurred for all finished goods will 
=wkL-<j>r.vkL=I-</>1, if k and to are uniform over all industry. 
Receipts-Costs =</-I. 
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.ment similarly estimated in terms of the wage-cost of 
repair and maintenance. This equality of receipts and 
costs .will only hold, however, for industry as a whole: 
it would only hold uniformly for every separate industry 
if the technique of production in the case of every com
modity was sufficiently uniform to permit a uniformity 
in the organic composition of capital (i.e. of capital:labour 
or of stored-up labour: current labour). To the extent that 
this technical constant is different in different industries, 
the industries which have an organic composition which 
is above the average will to that extent show a surplus of 
receipts over costs, while those industries which have an 
organic composition below the average will correspondingly 
show a deficit.1 

This latter con~lusion· depends on a second postulate. 
This postulate is that an allocation of resources (whether 
machinery, constructional equipment or raw materials) 
in such a way as to achieve maximum productivity 
(measured in value) from their use will cause the prices 
o.f commodities which are produced under conditions 

· 1 This is, therefore, the element of truth in the statement of those, 
like Cassel, who assert that interest, u a sort of capital-rent, will exist 
as a category of cost' in a socialist State. As a differential element 
between industries with divergent "technical coefficients" it will; but 
not as a net addition to price, and hence as a subtraction from wages. 
What will figure as a subtraction from wages will simply be the extent 
of capital accumulation, which will not bear any direct relation to 
"capital-rent" as a differential quantity between industries. A recent 
writer has· said that if, in a planned economy, "purchasers of com
modities ·embodying much capital are to bear an appropriate share of 
the ·cost of accumulating that capital, it is necessary to include in costs 
and prices ari interest charge". (Raymond Burrows, Problems and 
Practice of Economic Planning, p. 51.) But the interest-rate never is an 
"appropriate" measure of " the cost of accumulating" the capital on 
which it is charged (whatever the latter may mean); and to add to the 
price of all goods an amount any higher than was necessary to finance 
new capital accumulation would merely result in goods remaining unsold. 
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of high organic. composition of capital to be raised 
relatively to those produced under conditions of low 
organic composition; this effect on relative prices being 
proportional to the distance at which the economy· is 
from the point which I have· termed that of "capital 
saturation". " Distance" is here measured by the exten.t 
to which the physical productivity of additional labour 
devoted to capital-schemes as stored-up labour exceeds 
the ·physical productivity of additional labour. used as 
current labour for purposes of immediate output. When 
the position of "capital saturation,. has: been attained· 
{which alone can be spoken ot as a position of "equili- · 
brium" in a socialist economy), different 'technical 
conditions in different industries, and. their resulting 
differences of "organic composition •:, will cease to 
exert any influence on relative prices. In· other words, 
an economic plan which distributes capital resources in 
the most productive manner will necessarily, owing· to 
the. limited development of the productive forces at any' 
o~e time, produce · a system of prices analogous to 
Marx's "prices of production". But this will not be' 
a position of equilibrium. In the degree that capital 
accumulation proceeds, and the productive equipment 
of society is extended, this dispersion of prices away 
from. their labour-values will tend to disappear. · I~ this 
final position prices will conform to labmir-va.Iues, and 
all industries will attain equilibrium when their receipts 
cover their current wage-costs (as defined above).l 

1 The occurrence of new technical inventions, opening up new forms 
of .. stored-up labour", would, of course, continually be jerking the 
economy sway from this final position, so that it might never be actually 
attained, or never long maintained. All that is here bein~ said is that 
the tendency towards this position would continue in the absence of 
technical invention or in the intervals between technical epochs. 
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The reason for this may be expresse.d by saying that, 
to the extent that labour is under-applied to certain of 
its use8, namely those where it is used as stored-up 
labour, the resulting scarcity {relatively speaking) of 
the productS of those industries wilJ raise their price; 
whence it follows that those products which embody 
proportionately more stored-up labour than others will 
show the strongest tendency to rise in price. But there 
is a more direct proof of the postulate which can be 
given in this form. To distribute resources of any kind 
in the most productive manner means that the product 
(measured in ·value) yielded by an addition of those 

. .resources· to any use is everywhere equal. This is 
siniply one way of defining what one means by "the 
most productive manner": if additional resources in 
one use yielded more than in another (e.g. if of a man's 
time spent on an allotment an extra hour on potatoes 
would yield more than an extra hour on cabbages), 
then a gain· of productivity would result from trans
ferring resources from the one use to the other (e.g. 
transferring labour-time from working cabbages to work
mg •potatoes), and the most productive allocation of 
resources would not yet have been attained. Ex 
hypothesi, this quantity {the product yielded by ad
ditional resources) i~ in every case greater in the case 
of stored-up labour than -of labour currently used : 
a difference which will be uniform in all industries, 
since the two quantities themselves are uniform in 
all cases. Hence those industries which use a high 
ratio of stored-up to- current labour will show an 
equivalently higher ratio of products to labour (both 
stored-up and current) involved in their production, 
when these produ~ts are valued at their current market-
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prices.1 As, however, stored-up labour becomes in-· 
creasingly plentiful relatively to current labour, this 
difference· between the. yield of addjtional stored-up 
labour and additional current labour will lend to grow 
smaller. When the difference has disappeared, any 
divergence of the proportions in which ·stored-up labour. 
and current labour are combined betWeen industries 
(provided that each is allocated' in the most productive 
manner) will be irrelevant in this. context; and the 
products of various industries, when valued at current 
market-prices, will be proportional to the labour (both 
stored-up and current) involved in their production. 

A third group of postulates concerns the necessary 
"balance" between activity. at different stages of pro~ 
duction; stages being defined as parts of a process of 
producing a finished cominodity which extends over a 
period of time: When such stages fall within one 
industrial plant or congeries of associated plants (such 

1 TJ;!is follows, given a familiar assumption. If the increment of 

product yielded by stored-up labour be written as dp and that yielded 
· dx 
·dp 

by current labour -, and the amount of stored-up labour and of 
dy 

current labour used respectively as x and y; then on the. assumption 
(given by Euler's theorem if we make abstraction. of other factors of 

production) that the totaf product=x·. dp +y. dp, it will follow that· 
. dx dy . · 

. X • dp +y • ~/! 
the larger the ratio of x: y, the larger will be the quantity ·--~-----..!!l, 

. x+y 
·f dp) dp Wh dJI dp h · f : · d · 1 1 dx dy· . en dx = JY' t e ratto o x: y m any m ustry wal not 

X • ~p+y .df!. • 
affect the magnitude of dx dy, and this will be equal for all 

x+y 
industries. 
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as blast-furnaces, steelworks and rolling mills), then 
the problem is simply the familiar technical one of 
achieving a "balanced process, so as to maintain a 
continuous flow of output without any waste from un
used capacity at any stage. Where, however, different 
plants or even different industries are parts of a chain 
of successive stages in a process of production (as steel
works-engineering works making textile machinery
textile mills), the pToblem becomes one of a correct 
allocation of labour and resources between these plants 
and industries in proportions which enable a balance to 
be preserved between them. In an economy where 

·production-processes are lengthy and capital accumula
~ion is taking place, certain rather complex relationships 
have to be observed, and particular importance attaches 
to the time-factor ·in connection with such a balance 
in a moving situation. The principles governing such 
relations involve the type of consideration discussed 
earlier in this 'chapter. Assuming a given economic 
policy with regard to investment and construction, 
it then follows· that, given the data as to existing 
resources and technical conditions, there is a definite 
order .in which development should proceed from con
struction schemes of one type to another, and labour 
be transferred from older technical methods to the 
construction of newer. Given the data, it will follow 
that there will be definite relations between stages 
of production, and a definite chronological order in 
which constructional development proceeds and new 
types of process are inaugurated, if there are to be no 
abrupt jerks or fluctuations in the flow of finished out
put, and. no waste due to excess-capacity at certain 
stages or unduly rapid displacement of older technical 
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methods. In other words, when labour is stored • up in 
any concrete form it necessarily has reference to some 
point of time in the future when it will yield fruit in 
the production of finished goods. Conversely, the supply 
of finished goods to-day is dependent on the supply of 
equipment available to use in current production, and 
this in turn depends on decisions made in the .' past 
concerning the original construction of this equipment. 
To achieve a steady flow (or a steadily increasing flow) 
of goods, it is necessary for these preliminary investment 
decisions to conform to a: certain pattern in time; other
wise ~here may be too inuch equipment of. the type 
required, say, next year, and a consequent surplus of 
production, followed by a deficiency of the type of 
equipment required, say, the year after or five years hence, 
and consequent shortage of production at that period. 

Some of these relations are examined in greater detail 
in a NOTE to this chapter. But the general character 
which such a theory of balances will have can per
haps be shown by a simple example. A community 
which was poor in resources might find it most con
sistent with a steady improvement in its living standards 
to start immediately building wooden ~tructures of 
rapid construction and limited durability (as was done 
in the pioneering days of the American Middle West 
and is done to-day in some ofthe new Siberian towns), 
replacing these at a later date by brick structures, and 
still later by more complex and commodious 'buildings 
of steel and concrete when the productive powers of 
the community were more developed and resources . 
more plentiful. Given the resources of this community 
and their rate of increase, and given the other needs of 
the community for food and clo~hing, etc:; there would 
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clearly be a "best" point of time for each stage of the 
transition, as well as a "best" volume and rate of con
structicn at any one time. It would be uneconomic to 
construct so large and so many wooden buildings and 
to g~ on building them so long that many of them would 
become useless and abandoned before their physical 
life was complete, because superior brick buildings were 
suddenly constructed on a large scale to take their place.· 
lVIoreover, as the constructional programme proceeded 
and changed its form, appropriate transfers of labour 
arid resources would have to occur; probably (though 
not necessarily) 1 a larger proportion of the social labour
force. bP.ing devoted to constructional work. To make 
this possible without any decline in the current output. 

.. of consumption goods, such transfers would need to be 
timed to coincide with increa5ed productivity in the 
latter trades as a result . of the introduction of new 
technical equipment. Further, at some time prior to 
the transition from one 'building method to another, it 
would b.e necessary to achieve a similar ordered transition 
·in the industries producing building materials. As soon . 
as the period of brick-building started, the demand for 
timber would give way to the demand for brick, and 
later the demand for brick to the demand for cement 
.~nd steel. Unless at some time prior to this transition 
investment in equipment in the timber industry, and, 
still earlier, investment in engineering firms making this 
equipment had been terminated and transferred to the 

1 If an invention of some new buiiding method which, say, halved 
. the period of construction occurred, then, of course, it would pay 

immediately to adopt it, and the result would tend to be that a smaller 
proportion of the social labour-force, ceteris paribus, would be em
ployed on building than before (unless the demand for houses were 
very elastic). 
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making of equipment for brick-making, the transition 
when it came would inevitably involve, on the one.hand, 
redundant plant and surplus capacity in the timber in
dustry and in those industries which served it, and on 
the other hand a retardation of the construction of brick 
structures, due to limited productive power in the brick 
industry. It is to be noted that none of these decisions 
depend on the prior postulation of some relation termed 
a "rate of interest, before they can be made. rhey 
depend on a knowledge of certai~ data whic~ would 
have also to be determined before any interest-rate could 
be calculated. Indeed, if the latter is defined simply as 
a relation between present and future income, then it 
can be no more than an abstract expression for the 
complex of such decisions: it depends on those decisions 
being "made, not v(ce versa, and hence is logically con
sequent on them and not precedent to them. 

Analysis has here been restricted in the main to what 
one may call the mechanics of the difference between a 
socialist and a capitalist economy, depending on one 
aspect of the difference between them: the contrast 
between a system of collective· planning of production 
and the regulation of production through the agency of 
an atomistic market system. Of the other aspect, the 
difference of class relationships, little has explicitly been 
said. Yet it is this difference which is, in fact, the more 
fundamental, determining as it does the social relations 
between men, and hence the interests and the incentives, 
the ~onflicts and the policies which emerge. Actually, 
the two· aspects cannot properly be separated; and 
much of what has already been said rests implicitly 
upon this more fundamental factor. The crucial data 
which shape the mechanics of either system ~re de-
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pendent on the social relations which prevail between 
men as producers. For instance, it is the class character 
of capitalist economy which determines that its leit-motif 
should be profit-:-the augmentation of surplus-value. 
From this it necessarily follows that policies or tendencies 
which serve this end are associated with prosperity to 
the system and tend to survive, while those which 
militate against this end are resisted as inconsistent and 
uneconomic, and give rise to conflict within the system. 
For this reason, as we have seen, foreign investment, a 
rise in wages, the "industrial reserve army", the·existence 
of certain frictions in the market, have a unique sig
nificance in a capitalist economy and are associated with 
unique results. It has been suggested at various points 
in this and earlier chapters that capital accumulation, 
and the . development dependent on it, is in a class 
society subject to special limits-limits which retard it 
in very considerable degree. The crucial limit seems 
to be the resistance which such a system imposes against 
the tendency of an approach to conditions of full employ
ment in the labour market to raise wages to such an extent 
as to preCipitate a sharp shrinkage of surplus-value, and 
consequently ·to change the value both of existing capital 
and of new investment. So abhorrent and unnatural 
does such a situation appear as to cause exceptional 
measures to be taken to clip .die wings of labour-even, 
like the war-time "leaving certificates", to curtail the 
normal working of competitive forces-whenever labour 
scarcity shows signs of becoming an enduring cond.ition 
of the labour market. It is an opinion which seems to 
have a growing currency to-day that, with the removal 
of such limits, not many decades of a somewhat enhanced 
rate of capital accumulation would suffice in· advanced 
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industrial countries with a stationary population so to 
saturate the known uses for capital as permanently to 
reduce the interest-rate to a very low figure ana even 
to the neighbourhood of zero. The transformation of 
half a continent under ·the Soviet Five-Year Plans in
dicates how radically the economic face of a country may 
be changed within a deca~e by intensive constructional 
activity. Even John Stuart Mill, in the middle of last 
century, declared that, in the absence of foreign invest
ment, of government loans for unproductive expenditure, 
and of wasteful employments of capital, "the mere con
tinuance of the present annual increase of capital would 
suffice in a small number of years to reduce the rate of 
net profit to one per cent." 1 Yet can one seriously 
imagine this being allowed to occur, with. the sharp rise 
of wages and_ the impoverishment of the propertied class 
which it would entail, in our claSs society as we know 
it? Can one not more readily imagine a campaign being 
launched to curb or break the overweaning power of 
trade unions, or to start some new colonial- venture as 
a profitable outlet for surplus funds? Such an outcome 
seems not only possible but extremely probable; since in a 
propertied system property is not only the greatest vested. 
interest, but its possession confers the trump cards that 
are necessary to win the game. Reinfor~ing this resist
ance is the continual tendency of the present system, 
primarily motivated as it is by the desire to maintain the 

1 Principles, Ed. Ashley, p. 731. Cf. the remarks of Wicksell on the 
fact that "a collectivist society would afford a much better guarantee for 
the rapid accumulation of capital than does the existing individualistic 
society"; and that "capitalists as a class will gladly welcome all measures 
destructive of capital", whereas "the collectivist state will be quite 
unaffected by a lowering of the rate of interes~ as such". (Lectures, 
Vol. I, p. :uz.) 
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earnings of capital, to restrict the utilization of plant and 
equipment as well as of labour' whenever this will permit 
a higher profit to be earned. Since such restriction may 
occur whenever output-policy is influenced by con
siderations of ''overhead costs "-whenever the more 
intensive use of equipment is denied because price is 

·designed to cover average and not marginal cost-the 
amount of chronic under-utilization of productive power 
which results from this cause alone is probably much 
more· substantial than is generally realized. In such a 
society there seems every reason for interest to triumph 
over ideas, eyen over ''the gradual encroachment of 
ideas", and abundant evidence that it does. 

By contrast, in a socialist economy profit as an income
category ceases to possess any significance as an economic 
incentive or as an interest which shapes and limits policy, 
for the reason.that it ceases to exist as a personal revenue. 
Moreover, since wages in one form or another are the 
only form of income, social incentives will be exclusively 
associated with work, and the sole aim of economic 
policy will presumably be to increase wages at the most 
nipid possible rate. Contrary to a common opinion, 
·there seems little valid ground to doubt that the force 
of incentive to production would on balance be greatly 
increased by the ~hange. The incomes of privilege and 
of property, which to-day account for nearly ·half the 
national income, are increasingly the fruit of, and hence 
incentive to, restrictive practices; while even work-

. incomes which are proportioned to productive effort 
lose much of their potency as incentives owing to the 
lack of social prestige attach.ing to labour compared 
with property, to the thwarting of ambition and the 
blunting effect of the rancour of envy and sense of 
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injustice which unequal opportunity engenders. By 
contrast, a socialist economy rid of such negative· 
factors is in a position to harness untapped sources of 
collective incentive, of which a society ·rooted ·in in
dividualism and the subjection· of servant to ~aster 

can do no more than dream. If in such a society the 
rapid augmentation of wages is the dominant aim, it 
must follow that the attitude to all problems of capital 
accumulation and investment will . necessarily · be a 
different one. Given this as the r\lling principle, the 
only limit to an increase . of wage-income could be that 
which was set by existing productive powers and. by· . 
considerations of future prod]lctivc equipment. With 
the removal of the incentive to maintain reserves· of 
unemploy~d resources, with a fuller utilization of capital 
equipment through time, and with an altered attitude 
towards present and future income, there is every 
reason to suppose that the rate of increase of productiv~· 
power and of wage -income. could be of a quite different 
order of magnitude to that to which we are accustomed 
in a capitalist economy. The words which J. B.' Say 
once used of a ·slave economy in contrast to a free need 
little change to suit them to a modern context: ''Labour 
can never be honourable, or' even respectable, where it 
is executed by an inferior caste. The forced and un
natural superiority of the master over the slave. is 
exhibited in the affectation. of lord.ly indolence and 
inactivity: and the faculties ·of mind are debased in. 
equal degree; the place of intelligence is usurped by 
violence and brutality. Slave and. master are both 
degraded beings. . . . One of the productive Classes 
benefits by the depression of the rest; and that would 
be all, were it not that the vici_ous system of production, 
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resulting from this derang~ment, opposes the introduction 
of a better plan of industry." 1 

It is sometimes said that in a socialist society vested 
interests of ohe kind or another would still remain to 
thwart. the social interest and to defy the dictates of 
reason. Be this as· it may, the power of interest would 
be diminished, at least, by the removal of the interest 
that is the rpost powerful in present society, the most 
inimical to human welfare and the most predatory: the 
vested interest of property. This contrast indeed between 
a capitalist and a socialist economy is as crucial as it is 
simple: that in the former it is the interest of property 
which is dominant and the interest of human beings which 
has- minor weight or even no weight; while in the latter 
the interest of human life would be paramoun.t, and the 
maintenance of the value of property of no account at all. 
Of this.subordination of human beings in capitalist society 
the "shameful squandering of human labour-power for 
the most despicable purposes" (owing to its cheapness), 
to which Marx .referred,3 is merely one aspect. Two 
consequences of this difference are eloquent enough; · 
but their significance is only too rarely appreciated. A' 
socialist economy, having no longer a place for profit as 
an incentive to production and investment, would have 
no interest in reducing wages as a solution for universal 
unemployment and general excess-capacity, as is so 
familiar a paradox of capitalism: in such circumstances 
it would have always an interest in raising them. It also 
follows that in the economic accounting of socialism the 
"overhead costs" of capital would have no significance 
and ~ould be continually disregarded (once, at least, 

1 Treatise on Pol. Econ. (1821), Vol. I, pp. JI9•20. 
z Capital, Vol. I, p. 391. 
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the plant was in existence); and a fortiori the "overhead 
costs" of "goodwill" and of monopoly rights; but the 
maintenance of human beings, that most neglecte~ in
vestment of any hitherto, would become a prime charge. 
In the world as it is to-day we do not lack evidence, 
appalling evidence, that it is the maintenance of human 
beings and the bles~ings of human security which have 
no place in economic accounting, while it is the safe-' 
guarding of the value of capital which is the dominant 
concern: so dominant, according . to the· witness of 
contemporary events, as to be safeguarded by retarding. 
invention and laying waste productive- resources, by 
"Balkanizing" Europe and reviving the inspiration of 
the Middle Ages, by maintaining existing fields of 
exploitation and conquering new ones at the point of 
the sword. 

The struggle of mankind to-day is as much-nay, more 
-a struggle to unseat a powerful interest whereby to 
banish the "mean and malignant.. system which this 
interest upholds, as it was in the days whc;n classical 
Political Economy launched .its influential attacks, with 
unrestrained partisanship, upon the monopolistic system 
of its day. When interest obstructs reason, to preach 
reason. is vain unless it preach to dethrone inte~est~ 
Then it was a struggle of rising industrial capital against 
landed interests and trading· monopolists. To-day the 
world is torn by the struggle of the unpropertied masses 
against the entrenched forces of monopolistic capital. 
If truth is to be gleaned from practice as well as inspire 
it, the economist can as little stand aloof qua economist 
as qua citizen of the world from such issues. To breathe 
life into the bones of abstract notions, he must, it would 
seem, not only descend from his cloister to walk in th,e 
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market-places of the world, but must take part in their 
battles, since -only then can he be of the world as well 
as in it. This is not to sell his birthright: it is to 
march in the best tradition of Political Economy. At· 
any rate, if he does not, the world, and his cloister with 
it, may soon start tumbling about his ears. 



NQTE TO CHAPTER VIII ON STORED-UP- LABOUR 
AND INVESTMENT THROUGH TIME 

THE significance of time has been variously estimated by econo
mists; and discussions of its. place in economic causation have 
been clouded bv a good deal of mystification. The. notion of 
time has even acquired what Marx termed a fetishistic char
acter; attempts having been made to treat it a8virtually a third_ 
ultimate factor of production (along with labour and nature) 
and to explain the phenomenon of suq~lus-value in terms of 
its productivity. As such, the notion is a more refined cousin 
to the older view which regarded capital as a unique entity 
which had a specific productivity and value, instead of as a 
particular form assumed by labour in the social division of 
labour. That this is so does ·not, however, prevent it from 
being true that time, properly regarded, must necessarily play 
an important part in . the framework of a number of economic 
problems, particularly · those of accumulation and investment. 
Into the wider question if is not the purpose of this NoTE to 
enter. The intention here is simply to analyse the considerations
on which the order of investment in different types of construction
projects in a socialist economy would depend. In setting this as 
its intention, this NoTE does not claim to enunciate any final 
principle (which would require a much less abstract method) but_ 
merely to define the meaning of the problem in more explicit 
terms. 

If we regard capital instruments as "stored-up labour" (i.e. as 
part of the social labour-force elJlbodied in a certain form or use) 
we necessarily imply in this notion a time-dimension-the time 
for which the labour is stored, or the time separating the original 
expenditure of the labour (e.g. in .building a power-station ()r a 
machine) and . the emergence of the finished product. If all 
stored-up labour were of the simple type, which is represented 
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in the sowing of seed for a harvest or the planting of trees, the 
notion would have a simple quantitative significance: the time 
elapsing between the labour of sowing and the harvest or between 
the planting of trees and their fruit. This time could be repre
sented as a definite quantity, and spoken of, not only as longer 
or shorter, but longer by a given amount. But in the greater 
complexity of durable instruments of production it is true that 
there are difficulties in giving to this notion any precise quantita
tive significance; and there are special problems connected with 
the fact of depreciation and maintenance of plant and equipment. 
Into these questions it is not necessary to enter here.1 While a 
satisfactory solution of these problems is necessary if any high 
degree of precision is to be attached to the answers afforded to 
many questions, it is sufficient for our purpose that different 

. types of stored-up labour should be capable of being broadly 
compared with respect to their time-dimensions, so as to be 
placed in an order and represented as being greater or less. It 
seems possible, at any rate, to make certain broad classifications 
of productive processes according to different types distinguish
able as "longer" or "shorter"; andjustifia~le (indeed, essential) 
to use· some such classification to enable general conclusions to 
be drawn with respect to changes in the use of different production
processes. 

The crucial problem is this: if there is a series of n possible 
types of stored-up labour of different "lengths", what con
siderations determine the order in which these are adopted ? 
In particular, what will determine whether labour will be 

. devoted simultaneously to all the n types ot stored-up labour, 
creating some of all of them in varying proportions, or whether 
labour· will at first be devoted exclusively to constructing the 
first type in the series (the shortest or most quickly maturing) 
and then successively in future years passing through the series 
aS' longer and more complex types of stored-up labour ar~ 
step by step created to take the place of the more primitive types 
when these latter fall into disuse? 

1 Some of these problems, especially those of maintenance, are 
handled by means of an original definition of "period of production" 
in Armstrong's Saving and lnt.•estment. 
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These various types of stored-up labour may stand In various" 
relations to one another with regard to productivity. They 
may get more productive (absolutely) as they get "longer", ~tnd 
they may be more productive in greater or in less proportion to 
the increase in their length. Alternatively, some longer methods 
may be less productive than shorter ones. Presumably._ however, 
the more productive application of labour will be preferred; 
and since the only obstacle in the way of investing immediately 
in the most productive known fQrm of stored-up labour will 
be the length of time which must elapse before the product 
appears, it will be increase of productivity with "length" which 
is alone significant. · 

Why, then, is not the most productive known form of stored
up labour immediately created, and created in sufficient quantity
to maximize the productive power of social labour? The answer 
clearly is that, since this stored-up labour takes time to construct 
or to yield its product, the income of the community would be 
drastically curtailed in the intervening years. To satisfy the 
needs of these earlier years, "shorter" forms of stored-up labour 
are required. · But it will be said: granted that some investment 
must take place in the "shorter" forms, to prevent the com
munity from starving in the interim, why should not an 
immediate start be . made in devoting. at least' some. labour to. 
the construction of the longer and more productive methods 
with an eye upon the income of the more distant future? In 
other words, suppose that stored-up labour took the form of 
fruit-trees which required an initial expenditure of -labour to 
plant them, and after a certain period of growth yielded their 
fruit in a given year and then died; and suppose, further, that 
the period between planting and fruiting differed with various 
types of tree, the longer-fruiting trees yielding in general a 
larger fruit. Then two methods" of planting would be possible. 
(A) It could be arranged that this year labour should ·be dis
tributed between planting some one-year trees, some two-year 
trees, some three-year, some four-year, some five-year trees and 
so forth, so that each of the years into the future should have 
some fruit from this year's planting. When the near future had 
been adequately- provided for by the earlier-~aturing trees; 
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labour would (;ease to be devoted to their planting and would 
be transferred instead directly to planting the most productive 
known type of tree. (B) Labour could be devoted at first only 
to planting one-year trees, to yield fruit. next year and so make 
next year's income considerably larger than it could be, ceteris 
paribus, under (A}; or at any rate restricted to planting one-year 
and two-year trees. Then next" year, or the year after, the 
planting of one-year trees could be abandoned, and the more 
·productive two-year trees concentrated upon instead; and so 
on successively up the scale. It is to be noted that under (B) 
the fruit of earlier years will tend to be larger than under (A}; 
but, in so far as maximum productivity is reached more gradually, 
the fruit of later years will tend to be smaller under (B) than , 
under (A). · · 

On what considerations, then, will the choice between the 
two methods depend? _ 

The 'crux of the matter seems to be that the more distant • 
future always has a greater chance of being plentifully supplied, 
since there is the option of using part or all of the investments 
of intervening years in its interest; whereas the near future can 
only be enriched out of the labour of to-day and the immediate 
future, and will. be benefited if this labour of to-day and of the 
j.mmediate future is embodied in relatively short productive 
processes. In other words, concentration of labour on shorter 
methods will always benefit the near future at the expense of 
the more distant future. In certain circumstances it will benefit 
the near future more than it harms the distant future; and it 
is this fact which may cause· method· (B) to be preferred. As 
Mr. Armstrong has put it: "\Ve can only produce for the future; 
we cannot prodU<;e in the future for the present. . . . \V e cannot 
make up in the future· for the absence of income now by retro
spective production; while the more distant the future the 
greater the number of ways in which we can provide income for 
that future by anticipatory production. Owing to this uni
directional nature of time, the principles which govern the 
distribution of resources through time are different from those 
which govern the distribution of resources through space." 1 

1 Op. cit., p. :u. 
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It is clear that the · essentijil differences between the two 
methods is that method (B), by paying more attention to the 
income of the earlier years, will tend to attain to the higher· 
productivity of the more advanced methods of production more 
slowly than will (A). Method· (A), on the other hand, by in..:· 
vesting earlier in production processes of a more advanced type, 
will attain to a given higher level of productivity much sooner, 
at the expense of providing a lower income for the earlier years. 
The more gradual method (B), in other words, represents the 
path by which a given higher level of productivity can be 
attained with the smaller aggregate sacrifice. ' (The method· of 
least sacrifice' would, of course, be one which raised income so 
gradually as to. attain maximum productivity at infinity.) But 
it does not by any means follow that the method involving the· 
smaller aggregate sacrifice- is the most economic: · it may well 
be advantageous for the community to incur additional sacrifice 
to purchase the benefit of attaining the higher level of prodl.1ctivity 
sooner and enjoying this higher level of· income for a greater 
number of years. " 

The method which attained to maximum productivity (or to 
a given higher level of productivity) most speedily would un-

. questionably be the one to be adopted if. a given addition to a 
small income were of no greater importance than. a · similar 
addition to a larger income; since in this case the loss of income 
in the earlier years would invariably be more than repaid by 
the earlier attainment of maximum productivity and the con
sequent gain of income in subsequent years; It is the fact that 
this condition does not hold-that to give a family one room to 
dwell in is usually more important than to provide a second, 
and to have shoes on one's feet at all is more important than to 
possess a change of footwear-which may render the more 
gradual method the appropriate course of action. What is 
clearly decisive is whether or not the rate at which productivity 
increases as the time for which labour is stored up increases is 
greater than the rate at which the importance of increments to 
income declines as the level of income' rises. If the former is 
slower than the _latter, a method which yields a _tardier attain-: 
ment of the higher level of productivity, but involves a smaller 
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sacrifice of income in the earlier years, will be preferable. If 
the former is faster than the latter, the method which attains 
to the higher level of productivity at the most rapid possible 
rate will be preferable, since the large absolute addition to the 
income of distant years will then outweigh the (smaller) loss of 
income in the nearer years. It has been maintained that the 
importance of increments to income declines in greater pro
portion than increase of income: a statement which seems clearly 
to be true of increases of income near the starvation level and 
again of increases at high levels of income. But it seems 
not unreasonable to suppose that, even if this be true of inter
mediate levels of income per head, the importance of increments 
to income does not decline much more rapidly than the increase 
of income within the range of per capita income-levels appropriate 
to advanced industrial. countries. · In this case there is a pre
sumption that method (A) will be the most economic in technical 
situations which are such that the productivity of different forms ' 
of stored-up labour increases in an appreciably greater proportion 
than the time for which labour is stored up. In general,·. we 
may· say that periods which are technical epochs, in the sense 
that there are very large possibilities of increased productivity 
of labour from the adoption of new (and "longer") processes 
of stored-up. labour, will be periods in which method (A) is 
most likely to be adopted. Part of the labour directed to con
structional work in those years will need to be directed to 
relatively primitive, but more quickly maturing, forms of 
construction to supply the needs of the nearer future. But 
at the same time part of the labour will be directed to com
mencing the construction immediately of more advanced, but 
more slowly maturing, processes; since the earlier attainment 
of the im.reased productivity resulting from the latter will 
outweigh the loss resulting from a smaller investment in the 
former (with the consequent lower levels of production in the 
earlier ye3rs ). 

It must be noted that the difference between our two methods 
is. one of degree. Method (B), if its transition through the 
various types is accelerated sufficiently, will approximate to 
method (A) and may be indistinguishable from it; particularly 
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if the latter is interpreted in the sense of requiring a certain 
minimum income. (and, a fortiori, if a gradually rising minimum) 
to be secured to the earlier years. When the two methods are 
so qualified as to approximate to one another ir:t this way~ there 
is a feature of method (B) which will give it a superiority over 
method (A). In other words, if the only condition attaching to 
the two methods is that a certain minimum income is to be 
provided for the earlier years, method (B) will actually be the 
speedier method of attaining to maximum productivity. The 
reason for this is that method (B) gives priority to the satisfaction 
of the needs of the earlier years. The paradoxical result .that 
maximum productivity is soonest reached by a method which 
refrains from immediately constructing the most advanced 
methods depends on· the fact that, since the needs· of earlier 
years can only be satisfied by means of the less productive and 
shorter processes, the more labour that can be concentrated at 
the outset on providing for the. needs of these earlier years, th~ 
greater the speed with which labour can be released to be 
invested in the more productive methods.1 · It is like a party of 
rope-climbers ascending a mountain: the top may be reached 

· the sooner if the guide at the head of the party spends more 
of his energies helping up the slower members of the party 
than in accelerating the speed of his own ascent. _.When ·other 
considerations are equal, therefore, this fact will weigh in favour 
o{ method (B) .. But it remains true that, since method (A) is 
essentially the method by which, as a rule,, the income of the 
earlier years is stinted in the interests of a more rapid ~ttainment 
of higher levels of productivity, it is likely to be the appropriate 
path of development in situations where relatively large increases 
of productivity are to be anticipated by lengthening the time 
for which labour is stored up, or at periods in which political 
and social reasons may give an unusual importance to speed of 
development. 

1 Of course, a certain preliminary increase of productivity is bound 
to come earlier under (A), since the construction of the more productive 
methods is commenced earlier. But in the later stages the increase of 
productivity will be greater, ceteris paribus, under (B), since the labour 
previously devoted to supplying the minimWll needs of the earlier years 
will be more rapidly released. ' 
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But the adoption of this method (A) ~ill only be possible in 
an economy which has sufficient foresight to be able, with some 
approximation to certainty, to calculate the movement of invest
ment and productivity over future years. Such a degree of 
foresight is clearly impossible in an individualist economy; so 
that anything approximating to method (A) is rarely adopted, 
and even then only over a relatively short span of time. For 
this type of economy method (B) is the only practicable method 
available; the step-by-step transition to new methods taking 
place under the prompting of changes in interest-rates as invest
ment and income change. Any other melJlod would require a 
grading of interest-rates for investments of different periods of 
maturity, such as is hardly conceivable in an economy so much 
the prey to uncertainty and to the vagaries of business expectations, 
which in face of such uncertainty can have little objective basis. 
Moreover, it is to be noted that this transition to the new method 
would require to come in adfJaTICe of the year in which the income 
had actually increased to the point which made an addition to it 
less important than an increase of productive power for the 
more distant future-namely, in the year in which investment 
for the benefit of that richer future year was actually being 
undertaken. Since in an individualist economy such a transition 
will tend to take place only when that change of income has 
already beccmie apparent-namely, in the future year itself-it 
folloWs that· an individualist system will have an additional 
reason for pursuing a tardier course of development of its pro
ductive forces than will a socialist economy; having a recurrent 
tendency to over-invest in shorter and obsolete processes and 
myopically to inflate the income of the near future at the expense 
of under-development of the productive power of the more 
distant future. This retardation will, on the one hand, tend 
to maintain interest-rates and, on the other hand, tend to pro
voke fluctuations;. and this quite apart from any monetary 
influences. As productive processes become longer, the results 
of this retarding tendency are likely to become progressively 
greater. . 

Labour, however, will be required to work machines as well 
as to make them. The propOrtions (capable of limited variation) 
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in which the labour-force of society requires to be divided 
between "this current labour and stored-up labour will be deter
mined by what has been termed the "technical coefficients" -of 
industry, which will be relative to the state of technique ill 
various industries at any one time and to the relative sizes of 
different industries of varying technical cOefficients. It is clear 
that the social labour-force is only being employed in the most 
productive possible way if no gain in productivity would result 
from transferring labour from current uses to stored-up uses. · 
This implies that the product (valued in terms of current income) 
resulting from an additional application· of labour as current 
labour (operating existing machines) equals the product result
ing from an additional application of labour as stored-up labour 
(valued in terms of anticipated future income).l Let us assume 
that there is a gradual progression through various types of 
production-process according to method (B) as the usual path 
of development (broken by flu~tions) in an individualist 
economy. As long as new investment is taking plate, the income 
of future years will be rising; and as more of the social. labour- . 
force is devoted to store4-up labour, the product (valued in 
future income) resulting from each addition in this direction· 
will fall, while the labour available as current labour to work 
the existing machines will grow relatively mor~ scarce and in
dispensable. If only one type of stored-up labour were known 
and available, this transfer of labour to stored-up labour would 
continue until the product resulting from additional applications 
of labour in each of the two directions was equal. This is what 
may be called a point of capital saturation, at which the (lf}erage 
productivity of the social labour-force is at its maximum. a But 
this maximum would represent a low or a high level of productivity 
according to whether this one. and only known form of stored-

1 I.e. ~~: k = ;;:: , where k represents a relation between future income 

and current income. 
1 This point seems to be synonymous with what Mr. Meade has 

termed "the optimum supply of labour relatively to capital". (lntTo
thu:tiort to Economic Analysis and Policy, p. 259 1eq.) This point is rrot, 
however, necessarily the same as Mr. Meade's "optimum supply of, 
capital", for the reasons set out below. · · 
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up labour was of a technically primitive or advanced type. If 
other and more advanced types were known, their existence 
would preclude this point from being reached. Before the 
product resulting from additional labour devoted to the existing 
type of stored-up labour had fallen beyond a certain point, it 
would pay to transfer this labour instead to more productive 
and "longer" types of stored-up labour. Such successive 
transfers to more productive methods would proceed until 
there was no known more productive type of stored-up labour; 
and equilibrium woul<;l be reached when sufficient labour had 
been devoted to ·this type of stored-up labour to make any gain 

· from further transfer ~ero (i.e. ~~was the same in both directions). 

Existing stored-up labour would continue to be replaced each 
year as it wore out; but it would not be added to, and the 
existing proportions be~een stored-up and current labour 
would, ceteris paribus, be maintained. Here, again, the average 
productivity of the social labour-force would be at its maximum. 
But it would be (relative to existing knowledge) a maximum 
maximorum. 

Traditional classifications of technical inventions as "labour
saving" or "capital-saving" are generally made to tum on the 
effect of these changes on the relative prices of labour-power 
and of capital. . For purposes of analysing capital-development 
through time it would seem that a classification in terms of the 
effect of technical change on the ratiQ in which stored-up labour 
and current labour require to be combined is more useful and 
less •ambiguous-namely, in terms of labour-units and not of 
prices.l Technical changes which have the effect of increasing 
the proportion of current-labour to stored-up labour will tend 

1 These ratios will not, of course, necessarily be rigid, but will have 
the form of a given "production-function" defining the changes of 
productivity as the proportions in which stored-up labour and current 
labour are oombined. For simplicity we have spoken above only of 
the proportion between current labour and stored-up labour at the end 
stage of production. Corresponding to it will be the (possibly different) 
proportions in which at all earlier and intermediate stages of production 
fresh labour has to be used to work up or to work with stored-up labour, 
which is product of a still earlier stage. 
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to retard (temporarily at least) development towards the point of 
maximum productivity by leaving less of the social labour-force 
available for new. construction-work; and conversely techni~al 
changes which diminish the proportion of current labour to 
stored-up labour will tend to accelerate this development. They 
will not, however, affect the point of capital saturation itself; in 
the sense that this will still consist in the most productive known 
type of stored-up labour. Technical change will only shift this 
point if it creates a new type of construction \\;hich is·absolutely 
more productive than any previously known and available-if it 
discloses a new mountain-summit to be mastered, higher than 
any which was visible before. 

It is to be noted that as progress towards this point of capital 
saturation occurs, the intensive utilization of existing plimt and 
machinery by current labour will grow less; until at the point 
of capital saturation it will not be economic to carry intensive 
utilization by labour of existing plant beyond the point where 
diminishing returns to this utilization sets in. The types of 
stored-up labour which are in use will be so productive that it 
will pay to employ the major part of the social labour-force on 
maintaining or replacing society's large stock of machines and 
equipment, and relatively little of it in the operation and utiliza
tion of machines. Labour, in other words, will have become 
predominantly a process. of machine-controlling, with actual 
manual operations reduced to a minimum. What Mr. Meade 
has defined 1 as the points of "optimum supply of labour relatively 
to capital" and of "?Ptimum supply of capital relatively to 
labour" will, at this point (but only ·at this point}, have become 
identical (apart from possible unexhausted economies of division 
of labour in the finishing industries). 

1 Op. cit., p. 259 seq. and p. 273 seq. If one is speaking in terms of 
a flexible "production-function", it is to say that on any indifference
curve expressing such a function that point will be chosen which 
represents the greatest economy of labour (both in using and in making 
machines) to yield a given output. This would only represent the 
mwllest possible use of labour in operating machines if capital goods, 
once made, needed neither repair nor replacement. Only then would 
it be the case that such goods would have to become " free goods " 
before the point of " capital saturation " was reached. 
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